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7. Approach to Consideration of Impacts
and Effects
Temporal Scope
7.1.

The EIA has addressed impacts likely to arise from both the construction and operation of the Proposals
as follows:

7.2.

The construction of Waye Lane and the accesses to Alston Farm and Lower Waye in Stage 0 and the
staged overburden stripping and construction of the screening bunds are regarded as the construction
phase, the subsequent extraction from within the extension area is regarded as the operational phase.
However because of the staged nature of the proposals and the position that overburden stripping and
bund building will occur at the beginning of and at intervals within each stage, the quarry extension will
have a number of construction phases as the quarry extension progresses.

7.3.

An easy way to visualise this is by reference to the time line shown in the table below, with the
construction phases represented by the stars in stage 0, and by the green and orange coloured squares
representing bund construction and backfilling episodes in years 2, 10 (Stage 1), 13, 16 (Stage 2), 31
(Stage 3), 40, 43 and 46 (Stage 4).
Table 7-1
Year//
Stage

Linhay Hill Quarry Extension proposals time line
1

2

17

18

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

15

16

0
1a
1b
2a
2b
3
4
5
Year//
Stage

19

20

to

31

32

to

to

60+

0
1a
1b
2a
2b
3
4
5
Note: Years are counted from the start of operations and are based on current rate of extraction at Linhay
Hill Quarry. Hence all timing is approximate.

Key

Construct replacement route for Alston Lane, diversion of public footpath and services,
and other preliminary works.
Bund Construction
Backfilling in Linhay Hill Quarry
Limestone Quarrying
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7.4.

The significance of the effects that may arise in construction and operation is based on any changes
compared to the baseline conditions (i.e. those conditions which would exist if the Proposals did not go
ahead). The ongoing existence of the existing quarry has been taken into account in the assessments.

7.5.

In the assessments generally construction effects are temporary, and operation effects are permanent.
However it is relevant to point out that the Planning Proactive Guidance lists a number of special
characteristics of minerals development that are not present in other types of development, including that
minerals ‘working is working is a temporary use of land, although it often takes place over a long period
of time’. Many of the operational effects of the proposals will therefore cease when the extended quarry
is worked out; and are therefore themselves temporary in the long run. Nevertheless, it is recognised that
not all operational effects are temporary, for instance, landscape change in chapter 8 and the ecological
enhancements in chapter 10.

Spatial Scope
7.6.

The spatial extent of the ES is described by the geographical area potentially affected by the Proposals.
The definition of the spatial scope takes into account:


The physical extent of the proposals, defined by the limits of land to be used both during
construction and operation: the area of the red line in the planning application site plan;



The nature of the baseline environment and the way in which the impacts and effects are likely to
be experienced;

7.7.

The ‘Proposals’ refers to all elements of the scheme or project. The term ‘site’, or ‘planning application
area’ refers to the site area that contains all the elements of the ‘proposals’. This is the area enclosed by
the red line on the Location Plan and Site Plan. In addition references have been made to the ‘extension
area’. This refers to the part of the planning application area containing the additional area to be
quarried, together with the area for the overburden bunds. The extension area comprises approximately
21 hectares of quarry extension, and approximately 11 hectares of bunds.

7.8.

The environmental effects for each discipline are expressed at different spatial extents. Sometimes, to
assist with the description of the context within which a significant effect may arise, a wider area has
been examined. The spatial scope for each discipline is described within each of the topic chapters. The
term ‘Study Area’ relates to the area that is being described and assessed as part of each respective
assessment.

Established Baseline Conditions
7.9.

Baseline collection of data has been undertaken to enable a robust assessment, appropriate to the
nature and scale of the Proposals. The extent of the baseline has been determined through professional
judgement and industry best practice. The collection of baseline has been achieved through desk study,
consultation and field surveys at appropriate times of year where appropriate. Baseline information
collected is presented in each specific environmental topic section and in the Figures and Appendices
which accompany these sections.

Impacts and Effects
7.10.

Schedule 4 of the EIA Regulations requires an ES to describe, among other things, the:


aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the development, including, in
particular, population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, including the
architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship between the
above factors



likely significant effects of the development on the environment, which should cover the direct
effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and long-term, permanent and
temporary, positive and negative effects of the Proposals , resulting from:
(a) the existence of the development ;
(b) the use of natural resources;
(c) the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste,

7.11.

This chapter summarises the approach adopted to comply with these requirements in Schedule 4 of the
EIA Regulations. A distinction has been made in the assessment between impacts and effects, where:


Impacts are defined as the predicted change to the baseline environment as a result of the
proposals (e.g. areas of land take, levels of noise, degree of visual intrusion, etc) and
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Effects are the consequence of impacts on environmental resources or receptors of particular
value or sensitivity (e.g. loss of ecological area due to land take, disturbance due to noise, loss of
amenity due to visual intrusion, etc).

7.12.

The primary objective of the assessment, as stated in the EIA Regulations, is to provide decision makers
and third parties information about the ‘likely significant’ environmental effects of the proposals. This is
achieved by assessing the likelihood of an impact, its magnitude and then (where it is significant)
reviewing the extent (both temporal and spatial) to which it affects receptors. The determination of
whether the result is deemed to be significant is described below.

7.13.

Impacts and effects are usually associated with a specific source or receptor/resource, where:

7.14.



Sources are the construction or operation activities that give rise to impacts, which in turn would
have effects on specific receptors or resources;



Receptors and Resources comprise human beings, either individually or collectively together
with resources including flora, fauna, watercourses, aquifers and other aspects of the water
environment, townscape or landscape, archaeological features, community facilities, etc.

Generally the ‘worst case’ scenario has been used in making the impact assessments in this ES. In all
instances, ‘worst case’ scenarios occur for a temporary period only.

Identification and Sensitivity of Receptors
7.15.

Receptors are defined as the physical resource or user group that would experience an impact as a
result of the proposals and are identified in the baseline studies.

7.16.

Some receptors are more sensitive to certain environmental impacts than others. The sensitivity, in EIA
terms, of an environmental receptor may be influenced by a variety of factors, for example including:








Rarity or relative abundance;
Quality;
Whether it is subject to a statutory designation (e.g. SSSI or Scheduled Ancient Monument), and
importance in a national, regional or local context;
Historic or cultural associations;
Regenerative capacity or fragility; and
The absorption capacity of the natural environment; and
Ability to be replaced.

Significance Criteria for Effects
7.17.

Effects are defined as the end result of impacts on environmental receptors. The magnitude of an impact
does not directly translate into its significance as an effect. For example, a significant effect may arise as
a result of a slight impact on a resource of national value, or a severe impact on a resource of local
value. Assignment of significance to an impact has been undertaken in a consistent and systematic
manner through the establishment of a set of significance criteria.

7.18.

The intention is for the significance threshold for one type of receptor to have a degree of equivalence
with the significance threshold of another receptor. In order to provide for local relevance and context,
the significance criteria for individual environmental topics are supplemented as appropriate. The criteria
can be measured against (inter alia):









The magnitude of the impact;
The spatial relationship of the impact to the receptor;
The number of receptors affected/scale of the impact;
Whether the impact is permanent or reversible through mitigation;
The complexity of the impact;
The probability of the impact;
The value and importance of the receptor in terms of environmental and planning policy
legislation; and
The sensitivity and rarity of the receptor.

Mitigation
7.19.

An ES should include “…a description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible
remedy any significant adverse effects on the environment.” (EIA Regulations, Schedule 4, Part 1, (5)).
For the Proposals, a variety of mitigation measures have been considered which generally fall into one of
four groups below:
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7.20.

Measures incorporated into the design of the Proposals to control the magnitude of impacts at
source (‘mitigation by design’);
Measures to create barriers to the distribution of impacts (for example landscape planting and
noise attenuation);
Measures to provide compensation where impacts occur (creation of new biodiversity areas);
and
Construction control procedures consistent with regulatory requirements or industry good
practice.

Where mitigation is proposed, each topic section describes the mitigation measures proposed and the
residual environmental effect. Where mitigation is not proposed or possible the full likely environmental
effects are described.

Identification of Residual Impacts
7.21.

Residual impacts are those impacts that remain following the implementation of the recommended
mitigation measures. These have been identified for each of the specialist topics by reviewing the
predicted likely impacts against the mitigation measures proposed and then identifying any residual
impacts that are likely to occur as a result of the proposals.

Cumulative Effects and Interactions with other projects
7.22.

The EIA Regulations (paragraph 4 of Part 1 to Schedule 4), requires the assessment of cumulative
effects of proposals (where it is reasonably necessary and open to the applicant to do so).

7.23.

Cumulative Effects are defined as ‘those that result from additive impacts caused by other past, present
or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the plan, programme or project itself and synergistic
effects (aka in-combination), which arise from the reaction between impacts of a development plan,
programme or project on different aspects of the environment.’

7.24.

So Cumulative Effects can be defined in two possible ways: the cumulation of all types of effects from the
individual project under consideration, or the effect of the proposal together with that of other projects
that can reasonably be anticipated to take place in the vicinity of the site.

7.25.

The scoping process has identified the following types of projects that may be relevant to the EIA
process as part of cumulative effects from different projects.






7.26.

Existing completed projects;
Approved but uncompleted projects, such as the widening of Balland Lane and utilities diversions
if they are not considered to be part of this application;
Ongoing activities at the quarry and in the surrounding area;
Plans or projects for which an application has been made and which are under consideration by
the consenting authorities; and
Plans and projects which are reasonably foreseeable, i.e. projects for which an application has
not yet been submitted, but which are likely to progress before completion of the development
and for which sufficient information is available to assess the likelihood of cumulative and incombination effects.

The extent and cumulation of effects has been assessed accordingly, with each type of effect having its
own relevant study area.
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8. Landscape and Visual Effects
Introduction
8.1.

Landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) consists of two separate but related effects;
landscape assessment and visual assessment. Landscape assessment is the systematic
description and analysis of the physical landscape features and elements within the landscape,
and would include elements such as landform, vegetation cover, settlement and transport
patterns, land use, building styles and historical and cultural components. Visual assessment is
the description and analysis of specific views of the landscape and the general visual amenity of
the area as experienced by people residing, visiting and travelling through the landscape.

8.2.

All drawings referred to in the assessment are located in the attached Appendices.

Assessment Objectives
8.3.

This Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) describes and evaluates the effects of the
proposed Quarry Extension on the physical landscape characteristics and visual amenity of the
Study Area. The assessment considers the effect on the landscape resource (both direct effects
and effects on how the landscape character is perceived) and the effect on visual amenity
(views). Cumulative effects, arising from the effect of the Scheme in conjunction with the
continuation of quarrying at the current Linhay Hill Quarry, are also considered.

8.4.

The main objectives of the LVIA are as follows:
-

To identify, evaluate and describe the current landscape character of the site and its
surroundings and also any notable individual landscape features within the site;

-

To determine the sensitivity of the landscape to the type of development proposed;

-

To identify potential visual receptors (i.e. people who would be able to see the development)
and evaluate their sensitivity to the type of changes proposed; and

-

To identify and describe any impacts of the development in so far as they affect the
landscape and/or views of it and to evaluate the magnitude of change due to these impacts

Site Context and Description
8.5.

The existing Linhay Hill Quarry is a major limestone quarry located to the north-east of Ashburton
town. The quarry is immediately adjacent to the A38 Devon Expressway, which runs along its
south-eastern boundary and at this point is the boundary of the Dartmoor National Park. The
A38 is the main strategic road in Devon, continuing from the end of the M5 motorway, and linking
Exeter with Plymouth. The quarry is accessed immediately off Balland Lane via the B3352
leading into Ashburton to the south west and to the on slip of the eastbound A38. The quarry
presently provides limestone aggregate materials through on site quarrying processes which also
includes batching and processing facilities for asphalt and concrete building products for the
construction industry.

8.6.

The extension site is immediately to the north-east of the existing quarry, on the north side of the
A38. Consequently both the existing quarry and the proposed extension area lie within the
Dartmoor National Park.

8.7.

The site of the proposed extension is land beyond Alston Lane and alongside the A38, and
comprises fields within Alston Farm. The area nearest the quarry will be quarried as an extension
to the existing quarry at Linhay Hill; screening bunds constructed with some of the overburden
from the quarry extension will be placed on land to the south east and north east of the quarry
extension.
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8.8.

The majority of the proposed extension area is currently farmed as a livestock farm, but the
westernmost fields closest to the existing quarry are used for growing turf for the turf business at
Lower Waye. Alston Lane, a single track public lane leading from a simple two-way junction with
the A38, lies between the existing quarry and the extension area. A length of Alston Lane will
need to be removed to allow the quarry extension to proceed.

8.9.

The nearest dwellings to the extension area are at Alston Farm house and Alston Cottage, which
are in the ownership of the applicants, but privately occupied. There are two further dwellings at
Lower Waye, one of which is owned by the applicant, again both are privately occupied. To the
north-east is the small hamlet of Caton, comprising several private houses. Other private
residences are located to the north and west.

8.10.

To the south of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry is the Linhay Business Park and playing fields of
South Dartmoor Community College. The College’s Sixth Form Centre occupies Place House,
which is located to the north of the quarry workshop area. The nearest dwellings to the quarry are
at Place, near the school; at Waye, and at Lower Waye to the north of the quarry. Other land
surrounding the quarry is agricultural, a high proportion of which is owned by the applicant but
leased under a long term agricultural tenancy.

8.11.

The nearest listed buildings are Alston Farmhouse, two barns at Alston, Place House, Waye
House and the associated walled garden. A clump of trees associated with an existing water
feature Waye Pond to the south of Waye House is the subject to a Tree Preservation Order
(TPO).

8.12.

The extent of the existing quarry and the proposed extension area are shown below. The figure
also shows the proposed route of the replacement route for Alston Lane. The replacement route
passes to the south of dwellings at Waye before joining an existing track and public footpath,
referred to as Waye Lane, running between Alston Lane and Balland Lane.

Figure 1.

Site Location Plan

Scheme Proposals
8.13.

The proposals have been developed through an iterative process of technical inputs, detailed
appraisals, and consultations. A full description of the proposals is also provided in Chapter 3 of
the Environmental Statement. For the purposes of clarity a brief description of the proposals is
outlined below.
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Extension of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry involving an extraction area with tipping of
overburden on the surrounding land in the earlier stages of the extension, with associated
landscaping and surface water management works. Provision of further footpaths as
quarrying progresses in the extension area.



Deepening of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry beyond 28m AOD (the current depth limit) to 0m
AOD and continuation of operations at the existing quarry after 2048 (the date of expiry of
the current planning permission) to allow backfilling of overburden from later stages of the
quarry extension,



Extraction of the reserves to their full extents (0m AOD in the existing quarry and 28m in the
quarry extension),



Provision of a replacement route for Alston Lane, referred to hereon in as ‘Waye Lane’.



Diversion of the footpath currently following an existing track along the new Waye Lane
route.



Provision of replacement accesses to Alston Farm and Lower Waye,



Widening of Balland Lane and alterations to the coach turning circle at South Dartmoor
Community College (associated proposals for community benefit),



Provision of footpath routes around the extension area,



Restoration of the existing quarry and quarry extension on completion of extraction with
provision for public access and informal recreation.

8.14.

Tables 1 below summarise the Stages and associated timelines for both overburden handling,
bund formation and limestone extraction processes.

8.15.

Whilst the table sets out the processes which occur Stage by stage throughout the course of the
lifespan of the prosed extension, the landscape assessment takes into account the incremental
nature of the proposals and recognises that the operations will occur over a protracted period of
time and the resultant effect on the landscape.

Table 1.

Linhay Hill Quarry Extension – Stage progression

Stage

Years from
start of
operations
(approx.)

Bund
building

Concurrent
operations in LHQ

Extraction in
extension
area

Stage 0
Widening of Balland Lane; construction of
the replacement route for Alston Lane and
accesses to Alston Farm and Lower Waye;
diversion of public footpath and services;
and other preliminary works. Quarrying
continues in the existing quarry.

Years 1-2

n/a

Quarrying continues
in LHQ

n/a

Stage 1
This stage sees quarrying in the first line of
fields in the extension area, divided into
two sub stages 1a and 1b. Overburden will
be placed in ‘bunds’ adjacent to the A38
and south west of Caton. Progressive
restoration of the bunds and completed
benches. Quarrying in the existing quarry
is focussed on deepening to 28m AOD.

Stage 1a:
years 2-10

Two 4
month
campaig
ns in
years 2
and 10

Quarrying continues
in LHQ down to 28m
AOD

In years 2 to
13

Stage 1b:
years 10-13
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Table 1.

Linhay Hill Quarry Extension – Stage progression

Stage

Years from
start of
operations
(approx.)

Bund
building

Concurrent
operations in LHQ

Extraction in
extension
area

Stage 2
In this stage quarrying is progressed to
about half of the quarry extension area, in
two sub stages 2a and 2b. The overburden
is placed in the bund west of Caton.
Progressive restoration of the bunds and
completed benches. Quarrying in the
existing quarry is focussed on deepening
to 0m AOD.

Stage 2a
years 14-15
Stage 2b years
16-31

Two 4
month
campaig
ns in
years 13
and 16

Quarrying continues
in LHQ down to 0m
AOD

In years 14 to
31

Stage 3
Quarrying progresses to the third line of
fields in the quarry extension area.
Completed benches are progressively
restored. The overburden is backfilled into
the base of the existing quarry.

Years 31-40

None

One 4 month
campaign of back
hauling overburden
in year 31

In years 32 to
40

Stage 4
Quarrying extends across the remainder of
the extension area. Completed benches
are progressively restored. The
overburden is backfilled into the base of
the existing quarry.

Year 41-46

None

Three 4 month
campaigns of back
hauling overburden
in years 40, 43 and
46

In years 41 to
46

Stage 5
The quarry extension is progressively
deepened until it is worked out to its full
extent, with no increase in the quarrying
footprint. The final extraction is below the
plant area in the south east of the existing
quarry. Completed benches are
progressively restored.

Years 47-60+

None

Quarrying in years 47 to 60+,
including removal of existing plant and
recovery of limestone beneath
existing plant area.

Stage 6 Final restoration on completion of
quarrying. The quarry void fills with water
and restoration of lake edges is
completed. The surrounding area is made
available for amenity and nature
conservation. Workshop area used for
employment.

Progressive restoration of
bunds and completed
benches during stages 1-4,
elsewhere on completion
of stage 5

Quarry void fills with water and
restoration of edges is completed.
Area made available for amenity and
employment uses.

Methodology
8.16.

The following section provides an outline to the survey and assessment methods used, including
references to formal standards or best practice where relevant

Terminology
8.17.

The terminology used in this report is specific to this study. It has been developed to ensure that,
as far as possible, an objective and consistent assessment is made and to ensure that the
terminology used is appropriate to the development and landscape setting.

8.18.

The ‘planning application area’ as defined by the red line on the Location Plan and Site Plan
encloses the area of the existing quarry and all physical proposals with an approximate 5m
margin or as determined by a hedgerow or other boundary feature. Within this red line area, the
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‘extension area’ comprises the additional area to be quarried together with the area for the
overburden bunds. The extension area comprises approximately 21 hectares of quarry extension,
and approximately 11 hectares of overburden bunds.
8.19.

For the purposes of this report the‘ proposals’ – refers to the land containing the areas of the
proposed extension and the operations within this area, including landscape mitigation, this
includes the ‘extension area’ and all associated infrastructure to be implemented to facilitate the
proposed extension which includes the widening of Balland Lane and the formation of a new
Waye Lane.

8.20.

The terms ‘impact’ and ‘effect’, which are sometimes used interchangeably as if they have the
same meaning, have been given the following definitions and used in this LVIA accordingly; The
Impact is what will happen i.e. the hedges will need to be removed. The effect is the result of
the impact i.e. the views will open up, the hedgerow patterns will be interrupted.

8.21.

The term ‘Study Area’ relates to the area of landscape that has been described and assessed as
part of this LVIA. The ‘Scheme’ refers to all elements of the proposed development, including
areas of hardstanding and all other associated landform change. The term ‘site’ refers to the site
area that contains the existing elements such as fields, hedgerows, roads etc. within the planning
application red line.

Approach
8.22.

The methodology used for this assessment is based on guidance contained in the ‘Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Third Edition)’ published by the Landscape Institute
and Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment.

8.23.

In addition, the methodology also follows Landscape Character Assessment Guidance issued by
the Countryside Commission (now Natural England) and Landscape Institute Advice Note 01/11
(2011); “Photography and photomontage in landscape and visual impact assessment.”

8.24.

In accordance with the above guidance this assessment has been carried out as follows:


Gathering of Baseline information – Description of existing (baseline) conditions against
which the proposed development is assessed by way of detailed desk based study and site
survey work.



Assessment of Potential Impacts – Identification of possible impacts and an assessment
of the likely significance of effects. Where a judgement can be made that there will be no
measurable effects from a given impact on a particular receptor than this subject is ‘scoped
out’ at this stage of the assessment.



Mitigation and enhancement measures – Identification of measures which may be
appropriate to reduce, control or manage identified likely significant effects.



Assessment of residual effects – An assessment of any likely effects remaining after
mitigation measures have been employed, considering the impacts that would occur during
the construction stages, during operation and completion (Restoration).



Assessment of cumulative effects– Consideration of potential cumulative effects



Assessment of Significance of effects– Consideration of residual effects in combination
with the sensitivity of the identified landscape and visual receptors,



Conclusions - Including any recommendations that have been identified within the
assessment process.

Desk Study
8.25.

A desk study was carried out involving a review of published texts and maps and other available
background information. Analysis of this information contributes to an understanding of the site
in terms of general landscape character and wider landscape context, special values and
interests, local value, landform, location of public rights of way and the extent and type of
vegetation and land use. This analysis also enables the identification of potentially important and
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sensitive receptors such as designated landscapes, users of public rights of way and residential
properties.
8.26.

Documentation used in the desk study comprised:


Scoping response from Dartmoor National Park Authority; dated January 2016



Multi-Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) web site;



Natural England website: National Character Area profiles;



Dartmoor National Park Landscape Character Assessment (LUC 2010);



Teignbridge District Council: Interactive Mapping website;



Teignbridge Landscape Character Assessment;



Aerial Photography, and;



Ordnance Survey Maps.

Study Area
8.27.

The Study Area was established during the initial scoping stages of the project and later
determined by an assessment of the extent of the wider landscape around the site which the
proposed Scheme has the potential to influence to a measurable degree. This is influenced by
the nature of the Scheme (in particular, its scale, size and layout), the nature of the surrounding
landscape character and also the topography.

8.28.

A Zone of Theoretical Visibility plan (ZTV) was prepared for the site in advance of the site visits.
This used topographical data of the surrounding land to identify where the site may, in theory, be
visible from. Site survey work was then directed at these areas. Please refer to Appendix 12.A2
for the Baseline ZTV Figure.

8.29.

The baseline ZTV suggested that an appropriate study area for this Scheme to be a localised
2.5km radius from the boundary of the site, with an additional survey further afield within the
Dartmoor National Park. It was considered that any further than this and the proposed elements
of the Scheme will be indistinct and will have no discernible effect on the landscape. This was
later refined during ground based surveys to the proposed extension site and surrounding
landscape.

Consultation
8.30.

A full account of the consultations and public and community engagement undertaken in the
evolution of the proposals and the preparation of the planning application is contained in the
Statement of Community Engagement.

8.31.

During the early stages of the assessment, consultation took place with the landscape officer at
Dartmoor National Park Authority (DNPA) to agree the key baseline viewpoints to be considered
in the visual assessment. As a result of this consultation it was determined that the key
viewpoints would be concentrated on the surrounding roads and footpaths within an area of
approximately 2.5 kilometres of the proposed extension site. The DNPA later requested
consideration of views from the elevated areas within the wider landscape, including; Rippon Tor,
Whelstor Rock, Buckland Beacon and surrounding open access areas, which were subsequently
checked and all with the exception of Rippon Tor, where it was found there were no views of the
site, were incorporated into the assessment.

8.32.

During consultation with DNPA it was also established that photomontages of the Scheme would
be prepared to support this LVIA, these are presented in Appendix 12.A6. The photomontage
locations were selected from the predetermined baseline viewpoint locations as agreed with
DNPA and produced to convey the proposed scheme at key intervals/ Stages during the project,
and include;


Residents at Penpark, Garden Terrace (Baseline Viewpoint 13): Proposed View at Stage 1b
year 10, Stage 2 and Stage 5,
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8.33.



Users of the A38 (Eastbound) and Footpath/ Cycle Route near Alston Cross (Baseline
Viewpoint 18): Proposed View at Stage 1a year 1 and year 10,



Parkers Farm Holiday Park, Upper Tier (Baseline Viewpoint 21): Proposed View Stage
1a/1b at year 1 and Stage 2 at year 14-31 and Stage 5 (Year 47+).



Users of Balland Lane (Baseline Viewpoint 27): Proposed View at Stage 0 year 1 and year
5,



Users of PROW near Waye Lane (looking west) (Baseline Viewpoint 30): Proposed View
Stage 0 year 1 and year 5



Users of PROW near Waye Lane (looking east) (Baseline Viewpoint 30): Proposed View
Stage 0 year 1 and year 5

In the lead up to the baseline site survey work several local property owners were contacted to
agree access to their property to take photographs and explain the outline scheme proposals. A
number of the local residents agreed for site photographs to be captured from internal rooms
within their property. Whilst this method is considered unusual in the recognised approach for
landscape and visual impact assessment, it was deemed appropriate by the project and client
team given the nature, context and the sensitivity of the proposals.

Site Surveys
8.34.

The site surveys were undertaken to identify key issues and constraints in respect of the impact
of the development on the landscape and visual amenity of the Study Area. A preliminary site
visit was carried out by Atkins Landscape Architects in August 2014, then subsequently on
numerous occasions throughout 2015, but notably during; February, April, October and
December 2015, in order to:


Validate and qualify the results of the desk study;



Gain an understanding of the existing landscape character;



Identify key visual receptors and obtain a representative photographic record from typical
viewpoints and;



Record an assessment of the landscape on both an objective and subjective basis from
each of those viewpoints.

8.35.

A series of baseline photographs were taken during the site visits to illustrate the visibility of the
Scheme from key viewpoints. Please refer to Appendix 12.A4 for the viewpoint location plan and
the corresponding key viewpoint photographs.

8.36.

The majority of viewpoints were captured using a fixed 35mm focal length digital SLR camera
which is equivalent to an analogue 50mm film as recommended by ‘Photography and
Photomontage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Landscape Institute Advice Note
01/11’. The use of a fixed focal length lens ensures that the image parameters of every
photograph are the same, simplifies the construction of panoramas, and ensures compatibility of
photography for all viewpoints.

8.37.

A limited number of viewpoints were subsequently captured using a digital SLR camera which a
manual focal length set to 35mm. The viewpoints captured using this particular camera device
included;


View from the field opening located on Stormsdown Lane,



Views from Buckland Beacon and Welstor Rock/ Common,



View from the field opening located on Tower Park Hill,



View from Terrace Walk PROW east of Ashburton, and;



View from residential properties located on Terrace Walk, Ashburton.
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Assessment Criteria
Assessment of Landscape Quality
8.38.

Landscape Quality refers to the strength of expression of landscape character and condition of
constituent characteristic elements from visual, functional, ecological and cultural perspectives.

8.39.

The study has categorised five levels of ‘Landscape Quality’ as outlined in Table 2 below.

Table 2.

Landscape Quality – Categorisation Guidance

Quality Rating

Description

Excellent

Includes areas that exhibit a strong positive character with valued and distinct
features that combine to give the experience of unity, richness and harmony.
These are landscapes that are considered to be of particular importance to
conserve and which may be sensitive or very sensitive to change. Includes
nationally recognised areas such as National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB’s).

Very Good

Includes areas with a strong landscape structure and a balanced combination of
built development, landform and land cover including woodlands, trees,
hedgerows and shrubs. Several landscape designations may apply including
areas designated for their heritage or landscape value.

Good

Includes areas that exhibit positive character but which may have evidence of the
degradation or erosion of some features, resulting in areas of more mixed
character including a balance of developments. There is a reasonable distribution
of trees and shrub cover and the overall view of the area is pleasant. It is
potentially sensitive to change. In general change may be detrimental if
inappropriately dealt with but may require special or particular attention to detail.
Landscape designations of cultural and historical value may be present.

Ordinary

Includes areas with a distinguishable structure often dominated by land use, such
as primarily functional development. There are some detracting features although
there is scope to improve through management of vegetation. Land may have a
local landscape designation.

Poor

Includes areas generally negative in character with few if any valued features.
Mixed land use dominates and the lack of management or intervention has
resulted in degradation. There are extensive or detracting features, although there
is scope for positive enhancement. No landscape designations apply.

Very Poor

Heavily degraded landscape character dominated by incongruous elements. The
landscape has been subject to extensive alteration of distinctive components
removing its historical and cultural significance. In rural areas, there are only
fragments of semi-natural vegetation present, too isolated to allow natural
repopulation.

Assessment of Landscape Character and Sensitivity
8.40.

The landscape character of the Study Area has reviewed with reference to existing published
landscape character assessments. The consideration of existing landscape character studies
provides an independent view of the defining characteristics of the area. The following published
assessments were reviewed:


South Devon (NCA 150) National Countryside Character Area profile (Natural England);



Dartmoor (NCA 151) National Countryside Character Area profile (Natural England);



National Countryside Character Area profile (Natural England);
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The Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment (2010);



Teignbridge District Council Landscape Character Assessment (2009), and;



Natural England’s ‘Local landscape typologies’

8.41.

Landscape characterisation then enables judgements to be made of quality and value and this
then leads on to enable a judgement to be made regarding the landscape’s sensitivity which is an
important consideration in the assessment of the significance of an impact and is based on the
capacity of a landscape to accommodate change without significant harm to its character. A
landscape that is less sensitive, would be able to accommodate changes of the type proposed
whilst essentially retaining the same set of key characteristics. Conversely, a landscape with a
very high sensitivity to change would have these key characteristics and elements changed to
such an extent that the landscape ceases to be what it once was.

8.42.

Landscape sensitivity considers the character as a whole and the individual elements contributing
to character based on the evaluation of each key element or characteristic feature of the
landscape likely to be affected, their quality, value, contribution to landscape character and the
degree to which a particular characteristic can be replaced or substituted.

8.43.

The capacity of the landscape to accommodate change, is not directly linked to the value of the
landscape, however, in general terms nationally designated landscapes will have a greater
sensitivity than those of a local designation due to the importance of their special character and
rarity and therefore limited ability to accommodate change without harm. However, a local nondesignated landscape may be of great importance to a local community and thus have the
potential to be highly sensitive to change.

8.44.

The criteria used to assess landscape sensitivity have derived from the methodology and
examples contained in the table below.

Table 3.

Landscape Sensitivity

Sensitivity

Description

High

Landscapes which by nature of their character are unlikely to be able to
accommodate change of the type proposed without a significant effect on this
character and the landscape resource. Typically these would be:
 Of high quality with distinctive elements and features making a positive
contribution to character and sense of place.
 Likely to be designated, but the aspects that underpin such value may also
be present outside designated areas, especially at the local scale.
 Areas of special recognised value through use, perception or historic and
cultural associations
 Likely to contain features and elements that are rare and could not be
replaced.
 Unlikely to contain, or already be influenced by, existing features and
elements similar to those associated with the proposed development.

Moderate

Landscapes which by nature of their character may be able to partly accommodate
change of the type proposed without a significant effect on this character and the
landscape resource. Typically these would be:
 Comprised of commonplace elements and features creating generally
unremarkable character but with some sense of place.
 Locally designated, or their value may be expressed through non-statutory
local publications.
 Containing some features of value through use, perception or historic and
cultural associations.
 Likely to contain some features and elements that could not be replaced.
 Likely to contain, or already be influenced by, some existing features and
elements similar to those associated with the proposed development.
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Table 3.

Landscape Sensitivity

Sensitivity

Description

Low

Landscapes which by nature of their character are likely to be able to accommodate
change of the type proposed without a significant effect on this character and the
landscape resource. Typically these would be:
 Comprised of some features and elements that are discordant, derelict or in
decline, resulting in indistinct character with little sense of place.
 Not designated.
 Likely to contain few, if any, features of value through use, perception or
historic and cultural associations.
 Likely to contain few, if any, features and elements that could not be
replaced.
 Likely to contain, or already be influenced by, many existing features and
elements similar to those associated with the proposed development.

Assessment of Visual Amenity
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)
8.45.

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) is a tool used in Visual Impact Assessment to illustrate the
theoretical visibility of an object in the landscape and therefore the area a proposed development
could have an effect on visual amenity. ZTVs are determined by the analysis made on the basis
of topography only, so it does do not take account of the screening effect of individual trees or
woodland, hedgerows, or buildings. The results are not intended to show the actual visibility of an
object, they are intended to indicate the locations from which an object may theoretically be
visible. However a ZTV can equally highlight locations from where an object definitely cannot be
seen.

8.46.

For the purposes of this study Ordnance Survey (OS) Terrain 50 Raster data, with a cell
resolution of 50m, was utilised to produce a digital terrain model (DTM) as the surface of the
Study Area and surrounding geographical area. AutoCAD data was utilised for each of the
proposed stages to establish the elevation of various locations along the quarry extension edge
and overburden bunds.

8.47.

The initial exercise was to establish the visibility of the bunds at Stage 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b, with a
single viewpoint positioned at the highest location for each of the bunds to create observed
locations. For each of these points the elevation was obtained directly from the DTM and a value
of 1.6m was set to represent the height of an observer in the surrounding area together with a
radius of 15km, which were then applied to the Viewshed Analysis tool of the computer model.

8.48.

As the quarry will extend across several Stages the Civil 3D CAD data was integrated for the
operational stages and used to establish where the relevant viewpoints should be placed to
generate a ZTV for each stage. The observed points represent the colour of its corresponding
Viewshed ZTV. Sets of viewpoints were determined for each stage, with topographic shading (hill
shade) created for the DTM to accentuate the topographic characteristics of the surface the
ZTV’s were created on.

8.49.

The following ZTV maps were created to convey the relevant aspects of the project:


Appendix 12.A.2.1: Baseline Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)



Appendix 12.A.2.2: Stage 1a and 1b Bunds (Using 2 observed points)



Appendix 12.A.2.3: Stage 2a and 2b Bunds (Using 2 observed points)



Appendix 12.A.2.4: Operational Phase – Stage 1 (4 observed points)



Appendix 12.A.2.5: Operational Phase – Stage 2 (4 observed points)
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Appendix 12.A.2.6: Operational Phase – Stage 3 (4 observed points)



Appendix 12.A.2.7: Operational Phase – Stage 4 (4 observed points)

8.50.

Each of the ZTVs in Appendix 12.A2 indicates the areas from which this theoretical point feature
cannot be seen (non-shaded areas) and those areas from which this feature might theoretically
be seen (colour shaded areas). Thus for those areas within which the ZTV diagram indicates that
the feature may be visible, (colour shaded areas).

8.51.

The initial Study Area for this assessment covered an area up to a distance of approximately 12
kilometres from the proposed extension site boundary. Following site visits the Study Area was
subsequently scaled down to approximately 2.5km radius given the proximity and distribution of
surrounding receptors within the vicinity taking into account intervening vegetation, buildings and
topography, this was with the exception of the long distance viewpoints to the west such as
Ryder’s Hill, Snowdon and Puper’s Hill.

8.52.

The resultant ZTVs were then used during site visits to determine the actual visibility of the
proposed extension area including the overburden bund sites. Site verification demonstrated that
the actual areas from which the proposals are likely to be visible are substantially fewer than
indicated by the ZTVs, principally because of the intervening vegetation and by local topography
(i.e sunken lanes) and in some cases reduced or obscured by buildings.

Visual Amenity
8.53.

The visual amenity of the Study Area has been assessed by considering several aspects of the
landscape, some of which are objective and some subjective.

8.54.

Visual appearance has been judged objectively, based upon the visual harmony of the
landscape, of the proposed extension site itself and of how this sits within the wider landscape.
This process has taken into account visually intrusive features that detract from the overall
appearance of the landscape as well as features which particularly enhance it. A subjective
assessment of visual amenity has also been made based upon the aesthetic, perceptual and
experiential aspects of the landscape, such as complexity, diversity and tranquillity, as well as the
emotions derived from viewing the site.

8.55.

Using the above considerations the visual amenity has been rated to include four definable levels
of value as described below.

Table 4.
Value

Visual Amenity Criteria
Description

Exceptional Areas of outstanding scenic value, with distinctive features that combine to give the
experience of unity, richness and harmony and create a strong sense of place. These
are landscapes which may be considered to be of particular importance to conserve on
an international or national scale.
Good

Areas of pleasing scenic value with a strong sense of place, but occasional detracting
features. These are landscapes with some distinctive features which may be considered
worthy of conservation on a regional or national scale however sensitively planned
change is unlikely to be detrimental.

Moderate

Areas of slight scenic value with a weak sense of place and frequent detracting features.
These are landscapes with few distinctive features which may be considered worthy of
conservation on a local scale however there is scope for positive enhancement.

Poor

Areas of little scenic value with dominant detracting features. These are landscapes with
significant scope for positive enhancement.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptors
8.56.

A range of visual amenity receptors have been identified during the desk study and verified
during the site survey work. The sensitivity of visual receptors is dependent on the occupation or
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activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations, the extent to which their attention
or interest may be focused on the view, and the nature of the baseline visual amenity. For
example, occupiers of residential properties are likely to have a high sensitivity due to the
importance of a home’s surroundings in affecting the enjoyment of that home and the long term
nature of the experience of these surroundings. By contrast, people at their place of work are
likely to have a low sensitivity as their attention would be generally focused on their work or
activity and the setting does not have a direct bearing on the quality of working life. In addition,
the existing baseline visual amenity has a bearing on a receptors likely sensitivity to the effects of
identified impacts.

Planning Policy Context
8.57.

The policies relevant to the assessment of Landscape and Visual Impact are outlined below and
the relevant wording has been quoted. Where only part of a policy is relevant to this LVIA then
only the relevant extract is quoted. Reference should be made to the Planning Policy section of
the planning application documentation for all other relevant planning policy and context.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
8.58.

The NPPF came into effect on 27th March 2012, providing policies and guidance to inform the
plan making and decision taking processes with regards to development proposals in England. It
forms the basis of development plan making in England and is a material consideration in
planning decisions. It details the Government requirements for the planning system, as well as
providing a framework within which residents and councils are able to produce bespoke local and
neighbourhood planning documents, reflecting the priorities and needs of the community in
question. It sets out the principal planning polices in relation to the natural environment within
England through ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment’ under the delivering
sustainable development umbrella.

8.59.

Under the heading ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment’ the following
paragraphs are applicable to this landscape and visual impact assessment.
Paragraph 109. “The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by:


protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils;



recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services;



minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible,
contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity,
including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current
and future pressures;



preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at
unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air,
water or noise pollution or land instability; and



remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and unstable
land, where appropriate”.

Paragraph 113. “Local planning authorities should set criteria based policies against which
proposals for any development on or affecting protected wildlife or geodiversity sites or
landscape areas will be judged. Distinctions should be made between the hierarchy of
international, national and locally designated sites, so that protection is commensurate with
their status and gives appropriate weight to their importance and the contribution that they
make to wider ecological networks”.
Paragraph 115. “Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in
National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest
status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The conservation of wildlife and
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cultural heritage are important considerations in all these areas, and should be given great
weight in National Parks and the Broads”.
Paragraph 116. “Planning permission should be refused for major developments in these
designated areas except in exceptional circumstances and where it can be demonstrated they
are in the public interest. Consideration of such applications should include an assessment of:




the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, and the
impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy;
the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated area, or
meeting the need for it in some other way; and
any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational opportunities,
and the extent to which that could be moderated”.

Planning Practice Guidance
8.60.

In support of the NPPF, Planning Practice Guidance has been prepared for a range of topics,
including guidance relating to the natural environment. Looking specifically at ‘landscape’,
guidance is provided on how the character of landscapes can be assessed to inform planning
decisions. As the guidance states ‘’One of the core principles in the National Planning Policy
Framework is that planning should recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside. Local plans should include strategic policies for the conservation and enhancement
of the natural environment, including landscape. This includes designated landscapes but also
the wider countryside…Where appropriate, landscape character assessments should be
prepared to complement Natural England’s National Character Area profiles’’.1

8.61.

The guidance states that “Planning policies and decisions should be based on up-to-date
information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area. As part of this,
local planning authorities and neighbourhood planning bodies should have regard to
management plans for National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty”.2

8.62.

It further states that “Planning permission should be refused for major development in a National
Park, the Broads or an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty except in exceptional circumstances
and where it can be demonstrated to be in the public interest”.

Core Planning Policies
8.63.

The current documents guiding the planning policy in the DNPA include;


Dartmoor National Park Minerals Local Plan (2004);



Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy (2008);



Dartmoor National Park Development Management and Delivery Development Plan
(2013);



Teignbridge Council Local Plan, 2013 to 2033.

Dartmoor National Park Minerals Local Plan (October 2004)
8.64.

The Dartmoor National Park Minerals Local Plan was part of the 2004 Local Plan. Part 4 relating
to the Minerals Local Plan remains in place until it is replaced by any new Minerals and Waste
policies. These policies pre-date the NPPF. The following policy is applicable to this landscape
and visual impact assessment.

Policy M4
8.65.

1
2

This policy states that “Applications for new minerals workings; extension of existing workings;
mineral waste tipping, recycling or re-use; and ancillary development, will be rigorously
examined” in regard to particular factors”.

Paragraph: 001 Reference ID: 8-001-20140306
Paragraph: 004 Reference ID: 8-004-20140306
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8.66.

These factors include “the effect on landscape and on land with recognised conservation interest,
including sites of nature conservation importance, and on Ancient Monuments and other
archaeological remains and their settings”.

8.67.

Also “the loss of agricultural land” and “the effects on the local environment, including the
generation and routing of heavy lorry traffic, potential nuisance by noise, dust or vibration, and
interference with, or pollution of, water supplies”.

8.68.

It further states that “If, in the light of these factors, a planning permission is granted…then
conditions will be imposed, and legal obligations may be sought, to remove or reduce to an
acceptable level any potential adverse effects which the examination of the proposal has
identified in relation to the factors listed.” It further states; “A condition removing permitted
development rights will be imposed where there are compelling reasons to do so because of
potential environmental damage in terms of the factors listed”.

Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy (June 2008).
8.69.

This development plan document (DPD) sets out the vision, aims and strategic policies for spatial
development in the Dartmoor National Park up to 2026. It provides the framework for the
formulation of the more detailed generic development management and site specific policies. The
DPD was adopted in April 2008 and therefore pre-dates the NPPF. The following policies are
applicable to this landscape and visual impact assessment.

Policy COR1
8.70.

The primary focus of Policy COR1 is to “ensure that development within the Dartmoor National
Park is undertaken in a sustainable manner” taking into consideration in particular “respect for
and enhancement of the character, quality and tranquillity of local landscapes and the wider
countryside;” as well as “the conservation of the quality and quantity of natural resources
including water, air, soils, geodiversity and biodiversity;” and “the need to sustain the local
distinctiveness, character, townscape, and the setting of settlements”.

Policy COR3
8.71.

Policy COR3 states that “Development will conserve and enhance the characteristic landscapes
and features that contribute to Dartmoor’s special environmental qualities”.

8.72.

It adds that all development will be assessed in regard to “moor and heath; woodlands, trees and
orchards; wildlife habitats; field boundaries; settlements, roads and lanes; historic and
archaeological landscapes, features and artefacts”.

Sustainability Objectives and Core Strategy Aims
8.73.

It is also useful to consider the proposal in relation to the Dartmoor National Park Authority’s
Sustainability Objectives and Core Strategic Aims included in the Core Strategy. In the
Sustainability Objectives, a key objective is “to protect the special qualities and natural beauty of
the Dartmoor National Park” (Paragraph 2.10).

8.74.

The Core Strategic Aims in regard to landscape evolution include the aim to “conserve and
enhance Dartmoor as a living, working, evolving landscape that continues to offer special
qualities of peace and quiet, remoteness, solitude, unspoilt natural beauty, wide open spaces,
wildness and wildlife habitats, the freedom to roam, and archaeological qualities/sense of history”
(Paragraph 3.6).

8.75.

A further aim states that all proposals must be based on “maintaining or enhancing the
characteristic biodiversity and geodiversity of the National Park and its contribution to national,
European and global diversity” (Paragraph 3.6).Dartmoor National Park Development
Management and Delivery Development Plan (July 2013).

8.76.

The Dartmoor National Park Development Management and Delivery Development Plan (DMD),
adopted in July 2013, sets out two main areas of planning policy including; subject related
policies (e.g. housing, employment, tourism) to advise and manage development; and site
specific policies to set the planning framework for particular areas and land use.

8.77.

The DMD is a local plan and part of the Local Development Framework. Together with the Core
Strategy its policies form the basis for decision making for development in the Dartmoor National
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Park, to the period 2026. The following policies are deemed applicable to this landscape and
visual impact assessment.

Policy DMD1b ‘Delivering National Park purposes and protecting Dartmoor National Park’s
special qualities’
8.78.

“Within Dartmoor National Park, the conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty, wildlife
and cultural heritage will be given priority over other considerations in the determination of
development proposals. Development will only be provided for where it would:


conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National
Park; or



promote the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of the National Park; or



foster the social or economic wellbeing of the communities in the National Park provided
that such development is compatible with the pursuit of National Park purposes. In all
cases, development should not detract from, and where appropriate enhance, the special
qualities of the National Park”.

Policy DMD4 ‘Protecting residential amenity in Dartmoor National Park’
8.79.

This policy aims to protect residential amenity in Dartmoor National Park. It states that
developments should not “significantly reduce the levels of daylight and privacy enjoyed by the
occupiers of nearby properties; have an overbearing and dominant impact; introduce levels of
noise, vibration, lighting, odours, fumes or dust that would adversely affect human health and
well-being; have an adverse effect on highway safety; detract from the special qualities of the
area”.

Policy DMD5 ‘Protecting the character of Dartmoor’s landscape’
8.80.

This policy is concerned with protecting the character of Dartmoor’s landscape. It states that
“Development proposals should conserve and/or enhance the character and special qualities of
the Dartmoor landscape”.

8.81.

The policy specifies that this can be done through “respecting the valued attributes of landscape
character types identified in the Dartmoor National Park Landscape Character Assessment;
ensuring that location, site layout, scale and design conserves and/or enhances what is special
or locally distinctive about landscape character” and through “retaining, integrating or enhancing
distinctive local natural, semi-natural or cultural features”.

8.82.

It further states that “unsympathetic development that will harm the wider landscape or introduce
or increase light pollution” should be avoided and that any new development should respect “the
tranquillity and sense of remoteness of Dartmoor.”

Dartmoor National Park Management Plan (Adopted 2013)
8.83.

The Dartmoor National Park Management Plan titled ‘Your Dartmoor’ was adopted in November
2013 and will run from 2014 to 2019. The Plan is the strategic plan for the future of the National
Park, which aims to guide decisions affecting Dartmoor's future over the five years the plan
covers. The main purpose of the Plan is to set out a long term vision for Dartmoor by providing a
coordinated framework for all policies and activities in the National Park. It also seeks to
communicate the importance of Dartmoor which allows for prioritising actions and providing a
focus to work the DNPA carries out for Central Government.

Special Qualities of the National Park
8.84.

The special qualities of the National Park identify what is distinctive about Dartmoor, and help to
identify what is most important to be conserved, enhanced and enjoyed. Dartmoor’s special
qualities include:


open, windswept upland moors with wide views and a sense of remoteness and wildness,
distinctive granite tors surrounded by loose rock or ‘clitter’, and large expanses of grass and
heather moorland blanket bogs, and valley mires providing habitats for distinctive wildlife…



sheltered valleys with upland oak woodland, rhôs pasture and fast-flowing boulder-strewn
rivers, home to characteristic wildlife including the pied flycatcher and salmon, and rare
species such as the marsh fritillary butterfly;
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enclosed farmland with small irregular pasture fields, bounded by dry stone walls and
hedgebanks, providing a mosaic of different wildlife habitats, including hay meadows and
species rich dry grasslands with wildlife such as the beautiful greater butterfly orchid;



a varied geology, including the granite bedrock, providing the dominant building material
throughout history, and a wide range of valued minerals including tin, copper, lead, silver
and arsenic;



timelessness - a place spared many of the intrusions of modern life, with dark night-time
skies;



tranquillity, where it is possible to find absolute peace, offering spiritual refreshment and
opportunities for quiet reflection, escape and creativity;



unrivalled opportunities to roam at will over the extensive open moorland, and an
exceptional rights of way network for walking, riding and cycling;



traditional farming practices, using the moorland commons for extensive grazing of hardy
cattle, sheep and ponies including locally distinctive breeds;



clean water - the catchment area for most of the rivers of Devon – historic leats still supply
water to settlements. The peatlands and open water of the reservoirs provide an important
water store helping to regulate the flow of water off the moor;



one of the most important archaeological landscapes in western Europe revealing a
chronology of human activity stretching back over 8,000 years, from ancient field systems
to the legacy of tin mining;



a wealth of historic buildings, structures and townscapes, including a strong medieval
settlement pattern of scattered farmsteads, hamlets, villages and towns, set within
enclosed farmland surrounding the open moor and linked by an intimate pattern of sunken
lanes;



resourceful rural communities with distinctive culture and traditions, characteristic ways
of life, local crafts, fairs, food and drink;



an inspirational landscape of legends and myths that has inspired art and literature
through the centuries and continues to inspire, and;



opportunities for discovery, challenge and adventure for all.

Teignbridge Council Local Plan, (2013 to 2033).
8.85.

The Teignbridge Local Plan 2013 to 2033 was adopted by the Council on 6 May 2014. This
supersedes 'saved' policies of the previous adopted Teignbridge Local Plan 1989 - 2001.

8.86.

The Teignbridge Local Plan 2013 to 2033 forms part of the statutory local development plan for
the district outside the Dartmoor National Park , together with minerals and waste plans prepared
by Devon County Council, and any adopted Neighbourhood Planning for the area.

8.87.

The Local Plan sets out the planning vision for the district, delivering growth, jobs, homes,
facilities and environmental protection. It is the framework which guides development and offers
much better protection for places the Council has not earmarked for development. The following
policy is applicable to this landscape and visual impact assessment.

EN2A Landscape Protection and Enhancement
“To protect and enhance the area’s landscape and seascape, development will be sympathetic
to and help to conserve and enhance the natural and cultural landscape and seascape
character of Teignbridge, in particular in Areas of Great Landscape Value and within the setting
of Dartmoor National Park. Development proposals should:


conserve and enhance the qualities, character and distinctiveness of the locality;



where appropriate restore positive landscape and seascape character and quality;



protect specific landscape and seascape, wildlife and historic features which contribute to
local character and quality; and



maintain landscape and seascape quality and minimise adverse visual impacts through
high quality building and landscape and seascape design”.
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Baseline Conditions
Introduction
8.88.

Both the landscape and visual assessment components have been undertaken against a set of
Baseline Conditions (the Baseline Situation), which has been established during the first stage of
the assessment process, using a combination of desk study and field survey work. This provides
a transparent basis from which assessment results have been determined and against which
professional judgements have been made during the assessment.

8.89.

The desk study included a review of available documents including published Landscape
Character Assessments and landscape policy guidance, Ordnance Survey map data, historical
maps, aerial photographs and the undertaking of field surveys. Whilst during the field surveys,
the principal landscape elements and features were recorded, which, depending on their
prominence and importance, contribute to the overall character of the area. Typical elements may
include landform, land use, watercourses, vegetation and built development/infrastructure. A
check of the likely visibility of the Scheme was made during the field survey, with a photographic
record captured and visual receptor information noted.

Baseline Landscape Character, Quality and Sensitivity
8.90.

This section identifies those features or combinations of elements that contribute to the character
of the landscape, thereby enabling the special character and qualities of the Study Area to be
understood. Initially this has been approached by reference to existing landscape character
studies, followed by on-site observations and analysis to determine the local characteristics and
sensitivity of the Study Area. A suite of figures have been compiled to be read conjunction with
the following section and are provided in Appendix 12.A1.

8.91.

The following section provides a description of the landscape characteristics in relation to the
proposed extension site and the surrounding landscape. Further analysis of the existing
landscape is also made to determine aspects such as Landscape Quality, Landscape Value and
site visibility to assist in the determination of landscape sensitivity.

Baseline Landscape Character
8.92.

The setting of the application site includes many existing built features set in an otherwise
agricultural landscape. The presence and proximity of these built features influence the quality of
the landscape and its sensitivity to change.

8.93.

The existing quarry and the application site are immediately adjacent to A38 dual carriageway
which runs parallel to the southern boundary of the site with grade separated junctions in place
either side. This major road has created a hard active edge to the National Park and the road and
the traffic that it carries form a line of interruption in the landscape either side of it. The road lies
in a low lying open vale running south west to north east sloping gradually up to higher land to
the north-west and south east. The skyline on either side is about 1km distance from the A38.

8.94.

The town of Ashburton, whilst being a historic market town with many listed buildings and a
Conservation Area and set in a recognised historic setting, has progressively expanded to
accommodate a growing population with extensive areas of post war residential estates, settled
on the undulating topography surrounding the town. The eastern urban fringe of Ashburton as it
abuts the Linhay Hill Quarry is characterised by areas of business units, and the buildings and
playing fields of the South Dartmoor Community College.

8.95.

The school has recently commissioned a series of new buildings, including a carpark and tennis
courts in the grounds of Place House and extensions to Place House itself. An all-weather multi
use sports pitch with flood lighting has also been built close to Linhay Business Park. Widening of
Balland Lane and the lower sections of the proposed upgrading of Waye Lane will take place
within this setting.
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8.96.

The existing quarry itself is also a feature in the landscape. The active quarry is generally visually
screened and enclosed from close views but with some visibility from nearby high ground,
particularly to the north and east. The edges of the quarry comprise belts of both naturally
regenerated woodland with some areas of strategic screen planting including; beech and conifer
trees, this is most notable alongside the A38, however there is also a vegetated screening bank
along Balland Lane on its southern edge and further extensively planted bunds on the western
edge near Place House. A tip located towards the northern periphery of the quarry is being
progressively restored to pasture with hedgerows. The higher sections of the upgrade to Waye
Lane follow the line of an unsurfaced farm track passing through agricultural land in a narrow but
not deep valley behind the tip.

8.97.

The most visible elements of the quarry from close views are the two access points on the
southern boundary with associated business signs and visibility into the storage yard and
buildings in the south of the workshop area from Balland Lane.

8.98.

Further afield views into the quarry can be obtained from higher land to the north and west.
These views are through occasional gateways leading onto the hedge lined lanes in the
surrounding road network, examples are Pitley Road to the south east and Tower Park Hill to the
north west. Views can also be obtained from Stormsdown Lane although this is more distant and
the quarry is seen beyond the hamlet of Caton from this direction. Depending on the viewpoint,
portions of the quarry void are visible, together with elements of the processing plant within it.

8.99.

The extension site itself comprises an area of approximately 32 hectares, located to the northern
and eastern edge of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry. The extension site exhibits a number of
characteristic features commonly associated with the rural landscape either side of the A38. The
site largely comprises predominantly pasture fields bound by thick mature hedgerows on earth
hedgebanks with occasional mature hedgerow trees. Four of the fields in the south east corner
are used commercially for growing turf, and therefore regularly alternate between being grassed
or bare earth as the turf is grown and stripped. The fields are generally rectilinear in shape
arranged in a distinctive north west - south east alignment following the gently rising topography
to the south east of the A38. Alston farmhouse and cottage can be seen to the rear of the site,
against a backdrop of farmland on the rising ground beyond, gradually giving way to woodland on
the skyline.

8.100.

The quarry extension site’s south eastern edge against the A38 is a narrow belt of deciduous
trees forming an embankment to the dual carriageway plus a belt of more recent immature
planting. There is a short gap in the tree line near Alston Lane junction onto the A38 which
provides users of the A38 including users of the footpath and cycle route a brief view of the site.

8.101.

Caton hamlet is situated towards the south eastern corner of the extension site immediately
adjacent to the A38. Caton is a linear settlement aligned to Caton Lane and comprises a small
cluster of residential properties, farmhouses and farm buildings from varying periods. Those
properties on the east side of the lane are shielded from the site by those on the west side, and
despite the hamlet’s close proximity to the proposed site very few of the western properties have
views out towards the site owing to their north south orientation. Therefore only potential views
from the westernmost properties are considered in the following assessment. To clarify this they
will be referred to as Caton (west). The western edge of the hamlet is characterised by the small
field plots and small holdings associated with the properties and farm buildings within the hamlet,
the plots are bound by tall thick hedgerows and intermittent trees.

8.102.

The farmland beyond Caton to the north and west comprises a mixture of arable and pasture
fields, but the field pattern becomes less regular. On the rising ground above Caton are a few
scattered dwellings, which are discussed in later sections.

8.103.

A short distance to the north west of the site is a small group of properties at Waye dating from
the early 19th Century, and set within mature landscape gardens surrounded by tall stone built
walls associated with kitchen gardens from this period. Waye farm and a further dwelling lie on
slightly higher ground behind. The upper part of the upgraded Waye lane will pass along the
edge of the restored tip to the south of the properties at Waye, but shielded by a belt of
deciduous and coniferous woodland located alongside their own access lane.

8.104.

The south western edge of the site is bound by Alston Lane, a narrow single width lane which
connects with the A38 at a minor restricted junction.
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8.105.

The landscape to the east of the A38 rises gradually to an undulating ridge which forms the
skyline. There is a commercial caravan site on the rising ground opposite the extension area with
pitches for a combination of static and mobile caravans set on terraces up the hillside. The
caravan site is set back from the A38 and partially obscured by a block of woodland alongside
the A38, but nevertheless clearly visible. The presence of the caravan site and a nearby business
is advertised by both formal and informal direction signs beside the A38.

8.106.

The caravan site lies within an otherwise agricultural landscape comprising a mixture of arable
and pasture fields in an irregular pattern, with occasional dwellings and farmsteads. Many
hedgerows on this side of the road have been allowed to become overgrown, so present a less
tended appearance. Intermittent hedgerow trees are present on many field boundaries.

Published Landscape Character Assessment
8.107.

Relevant published landscape character assessments are; National Character Area profiles
published by Natural England (2014), Dartmoor National Park Landscape Character Assessment
(2010) and the Teignbridge Landscape Character Assessment (2009).

National Character Areas (NCAs) – Natural England (2014)
8.108.

The Study Area extends into two of the National Character Areas (NCAs) published by Natural
England. The proposed extension site is situated towards the southern edge of NCA 150 – which
covers the full extents of Dartmoor, near its interface with NCA 151 – South Devon. These
character areas are represented in Appendix 12.A.1.3

National Character Area 150 – Dartmoor (2014)
8.109.

The NCA – 150: Dartmoor profile is described as; “a broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau
dissected by shallow river valleys.” And goes on to say that “While predominantly an arable and
commercially farmed landscape, a wide diversity of semi-natural habitats are also present…”

8.110.

The NCA – 150 appraisal sets out a series of broad landscape characteristics, for the purposes
of this report the most relevant characteristics have been selected, these include;


Extensive unsettled moorland with broad ridges, expansive panoramic views and an
overwhelming sense of remoteness and wildness. Hardy sheep, cattle and ponies,
including the Dartmoor Pony, freely graze,



A major water catchment, with an extensive network of small streams and mires radiating
off the high moor, feeding into fast-flowing rivers with white water, small waterfalls and
gushing torrents occupying steep-sided, woodland-clad valleys,



A small-scale pastoral landscape – with a strong field pattern defined by granite walls,
granite-faced banks or hedgebanks – which surrounds the open moorland,



Mature hedgerow trees, valley floors fringed with wet woodland, and valley sides often
cloaked in extensive areas of ancient semi-natural woodland, which create a sense of
enclosure – a stark contrast to the central moorland,

Dartmoor National Park
8.111.

The special qualities of the Dartmoor landscape are recognised nationally through the area’s
status as a National Park, designated in 1951 it is one of only two National Parks wholly in the
South West region (the other being Exmoor). As such, its landscape is protected under the first
statutory purpose of National Parks as established under the 1949 National Parks and Access to
the Countryside Act and updated in the Environment Act 1995. The current designated area
stretches for 954 square kilometres (or 95,400 hectares).

8.112.

The two National Park purposes are:


to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National
Park, and;



to promote the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of the National Park by
the public.
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8.113.

The Environment Act also places an additional duty on National Park Authorities, as follows: ‘’In
pursuing the purposes, to seek to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities
within the National Park by working closely with the agencies and local authorities responsible for
these matters’’.

8.114.

The National Park Management Plan 2007-2012 is the main strategic plan for the National Park.
The National Park Management Plan’s overarching Ambition for the ‘Landscape’ theme is that:
“Dartmoor will retain a rich interlacing of the cultural and natural environment, reflecting a living
and working upland landscape”.

Dartmoor National Park Landscape Character Assessment, June 2010
8.115.

This section considers the landscape character assessment conducted for the DNPA by Land
Use Consultants (LUC) in June 2010.

8.116.

The Landscape Character Assessment considers 11 individual Landscape Character Types
derived from an assessment of the individual features and characteristics of the National Park
which create a common and definable landscape character area. Each of the LCTs are assessed
and appraised under three parts including a Description, Evaluation and Landscape Strategy.

8.117.

Under the Dartmoor National Park Landscape Character Assessment the Study Area falls under
the Landscape Character Type (LCT) of “3A - Upper farmed and wooded slopes.” The LCT
broadly covers a roughly linear tract of the Dartmoor land area to the north east of the urban area
of Ashburton, and is bounded along its south eastern edge by the A38, which also forms the
boundary of the Dartmoor National Park. The LCT extends into the National Park to the
northwest towards the outlying areas of the open moorland on the fringe of the rolling rural
landscape. The LCT is presented in Appendix 12.A1.3.

Description (Part 1):
8.118.

The LCA summarises LCT 3A as a landscape which is; ‘’characterised by its rural, hummocky
topography – forming the eastern edge of the National Park. Rolling hills and slopes are defined
by a strong mosaic of irregular predominantly pastoral fields, frequent semi-natural woodlands
and many hedgerow trees contributing to a well-wooded character, Patches of heath, bracken
and rough grazing land give the landscape its Dartmoor character. Historic settlements are
nestled into the landform, with some areas of modern development spreading along roadsides’’.

Key Characteristics
8.119.

A series of key characteristics are described, and for the purposes of this report the most relevant
characteristics have been selected, which include;


A rolling, hummocky landscape owing to a complex underlying geology – cut by small
tributary streams at the foot of undulating slopes. Some slopes are extremely steep,
particularly those rising above the Teign Valley.



A reminder of the close proximity of the moorland is evident in patches of heathy vegetation
and bracken in hedgerows and sheep grazed rough pasture on higher ground.



A rich hedgerow network with many hedgerow trees links to bands and patches of
deciduous woodland hugging valley slopes to create a well treed character.



The land use is dominated by pastoral farming in medium sized irregular fields of medieval
origin with isolated patches of larger, more recent arable fields in places (particularly
around settlements and further away from the moorland core).



Modern ribbon development lines rural lanes between these larger settlements resulting in a
‘lived in’ feel (e.g. between Ilsington and Haytor Vale). Settlements on the edge of the
National Park tend to include more areas of modern development with lower levels of
tranquillity.



Narrow winding lanes often traverse at right angles to the hill slopes, with some lengths
extremely steep where they run downhill.



This is an intimate landscape with occasional framed views to the wider landscape where
gaps in hedgerows permit. The well-treed character results in an enclosed and unified
landscape with constantly changing colours and textures.
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Evaluation (Part 2):
8.120.

The LCA evaluates LCT 3A by setting out five discernible ‘’valued attributes’’ which were selected
during fieldwork and working group workshops. The valued attributes are considered key to the
LCA process because; ‘’if any one attribute ceased to exist, it would have a major impact on
the landscape concerned’’.

Valued Attributes
8.121.

The LCA defines five distinct valued attributes associated with the Landscape Character Type
3A, these are;


Large areas of woodland, included valued ancient semi-natural blocks and copses.



The landscape’s function as a transition between developed areas and the wild moorland
core of the National Park.



Productive farmland with small fields and winding lanes enclosed by thick hedgerows.



The landscape’s human scale, evoking a sense of calm and history.



Strong stone vernacular reflected in farmsteads, stone-faced banks, walls and barns.

Summary statement on condition:
8.122.

The LCA defines a summary of the current landscape condition for the landscape character area.
It describes that; ‘’this is a distinctive landscape owing to its complex topography and mix of land
cover – with a matrix of irregular pasture, rough grazing and arable fields set within a framework
of dense Devon hedgebanks and frequent semi-natural woodlands on frequent hills and slopes.

8.123.

It further explains that; ‘’The landscape framework has been diluted in parts due to agricultural
intensification – with boundaries removed, fields enlarged and a replacement of pasture with
intensive cropping. Some woodlands are undermanaged, leading to an even age structure and
decline in their biodiversity value. Although perceptually this is a tranquil, rural landscape overall,
this quality is affected by a spread of 20th century development within and on the edges of
historic settlements, as well as the close proximity of major road corridors and expanding
urban/industrial centres on its boundary, Recreational uses such as golf courses and caravan
sites, as well as the increasing popularity of visitor attractions within and adjacent to the LCT can
also detract from the peace and quiet of the area and its rural roads, particularly at peak times’’.

Key Forces for Change
8.124.

The Landscape Character Area highlights key forces for change affecting landscape character
both in the past/ current and also those forces deemed to potentially change the landscape in the
future. These potential future forces for change include; ‘demand for new quarries and expansion
of existing sites to supply building stone/aggregates for new development – e.g. Linhay Hill
limestone quarry near Ashburton’.

Landscape Strategy (Part 3):
8.125.

The Landscape Character Assessment sets out a strategy for the protection of the Dartmoor
National Park. The strategy provides an overarching ambition for the future of the LCT.

8.126.

The landscape guidelines are arranged under the headings of ‘protect’, ‘manage’ and ‘plan’.
Under landscape protection the strategy guideline for LCA-3A is to; ‘’Protect the strong field
patterns of the landscape, divided by a rich network of well-managed Devon hedgebanks helping
to protect watercourses from diffuse pollution. Woodlands are traditionally managed to improve
their biodiversity value whilst providing a low-carbon fuel source for local communities; new
planting helps provide a setting for existing and limited new development. Areas of Rhos pasture
are sensitively managed to strengthen their resilience to climate change and regulate water
flows. Future opportunities are sought to restore quarry sites to a mosaic of habitats with green
infrastructure links to nearby communities’’.

8.127.

In particular it aims to; “Protect and maintain the strong irregular field patterns of the landscape,
restoring lost and gappy Devon hedgebanks” with respect being paid to “any local variations in
Devon bank construction and topping hedgerow species”. This is linked to Policy COR3 of the
DNPA Core Strategy.
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8.128.

With regards to landscape management guidance it defines measures to; ‘’Manage and
enhance the wildlife interest of the farmed landscape, including through the creation of speciesrich grass buffers around arable fields (also serving to reduce agricultural run-off). Retain areas
of rough grazing land and heathy patches, to reinforce the landscape’s Dartmoor character’’.

8.129.

Amongst the landscape planning guidelines, it describes a plan to; “Extend areas of mixed and
broadleaved woodlands through natural regeneration and new planting”

8.130.

Furthermore, under the landscape planning measures the guidelines specifically mention Linhay
Hill Quarry, noting; ‘’Plan for a long-term strategy for the future restoration of the large limestone
quarry at Linhay Hill on the north-eastern edges of Ashburton to a variety of wildlife habitats
including species-rich grassland, heathland, semi-natural woodlands and wetlands. Incorporate
new green infrastructure links with the A38 and Ashburton to provide a sustainable and
accessible recreational space on the town’s doorstep’’. It suggests that ‘’Rock faces should be
retained where possible for educational purposes; with sensitive interpretation explaining the
complex geology of the area’’.

8.131.

Concluding under Policy Links and delivery recommendations it notes; ‘’The new Minerals and
Waste DPD should include a policy for the landscape restoration and creation of green
infrastructure facilities within former areas of quarrying’’.

Teignbridge District Council Landscape Character Assessment (2009)
8.132.

Although the application site lies within the Dartmoor National Park and is therefore subject to the
DNPA rather than Teignbridge District Council, it is however, relevant to consider the landscape
character of adjacent areas within the Study Area.

8.133.

In the Teignbridge Landscape Character Assessment (2009), the Study Area falls within the
Ashburn Valley and Ridges Character Area. Its key defined characteristics are largely similar to
those already mentioned, and include; “Undulating small rounded hills frequently dissected by
narrow valleys; small, broadleaved woodland blocks on hillsides; variable field size in sub-regular
pattern with pasture and arable, with larger fields frequently arable; mature hedgebanks, often
with hedgerow trees; narrow, enclosed winding lanes; tranquil and remote except overlooking the
Ashburn valley/A38.”

8.134.

The assessment highlights road improvements and developments along the A38 as being a
possible future pressure for the Landscape Character Area as well as new access points to and
widening of narrow lanes. The assessment also sets out key guidelines for future development
within the area. It states that new development must reflect “the vernacular character”. It
highlights the need to “Ensure that any improvements to the network of historic lanes reflects
their rural character” and to “Conserve the strong sense of tranquillity through sensitive siting of
development and enhancement of hedgerows and woodlands.”

8.135.

It also adds the need to “Conserve the mature hedgerow network, particularly ancient boundaries
and encourage traditional hedgerow management practices; conserve and manage broadleaved
woodland and hedgerow trees; conserve and enhance archaeological sites and historic features.”

8.136.

The Study Area is further classified within the Teignbridge Landscape Character Assessment,
under two character types: Firstly, that of “Wooded ridges and hilltops”; and secondly, that of
“Upper farmed and wooded slopes”.

8.137.

Wooded ridges and hilltops includes as key characteristics “Small to medium irregular fields with
spring line mires; species rich hedgebanks and tree rows, ancient woodland and great species
diversity; mixed woodland and some pasture, though hilltop fields may be arable in places;
sparsely settled landscape; narrow enclosed and winding lanes;”

8.138.

Upper farmed and Wooded Slopes includes as key characteristics “Undulating upper valley
slopes; pastoral farmland with frequent trees and arable cultivation on lower slopes; small to
medium size fields with irregular boundaries; deciduous woods and copses especially on hilltops
and upper slopes; very wide, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees; very winding
narrow lanes; an intimate and intricate landscape with views out confined by vegetation;
frequently remote and tranquil;”
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8.139.

It adds that there are “Main roads crossing the landscape” and that “Remoteness and tranquillity
[are] reduced locally close to main roads and towns”. It also mentions the presence of quarrying
with “Limestone near Ashburton and Buckfastleigh”

Tranquillity (CPRE 2006)
8.140.

Tranquillity is defined by the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) as a quality of
calm that people experience within the landscape when surrounded by the sights and sounds of
nature. In 2006 the CPRE published detailed tranquillity maps which demonstrated areas
valuable for lack of disturbance and for the presence of natural features - such as trees, water
and wildlife that foster feelings of tranquillity. In the 2012 NPPF tranquillity is included as an
attribute that Local Plans should aim to protect in their policies.

8.141.

The following figure is extracted from the CPRE’s website and denotes a section of their UK map
of Tranquillity. The plan illustrates the geographic area surrounding the site with the green areas
denoting most tranquil (i.e areas commonly associated with Dartmoor) grading to yellow for
moderately tranquil and red areas suggesting least tranquil.
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Figure 2.
8.142.

Extract of the UK Tranquillity Map produced by CPRE, 2006. (Source - CPRE Website)
Figure 2 illustrates the high level of tranquillity (green areas) to the predominantly rural areas and
upland north and west of the site, with tranquillity diminishing within and around the urbanised
areas such as Ashburton and areas adjacent to the active A38 road corridor.

Baseline Landscape Quality and Sensitivity
Baseline Landscape Quality
8.143.

Landscape Quality refers to the strength of expression of landscape character and condition
(intactness) of constituent characteristic elements from visual, functional, ecological and cultural
perspectives. Following the baseline assessment the categorisation process considers the
following factors including: Landscape condition; Scenic quality; Rarity; Representativeness;
Conservation Interest; Recreation value; Perceptual aspects and Associations;

8.144.

Based on the findings of the baseline assessment process the overall quality of the landscape
within this character area is rated as ‘very good’ when judged against the parameters. This
judgement is made on the basis that very good quality criteria profile includes areas with a strong
landscape structure and a balanced combination of built development, landform and land cover
including woodlands, trees, hedgerows and shrubs. Several landscape designations may apply
including areas designated for their heritage or landscape value.
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Baseline Landscape Sensitivity
8.145.

The sensitivity of the landscape is the degree to which a particular landscape can accommodate
change op the type proposed without unacceptable detrimental effects to its essential
characteristics.

8.146.

The Study Area comprises elements which contribute to a high sensitivity, particularly owing to
the site’s location within the Dartmoor National Park which contains elements and features that
make a positive contribution to character and sense of place including; hedgebanks organised to
create a distinctive field pattern. However it should be noted that a criterion of high landscape
sensitivity includes those landscapes which are categorised as being unlikely to contain, or
already be influenced by, existing features and elements similar to those associated with the
proposed development. However the site is located adjacent to the active A38 dual carriageway
which does not generally have a rural feel, being a busy dual carriageway route which has
extensive engineering improvements carried out, thereby increasing its visual and audible impact
on the surrounding landscape. The presence of the existing active quarry and other features such
as the caravan site on the opposite side of the A38 also has an influence on the current
landscape character.

8.147.

When judged against the criteria set out in Table 4 the Study Area is considered to be primarily
of ‘high’ sensitivity to the proposals. The proposed extension site is by its nature of a type of
character which may be able to partly accommodate change of the type proposed without a
significant effect on this character and the landscape resource. When judged against the criteria
set out in Table 4 the proposed extension site is considered to be primarily of ‘moderate’
sensitivity to the proposals, The criteria judged against the proposed extension site’s moderate
sensitivity include;

8.148.



Comprises commonplace elements and features creating generally unremarkable character
but with some sense of place.



Contains some features and elements such as individual trees and a historic field pattern
which could not be replaced,



The proposed extension site is influenced by existing detracting features and elements
associated with the active quarry located to the south western edge of the proposed
extension site and the A38 alongside the southern boundary.



The landscape has a good degree of uniformity, which is of a scale and topographical
variation consistent with the surrounding landscape,



The components and characteristic elements of the landscape are well represented over a
wide area and are capable of successful replication through implementation of the
progressive restoration scheme;



The modification of landform that would arise as a result of bund formation to accommodate
limestone extraction would be relatively consistent with adjacent natural landforms and fully
integrate the restored site into the landscape context, and;



The landscape of the site and surrounding Study Area is relatively well managed as an
agricultural landscape with limited indication of current deterioration or degradation.

As a result of the above appraisal it is concluded that the landscape may be able to partly
accommodate change without a significant effect on landscape character and landscape
resource.

Baseline Visual Amenity
8.149.

The Study Area is generally typical of the landscape characteristics described within the
published landscape character assessments. The agricultural land in the low lying part of the
Study Area is generally open with wide hedgerows and hedgebanks, and areas of localised
screening associated with individual woodland blocks. Deep, thick hedgebanks to the lane
corridors, screen views to the wider landscape.

8.150.

Due to a combination of the low lying and undulating landform means that views are generally
limited to the short and middle distance to the north with occasional long range views from the
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elevated parts of the upper moorland areas of Dartmoor to the west of the Study Area. Whilst the
more elevated land surrounding the extension site will have partial views of the proposed
development, however the existing vegetation to the A38 embankments and the vegetation
alongside the A38 at the boundary to the existing quarry site will provide some screening so that
no viewpoints will be able to view the entire extension site.
8.151.

The elevated ground to the north and east of the Study Area, comprises a limited number of
residential properties scattered along the sides of the rising land. These areas are visually
undistinctive with a variety of types and periods of development, but predominantly bungalow and
storey and half form properties dating from the mid to late 20th Century. The open areas on the
surrounding rising ground comprise agricultural land with a field size and pattern similar to the
surrounding landscape, interspersed with mature hedgerow field boundaries set amongst isolated
woodlands blocks and linear tree belts.

8.152.

There has been relatively limited new development or redevelopment over recent years within the
Study Area, although the eastern edge of Ashburton towards the quarry site has seen expansion
with an increase in residential and commercial/industrial development associated with Ashburton
Business Park and progressive development and expansion associated with South Dartmoor
College including buildings and ancillary elements such as playing fields, an all-weather pitch
with floodlighting and parking areas.

8.153.

The following section describes the existing visual amenity from key viewpoints and the extent of
the visibility of the site. This section should be read in conjunction with reference to the viewpoint
location plan in Appendix 12.A.3.1 and A.3.2, and also the Baseline Photographic Viewpoints
Sheets in Appendix 12.A.4.1.

8.154.

For the purposes of this report, views of the proposed extension site are categorised as either
short range, medium range or long range as follows:

Baseline Visual Receptors



Short range – Receptors are within 500 metres of the proposed extension site.



Medium range – Receptors are between 500 metres and 1.5km away from the proposed
extension site.



Long range – Receptors are more than 1.5km away from the proposed extension site.

8.155.

The desk based study and site survey work has shown that the visibility of the site is limited in
extent due to the undulating topography and intervening mature vegetation such as woodland
copses hedgerows and hedgebanks. The majority of the locations where views of the application
site are available are restricted to short range views, thereby limiting the overall number of
potential receptors. Medium range views are very limited in number due to the amount of
intervening elements such as vegetation (woodland, tree belts and hedgerows), generally
occurring only where the viewpoint is elevated and with limited intervening vegetation. Long
range views of the application site are only available from higher areas particularly to the west
and northwest of the site from the open moor areas of Dartmoor.

8.156.

After consideration of the above and a review of the Baseline ZTV, baseline visual receptors with
the potential for the proposals to have an effect on their visual amenity and therefore requiring
further analysis were identified as follows:
Table 5.

Summary Table of Main Baseline Visual Receptors

Summary Visual Receptor

Sensitivit
y

Range from
Proposed
Application
Site

Residents of Alston Farm and Alston Cottage

High

Short

Residents of Penpark, Ilex House, Five Oaks and Little
Barton

High
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Residents of Caton (west)

High

Short

Users of Caton Lane

Medium

Short

Users of Stormsdown Lane

Medium

Short

Motorists using the A38

Medium

Short

Users/ Visitors to Parkers Farm Holiday Park and Parkers
Farm Cottages

Medium

Residents of Lower Mead Farm

High

Short

Users of the lane south of the A38 at Mead Cross

Medium

Short

Users of Pitley Road near Creek Beacon

Medium

Short

Users of Balland Lane (relating to the new Waye Lane and
Balland Lane proposals),

Medium

Short

Residents on the elevated ground east of Ashburton at
Terrace Walk

High

Medium

Users of Place House, Sixth Form building at South
Dartmoor College (relating to the new Waye Lane and
Balland Lane proposals),

Low

Short

Users of Tower Park Hill lane

Medium

Short

Users of the public rights of way (PROW) and cycle routes
in the Study Area

Medium

Short/ Medium

Residents of Lucas Lodge near Brownswell

High

Medium

Residents of Waye, including Waye House, Waye Court
and Waye Farm (relating to the new Waye Lane and
Balland Lane proposals),

High

Short

Residents of Momalda and Lower Waye Farm

High

Short

Users of the open access land within open moorland of
Dartmoor, including; Welstor Rock and Buckland Beacon.

Medium

Long

Users of the open access land within open moorland of
Dartmoor, including; Lud Gate, Ryder’s Hill, Pupers Hill,
and Snowden,

Medium

Long

Short

Baseline Viewpoints
8.157.

During the field study, a photographic record was made to represent the full range of potential
views towards the application site, from available viewpoints within the Study Area. Limited
access to private locations was obtained during the field study but the majority of photographs
have been taken from public locations as close to the properties as possible. Where estimates of
visibility have been made, this is noted accordingly. A number of views were selected to obtain
viewpoints from within the private property of highly sensitive receptors within the short range
areas of the scheme. These included; Alston Cottage, Penpark, Ilex House, and Five Oaks.

8.158.

From the record of identified visual receptors and general visibility, principal representative
viewpoints have been selected. These have been included to reflect the locations most likely to
incur significant visual effects and also to represent the typical views in the vicinity of the
viewpoint and the range of visual receptor types affected.

8.159.

The following section describes the existing visual amenity from these key viewpoints and the
extent of the visibility of the site. The distance a receptor is situated from the application site is
given to the nearest 5m. This section should be read in conjunction with reference to the
viewpoint location plan and panoramic photographs in Appendix 12.A.4. The individual
photographs captured in the field were subsequently ‘merged’ together using digital imaging
software to provide a ‘panorama image’, thus providing a visual context to the focus of the centre
photograph.
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8.160.

The viewpoints have been systematically grouped to assist with describing baseline views and
also aid the latter part of the assessment process. The viewpoints are generally grouped
according to their position relative to the application site (i.e north, east, south and west), starting
with receptors located closest to the proposed extension site in the north, and leading in a
clockwise direction to those receptors located in the west and then long distance locations.

Table 6.
8.161.

Views from the north including Alston:

The following receptors have the closest proximity to the proposed scheme, situated less than
100m from the application site boundary.

1

Residents at Alston Cottage (Garden) Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

35m

Description
of View

Alston cottage is situated such that the proposed extension site encloses the eastern,
southern and western aspects of the property, this view shows the south-east
orientation facing the proposed site. The view is limited due to the low position on the
valley floor, with long distance views obscured by adjacent vegetation, mostly
comprising hedgebanks to the front and sides of the property.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

156m

Residents at Alston Cottage (Internal – First Floor)
Viewpoint:

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 32’ 2” N
3o 43’ 42” W

Illustrated in Baseline

2

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

40m

Description
of View

As per viewpoint 1, this viewpoint was captured from the first floor window of the
cottage (with the agreement of the property owner/ occupier) to demonstrate the
alternative outlook from the cottage onto the site. The elevated position provides more
extensive views out across the extension site to the south towards the A38 and the
rising ground beyond towards higher Mead and Creek Beacon. Views of the existing
quarry are constrained by the orientation of the property and the position of adjacent
outbuildings.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

Apx
159m
First
Floor

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 32’ 3” N
3o 43’ 42” W

Residents at Alston Farm (Front Garden) Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

3

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

100m

Description
of View

This viewpoint captures the view from the front garden at Alston Farm onto the gravel
entrance driveway set beside a grassed lawn, itself is set within mature gardens bound
by stone walls with large mature deciduous trees scattered throughout. Beyond the
garden the farmhouse looks out towards the farm buildings and barns adjacent to the
entrance drive and despite the properties close proximity to the extension site the
garden vegetation serves to filter and partially screen views beyond the garden towards
the existing site.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

155m

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 32’ 5” N
3o 43’ 42” W

Residents of Alston Farm (Farmhouse Entry) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

4

High
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110m

Description
of View

Similar to viewpoint 3, the extension site is screened with a garden border consisting of
well-established hedge and tree planting. The viewpoint is situated at the threshold to
the farmhouse and is slightly elevated to the garden and as such offers a slightly
increased vantage point looking out to the south, however the extension site remains
largely screened from view.

Table 7.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

150m

50o 32’ 6” N
3o 43’ 42” W

Approx.
distance
from site

GPS CoOrdinates

Views from the North East:
Residents at Little Barton Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

5 + 5A

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

350m

Description
of View

Little Barton residential property is situated on the higher terrain north of the extension
site. The viewpoint is located near the bungalow property, near the side annexe
comprising the property kitchen. The property is adjoined by a separate residential
dwelling, part of the same site. The property has relatively uninterrupted views to the
south including long distance views beyond and overlooks the extension site formed by
the regular outline of hedgerows depicting the distinctive field pattern, with occasional
large trees interrupting the view. The existing quarry is largely out of view from the
property, however the quarry is visible from the garden area of the adjacent dwelling.
Views to the north and east are obscured by rising ground. Long distance views to the
west towards Ashburton are also concealed by intervening garden vegetation

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

206m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Samastar (Entrance Driveway) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

50o 32’ 19” N
3o 43’ 30” W

6

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

165m

Description
of View

The viewpoint defines a representative view from the residential bungalow situated on
Caton Lane, named Samastar which is approximately 50m from the eastern extent of
the extension site. The property and grounds are relatively well enclosed by the dense
tall hedgebanks which flank Caton Lane and an adjacent small woodland copse
situated on the opposite side of the lane near the property entrance concealing views
to the north and northwest. The property enjoys glimpsed middle distance views of the
surrounding hills towards Higher Mead, Creek Beacon and ‘Parkers Farm’ caravan
park. Glimpsed views of parts of the extension site are possible from the internal areas
of the property.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

157m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Ilex House (Entrance Driveway) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

400m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

188m
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Description
of View

Ilex House is an isolated residential property situated off Stormsdown Lane
approximately 100m northeast of the site, set within extensive grounds comprising lawn
areas, ornamental planting beds and a large patio close to the house and surrounded
by an open garden of large mature shrub belts, grassed plots and produce growing
areas. The property is situated on an elevated position which enjoys views to the south
and west including the eastern edge of Ashburton town. The hill toward Higher Mead
and Creek Beacon are wholly in view with partial long distance views beyond. The
existing Linhay Hill Quarry including the batching and processing buildings is in view
from the driveway and garden areas as well as portions of the A38 dual carriageway.
Given its elevated position the property and grounds overlook the majority of the
extension site including the patchwork of fields and intermittent trees, however some
intervening trees and hedge lines between the extension site and the property serve to
filter some of the views towards the extension site.

Residents at Ilex House (Internal – First Floor)

8

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

405m

Description
of View

The viewpoint was obtained from the first floor level within Ilex House (under
agreement with the property owner). The property is a gabled story and a half property
which is partly used as a Bed & Breakfast. Views from the property towards the
extension site are obtained from the eastern and southern facing windows. Given the
limited size/ aperture of the windows and also intervening trees within the northern part
of the grounds of the property, direct views of the extension site are limited.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

(First
Floor)

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Ilex House (Garden Terrace) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

None Available

9

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

390m

Description
of View

The viewpoint location captures the view from the patio terrace at Ilex House (B&B),
looking west and south west towards the extension site including glimpsed views of the
A38 dual carriageway and the rolling hills beyond. The garden is relatively well
enclosed by the mature deciduous shrub vegetation. However it is possible that views
of the extension site located to the south west may be obtained during winter months.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

196m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Five Oaks (Internal – First Floor) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

50o 32’ 22” N
3o 43’ 17” W

10

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

595m

Description
of View

The viewpoint was captured from first floor level within the Five Oaks residential house
(with prior agreement from the owner/occupier). The property is situated on the higher
ground to the north east of the extension site and directly overlooks fields bound by
large hedgerows and a block of dense woodland located to the north and west at
Hooks Cross. Properties at The Mount and Little Barton are in view with glimpsed long
distance views of the rolling landscape to the south beyond. The presence of mature
trees and hedgerows partially screen views towards the extension site, which is
partially also due to the incised form of the surrounding topography. To the rear of the
property there are near uninterrupted views towards the nearby open rolling moor and
heathland of Dartmoor towards Rippon Tor and parts of Haytor Hill.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

(First
Floor)
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Residents at Five Oaks Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

11

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

595m

Description
of View

Similar to viewpoint 10, this viewpoint is captured at ground level from the curtilage of
the property, like the view from first floor, views towards the extension site are
obscured by the incised landform and intervening vegetation including garden hedges.
From this position there are glimpsed views of the site and vehicles travelling on the
A38 beyond.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

207m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Penpark (Internal – First Floor)

50o 32’ 28” N
3o 43’ 25” W

12+12A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

Under 520m

Description
of View

The viewpoint illustrates the view from ‘Penpark’ residential property and Bed &
Breakfast at first floor level. Penpark is an isolated dwelling situated on high ground
located off Stormsdown Lane. Owing to the properties west facing orientation and
elevated position it has relatively uninterrupted views down onto most of the extension
site with the patchwork of fields bound by hedgerows and intermittent trees forming a
distinctive arrangement of elements. The existing upper benches of the quarry and the
upper parts of the batching/ processing buildings are apparent within the view. The built
up areas on the eastern periphery of Ashburton town are visible too. Large mature
trees and garden planting serve to frame the view across part of the extension site. The
distant hills of the National Park form a backdrop to the view.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

(First
Floor)

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents at Penpark (Garden Terrace) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

50o 32’ 24” N
3o 43’ 8” W

13+13A

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance
from site

Under 510m

Description
of View

This position demonstrates the views from the outdoor terrace at Penpark on the south
western side of the property. Whilst the viewpoint position is situated at ground level
and nestled amongst the garden area overlooking the lawn, the terrace enjoys similar
views to those obtained at first floor level. From this position the majority of the
extension site including the existing quarry are visible with some intervening garden
trees and planting filtering direct views into the site.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

203m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of Stormsdown Lane - West of Goodstone Cross.

50o 32’ 24” N
3o 43’ 8” W

14

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Low

Approx.
distance
from site

440m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

180m
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Description
of View

The viewpoint illustrates the glimpsed view from an individual field opening alongside
the narrow lane as it ascends between Goodstone Cross in the east and Stormsdown
to the north. Views from the lane itself are particularly limited by the high hedgebanks
with hedgerows, specifically to those users travelling northwards. Travellers using the
lane as it descends from the Stormsdown direction glance occasional views out
towards the valley floor including the A38 and the rising landscape beyond towards
Parkers Farm Holiday Park and Goodstone. From this location the area of the majority
of the proposed extension site is visibly marked by the distinctive field pattern with the
A38 bounding the site to the south. The upper benches and vegetated rim of the
current Linhay Hill Quarry are partially visible with the parts of the residential settlement
associated with Ashburton beyond. In the long distance the elevated areas of Dartmoor
are visible to the west.

Users of the A38 and Footpath/ Cycle Route at Goodstone Cross

15

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance
from site

310m

Description
of View

The viewpoint depicts the views obtained by users of the combined footpath and cycle
route travelling between the Larches property towards Caton. The site is mostly visible
to users travelling in a westerly/ south westerly direction towards the A38 as opposed
to those travelling eastwards, away from the site.
The properties situated to the north of the site, such as Samastar and Alston Farm and
Little Barton are partially visible from this viewpoint with the rising ground and extensive
woodland blocks located behind providing a distinctive backdrop to the view, however
the intervening buildings located in Caton and the large field boundary hedgerows
serve to obscure direct views into the existing site. To the south there are views across
the A38 towards Parkers Farm holiday park and the higher ground beyond near Higher
Mead.

Table 8.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

141m

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 32’ 10” N
3o 42’ 58” W

Views from the East including Caton (west):
Users of Caton Lane near Caton Farm Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

16

Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance
from site

100m

Description
of View

Caton comprises a small clustered hamlet of properties and farm buildings straddling
Caton Lane, located near the road junction with the A38. This viewpoint represents the
views obtained from the lane as it passes through Caton hamlet situated immediately
to the east of the site boundary. The lane is flanked on both sides by tall wide
hedgebanks and intermittent trees which restrict views out to the surrounding area.
There are occasional glimpsed views into adjacent fields through the gated entrances
adjacent to the lane.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

143m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of Caton Lane at Westdown Cottage Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance
from site

45m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

147m
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17

50o 32’ 1” N
3o 43’ 14” W
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Description
of View

Table 9.

Similar to the above viewpoint, the view is captured toward the southern end of Caton
Hamlet near Westdown Cottage and Little Caton properties which are located on the
western side of the lane and overlook the extension site. Meanwhile, the extent of
views into the extension site is relatively dependent on the screening and enclosure
formed by boundary vegetation forming the edge of the site.

Views from the South including the A38:
Users of the A38 (Eastbound) and Footpath/ Cycle Route users (both
directions) near Alston Cross

18

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium to low

Approx.
distance

15m

Description
of View

This viewpoint position represents the view of two distinct visual receptor groups.
Firstly vehicle travellers using the A38 in an eastbound direction (towards Exeter), and
cyclists/ pedestrians using the path alongside the A38 travelling in both east and west
bound directions. Owing to the relative proximity to the site boundary and lower speed
of travel, users of the cycle route/ pathway have relatively clear views into the
extension site through the existing boundary vegetation within the extension site.
Vehicle travellers on the A38 have a similar field of view to the footpath users however
their speed of travel means the extension site is seen as part of a fleeting view
between the frame created by a gap in the extensive tree belt alongside the existing
quarry bounding the A38 and the linear belt of trees highways vegetation east of Alston
Cross. For both receptors features in the middle and long distance can be depicted,
including Alston Cottage, Alston Farm to the north with the surrounding higher ground
and wooded slopes forming a distinct backdrop to the view and Penpark to the east on
the higher ground.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

130m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of the A38 Westbound at Alston Cross Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

50o 31’ 47” N
3o 43’ 38” W

19

Sensitivity

Medium to low

Approx.
distance
from site

60m

Description
of View

Located on the opposite side of the A38, this position illustrates the view of vehicle
travellers on the west bound (towards Plymouth) direction of the A38 and vehicle
travellers accessing the A38 at Alston Cross from Higher Mead direction. From this
distance and orientation travellers have a fleeting view of through the relatively open
part of the sites southern boundary formed by the young evergreen leylandii trees and
deciduous planting into a limited part of the extension site.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

129m

GPS CoOrdinates

Parkers Farm Holiday Park (Middle Tier) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

455m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

146m
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50o 31’ 46” N
3o 43’ 38” W

20+20A

50o 31’ 38” N
3o 43’ 16” W
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Description
of View

The viewpoint represents one of a series of several views obtained from within the
camping and caravan site at Parker Farm Holiday Park, which is situated on the north
facing side of the hillside located to the south of the site. The view illustrates the open
and near panoramic views obtained from the terraced plots of the holiday park site
which comprises typical grassed pitches delineated by low ornamental planting and
occasional mature trees and shelter belts. The viewpoint is positioned on one of
several elevated tiers within the holiday park, which broadly overlooks the extension
site. From this viewpoint the A38 and traffic activity is prominent in the scene, whilst the
extension site is fully in view in the middle distance, with the linear pattern of
hedgerows and patchwork of fields with intermittent trees forming a distinctive
combination of elements in the landscape. The view position has a strong sense of
openness with the rolling land form and patchwork of woodland blocks and linear field
boundaries all prominent features within the landscape. Parts of Ashburton town and
the existing quarry are visible, these are interspersed by blocks of woodland
particularly vegetation along the boundary of the existing quarry beside the A38. In the
long distance views towards the higher moor of the National Park can be seen
particularly to the west and north.

Parkers Farm Holiday Park (Upper Tier) Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

21+21A

Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

535m

Description
of View

This viewpoint is also situated within the holiday park, on the uppermost terrace
occupied by static caravans, at a relative identical orientation, but higher elevation. The
extent of the extension site visible to the observer does not change, however given the
increased elevation there is more of a panoramic view of the landscape thus increasing
the sense of openness and interaction with the surroundings. Due to the elevated
position of the viewpoint the vegetation alongside the quarry on the A38 is less
effective with sections of the existing upper worked out benches visible.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

160m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of the lane through Higher Mead near Coombe Cross

50o 31’ 35” N
3o 43’ 17” W

22+22A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Low

Approx.
distance

785m

Description
of View

This viewpoint is situated along the lane near the brow of the hill towards Higher Mead,
as it descends in a northerly direction towards Parkers Farm Holiday Park and Coombe
Cross at the base of the valley.
From this location there are glimpsed views of the extension site along the lane, and
over the hedgebanks, with the surrounding landscape toward the rolling hills of the
National Park to the north and west beyond in the long distance views. In the middle
distance views of Ashburton town are available. Sections of the upper benches of the
existing quarry are partly discernible in the view.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

179m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of Parkers Farm Cottages and Caravans

50o 31’ 27” N
3o 43’ 13” W

23+23A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

560m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

150m
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Description
of View

The viewpoint location represents the view from the static caravans located at Parkers
Farm Cottages and Caravans Site. The position is similar to the middle terrace view
from Parkers Farm Holiday Park and provides near uninterrupted views across the
broad valley towards the A38 and into the extension site. Equally from this location the
existing quarry is particularly well screened by the dense tree vegetation that lines the
extension sites boundary with the A38.

Residents of Lower Mead Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

24+24A

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

535m

Description
of View

The views from Lower Mead include those from a cluster of converted traditional stone
built farm buildings and cottages into residential dwellings. The properties overlook
agricultural fields which fall away to the north, with the A38 bounding the fields and the
proposed extension site beyond and the rising higher ground beyond. The existing
Linhay Hill Quarry is screened from view by the extensive vegetation lining the A38.
Whilst the proposed extension site is visible from the properties owing to the position of
the dwellings relative to the extension site and the limited boundary vegetation in the
south east corner of the extension site.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

137m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of PROW of Lower Mead Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

50o 31’ 32” N
3o 43’ 27” W

25+24A

Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

605m

Description
of View

The public right of way runs along a broadly east to west direction between Mead
Cross, via Lower Mead Farm towards Gale Road/ Gallows Park Cross in the West.
Users of the PROW obtain views of the proposed extension site situated to the north
owing to the open nature of the views due to limited intervening vegetation, and their
position looking across the low lying ground towards the A38 and the extension site.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

137m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of Pitley Road near Creek Beacon Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:

50o 31’ 28” N
3o 43’ 37” W

26+26A

Sensitivity

Low

Approx.
distance

1085m

Description
of View

This viewpoint is situated on Pitley Road a lane which runs on the elevated ground
between the lane at Higher Mead and Creek Beacon. The lane is flanked by high
dense hedgerows and hedgebanks with occasional glimpsed views through at field
openings and gateways. This viewpoint represents such a glimpsed view from a
gateway situated in line with the proposed extension site to the south. From this
location the user looks across the open agricultural fields within the broad valley over
the A38 towards the proposed extension site and the rising ground beyond including
the strips of woodland vegetation and hedge lines. The viewpoint offers near
panoramic views to the east and long distance views to the west towards Ashburton in
the middle distance and the higher moor areas of Dartmoor to the west and north.
Additionally, this is one of the few receptor locations where the upper benches of the
existing quarry face is noticeable in the view, however noting the viewpoint is captured
from a stationary position within the gated opening in the continuous hedge line.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

183m
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Table 10. Views from the South West:
Users of Balland Lane (Situated opposite the PROW Junction)

27

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

5m-20m

Description
of View

This viewpoint represents the views obtained by vehicle travellers, cyclists and
pedestrians using Balland Lane. The existing Lane leads from its junction with the
B3352 near the on slip to the eastbound A38 before descending steeply towards the
built up area on the edge of Ashburton, passing the main entrance to the current
Linhay Hill Quarry before descending steeply as it follows the boundary fenceline of the
quarry on one side and the sports fields associated with Dartmoor College on the other.
As the lane passes the entrance to the quarry it passes into a section lined by steep
hedgebanks with occasional mature hedge line trees bordering the sports pitches and
a narrow strip of wooded vegetation between the lane and the quarry boundary
including the backs of the existing batching and processing building units. As the lane
continues west it passes through a bend and meets the junction to Place Lane before
entering the suburban setting of Ashburton.
From this location the extension site is completely out of view and scoped out from this
location. However this viewpoint concerns the potential works to alter the junction at
Place Lane and removal of existing vegetation to form the new Waye Lane access
point.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

116m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents on Terrace Walk including PROW Users.

50o 31’ 29” N
3o 44’ 35” W

28

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

1.7km

Description
of View

This viewpoint represents the current view obtained by a limited number of residents
situated on the northern edge of Ashburton town. The properties are mid to late 20th
century style and include a mix of bungalow and two story residential dwellings. The
viewpoint is located on a section of footpath alongside the end property on Terrace
Walk looking in a northerly direction overlooking Dartmoor College including the
floodlights to the outdoor sports pitches and other surrounding residential properties in
this part of the town, and towards the existing Linhay Hill Quarry beyond. From this
location the properties (and localised section of the PROW) glimpse views of the upper
benches of the existing quarry face on the far western edge of the quarry. However the
views are constrained by intervening vegetation and the buildings associated with the
batching and processing facilities of the existing quarry. It is possible these receptors
would have a partial view of the proposed extension site as works commence near the
western edge of the quarry.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

115m

Users of Terrace Walk PROW (near gated entrance).

GPS CoOrdinates

29

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Low
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Approx.
distance

1.75km

Description
of View

This viewpoint is similar to the view outlined above, whereby it represents the views of
the PROW users walking in a northerly direction through the pasture fields towards the
properties on Terrace Walk. The current views towards the quarry are limited by
intervening vegetation including a boundary hedge towards the edge of the properties
and a vegetated walk beside the end property on Terrace Walk. From this position
there are glimpsed views towards the same western face of the upper quarry benches,
however these are considerably more screened by the intervening vegetation.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

122m

GPS CoOrdinates

Table 11. Views from the North West including Brownswell areas:
Users of PROW near Waye Lane Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

30

Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

0m to Waye Lane.
910m (Extension Site)

Description
of View

The PROW runs between Balland Lane and Waye towards Alston Lane in the north.
From Balland Lane the PROW passes through the existing hedgebank via a stile (seen
in the above viewpoint) before continuing in a broad northerly direction alongside the
car park to Dartmoor college on one side and dense vegetation within the boundary
area of Linhay Hill Quarry. The PROW through this section is largely enclosed with
partial views out towards the car park which give way to views of the early 19th Century
Villa property at Place House set within grounds. The PROW continues past Place
House whilst shadowing the quarry boundary marked by sections of chain link fence
set within woodland and post and wire and sporadic hedge line. To the north and west
the ground rises dramatically as agricultural pasture flanked by tall hedgerows and
intermittent trees with blocks of woodland beyond. The viewpoint is directly situated at
the interface with the track and informal access to Place House and serves to represent
the typical view of users along the track. From this location there would be no direct
views of the proposed extension and only those localised views of the formation of the
proposed Waye Lane.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

118m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents of Waye Farm Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

50o 31’ 40” N
3o 44’ 36” W

31

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

40m
(Waye Lane)

Description
of View

The viewpoint demonstrates the views from the existing residential property situated at
Waye which is accessed via the current Waye Lane access track from Alston Lane.
The property which includes gardens and a number of outbuildings is nestled within a
natural depression and incised valley in the local landform. The property overlooks a
dense block of woodland comprising broadleaved and coniferous species, originally
planted to form a screening function to the quarry and subsequent restored area of land
beyond. It is unlikely the property would have views of the extension site, however it is
possible there would be partial localised views of the new Place Lane as it passes
across the former restored land.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

151m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents of Waye Court Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

130m
(Waye Lane)

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

164m
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50o 31’ 60” N
3o 44’ 22” W

32
50o 32’ 2” N
3o 44’ 15” W and
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Description
of View

This viewpoint identifies a number of receptors situated at Waye Court which
comprises a number of properties built during the Georgian Period noted by the
presence of traditional architectural features such as an open veranda with ornate
ironwork supports, large timber framed sash windows and a white rendered façade.
The properties are accessed via a narrow track from Alston Lane which also serves
Waye Farm beyond. Established vegetation within the grounds of the properties and
the woodland belt on the edge of the former quarry site provide a distinctly enclosed
nature to the setting of the properties. Whilst it is unlikely that the properties would have
views of the proposed extension site, however it is possible they may have partial
views of the works associated with the realignment of Waye Lane as it crosses the
undulating ground of the restored site towards Alston Lane near Momalda.

Residents of Waye House Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

33

Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

135m
(Waye Lane)

Description
of View

This viewpoint identifies the receptor situated at Waye Court which comprises a similar
properties built during the Georgian Period as per Waye Court. The properties are
accessed via the same narrow track from Alston Lane. The property is set amongst
established vegetation and surrounded by the woodland belt on the edge of the former
quarry site creating the same sense of enclosure as noted at Waye Court. Whilst it is
unlikely that the property would have views of the extension site, it is possible they may
have partial views of the works associated with the realignment of Waye Lane through
the tree line.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

146m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of Waye Junction Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:

50o 32’ 4” N
3o 44’ 17” W

34

Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

115m
(Waye Lane)

Description
of View

The viewpoint demonstrates the view of users of Waye Lane including people
accessing Waye Farm and Waye Court, Waye Farm properties and also users of the
PROW. The junction is set within established vegetation including coniferous trees,
mature deciduous trees and evergreen shrub/ scrub vegetation such as laurel, all of
which serves to enclose the lane and screen the adjacent fields from view. The lane
and its users are unlikely to have views of the extension site, it is possible that they
may have partial views of a short portion of the new Waye Lane as it passes to the
north of Momalda and connects into Alston Farm.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

163m

GPS CoOrdinates

Residents of Momalda near Lower Waye Illustrated in Baseline
Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

80m

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

146m
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50o 32’ 3” N
3o 44’ 13” W

35

50o 31’ 59” N
3o 44’ 5” W
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Description
of View

This viewpoint represents views from the residential bungalow property named
Momalda. The property is situated to the north of Lower Waye Farm (Fine Turf Ltd).
The bungalow is sited within a domestic garden setting and accessed directly off Alston
Lane, the house is enclosed by the boundary hedge to the lane and the fenced and
landscaped domestic garden. The property looks towards the existing quarry with a
limited aspect towards the extension site, however given its close proximity to Alston
Lane it is likely this receptor would have views of the initial Stages including the closure
of Alston Lane and removal of existing hedgerows near the property entrance. It is also
possible the property would experience views of the new Waye Lane as it passes
across the north of the property and links into the truncated section of Alston Lane.

Residents of Lucas Lodge

36+36A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High

Approx.
distance

935m

Description
of View

The viewpoint is located at the entrance to the residential property named Lucas Lodge
situated in Brownswell. The property is a storey and a half rendered dwelling set within
a medium sized plot surrounded by open lawn gardens and a gravel driveway and a
garage outbuilding. The property is located on elevated ground and enjoys
uninterrupted views to the south and north east, overlooking extensive areas of the
existing Linhay Hill Quarry to the south east and the existing agricultural fields of the
extension site towards the north. Given the properties elevated position it has middle
distance views out towards the A38, Higher Mead, Parkers Farm Holiday park and the
rolling landscape beyond in the long distance. Opposite Lucas Lodge on the western
side of Tower Park Hill is a further residential property. Given the elevation and
proximity of this property it is likely this will share similar views of the surrounding
landscape as Lucas Lodge.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

212m

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 32’ 3” N
3o 44’ 47” W

37

Users of Lane – Tower Park Hill Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Low

Approx.
distance

1.1km

Description
of View

The viewpoint location captures the view obtained by users of the lane named Tower
Park Hill. The lane is situated to the north west of the existing quarry on elevated
ground and lined by tall and wide hedgerows and hedgebanks typical of the local
landscape. Beyond the narrow winding lane the fields descend and roll away towards
Waye and the quarry on the lower ground below. The view illustrates a glimpsed view
between occasional field entrances (Of which there are two openings along this lane
section). Through the gated openings there are views towards the existing quarry and
particularly the upper parts of the batching and processing buildings/ hoppers within the
quarry, set against the backdrop of the vegetation line alongside the A38. Views
through the gates are restricted due to the relatively narrow aperture of the opening
and adjacent hedges and the direction the viewer is travelling along the lane.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

193m

GPS CoOrdinates

Table 12. Long distance views from the open access areas of Dartmoor National Park:
Users of the open access land at Welstor Rock - Dartmoor

38+38A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium
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Approx.
distance

>3.8km

Description
of View

The viewpoint at Welstor Rock is situated in proximity to the viewpoint at Buckland
Beacon, on a rocky promontory approximately 100m to the south east. Alike the
viewpoint at Buckland Beacon from this location there are 360’ panoramic views across
Dartmoor and notably to the south towards the Teign Estuary as it meets South Devon
Coastline at Teignmouth. Both the existing Linhay Hill Quarry and proposed extension
site are The extension site is barely perceivable from this location owing to the
intervening landform and the sites position in the lee of the landform within the broad
valley beyond. The white outlines of the static caravans at Parkers Farm Holiday Park
on the north facing slope of the broad valley are partly visible.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

380m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of the open access land at Buckland Beacon - Dartmoor

39+39A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

>4km

Description
of View

The viewpoint at Buckland Beacon was selected to consider the views of users within
the open access land on the higher moor areas of Dartmoor to the north west of the
extension site and existing quarry. Buckland Beacon including the Ten
Commandments Stone form part of a popular walking area on the moor, the area is
characterised by the open grass and heathland with rocky outcrops and irregular field
boundaries marked by dry stone granite walls, hedgebanks and occasional blocks of
broadleaved trees including Beech, Oak and Birch. From this location there are 360’
panoramic views across Dartmoor including views of Rippon Tor and Haytor hills and
views of the patchwork of fields and ribbons of woodland. There are notable views
towards the Teign Estuary as it meets South Devon Coastline at Teignmouth.
The extension site and current Linhay Hill Quarry are barely perceivable from Buckland
Beacon owing to the intervening landform situated between the site and the viewpoint.
Features described previously surrounding the site are noted from the viewpoint
including the upper sections of Parkers Farm Holiday Park, Penpark Property.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

382m

GPS CoOrdinates

Users of the open ground and PROW at Lud Gate - Dartmoor

40+40A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

>10km <11km

Description
of View

These are long distance views from the open access land on Dartmoor approximately
10km east of the extension site at Lud Gate. The footpath follows the narrow lanes
before heading onto a track enclosed by hedgebanks and stone walls, there are
occasional cottages and houses along the lane set within tree lined gardens. The
viewpoint predominantly represents the view of footpath users as they descend from
the upper moor areas along the footpath towards the gated access at the end of the
track. From this location and owing to the locations elevated position there are open
and wide ranging views to the east, characterised by large a mix of arable and pasture
fields bounded by hedgerows and interspersed by blocks and ribbons of deciduous
woodland. From this position including the open accessible areas adjacent to the
footpath, views take in the built up area of Ashburton in the long distance, which aids in
orientating the viewer towards the Linhay Hill Quarry site. At this point the current
quarry is barely perceivable primarily due to the distance and intervening landform and
vegetation, however there are glimpsed views of the upper sections of the exposed
south west facing quarry face, noted by the subtle change in tone and colour of the
land pattern from grassed fields and woodland blocks.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

350m
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Users of the open ground at Pupers Hill - Dartmoor

41+41A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

>10km <11km

Description
of View

Puper’s Hill is situated due west from Lud Gate on the higher moor areas of Dartmoor
and shares the same section of footpath, the position is marked by the elevated rocky
promontory which is one of a number of features situated on a broad north south
alignment of elevated positions including Ryder’s and Snowdon Hill. These are long
distance views from the open access land on the higher moor near Puper’s Hill.
Situated on elevated ground approximately 10km to 11km west of the extension site
the viewpoint takes in open uninterrupted views to the east towards Ashburton and the
surrounding extensive patchwork of agricultural land bound by hedgerows and
woodland blocks set within the characteristic rolling landscape. To the north and south
there are open views across the moor and the higher points at Pupers and Snowdon
Hill.
As with Lud Gate, from this position, the views take in the built up area of Ashburton in
the long distance and parts of the current processing buildings at Linhay Hill Quarry
beyond, the built elements aid in orientating the viewer towards the Linhay Hill Quarry
site. At this point the current quarry is barely perceivable primarily due to the distance
and intervening landform and vegetation and that it forms a very minor element in the
context of the wider panoramic view, however there are partial glimpsed views of the
upper section of the exposed south west facing quarry face, noted by the subtle
change in tone and colour of the land pattern from grassed fields and woodland blocks.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

467m

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 29’ 29” N
3o 52’ 7” W

Users of the open ground near Snowdon - Dartmoor

42+42A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

Medium

Approx.
distance

>11km <12km

Description
of View

Snowdon Hill is situated at around 495m AOD and 11km from the extension site, 1km
north west from Puper’s Hill on the higher moor areas of Dartmoor and forms one of a
number of features situated along the broad north south alignment of elevated
positions on this part of the moor. Snowdon is marked by a similar group of exposed
rocky outcrops, which provides long distance uninterrupted views to the east towards
Ashburton and the surrounding extensive patchwork of agricultural land bound by
hedgerows and woodland blocks set within the characteristic rolling landscape. To the
north, south and west there are open views across the moor towards Pupers and
Ryder’s Hill.
As per Pupers Hill, from this position, Buckfastleigh and the Abbey are notable
elements in the south east with Ashburton and parts of the current processing buildings
at Linhay Hill Quarry beyond to east, the built elements aid in orientating the viewer
towards the Linhay Hill Quarry site. At this point the current quarry is barely perceivable
primarily due to the distance and intervening landform and vegetation and that it forms
a very minor element in the context of the wider panoramic view, however there are
partial glimpsed views of the upper section of the exposed south west facing quarry
face, noted by the subtle change in tone and colour of the land pattern from grassed
fields and woodland blocks.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

495m

GPS CoOrdinates

50o 29’ 56” N
3o 52’ 42” W

Users of the open ground at Ryder’s Hill - Dartmoor

43+43A

Illustrated in Baseline Viewpoint:
Sensitivity

High
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50o 30’ 21” N
3o 53’ 29” W

Approx.
distance

>11km

Description
of View

This viewpoint is situated on the rocky promontory at Ryder’s Hill. The hill is a
distinctive feature within the landscape owing to its elevated position (515m AOD) in
relation to the surrounding open moor areas. From this elevated viewpoint there are
near panoramic views, notably to the east towards Ashburton set amongst the
characteristic rolling agricultural landscape. To the north, south and west there are
open views across the heath and grassland covered moor. Similar to both Snowdon
and Pupers Hill this location offers partial views of the south west facing aspect of the
upper benches within the existing quarry. The proposed extension site is barely
perceivable beyond this marked by the arrangement of field boundaries, due to
distance these are a minor element within the wider panoramic view gleaned from this
location.

Approx.
height in
metres AOD

515m

GPS CoOrdinates

Assessment of Baseline Visual Amenity Value
8.162.

Visual amenity has been assessed by considering several aspects of the landscape. Visual
appearance has been judged objectively, based upon the visual harmony of the wider area, the
application site itself and of how the site sits within the wider landscape. It has taken into account
visually intrusive features that detract from the overall appearance of the landscape as well as
features which enhance it. A subjective assessment has also been made based upon aesthetic,
perceptual and experiential aspects, such as complexity, diversity and tranquillity.

8.163.

The areas of the wider landscape including Buckland Beacon and Welstor Common are judged
as having an ‘exceptional’ visual amenity value owing to their position within the open upper
moor with panoramic views across Dartmoor and the wider landscape. This is also attached to
the areas on the upper moorland areas of Dartmoor to the west such as at Ryder’s Hill, Snowdon
and Pupers Hill which all share the same panoramic views contributing to exceptional scenic
value.

8.164.

The agricultural areas of the Study Area are rated as having a ‘good’ visual amenity value when
judged against the criteria defined in Table 3. This is due to the area having a strong sense of
place attributed to the combination of distinctive features including hedgebanks and woodland
blocks set within the rolling landscape.

8.165.

The urban fringe areas associated with the eastern edge of Ashburton are rated as having a
‘moderate’ visual amenity value, attributed to the limited presence of positive features and the
prevalence of detracting features such as the homogenous residential housing and building
styles. Areas immediately to the west of the extension site are judged as having a distinctly
contrasting visual amenity which includes the existing quarry site, South Dartmoor College,
Ashburton Business Park and is judged as having ‘poor’ visual amenity value owing to its
industrial character and building style. The area immediately south of the proposed extension site
is judged as having a ‘moderate’ visual amenity value owing to the presence of the active A38
dual carriageway and the caravan park located on the sloping land beyond.

8.166.

The areas immediately to the north and east of the proposed extension site are judged to have
‘good’ visual amenity value due to the pleasing scenic value created by the presence of
characteristic features including; the woodland blocks and rolling landform. The proposed
extension site is judged as having a ‘good’ visual amenity value, due to the presence of
distinctive characteristic features such as the regular field pattern and wide hedgebanks.

Potential Landscape Effects
Potential Landscape Effects of the Scheme
8.167. This section identifies and describes the landscape receptors with the potential to be affected by the
proposals and the interaction between the identified receptors with the proposed Construction (site
stripping/ bund building etc), Operation (mineral extraction) phases and Restoration which are likely
to give rise to impacts on landscape resources during each of the proposed scheme Stages on the
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landscape character in relation to the extension site itself and also on the wider surrounding
landscape. The potential effects are based on a judgement of whether they have a positive
(beneficial) or negative (adverse) or in some instances even neutral (negligible) effect on the
landscape, taking into account the nature of the proposals and how they will fit with the landscape
and the extent of the effects. The following section does not take into account any mitigation
measures to offset and reduce potential effects.
8.168. The following section should be read in conjunction with the figures outlined in the attached
appendices, but notably the Baseline Viewpoints in appendix 12.A.4. Landscape Mitigation &
Restoration Plans in Appendix 12.A.5 and Photomontages in Appendix 12.12.A.6

Stage 0 (Year 1-2): Construction
Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 0 Construction:
8.169. During the construction phase of Stage 0 potential negative effects on landscape elements are likely
to result from works to widen Balland lane and reconfiguration to the Place Lane/ Balland Lane
junction, construction of the new Waye Lane and the formation of a new access track linking Alston
Lane with Alston Farm/ Alston Cottage to the east of Momalda, potential effects would include;


Construction activities,



The localised removal of existing trees, vegetation and localised sections of hedgebanks
along the northern edge of the lane and at the location of the new junction with Waye Lane,



the permanent removal of localised areas of tree vegetation at the junction of Waye Lane
with Alston Lane, north of Momalda,



direct yet localised impacts on the existing agricultural land cover including the modification
of the existing topography to construct the new road into the existing landform,

8.170. Similarly there will be temporary construction activities associated with the creation of new flood
attenuation ponds/ drainage features near Waye Lane. The works will include the expansion of two
existing small ponds within the fields to the north Alston and the extension of the existing pond within
the land to the north west of Lower Waye Farm. The existing features are relatively small and
discrete within the landscape and the works associated to increase their size to improve catchment
attenuation will be localised and temporary. The effects on the landscape elements including the
removal of existing pasture and localised vegetation removal around the current ponds is likely to
have a localised negative effect on these landscape elements.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 0 Construction:
8.171. The existing Balland Lane is a narrow tree lined lane within a peri-urban setting, bound by a
hedgebank and open sport grassed pitches to the south and a narrow belt of trees and the industrial
steel clad buildings within the Linhay Hill Quarry behind a palisade fence along its northern side.
Potential effects on landscape character are likely to include temporary adverse impacts caused by
the activities associated with the widening of the Lane.
8.172. Waye Lane is characterised by the existing narrow track along the northern boundary of the quarry
and the hummocky landform of the existing tip. Potential effects caused by the construction of the
new Waye Lane on the landscape character of the area are also likely to be negative owing to the
localised and temporary nature of the works and limited vegetation removal required.
8.173. The potential effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper Farmed and Wooded Slopes
during Stage 0 is likely to be negative with these effects considered to be temporary.
8.174. The potential effects of the new ponds on the landscape character of the area during construction are
considered to be negative owing to the construction activities and localised loss of pasture and
localised alteration to topography surrounding the ponds.
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Stage 0 (Year 2+): Operation
Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 0 Operation:
8.175. The operation phase of Stage 0 will see the permanent presence of the widened section of Balland
Lane. Waye Lane will also be a new permanent element as it links between Balland Lane and Alston
Lane north of Lower Waye Farm. Potential effects on the landscape elements during operation are
likely to result in negative effects owing to the localised modification of the existing Balland Lane and
the introduction of a new lane forming Waye Lane.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 0 Operation:
8.176. The potential effects the permanent Waye Lane and the widened Balland Lane is unlikely to have a
significant detrimental effect on the landscape character of the site and surrounding area owing to
the limited footprint of Balland Lane and the alignment and position of Waye Lane within the
landscape.
8.177. The effect upon the local landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed widened Balland Lane and
new Waye Lane is also likely to be relatively small and localised with these effects considered to be
long term.

Stage 1: Construction (Year 2 and 10)
8.178. Stage 1 will occur as two sub stages (Stage 1a and 1b) between year 2 and 13, and will see the
existing quarry extend into the adjacent agricultural land to the west Stage 1a area being 2.6Ha and
Stage 1b equal to 2.7Ha, resulting in a change to the landscape within a limited and concentrated
area. Stage 1a construction phase will occur over a 4 month campaign in Year 2 and entail the
permanent closure of Alston Lane and removal of hedgebanks bounding the lane and also the
closure and removal of the portion of lane serving Alston Cottage and Farm.
8.179. During Stage 1a soil stripping and earth movements of overburden will commence from the field plot
immediately south east of Lower Waye Farm, with the overburden forming the bund located towards
the south of the extension site adjacent to the A38. The construction phase of Stage 1b will
commence in Year 10, or 8 years after Stage 1a would have originally commenced. Operations will
include the stripping of overburden from the field directly south of the Stage 1a area and the
movement of overburden to form the new bund west of Caton, occurring over a 4 month campaign in
year 10.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 1 Construction:
8.180. Construction activities during Stage 1a have the potential to cause negative effects on landscape
elements within a localised area, including; the removal of land cover in the form of the existing
pasture and existing mature hedgebanks which bound the field, resulting in a direct disruption to the
field pattern and the modification of the local landform through the creation of large scale bunds
along the south of the site.
8.181. The closure and stopping up of the section of Alston Lane between Lower Waye Farm and the A38
will result in the removal of the hedgebanks alongside the lane. Whilst the hedgebanks will be
translocated to suitable receptor sites the effect on these landscape elements is likely to be direct
and negative, owing to the permanent loss of hedgebanks associated with the Alston Lane.
8.182. Similar effects on landscape elements will be anticipated during Stage 1b through the progressive
removal of overburden 8 years after the initial Stage 1a site strip, the further removal of hedgebanks
which border the fields to the south of Stage 1a, resulting in a direct disruption to the field pattern.
The construction activities associated with the stripping of overburden and movement to the bund
areas are expected to generate temporary negative effects.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 1 Construction:
8.183. Construction activities during Stage 1a will include; the partial removal of existing agricultural
landcover adjacent to the existing active quarry, the removal of existing mature hedgebanks
characteristic of the field pattern within a localised area, and the creation of a mounded land form
within the existing rolling rural landscape to the south of the extension site alongside the A38
highway and to the east of the extension site near the hamlet of Caton. The potential effects on the
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baseline landscape character during Stage 1a and 1b construction phases are anticipated to be
temporary negative.
8.184. The effect upon the local landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed construction activities
during Stage 1a and 1b are likely to be negative but temporary due to the short term nature of the
construction activities.

Stage 1 Operation: (Year 2 to 13)
8.185. Stage 1 operation will comprise the extraction of limestone mineral from the sub phased areas Stage
1a and 1b, with extraction in area 1a commencing in year 2 and lasting until year 10, and Stage 1b
extraction commencing in year 10 and lasting until year 13.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 1 Operation:
8.186. The potential effects on landscape elements during the operation phase of Stage 1a and 1b will be
associated with the extension of the active quarry into the land immediately south and east of Lower
Waye Farm and its progressive deepening as limestone mineral is removed thus altering the local
land form and topography over an 8 year period, including the vehicle movements and machinery
activity associated with these operations. The impact of these activities on landscape elements are
predicted to be negative and long term.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 1 Operation:
8.187. During Stage 1a effects on landscape character will primarily include; the presence of mineral
extraction vehicles within the Stage 1a and 1b area and the presence of the extended quarry within
the surrounding agricultural landscape occurring over a prolonged period of time (13 years). The
Stage 1a and 1b bund located alongside the A38 from the former Alston Lane junction will by this
time, be permanent features within the landscape.
8.188. The effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the extraction machinery and vehicle
activities within the Stage 1a and 1b areas are likely to be localised but have a negative effect which
are predicted to be direct and permanent.

Stage 2 Construction: (Year 13 and 16)
8.189. Stage 2 construction phase will also occur over two sub Stages. Stage 2a will commence in year 13
and comprise the removal and translocation of hedgebanks to an area north of the existing Linhay
Hill quarry on the existing tip site and a portion south of Alston Farm. The stripping of overburden will
occur within the field plots immediately east of the Stage 1a area in an area approximately 2.5Ha.
The overburden material will be transported via a haul route to the field plot situated immediately
north of the Caton (west) properties to extend the bund previously formed in Stage 1b.
8.190. Stage 2b construction will occur in year 16 and comprise a 4 month campaign to relocate all existing
hedgebanks to areas surrounding the former tip site to replicate the historic field pattern. The
construction phase will include the stripping of overburden from the field plot in an area
approximately 4Ha in area, immediately south of the Stage 2a area and the movement of the
overburden via the pre-existing Stage 1 haul route. The overburden materials will be assimilated with
the bunds commenced in Stage 2a and the bund formed during Stage 1b approximately 3 years
earlier. The Stage 2a and 2b bund will more than double the overall bund footprint and increase its
height from approximately 140m AOD up to around 150m AOD.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 2 Construction:
8.191. Construction activities during Stage 2a including the presence of construction machines and vehicles
within the field plots during the removal of pasture land cover, the removal and translocation of
existing mature hedgebanks which bound the field plot and the further partial removal of the former
gravel access track forming an access to Alston Cottage and Farm. Further activities would include
the movement of vehicles between the Stage 2a area, along the haul route and the associated
operations to construct the bund north of Caton.
8.192. As a result of the above activities the impacts on landscape elements during Stage 2a are predicted
to be direct and occur over the short term (4months), resulting in negative effects. These will be
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caused by the removal of hedgebanks which border the field plot and further removal of the pasture
land cover thus resulting in a progressive and direct disruption to the field pattern. This will be
combined with the activities of the machinery to create the bunds north of Caton thus resulting in the
modification of the landform, albeit within a localised area.
8.193. Similarly, Stage 2b will comprise the progressive removal of land cover and removal of the existing
hedgebanks and their translocation to the former tip areas north of the existing quarry. As a result the
predicted effects on the landscape elements at Stage 2b are anticipated to be large and negative.
However the construction activities associated with the stripping of overburden and movement to the
bund areas are anticipated to be temporary as these will occur over a 4 month campaign.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 2 Construction:
8.194. The potential effects on the baseline landscape character during Stage 2a and 2b construction will be
caused by the removal of characteristic hedgebanks which border the field plot to the west of Alston
Cottage and the removal of pasture land cover, resulting in a direct disruption to the regular field
pattern within a localised area and the further modification of the local landform through the creation
of the large bunds within the existing rolling agricultural landscape. The anticipated effect on the
landscape character of the area is predicted to be negative and direct within a localised area.
8.195. The effect upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed construction
activities during Stage 1a and 1b are also predicted to be large and negative with these effects
considered to be temporary due to the short term nature of the construction activities.

Stage 2 Operation (Year 14 to 31):
8.196. The operation phase of Stage 2 will comprise the extraction of limestone mineral from the sub
phased areas Stage 2a and 2b, with extraction in area 2a commencing in year 14 following a 4
month construction period and lasting until year 15. Stage 2b extraction will commence in year 14
and lasting until year 31. During this time quarrying will continue within Linhay Hill quarry as a
concurrent activity working down from 28m AOD to 0m AOD.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 2 Operation:
8.197. The potential effects on landscape elements during the operation phase of Stage 2a and 2b will be
associated with the extension and progressive deepening of the quarry. Limestone mineral will be
excavated from the combined area over a 16 year period whilst quarrying runs concurrently within
Linhay Hill quarry down to 0m AOD.
8.198. During the operational phase of Stage 2a the landscape impact would be associated with the
localised alteration of the land form and the progressive removal of mineral over a 1 year period
(year 14 to 15), as a result the effects on landscape elements are predicted to be long term and
negative. During Stage 2b as the extraction area progresses into the land area immediately south of
Stage 2a, the potential effects on landscape elements are also predicted to be negative and long
term owing to the progressive extension of the existing active quarry and its continued deepening.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 2 Operation:
8.199. During the operational phase of Stage 2 the potential effect on the landscape character will again
include the presence of mineral extraction vehicles within the extended quarry set within the
surrounding agricultural landscape, however as the extraction would occur between year 14 and 31 it
is likely the quarrying vehicles would not be as evident and as detracting features as the continued
deepening of the quarry occurs. As a result the potential landscape effects of the operational phase
on the baseline landscape character are predicted to be negative within a localised area.
8.200. The effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the extraction machinery and vehicle
activities within the Stage 2 areas are likely to be direct and negative with these effects considered to
be long term.

Stage 3 Construction (Year 31 to 40):
8.201. The construction phase of Stage 3 will be carried out over a single 4 month campaign during year 31,
comprising the stripping of land cover from the existing field plots east of Stage 2a and 2b areas,
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immediately south west of Alston Cottage/ Alston Farm within an area of approximately 4Ha. All
overburden material will be backfilled into the base of the existing Linhay Hill quarry, all hedgebanks
which line the field plots to be removed will be translocated to the area of the existing tip site.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 3 Construction:
8.202. During the construction phase of Stage 3, potential effects on the landscape elements will be caused
by the further removal of existing pasture land cover and the progressive removal of hedgebanks
including the resultant effect on the field pattern of the local landscape. Impacts will also result
through the alteration of the existing landform during the removal of the overburden to expose the
underlying limestone material. The potential effects of these activities is judged to be negative
resulting in direct and long term impact on landscape elements.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 3 Construction:
8.203. Construction activities during Stage 3 which are likely to cause direct effects on landscape character
will similarly include; the partial removal of the existing agricultural land cover, the removal of existing
mature characteristic hedgebanks within the extension site and the localised alteration of the land
form through the excavation of the landscape to remove the over burden. There will also be
disruption to the landscape character of the local area attributed to the activities of the construction
machinery and vehicles during the stripping and removal of the overburden, the potential effects on
the baseline landscape character are predicted to be negative and temporary.
8.204. The effect upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed construction
activities during Stage 3 are predicted to be negative with these effects considered to be short term
owing to the localised nature of the construction activities.

Stage 3 Operation (Year 31 to 40):
8.205. The operation phase of Stage 3 will be undertaken during a 9 year period from year 31 with mineral
extraction carried out within the land area previously stripped of overburden located immediately
south of Alston Cottage.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 3 Operation:
8.206. The potential effects on landscape elements will be associated with the extraction processes and
progressive deepening of the quarry over the 9 year period and therefore impact the existing
topography of the site. As a result the effects on landscape elements are predicted to be large,
negative and represent a long term change to the local landscape.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 3 Operation:
8.207. The activities likely to effect the landscape character will include; the presence of the quarrying
machinery within the agricultural landscape and the progressive removal of the exposed limestone
mineral, thus altering the localised landform. The potential effects on the baseline landscape
character during the operational phase of Stage 3 are predicted to be relatively large, negative and
long term.
8.208. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 3 are equally predicted to be negative and large with these effects considered
to be long term owing to the nature of the quarrying activities, however these effects occur within a
localised area of the wider, surrounding landscape.

Stage 4 Construction (Year 41 to 46):
8.209. During Stage 4 the quarry extends further east by a further 4.8Ha up to the retained hedge line
parallel to the bund formed during Stages 1b and 2a. The overburden generated from the site
stripping activities will be back filled into the base of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry, occurring across
three 4 month campaigns during years; 40, 43 and 46. During Stage 4 the section of Alston lane to
the front of Alston Cottage, previously installed during Stage 0, will be realigned onto its finalised
position around the edge of the Cottage with all hedgerows translocated to align with the newly
created lane position.
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Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 4 Construction:
8.210. The construction phase will comprise the further removal of existing pasture land cover and
hedgebanks to the two remaining field plots in the extension area. These activities will result in the
alteration of the existing local landform through the removal of the overburden. The potential effects
of the removal of landcover, hedgebanks and alteration to the field pattern within the extension site,
on the landscape elements are predicted to be negative. Whilst the activities associated with the
stripping of the land cover and removal hedgebanks will be temporary.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 4 Construction:
8.211. The construction activities likely to affect landscape character will include; the progressive removal of
the existing agricultural land cover, and existing mature hedgebanks which bound the fields and the
localised alteration of the land form through the excavation of the landscape. As a result of the
construction activities the potential effects on the baseline landscape character during the
construction phase of Stage 4 are predicted to be large and negative.
8.212. The effect upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed construction
activities during Stage 4 are predicted to be direct and negative with these effects considered to be
long term but short term owing to the nature of the construction activities.

Stage 4 Operation (Year 41 to 46):
8.213. Following the construction phase of Stage 4, the operational phase will entail the continuation of
extraction lasting 5 years (year 41 to 46), as the quarry is deepened, however there will be no further
increase in the footprint of the quarry beyond the eastern edge of the Stage 4 area.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 4 Operation:
8.214. The potential impacts on the landscape elements will again be associated with the activities of the
quarry machinery and vehicles within the local landscape. There will be no further effects on the
landscape elements other than the alteration to the local land form as limestone is progressively
extracted. As a result the potential effects on landscape elements of the operational phase are
predicted to be direct, negative and long term.

Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 4 Operation:
8.215. The activities likely to cause effects on the landscape character will include; the presence of the
quarrying machinery within the agricultural landscape and the progressive removal of the exposed
limestone mineral within the quarry extension and alteration of the localised landform. The potential
effects on the baseline landscape character predicted to be direct and negative and long term.
8.216. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 3 are predicted to be negative with these effects considered to be long term
owing to the nature of the activities within the landscape.

Stage 5 Operation (Year 47 to 60+):
8.217. During Stage 5 there will be no further increase in the overall footprint of the extension site as the
quarry is progressively deepened from 41m AOD until it is worked out to its full extent to 0m AOD.
The existing processing plant in the south west of the existing Linhay Hill quarry will be removed and
the limestone beneath this area is extracted. Mobile processing plant will be located onto the area of
the capped Balland Pond. A bunded area will be created around the western edge of the processing
plant to screen the adjacent on site workshops and buildings.

Potential Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 5 Operation:
8.218. Potential effects on the landscape elements will be associated with the activities of the quarrying
machinery and vehicles within the quarry and as such there will be no further direct effects on the
landscape elements other than the alteration to the land form as the mineral is progressively
extracted. The potential effects on landscape elements of the operational phase during Stage 5 are
predicted to be negative.
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Potential Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 5 Operation:
8.219. The activities during this stage which are likely to cause effects on the landscape character will
include; the presence of the quarrying machinery within the landscape and the progressive removal
of the exposed limestone mineral within the quarry extension and therefore altering the localised
landform. However quarrying operations would be located at far lower elevations than the earlier
Stages within the extension site and there would be no direct increase in the overall footprint or land
take of the quarry, therefore the potential effects on the baseline landscape character during the
operational phase of Stage 5 are predicted negative but localised and relatively minor.
8.220. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 5 are also predicted to be minor and negative with these effects considered to
be direct and long term owing to the nature of the activities within the landscape.

Stage 6 Restoration:
8.221. The vision for the proposed after-use of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry and proposed extension is for
a range of uses, including nature conservation; amenity and informal recreation (with public access
and a circular path); and employment. Progressive restoration of the bunds and higher benches in
both the extension area and existing quarry are proposed to take place during Stages 1 – 4 and
Stage 5 and reflect the proposed final restored uses; including progressive provision of further
footpaths around the extension area.
8.222. On completion of quarrying at Linhay Hill Quarry, the void will naturally fill with water up to the level of
the underlying water table to form a lake. The levels around the edge of the lake will be shallow
because the sides of the quarry are stepped, or ‘benched’ and will be developed to create a variety of
habitats for nature conservation, such as shallow water, ponds, and wetlands, depending on aspect
and space available. An area of the fully capped Balland Pond will be made suitable for public
amenity use. From this area a circular path will be provided around the lake, linking with other
footpaths in the vicinity. Other proposed informal activities include recreational fishing and some
simple boating. The level of recreation use would be low impact, compatible with nature conservation
objectives. The further parts of the quarry lake edge will be dedicated to a nature conservation use
alone. The workshop area and associated yard will be made available for employment uses.
8.223. The basis of the restoration strategy will be presented with the planning application. The actual
details of the strategy and how it will be realised will be subject to agreement nearer the time that
quarrying is due to be completed and the proposed employment after use will be the subject of
separate planning applications after quarrying has finished.
8.224. In consideration of the above proposals it is predicted that there will be no negative effects on the
landscape elements nor landscape character of the landscape. Given the restoration practices
proposed as part of the overarching strategy it is likely that the restoration phase will give rise to
beneficial effects on the landscape once quarrying operations have ceased.

Potential Cumulative Landscape Effects of the Scheme
8.225. Cumulative Effects are defined as ‘those that result from additive impacts caused by other past,
present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the plan, programme or project itself and
synergistic effects (aka in-combination), which arise from the reaction between impacts of a
development plan, programme or project on different aspects of the environment’.
8.226. In the case of the proposed extension to Linhay Hill Quarry, there are no development proposals in
adopted development plans or other public documents that are close enough to be considered to
result in cumulative impacts. Nor are there any other development proposals that are taking place in
the vicinity of the site as a result of recent planning permissions sufficient to be considered to
contribute effects to those arising from the proposed extension.
8.227. Therefore, for the purposes of this report the consideration of cumulative effects will include the
ongoing operations within the existing quarry, in combination with the extension, for the additional
duration that will result if the extension is approved, or alternatively the impact should permission not
be granted. In addition, potential cumulative effects from the construction and operations at the
proposed extension are considered since for some years and at certain times of year these could
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occur simultaneously. In addition account has been made that the development is broken down into
stages, which themselves will have a cumulative effect as the development progresses.

Potential Visual Effects
Potential Visual Effects of the scheme
8.228. The following section provides an outline of the potential effects on visual receptors and visual
amenity within the Construction, Operation phases of each proposed Stage and final Restoration.
The predicted effects do not take into account of mitigation measures to offset and reduce potential
effects.
8.229. During the baseline assessment a number of key visual receptors were identified within the
surrounding landscape, these included; residents, users of surrounding lanes and roads and users of
public rights of way and open access land on the upper moorland areas of Dartmoor within the wider
landscape. These receptors have the potential to be affected by the proposals at varying stages of
and to varying degrees of magnitude. The following provides an outline of the potential visual effects
on the identified receptors over the course of the proposed extension to the quarry. The description
of proposals please refer back to the preceding section (Potential Landscape Effects)
8.230. The following section should be read in conjunction with the figures outlined in the attached
appendices, but notably the Baseline Viewpoints in Appendix 12.A.4. Landscape Mitigation &
Restoration Plans in Appendix 12.A.5 and Photomontages in Appendix 12.A.6

Potential Cumulative Visual Effects of the Scheme
8.231. The following section considers the potential cumulative effects of the ongoing operations within the
existing quarry, in combination with the extension, for the additional duration that will result if the
extension is approved, or alternatively the impact should permission not be granted. In addition,
potential cumulative effects from the construction and operations at the proposed extension are
considered since for some years and at certain times of year these could occur simultaneously.

Stage 0 (Year 0-2): Construction/ Operation
Potential Visual Effects on receptors located north including Alston
8.232. Receptors located to the north of the proposals site include residents at Alston Cottage and Alston
Farm, both have a high sensitivity to change. During Stage 0 construction both receptors will have
partial views of the proposed realignment of Alston access lane owing to restricted views created by
the properties aspect facing south and the intervening vegetation surrounding the gardens of both
the Cottage and Farm. The receptors may experience a minor loss of their visual amenity due to the
temporary presence of machinery engaged in the site stripping and vegetation removal during
construction of the access lane. During the operation phase of Stage 0 these receptors would see
limited change to their current view following completion of the Alston access lane and the revised
alignment of the access to their properties.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.233. Visual receptors located to the north east of the site predominantly comprise of dispersed residential
properties including; Little Barton, Samastar, Ilex House, Five Oaks and Penpark, each of these
receptors are of high sensitivity to change given their current views take in extensive parts of the
surrounding landscape and they are located in the short and medium distance to the proposals site.
Due to their position in the landscape, users of Stormsdown Lane have also been combined into this
receptor group.
8.234. During Stage 0 construction phase there is potential for a limited number of these receptors to have
partial views of the proposed works to construct Alston access. However due to their orientation and
extent of visibility into the surrounding landscape it is unlikely the receptors would have views of the
works to construct the new Waye Lane roadway to the west of Alston Lane. It is possible that users
of Stormsdown Lane may experience glimpsed views of a short section of Alston access towards
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Alston Cottage, however these views are restricted to a single gateway opening in a short gap in the
hedgebanks alongside the lane.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.235. Visual receptors to the east of the site include residents within Caton (west) and users of Caton
Lane. Despite the hamlet’s close proximity to the proposals site, it is particularly well enclosed by
surrounding hedgerow vegetation with a very limited number of properties judged to have a direct
outlook onto the site. There is however the potential for views into the proposals site from the first
floor and upper storeys of a limited number of residential properties (estimated to be fewer than 3
properties). Views from Caton Lane are similar to those experienced from the lanes within the local
area. The lane is largely enclosed by the tall dense hedgebanks with occasional glimpsed views into
a small part of the site and landscape beyond from field gate openings and forward visibility along the
lane.
8.236. During the construction phase of Stage 0 the above receptor group are unlikely to observe the works
associated with the construction of either Alston access or Waye Lane, due to intervening hedgerows
in their foreground and also the properties orientation to the proposed works. Due to the unlikelihood
of effects occurring during construction, the same is predicted for the operation phase of Stage 0.
8.237. Beyond Caton, users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including footpath and cycle route users were
identified as having views towards the site particularly towards the land areas to the north of Caton.
Due to the localised nature of the proposed works to construct Alston Lane these receptors will not
experience views of the Stage 0 works.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the South:
8.238. Visual receptors located towards the south of the proposals site were identified during the baseline
study included;


Users of the A38 near Alston Cross (travelling in east and west bound directions)



Users (tourist visitors) to Parkers Farm Holiday Park,



Lane users near Higher Mead at Coombe Cross,



Users (tourist visitors) of Parkers Farm Cottages and Caravans,



Residents of Lower Mead barns and cottages,



Users of the PROW west of Lower Mead,



Users of Pitley Road near Creek beacon,

8.239. During the construction phase of Stage 0, a number of the receptors located to the south are likely to
have views towards the area of the new Alston access route and the works to construct the new
Waye lane including glimpses of the hedgebank removal and the movement of vehicles and
excavators engaged in these activities. These activities will be localised and the degree and extent of
the works visible will depend on the position and elevation of the receptor in the surrounding
landscape.
8.240. Direct views of the proposals will be obtained from elevated areas such as at the upper tier of
Parkers Farm Holiday Park, whilst partial views may be obtained from Lower Mead and the PROW
due to the lower elevation. Users of the A38 are unlikely to observe any change due to the transient
nature of their views, whilst cyclists and pedestrians on the footpath would potentially glimpse
activities across the fields towards the new Alston access.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the South West:
8.241. The receptors located to the south west include those situated along Balland Lane, such as vehicle
travellers and cyclists. Further receptors included within this group are the residential properties
situated along the elevated stretch of Terrace Walk and users of the PROW to the side and rear of
the end property on Terrace Walk. Users of Balland Lane will not experience visual effects of the
construction works as the lane would be closed to vehicles with local diversion routes put in place.
8.242. Visual receptors situated on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of Ashburton including parts of South Dartmoor College and the adjacent sports
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pitches with partial views of the tree line alongside Balland Lane. Parts of the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry including the industrial sheds and buildings are partially visible too. These receptors are likely
to witness construction activities (machines/ vehicles) during construction however their views are
predominantly screened by intervening buildings and properties in-between. For the users of the
PROW to the rear of properties on Terrace Walk, their views are screened by intervening foreground
vegetation localised to a short section of the route and towards a small portion of the Balland Lane
works.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north west:
8.243. The visual receptors situated to the north west region of the proposals site with the potential to be
affected by the proposals include;


Users of PROW near Waye Lane/ Place Lane,



Residents of Waye Farm,



Residents of Waye Court,



Residents of Waye House,



Users of the Lane at Waye Junction,



Residents of Momalda,



Residents of Lucas Lodge,



Users of Tower Park Hill Lane,

8.244. The potential visual effects on these receptors would be associated with the construction (and
subsequent operation) of the new Waye Lane. Given the linear nature of the route the various
receptors will be affected to varying degrees along localised sections of the route, for example
receptors located at Waye (Farm, Court and House) are likely to experience negative visual effects
resulting from the construction activity on Waye Lane when it occurs directly south of their properties,
however due to localised topography and the intervening vegetation surrounding their properties they
would be unaffected by works to construct the lane between Balland Lane and place House and
similarly works associated with Alston Cottage and Farm access.
8.245. Users of Place House which includes primarily the students and staff at South Dartmoor College, and
users of the adjacent PROW are likely to experience negative visual effects during the construction
of Waye Lane as vegetation is stripped, removed and construction vehicles carry out road
construction. The receptors would experience purely localised visual effects owing to their orientation
and intervening topography, particularly the bunding and existing quarry tip in the vicinity to the
PROW.
8.246. During the operation of Waye Lane, residents at Waye Farm may experience views of the vehicle
activity on the lane owing to a natural break in vegetation to the south of their property, whilst
residents at Waye House and Court the new lane may not be apparent in their views due to the
existing large block of woodland to the south.
8.247. Residents at the bungalow property Momalda and Lower Waye Farm are unlikely to experience
visual effects resulting from the construction activities and operation of the new Waye Lane near their
properties due to the current effective screening surrounding their properties.
8.248. Receptors located in the north west group beyond short range include users of Tower Park Hill lane,
and residents at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell. The lane users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to
experience views of either the construction/ operation of Waye Lane or Balland Lane owing to their
position and intervening topography as Waye Lane is located within dead ground created by the
landform in the foreground. Given their elevated position and relatively uninterrupted views across
the proposals site the residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell may potentially experience
views of the temporary construction works to Alston access and short/ intermittent sections of Waye
Lane, however Balland Lane is not noticeable from these views due to topography, intervening
vegetation surrounding the quarry and the existing quarry buildings.
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Potential Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.249. During the baseline assessment a number of locations in the wider surrounding landscape were
identified as potentially having views of the proposals, these included the open access areas of
Dartmoor on the higher open moorland areas popular with walkers and leisure visitors to the National
Park. The areas (and receptors) included;


Users of the open access land at Welstor Rock and Buckland Beacon,



Users of the open ground and PROW at Lud Gate, and;



Users of the open ground at Pupers Hill, Snowdon and Ryder’s Hill.

8.250. Given the localised nature of the works undertaken in Stage 0 and the distance from the proposals
site, the receptors identified in areas to the west including; Lud Gate and Puper’s Hill/ Snowdon and
Ryder’s Hill are unlikely to experience any change in their near panoramic views experienced from
these locations. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock and Buckland Beacon will, despite being in
the medium range will also not experience views of the Stage 0 works and operation due to
intervening topography placing the proposals site within dead ground.

Stage 1a (Year 2-10) & Stage 1b (Year 10-13): Construction & Operation
8.251. The aspects of the construction phase likely to give rise to potential visual effects will include the
presence of plant machinery such as tracked excavators, dumpers and lorries engaged in the
process of soil stripping and hauling overburden to the bunds and also the movement of plant
machinery in the formation and profiling of the bunds. Machines would also be engaged in the
process of removing and transporting sections of hedgebanks to the translocation receptor sites.
8.252. During the operational phase visual effects are likely to result from the presence of machinery
engaged in the process of excavating and hauling limestone mineral from the upper levels of the
area and the subsequent continued extraction of limestone during the Stage.
8.253. The Stage 1a and 1b construction and operational activities are likely to increase the views receptors
have into the existing Linhay Hill quarry and toward the extension site itself, giving rise to potential
cumulative effects.

Potential Visual Effects on receptors located north:
8.254. These receptors are located a minimum 200m to the west of the Stage 1a/1b area and rated high
sensitivity to change owing to their position within close proximity of the extension site. The baseline
assessment highlighted that they have views directly towards the south and east overlooking the
extension site, particularly from first floor windows in the instance of Alston Cottage, and therefore
they are likely to observe works including construction machines hauling overburden material from
the fields to the bund sites and the machines engaged in the formation of the bunds, however these
effects are predicted to be short term, as construction occurs over a 4 month campaign.
8.255. During the operation phase of Stage 1a residents at Alston Cottage are unlikely to observe all
activities within the Stage 1a area, however during Stage 1b as extraction moves towards the south
they are likely to have views of the activities within this area, but these works are likely to be partially
screened by the retained hedgerows between the properties and working area.
8.256. The construction and operational activities are likely to increase the views receptors have into the
existing Linhay Hill quarry and toward the extension site itself, giving rise to potential cumulative
effects.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.257. The receptors located to the north east of the proposals site comprise the residents within the
scattered properties on elevated ground which include; Little Barton, Five Oaks, Ilex House, and
Penpark, the latter two properties are both Bed & Breakfast establishments and will therefore have
guests present at varying times of year and users of Stormsdown Lane. These receptors have
varying degrees of view towards the site and the surrounding landscape.
8.258. Given their elevated position, the receptors afford views of the site as part of an overall wider view of
the landscape including the broad vale and partial views towards the built up areas of Ashburton.
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These receptors also have varying degrees of view towards the proposals site and the existing
Linhay quarry including the processing facility beyond, particularly for Penpark.
8.259. Residents at Five Oaks have a partial view towards the eastern side of the extension site, these
views are also limited by intervening vegetation and framed by a natural fold in the landscape which
limits their view towards the site. Receptors at the residential bungalow property at Samastar may
potentially experience views of the bund construction during Stage 1b near Caton, however this is
judged to potentially occur from limited parts of the internal parts of the property, which this study has
not validated.
8.260. Users of Stormsdown Lane will potentially experience views of both Stages 1a and 1b, however this
location is enclosed by tall wide hedgebanks, limiting views as glimpses through occasional field gate
openings. The receptors from these areas are likely to experience views of the construction activities
associated with soil stripping and bund formation during both construction phases of Stages 1a and
1b, given their orientation they are also likely to experience views of the early parts of the operational
phase during both Stages 1a and 1b.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.261. The receptor group located to the east are within close range (short distance) of the proposals site,
and will experience varying degrees of change from the construction and operational phases of
Stage 1a and 1b. However as described previously, despite their relative close range and proximity it
is likely that only residents of Caton (west) who may have limited views of the Stage 1b bund
construction operations, potentially restricted to internal first floor windows.
8.262. Users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including cyclists and footpath users may experience partial
views of the construction vehicles engaged in bund construction during Stage 1b due to the height of
the bunds and the potential for the upper parts of the machinery to be visible beyond the properties in
Caton which presently screen direct views into the site.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the south:
8.263. During the construction phase of both Stage 1a and 1b, a number of the receptors will have views
towards the area of the works including glimpses of the hedgebank removal and tracking of vehicles
and excavators engaged in soil stripping activities and the formation of the bund alongside the A38.
The degree and extent to which the receptors visual amenity will be affected will depend on their
position and elevation relative to the proposals site. Receptors on the higher ground such as at
Parkers Farm Holiday Park, users of Pitley Road near Creek Beacon and lane users at Higher Mead.
Whilst partial views of the works would be obtained from Lower Mead including the PROW users.
Users of the A38 are unlikely to observe any substantial change of view due to the transient nature of
their view when travelling on the A38, whilst cyclists and pedestrians immediately adjacent to the site
will observe activities to form the new bund during Stage 1a, however once this is complete after 4
months duration there are unlikely to be any further views into the site from this location due to the
influence of the new bund as a screening feature.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the south west:
8.264. Users of Balland Lane do not have views of the extension site and are therefore discounted from the
assessment of potential effects from Stages 1 – 5.
8.265. Visual receptors located on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of Ashburton including parts of South Dartmoor College and adjacent sports pitches
with a narrow partial view of the current eastern face of the existing Linhay Quarry which will form
part of the Stage 1a area. These receptors are likely to witness glimpsed views of the construction
activities during Stage 1a construction as ground levels are reduced down, however their views are
largely screened by intervening buildings and properties in-between. Similar visual impacts are likely
with users of the adjacent PROW to the west of the properties on Terrace Walk, however these
views are localised to a small section of the Stage 1a area, with intervening vegetation on the edge
of the field surrounding the footpath screening direct views.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north west:
8.266. The visual receptors situated to the north west of the proposals site identified during the baseline
study included; Users of Place House and the PROW near Waye Lane/ Place Lane, Residents of
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Waye Farm, Waye Court, Waye House and users of the lane at Waye Junction. This group also
includes residents of Momalda/ Lower Waye Farm, Lucas Lodge and local properties at Brownswell
and users of Tower Park Hill Lane.
8.267. The receptors situated at Waye (Waye Farm, Waye Court, Waye House and users of the lane at
Waye Junction) are unlikely to witness either construction or operation activities during Stage1a and
1b, primarily due to the intervening block of woodland vegetation to the south of these areas
screening views towards the extension site, as such there are likely to be no change in views nor
adverse impacts on these receptors. Users of Place House and users of the adjacent PROW are
also screened from views of the extension site due to intervening topography, particularly the
bunding and existing quarry tip in the vicinity to the PROW and the woodland block towards the south
of Waye.
8.268. Residents at the bungalow property Momalda may potentially experience partial disruption to their
views during the construction activities in Stage 1a near their property, however their views will be
partially screened by the hedgerow on the retained western side of Alston Lane. Lower Waye Farm
may potentially experience views the Stage 1a and 1b works from first floor windows.
8.269. Receptors located beyond the short range include users of Tower Park Hill lane, and residents at
Lucas Lodge and Brownswell. The lane users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to experience views of
either the construction/ operation of Stage 1a and 1b owing to their position and glimpsed views
between two field openings along the lane towards Brownswell.
8.270. Residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell are situated on elevated ground overlooking the
existing Linhay Quarry to the south and they also afford long distance views across the proposals
site to the east and the south cost of Devon near Teignmouth. As a result these receptors will
experience direct views of the construction and operation phases of Stage 1a and 1b as the quarry is
extended.

Potential Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.271. During the baseline assessment a number of locations in the wider surrounding landscape including
were identified, these included public access areas on the higher open moorland areas popular with
walkers and leisure visitors to the National Park. The receptors identified in the long distance areas
to the West which includes; Lud Gate and Puper’s Hill/ Snowdon and Ryder’s Hill experience near
panoramic views of the Dartmoor and wider rolling Devon landscape as an intricate and expansive
patchwork of fields and intermittent blocks of woodland. These receptors have a partial view of the
existing Linhay Quarry in the long distance with a short section of the west facing worked out quarry
face partially discernible in the view. As a result it is possible (in clear weather conditions) that
receptors in these areas may experience views of the Stage 1a and 1b operations.
8.272. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock and Buckland Beacon presently have complete panoramic
views of the landscape, however despite being in the medium range of the site it is likely that they will
not experience direct views of the majority of Stage 1 works due to intervening topography situated to
the south of their position which places the proposals site within dead ground. It is possible receptors
within these locations may experience partial views of machinery engaged in the construction of the
Stage 1a and subsequent 1b bund, however this would form a minor part of a much larger panoramic
view and therefore any change would potentially be barely noticeable.

Stage 2a (Year 14-15) & Stage 2b (Year 16-31): Construction & Operation
8.273. The Stage 2a and 2b construction and operational activities are likely to increase the views receptors
have into the existing operational Linhay Hill quarry, which then combined with views of the extension
site itself, will give rise to potential cumulative effects for a limited number of receptors surrounding
the site.

Potential Visual Effects on receptors located north:
8.274. The receptors are likely to experience close range views of the construction activities during both
Stage 2a and 2b including machinery hauling overburden to construct the bunds situated west of
Caton and the progressive removal of hedgerows to translocation areas, however elements of these
works would be screened by the intervening vegetation surrounding Alston Farm and field
boundaries in close proximity to Alston Cottage. Potential visual effects are predicted to be short
term, as construction occurs over a 4 month campaign in both Stage 2a and 2b.
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8.275. During the operation phase of Stage 2a and 2b there are likely to be noticeable effects on residents
at both Alston Cottage and Alston Farm as they experience a direct disruption to their visual amenity
and views during limestone extraction from levels close to the natural ground level.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.276. The receptors located to the north east of the proposals site are predominantly residential properties
with varying degrees of view towards the site and the surrounding landscape owing to orientation,
intervening vegetation and topography. These receptors also have varying degrees of view towards
the existing Linhay quarry, particularly Penpark and Ilex house and are likely to experience aspects
of the construction and operation phase associated with Stages 2a and 2b to varying degrees of
scale and duration. The visual receptors located on elevated ground surrounding the site including;
Little Barton, Five Oaks, Ilex House, and Penpark, each has partial views of the Stage 2a and 2b
sites as part of an overall wider view of the landscape including the broad vale and views towards
Ashburton.
8.277. Residents at Five Oaks have glimpsed view towards the eastern side of the extension site, these
views are also limited by intervening vegetation and framed by a natural fold in the landscape
between the property and the site. Receptors at the residential bungalow property at Samastar may
potentially experience views of the bund construction near Caton during Stage 2a in year 13 and
subsequently in stage 2b in year 16.
8.278. Users of Stormsdown Lane will potentially experience views of both Stages 2a and 2b, however this
location is enclosed by tall wide hedgebanks, limiting views as glimpses through occasional field gate
openings.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.279. The receptor group located to the east are within close range (short distance) of the proposals site,
and again these receptors will experience varying degrees of change from the construction and
operational phases of Stage 2a and 2b. However as described previously, only the properties of
Caton (west) potentially have views limited to bund construction during Stage 2a in year 13 and 2b in
year 16, giving rise to negative visual effects from a limited number of properties potentially restricted
to internal first floor windows.
8.280. Users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including cyclists and footpath users may experience partial
views of the construction vehicles engaged in bund construction during Stage 2a and 2b due to the
height of the bunds above the natural ground line and the potential for the upper parts of the
machinery engaged in the bund construction to be visible beyond.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the south:
8.281. During the construction phase of both Stage 2a and 2b, a number of the receptors located towards
the south will have direct views of the field plots being stripped including glimpses of the progressive
removal of hedgebanks and tracking of vehicles and excavators engaged in soil stripping activities.
As outlined for Stages 1a and 1b the degree and extent to which the receptors views would be
affected will depend on their position and elevation relative to the proposals site. Receptors on the
higher ground such as at Parkers Farm Holiday Park, users of Pitley Road near Creek Beacon and
lane users at Higher Mead, whilst partial views would be obtained from Lower Mead including the
PROW users.
8.282. Users of the A38 are unlikely to observe any substantial change of view due to the transient nature of
their view when travelling on the A38, whilst cyclists and pedestrians immediately adjacent to the site
will be screened by the bund constructed during Stage 1a and 1b.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the south west:
8.283. Visual receptors located on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of Ashburton including parts of South Dartmoor College and adjacent sports pitches
with a narrow partial view of the current eastern face of the existing Linhay Quarry. These receptors
are likely to witness glimpsed views of the construction activities (machines/ vehicles) during Stage
2a in year 13. Similar limited visual impacts are likely for users of the adjacent PROW to the west of
the properties on Terrace Walk, however their views of the area are also localised to a small section
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of the Stage 2a area, due to intervening vegetation on the edge of the field surrounding the footpath
which would screen most of this area from view.
8.284. During the operational phase of Stage 2a there is the potential for views and disruption of the visual
amenity of these receptors for a minor part of their wider view towards the existing Linhay Hill Quarry,
however this view forms part of a wider view across the eastern edge of Ashburton and beyond.

Potential Visual Effects on Views from the north west:
8.285. The visual receptors situated to the north west region of the proposals site are unlikely to witness
either construction or operational activities during Stage 2a or 2b, primarily due to the intervening
block of woodland vegetation to the south of these areas screening views towards the extension site,
as such there are likely to be no change in views nor adverse impacts on these receptors.
8.286. Users of Place House and users of the adjacent PROW are also screened from views of the
extension site due to intervening topography, particularly the bunding and existing quarry tip in the
vicinity to the PROW and the woodland block towards the south of Waye.
8.287. Residents at Momalda may potentially experience partial disruption to their views during the
construction activities in Stage 2a, however their views will be partially screened by the retained
hedgerow on the western side of Alston Lane. Whilst Lower Waye Farm may potentially experience
views the Stage 2a and 2b works from first floor windows however their current view is primarily
focused towards the existing Linhay Hill quarry.
8.288. The lane users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to experience views of either the construction/
operation of Stage 2a and 2b owing to their position and acute glimpsed views between two field
openings along the lane towards Brownswell. Residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell are
situated on elevated ground overlooking the existing Linhay Quarry to the south, they also afford long
distance views to the east and the south coast near Teignmouth. As a result these receptors will
experience direct medium range views of the construction and operation phases of Stage 2a and 2b
as the quarry is progressively extended to the east and their visual amenity is further reduced.

Potential Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.289. These receptors have a partial view of the existing Linhay Quarry in the long distance with a short
section of the west facing worked out quarry face partially discernible in the view. As a result it is
possible (in clear weather conditions) that receptors in these areas may experience glimpsed views
of the Stage 2a and 2b construction and extraction operations. However these views are part of a
much wider panoramic view and experience of the landscape for these receptors.
8.290. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock and Buckland Beacon presently have complete panoramic
views of the landscape including the wider moor areas and prominent Haytor to the north, however
despite being in the medium range of the site it is likely that they will not experience direct views of
the main Stage 2 works due to intervening topography and the position of these works within the site.

Potential Visual Effects during; Stage 3 (Year 31-40), Stage 4 (Year 41-46)
and Stage 5 (Year 47-60+): Construction & Operation
8.291. The remainder of this chapter considers and summarises the potential visual effects arising from the
construction works and operations undertaken during Stages 3 to 5. These stages are considered
together as all bund construction operations have ceased by this stage with any subsequent
generated overburden hauled between the construction areas in Stage 3 and 4 back into the existing
Linhay Hill quarry. During Stage 5 there are only extraction processes taking place and thus a single
Operation stage occurring between year 47 and beyond year 60 until the quarry is worked out.

Stage 3 (Year 31 to 40) Construction & Operation:
8.292. During the construction phase there are likely to be noticeable effects on the visual amenity of the
area, most particularly for the receptors located on elevated ground to the north east, south and north
west. There will be an increase in disturbance to the landscape as construction machinery strips the
field plots and the hedgebanks are progressive removed and translocated away from the extension
site to the surrounding areas.
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8.293. It is likely that much of the quarrying operations below the 95m AOD line in the previous Stage 1a
and 1b areas will not be apparent to the majority of visual receptors within the local area. During the
operational phase of Stage 3 the majority of close range receptors are likely to be relatively well
screened from the extraction processes taking place by the bunds created during the previous
Stages.
8.294. The Stage 3 construction and operational activities are likely to increase the views receptors have
into the existing operational Linhay Hill quarry and combined with views toward the extension site
itself, which may potentially giving rise to cumulative effects for a limited number of receptors.

Stage 4 (Year 41-46) Construction & Operation:
8.295. During Stage 4, the three 4 month campaigns to remove overburden are likely to give rise to similar
noticeable visual effects associated with the progressive removal of agricultural land cover and the
removal of hedgebanks. The presence of construction machinery will not be unfamiliar to receptors
however the extent of the quarry will have increased. It is likely that the majority of close range
receptors, particularly those to the north east, east and south would be relatively well screened by
bunds, with only a limited number of receptors located on elevated ground such as at Lucas Lodge,
Penpark and Ilex House experiencing negative visual effect during the construction phase.
8.296. Following each of the three 4 month construction campaigns, extraction will continue up to the
eastern edge of the extension site. The operational phase of Stage 4 will last 5 years (year 41 to 46),
as the extended quarry is deepened to 41m with a bench located at around 95m AOD.
8.297. The majority of close range receptors are likely to be screened from extraction processes taking
place by the bunds along the eastern and southern edges of the extraction site, with a limited number
of receptors on elevated ground in the surrounding middle distance experiencing noticeable change
in their visual amenity, including; Lucas Lodge and receptors on the upper and middle tier at Parkers
Farm Holiday Park, receptors using Pitley Road/ Mead Cross.
8.298. The Stage 4 construction and operational activities will increase the views localised receptors have
into the existing operational Linhay Hill Quarry and when combined with views toward the extension
site itself, this will potentially give rise to potential cumulative visual effects for a few receptors.

Stage 5 Operation (Year 47 to 60+):
8.299. During Stage 5 there will be noticeable visual effects on a limited number of receptors within
surrounding areas, including; Lucas lodge/ Brownswell properties and Parkers Farm Holiday Park.
Those receptors highlighted during previous Stages are unlikely to experience direct views of the
Stage 5 extraction phase as the machinery would be operating at lower levels considered to be
below their visibility line.
8.300. The Stage 5 operations may increase the views of a few receptors into the existing operational
Linhay Hill Quarry, when combined with views toward the extension site itself, this may potentially
giving rise to potential limited cumulative effects for a limited number of receptors.

Stage 6 Restoration:
8.301. In consideration of the proposals for the restoration (Stage 6) it is predicted that there will be no
negative (adverse) effects on the visual amenity and views of the identified visual receptors within the
surrounding landscape. Given the restoration practices proposed as part of the overarching strategy
it is likely that the restoration phase will give rise to beneficial effects on views once quarrying
operations have ceased and there are no longer any processing plant within the quarry. These
beneficial visual effects will occur for a limited number of receptors within the surrounding areas,
including; Lucas lodge/ Brownswell properties and potentially from Parkers Farm Holiday Park owing
to their elevated positions overlooking the former quarry and extension site.
8.302. It should be noted that new receptor groups comprising members of the public will be introduced
during the Restoration stage as the public would have been prohibited from accessing the quarry
area during the previous Stages. The potential visual effects on this new receptor group likely to be
beneficial.
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Mitigation
8.303. The Landscape Institute Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment states: “The
purpose of mitigation is to avoid, reduce and where possible remedy or offset any significant negative
(adverse) effects on the environment arising from the proposed development”.
8.304. The mitigation measures have been developed as an iterative process of the scheme proposals and
therefore form an integral part of the proposed scheme. The mitigation proposals are designed to
minimise adverse effects and improve the beneficial effect of the proposed scheme on the landscape
and visual context of the site, the degree to which they are adequate and the extent of residual
landscape and visual impacts taking mitigation into account is considered in the following
assessment.
8.305. The mitigation measures associated within the proposed scheme to avoid, reduce and offset residual
adverse landscape and visual effects are as follows:

Project Design Development – Mitigation by Avoidance
8.306. During preparation of the application the revised working scheme was substantially revised in early
2016. Under the revised working scheme, the existing quarry is to be deepened so that overburden
from the later stages (Stage 3 and 4) of the quarry extension can be backfilled into the base of the
existing Linhay Hill quarry instead of being tipped onto existing land adjacent to the extension. This
has significantly reduced the footprint of the extension area by some 11 ha, reducing the associated
impacts on the landscape resources, particularly the hedgebanks and associated field pattern, and
landcover. This has also reduced the potential visual effects on receptors within the localised area
from viewpoints such as; Penpark, Ilex House, Samastar, Caton (west) residents and Stormsdown
Lane.

Working Hours and Timing
8.307. It is proposed that construction and operation works will be restricted to agreed standard working
hours as per the current Planning Permission for the existing Linhay Hill Quarry. In line with good
practice, and as was the case with the existing tip at Linhay Hill, working hours for bund building will
be restricted to between 0800 - 1800 hours Monday to Friday, and between 0800 - 1230 hours on
Saturdays. There will be no stripping or bund building on Sundays or Bank Holidays. It is not
proposed to undertake extraction activities during the evening or at night.
8.308. As far as is reasonably practicable, the construction works will be timed to suit the nearest residential
receptors. For example, it is intended that the widening of Balland Lane and the initial construction of
the southern end of Waye Lane will take place outside term-time in order to minimise both traffic and
noise disruptions to SDCC. In addition further restrictions on early morning starts and late finishes
will be implemented during the noisiest periods of construction works.

Construction Mitigation Measures
8.309. The initial soil stripping period will occur over a period of up to a 4 month campaign on a Stage by
Stage basis. Overburden stripping will be undertaken in campaigns, each lasting approximately 4
months. Assuming the current rate of extraction, these campaigns will take place during years 2, 10,
13, 16, 31, 40, 43 and 46 from the start of operations. The next step in each extraction phase will be
the removal of topsoil, which will be stored nearby for reuse, followed by removal of overburden
within the Stage area.
8.310. The overburden from Stage 1 will be placed along the A38, and that from Stage 2 will be placed
between the extraction area and Caton. The layout and sequencing of the stripping and bund
building has been informed by the volumes of overburden overlying the limestone, aiming to match in
each stage the volume stripped with the capacity of the receiving bunds.
8.311. Stripped material will be transported to the bunds via defined haul routes, that have been designed
taking account of the following factors:

Reducing direct landscape impacts on the intervening hedgerows by utilising existing
gateway gaps as far as possible,
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reducing visual intrusion by maintaining an offset distance from Alston Cottage and using
intervening hedgerows as visual screening features,



reducing distances by careful alignment in relation to donor and receptor sites, and;



reusing routes from earlier stages where possible.

8.312. The outer sections of bunds will be constructed first and the outer faces spread with topsoil and
planted with grass seeds at the earliest opportunity, with tree planting undertaken in the first available
planting season. This will reduce the visual impact of the bund construction, and also help reduce
noise from construction of the inner sections of each bund.
8.313. The gradient of the outer face of the bund alongside the A38 will range from 1 in 2 to 1 in 3 to
maximise its screening role. This is considered appropriate given the bund’s linear alignment. The
gradient of the outer faces of the bunding on the north east side of the quarry extension area will be
no steeper than 1 in 5, to reduce the contrast with existing ground levels and help integrate it into the
surrounding landscape. All inner faces of the bunds will be 1 in 2 to 1 in 1.5 to maximise their
capacity.
8.314. As the bunds are completed, they will be seeded and progressively planted with locally appropriate
native broadleaved woodland within the first available planting season. To reduce the visual impact
of the bunds, particularly those in Caton (west), the bunds will be planted with species mixes tailored
to limit larger (climax) tree species from the upper parts of the bunds and comprise smaller trees with
shrubs and typical woodland mixes concentrated to the lower slopes of the bunds. Woodland
planting will be designed and managed to include glades and rides surrounded by areas that would
develop into dense, closed-canopy woodland.

Existing vegetation retention and protection
8.315. The existing north to south hedgerow running along the western edge of the extension area, will be
retained throughout to retain mature aspects of existing landscape structure, both during the
operation period as well as following final restoration. This thick mature hedgerow will also act as an
important screen to the operations during the initial Stages until the Stage 1b and 2a/2b bunds are
completed.

New Hedgebanks & Hedgebank Translocation
8.316. All existing hedgerows within the extension site will be translocated. In several instances the existing
hedgebanks will be relocated into fields under the ownership of the E&JW Glendinning, with the
purpose of reinstating the former historic field patterns as a traditional agricultural landscape of small
to medium scale fields. Translocation of hedgerows will be undertaken in accordance with a detailed
methodology which has been followed successfully by Glendinning recently at Pigsdon Quarry.
8.317. A hedgerow removal and translocation budget has been calculated as part of the assessment of
Ecological (Flora and Fauna) aspects. All hedgerow and woodland planting will be implemented
progressively from Stage 0 onwards, with all proposed planting remaining as permanent landscape
elements.
8.318. The hedgerow destinations in Stage 1 will be alongside the new access to Alston Farm. Further
relocated hedgerows will be placed along the outer edge of the Stage 1b bunding area, closest to
Caton before bunding takes place, including the creation of a ‘green lane’ alongside the retained
hedgerow along the north eastern edge of the quarry extension area. This north-south linkage will be
strengthened by an area of east west woodland planting to the south east of Alston Farm and
alongside the new Alston access lane.
8.319. In Stage 2 relocated hedgerows will be placed around the Stage 2 bunding area, and further lengths
alongside the hedgerow along the north eastern edge of the quarry extension area and around the
north eastern side of Alston Farm buildings to complete the ‘green lane’ across the site linking
through from the A38 to Alston Wood. Further hedgerows from Stage 2 and some relocated in
Stages 3 and 4 will be placed on the existing tip north of Linhay Hill to recreate the historic field
pattern.
8.320. New hedgebanks are proposed within Stage 0 to offset negative effects associated with the new road
construction to form Waye Lane. New hedgerows will be planted alongside Waye Lane, and in the
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wider area during Stages 1 and 2. Totals of c.4,990m of hedge will be translocated, and 2,150m new
hedgerows will be created, representing a net increase of hedge length.
8.321. At the beginning of Stage 1, the hedgerow management regime for the retained hedgerows in the
extension area will be altered to improve their ecological quality, structural diversity and landscape
value. Further advance hedge planting will be undertaken in the area to the south of Alston Farm and
Cottage and to the edge of the proposed Stage 2 quarry extension area.

Planting Generally
8.322. The existing mixed plantations alongside the A38 adjacent to the active quarry, on the bunds to the
north of the quarry and south of Waye House and Farm will be enhanced by selective thinning and
removal of coniferous species and supplemented with native broadleaved planting to reinforce their
structure and robustness as a valued screening feature to the surrounding properties and east to
west connective wildlife corridor.
8.323. The landscape restoration scheme will replicate characteristic landscape features such as the use of
locally prevalent native species, avoiding coniferous species, hedgebanks with individual
broadleaved trees, field sizes commensurate with the local landscape character in such a way that
the site would be integrated into the wider landscape context.
8.324. The net increase in site biodiversity through the establishment of new habitats including species rich
hedgerows, hedgerow trees and areas of species rich grassland on the fringes of the woodland
planting areas.

Advance Planting Proposals
8.325. Advance planting of new hedgebanks adjacent to Alston Cottage and Alston Farm in order to
establish a new field boundary in advance of mineral working which would remain as part of the long
term site boundary line.
8.326. New native broadleaved woodland areas will be planted in advance of the Stage 1 works on land
between the site of the new Alston access track and the northern periphery of the Stage 1 extension
site to improve visual screening of the initial stages of the quarry and further contribute to offsetting
the translocation of hedgerow material.

Site Water Features & Hydrology
8.327. The creation of water catchment ditches, ponds that are both locally characterful and of high
biodiversity value. Seasonal water features including waterfalls will also be created to a few sections
of the upper benches.

Public Access
8.328. Re-routing local pathways and introducing new footpaths to allow local connectivity both within the
site and the existing surrounding footpath network including a ‘green lane’ along the eastern edge of
the extension area. As well as the creation of a long term public amenity area and a circulatory loop
walkway around the restored quarry in the long term restoration proposals

Progressive Restoration Proposals
8.329. Progressive restoration of the upper benches will commence after Stage 1 and occur throughout the
working of the site as indicated on the phasing plans, with restoration of the upper benches within the
existing Linhay Hill Quarry will run concurrently from Stage 0 onwards. Please refer to the Outline
Quarry Restoration Strategy submitted as part of this planning application.

Residual Landscape & Visual Effects
8.330. This section assesses the residual effects of the Scheme after taking into account the proposed
mitigation measures.
8.331. The potential effects of the proposed Scheme on the landscape have been assessed for both the
construction, operational and restoration phases across the respective Stages. The nature of effects
during these two phases would differ, construction impacts are likely to be adverse but short term
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(temporary), as elements such as construction vehicles including; excavators, dumpers and lorries
hauling materials will feature, whilst the Operational impacts of extraction processes will be far longer
term (permanent) and will include the presence of quarrying machinery and associated vehicles.
8.332. This section will assess the potential landscape effects by describing the anticipated changes to
specific landscape features and to the character, landform, land cover and pattern of the local and
wider landscape resulting in a magnitude of effect. It will also assess visual effects by describing
changes in the visual amenity of the available views for visual receptors, against the sensitivity of
those receptors.
8.333. For the purpose of both landscape and visual impact assessment, effects have been graded
according to their scale or magnitude. The magnitude of a landscape impact as outlined within
GLVIA3 takes account of judgments made in relation to the: the size or scale of the effect which
relates to the extent or degrees to which the existing landscape components/ elements that will be
lost/ removed or the addition of new components within the landscape and their effect on the intrinsic
qualities of the landscape character of the area. The geographical extent or degree of change to a
landscape or to individual landscape elements, whether there is a direct impact resulting in the loss
of landscape components occurring at the site level, or indirect change beyond the land take of the
scheme having an impact on the character of the area in its immediate setting or the scale of the
landscape character area or on a larger scale than this thus influencing several landscape character
areas.
8.334. The duration of the impact is considered whether this will occur in the short (0-5 years), medium (510 years) or long term (10 – 25 years). And the extent of landscape elements that will be lost and the
proportion that this represents within the Study Area, alongside a consideration of the contribution
that element makes to the character of the Study Area. The reversibility of a project is typically
judged as part of the assessment process and relates to whether the effect can be completely or
partially reversed within a ‘generation’, or is judged to be permanent. In terms of the proposed
extension, given the long term nature of the proposals and the final scenario for the project will be to
retain the expended quarry as a lake feature, this assessment does not address the reversibility of
effects as all effects are considered irreversible (permanent).
8.335. The criteria used to assess the magnitude of effect have derived from the methodology and
examples contained in the table below. Effects have been rated as one of four levels of severity;
major, moderate, minor and negligible.

Table 13. Magnitude and Nature of Effect
Significance

Description

Major adverse

Total loss or large scale damage to existing character or distinctive features and
elements, and/or the addition of conspicuous and uncharacteristic features and
elements.

Moderate adverse Partial loss or noticeable damage to existing character or distinctive features and
elements, and/or the addition of noticeable, uncharacteristic features and
elements.
Minor adverse

Slight loss or damage to existing character or features and elements, and/or the
addition of slightly noticeable uncharacteristic features and elements.

Negligible
adverse

Barely noticeable loss or damage to existing character or features and elements,
and/or the addition of barely noticeable new and uncharacteristic features and
elements and/or the addition of noticeable but not uncharacteristic features and
elements.

No change
(Neutral)

No noticeable loss, damage or alteration to character or features or elements.
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Table 13. Magnitude and Nature of Effect
Significance

Description

Negligible
beneficial

Barely noticeable improvement of character by the restoration of existing features
and elements, and/or the removal of uncharacteristic features and elements, or by
the addition of new characteristic elements.

Minor beneficial

Slight improvement of character by the restoration of existing features and
elements, and/or the removal of uncharacteristic features and elements, or by the
addition of new characteristic features.

Moderate
beneficial

Partial or noticeable improvement of character by the restoration of existing
features and elements, and/or the removal of uncharacteristic and noticeable
features and elements, or by the addition of new characteristic features.

Major beneficial

Large scale improvement of character by the restoration of features and elements,
and/or the removal of uncharacteristic and conspicuous elements, or by the
addition of new distinctive features.

Residual Landscape Effects of the Scheme
8.336. The following section outlines residual effects on landscape elements within the Construction,
Operation and Restoration phases which are likely to give rise to adverse or beneficial effects on
landscape resources, noting the inclusion of mitigation measures and the progressive restoration of
the upper benches as the Stages proceed.

Stage 0 (Year 1-2): Construction
Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 0 Construction:
8.337. To facilitate the widening of Balland lane and reconfiguration to the Place Lane/ Balland Lane
junction, there will be direct effects associated with the removal of localised sections of the existing
tree belt alongside the northern edge of Balland Lane and a localised section of hedgebank equating
to approximately 50m in the location of the Waye Lane junction with Balland Lane, this is likely to
give rise to temporary impacts resulting in a minor adverse effect on landscape elements during the
short term.
8.338. Along the alignment of the proposed Waye Lane, in the area of the previously restored tip site there
will be direct effects on the existing agricultural land cover and modification of the sloping landform to
engineer the road into the existing site topography, resulting in a permanent change to the
agricultural land cover. Due to the localised area affected this is likely to give rise to minor adverse
effects on landscape resources. The operations associated with the construction of new hedgerows
of translocated hedgebanks to be created alongside Balland Lane and the new Waye Lane, are likely
to give rise to temporary minor adverse effects associated with the temporary activity of construction
machinery. There will also be the permanent removal of localised areas of tree vegetation at the
junction of Waye Lane with Alston Lane, situated just north of Momalda. Whilst temporary operations
associated with the plant machinery engaged in the construction of the new roads, are likely to give
rise to temporary minor adverse landscape effects associated with the construction machinery
activity.
8.339. To facilitate the subsequent extension of the quarry during Stage 1 the existing overhead electricity
lines and poles along Alston Lane and serving Alston Farm and Cottage will be diverted as described
in para 3.60 and 3.61, and illustrated in Appendix 3C. The limited lengths of new line are not
uncharacteristic in the existing landscape, and are sufficiently far from both public and private
(residential) viewpoints and visual receptors to not be significant in either the landscape or visual
assessment. Equally removal of the existing man-made infrastructure is not considered significant.
8.340. Stage 0 will the expansion of two existing catchment attenuation ponds within the field to the north
west of Alston Farm. An existing pond within the land to the north west of Lower Waye Farm and
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south of Waye Court will be extended and modified to intercept surface water flows. Each of the
existing features are relatively small within their landscape setting and the works associated to
increase their size to improve catchment attenuation will be localised. As a result the magnitude of
effects on the landscape elements are likely to be minor adverse and temporary.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 0 Construction:
8.341. Balland Lane is characterised as a narrow lane within a sub-urban setting, bound by a hedgebank
and open sport pitches beyond associated with South Dartmoor College and a narrow belt of trees
and the industrial steel clad buildings within the Linhay Hill Quarry set behind the palisade fence
along its other side. The area of the new Waye Lane is predominantly characterised by the existing
narrow track along the northern boundary of the active quarry and the hummocky landform of the
existing tip. Given the sub-urban character of Balland Lane potential effects on landscape character
of this area during the construction Stage are likely to include impacts caused by the activities
associated with the widening of the Lane. These effects are likely to be minor adverse and
temporary during the Stage 0 construction phase.
8.342. Potential effects caused by the construction of the new Waye Lane on the landscape character of the
area are also judged to be minor adverse owing to the localised and temporary nature of the works
along the footprint of the new lane and the limited degree of vegetation removal required to facilitate
the works, thus limiting any direct and significant effect on the characteristic features of the
landscape. Whilst the potential effects of the new ponds on the landscape character of the area
during construction are considered to be similarly minor adverse owing to the construction activities
required to extend the ponds, however these will be localised activities within existing pasture fields.
8.343. The Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment (2010) defines the proposals site as landscape
character type 3A - Upper farmed and wooded slopes, which summarise the landscape within this
area as a; ‘’A rolling, hummocky landscape owing to a complex underlying geology – cut by small
tributary streams at the foot of undulating slopes. Some slopes are extremely steep, particularly
those rising above the Teign Valley, further describing a landscape which includes; a rich hedgerow
network with many hedgerow trees links to bands and patches of deciduous woodland hugging valley
slopes to create a well treed character, and which is dominated by pastoral farming in medium sized
irregular fields of medieval origin with isolated patches of larger, more recent arable fields in places’’
This is an intimate landscape with occasional framed views to the wider landscape where gaps in
hedgerows permit. The well-treed character results in an enclosed and unified landscape with
constantly changing colours and textures’
8.344. The potential magnitude of effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded
slopes as defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed
widening of Balland Lane and construction of Waye Lane during Stage 0 is likely to be minor
adverse with these effects considered to be temporary.
8.345. The Landscape Character Assessment for LCT 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes sets out a
series of valued attributes which include;


Large areas of woodland, including valued ancient semi-natural blocks and copses.



The landscape’s function as a transition between developed areas and the wild moorland
core of the National Park.



Productive farmland with small fields and winding lanes enclosed by thick hedgerows.



The landscape’s human scale, evoking a sense of calm and history.



Strong stone vernacular reflected in farmsteads, stone-faced banks, walls and barns.

8.346. Given the localised nature and small scale works associated with Stage 0 it is anticipated there will
be no major impacts on the valued attributes of LCT 3A during Stage 0, owing to the localised
nature of the works to widen Balland Lane within an area which is presently characterised by its
proximity to the edge of the active quarry and the associated industrial buildings.
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Stage 0 (Year 2+): Operation
Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 0 Operation:
8.347. The operation phase of Stage 0 will see the permanent presence of the widened section of Balland
Lane between the existing quarry entrance and Place Lane near South Dartmoor College. Waye
Lane will also be a permanent element within the landscape as it links between Balland Lane and
Alston Lane north of Lower Waye Farm near ‘Momalda’. During operation phase the replacement
planting alongside Balland Lane will aid in the assimilation of the lane into its sub-urban setting and
further aid in the screening of the quarry workshop area previously achieved by the original
vegetation. The hedgebanks planted alongside Waye Lane will further aid in the mitigation of adverse
effects associated with the new lane in the local landscape setting. The magnitude of these effects
are therefore judged to be minor adverse owing to the localised modification of the existing Balland
Lane and the introduction of a new lane forming Waye Lane in replace of the former section of Alston
Lane.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 0 Operation:
8.348. The permanent presence of Waye Lane and the widened Balland Lane is unlikely to have a
significant detrimental effect on the landscape character of the site and surrounding area owing to
the limited footprint of Balland Lane and the alignment and position of Waye Lane within the
landscape to the north of the existing quarry as it links through to Alston Lane. The residual effects of
these aspects on the baseline landscape character of the site and surrounding area is likely to be
negligible adverse owing to the inclusion of the hedgebank features alongside the lane to create a
feature which is in keeping with the local landscape character.
8.349. The magnitude of effect upon the local landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded
slopes as defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed widened
Balland Lane and new Waye Lane during Stage 0 is likely to be negligible adverse with these
effects considered to be permanent given the long term presence of the new lane in the landscape.
Given the above assessment of potential effects on the landscape character type 3A it is considered
there will be no major impact caused by Stage 0 on the ‘valued attributes’ outlined in the landscape
character assessment for this LCT.

Stage 1: Construction (Year 2 and 10)
8.350. Stage 1 occurs over two sub stages lasting between years 2 and 13, and will see the quarry area
extend to the west which will change the landscape within a limited and concentrated area adjacent
to the existing quarry. Stage 1a construction phase will occur in year 2 and entail the permanent
closure of Alston Lane and removal of hedgebanks and also the closure and removal of the portion of
lane serving Alston Cottage and Farm. During Stage 1a soil stripping and earth movements of
overburden will commence from the field plot immediately south east of Momalda and the creation of
the bund located towards the south of the extension site adjacent to the A38 over a 4 month
campaign. The Stage 1a bund will be planted with native broadleaf woodland saplings immediately
following the earthworks campaign in year 2.
8.351. The construction phase of Stage 1b will commence in Year 10, which is 8 years after Stage 1a would
have commenced. Operations will include the stripping of overburden from the field directly south of
the Stage 1a area and the movement of overburden to form the new bund located approximately 50
to 100m to the west of Caton, with these operations occurring over a 4 month campaign in year 10
with mitigation planting with native woodland species occurring immediately following the works in
year 10.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 1 Construction:
8.352. Construction activities during Stage 1a predicted to cause effects on landscape elements included;
the removal of land cover in the form of the existing pasture and the removal of existing mature
hedgebanks which bound the field plot there will also be a direct disruption to the field pattern within
this area and the modification of the local landform through the creation of large scale earth bunds.
The permanent closure and stopping up of the section of Alston Lane between Lower Waye Farm
and the A38 will result in the removal of the hedgebanks alongside the lane, with the hedgebanks
translocated to suitable receptor sites.
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8.353. The potential impact of these activities are likely to create a localised detraction to the rural
landscape in close vicinity to the existing active quarry. The magnitude of effect on landscape
elements is likely to be moderate adverse, owing to the permanent and direct loss of hedgebanks
associated with the Alston Lane which are characteristic features of the surrounding landscape,
however the hedgebanks removed will be translocated to the surrounding local landscape, thus
offsetting the direct loss of existing landscape elements.
8.354. Similar effects would be anticipated during Stage 1b and the progressive removal of overburden 8
years after the initial overburden strip during Stage 1a. The effects on landscape elements during
Stage 1b will see the further removal of hedgebanks which border the fields to the south of Stage 1a
and also the field plots used for growing turf by Fine Turf Ltd. As a result there will be a direct
disruption to the field pattern. However the construction activities associated with the stripping of
overburden and movement to the bund areas are expected to be temporary and localised, hence
effects on the landscape elements at Stage 1b are anticipated to be moderate adverse.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 1 Construction:
8.355. Construction activities during Stage 1a predicted to cause effects on landscape character included;
the partial removal of the existing agricultural landscape adjacent to the existing quarry, the removal
of existing mature characteristic hedgebanks and the creation of the bund to the south of the
extension site alongside the A38. Similar effects were predicted for Stage 1b as the earth bunds are
formed to the west of Caton. Following the formation of the bunds combined with the abundance of
immature planting, this will introduce new features into the landscape and a landform which is
discordant with the local site landscape character however when considered against the rolling and
hummocky characteristics of the surrounding landscape and being alongside the A38 may be judged
to be feature that can be accommodated within the local landscape setting. As a result the potential
effects on the baseline landscape character during Stage 1a and 1b are anticipated to be moderate
adverse.
8.356. The magnitude of effect upon the local landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded
slopes as defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed
construction activities during Stage 1a and 1b are likely to be moderate adverse which are
considered to be temporary due to the short term nature of the construction activities. Given the
assessment of effects on the landscape character type 3A it is considered there will be no major
detrimental impact caused by the proposed aspects of Stage 0 on the ‘valued attributes’ outlined in
the landscape character assessment for this LCT.

Stage 1 Operation: (Year 2 to 13)
8.357. Stage 1 operation will comprise the extraction of limestone mineral, with extraction in area 1a
commencing in year 2 following a 4 month construction period and continuing thereafter within the
same footprint and Stage 1b extraction commencing in year 10 and continuing until year 13.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 1 Operation:
8.358. The potential effects on landscape elements during the operation phase of Stage 1a and 1b will be
associated with the extension of the active quarry into the land immediately south and east of Lower
Waye Farm and its progressive deepening as limestone mineral is removed, including the vehicle
movements and machinery activity associated with the mineral extraction. The magnitude of these
effects on landscape elements are judged to be moderate adverse and permanent. Similar effects
are anticipated during Stage 1b as the extraction area increases to the land area immediately south
of Stage 1a. The potential effects on landscape elements during Stage 1b Operation are likely to be
moderate adverse and permanent owing to the extension of the existing active quarry and its
progressive deepening.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 1 Operation:
8.359. The activities associated with the operation phase during Stage 1a will include; the presence of
mineral extraction vehicles and the presence of the partially extended quarry within the surrounding
agricultural landscape occurring over a prolonged period of time (13 years). Both the Stage 1a and
1b bunds located alongside the A38 and to the west of Caton will by this time be permanent features
within the landscape with the planting previously undertaken in year 2 and year 10 will be
progressively establishing and forming a structured planting belt alongside the sites southern
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boundary. The potential effects on landscape character during Stage 1a and 1b Operation are likely
to be moderate adverse and permanent.
8.360. The effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the extraction machinery and vehicle
activities within the Stage 1a and 1b areas are likely to be moderate adverse with these effects
considered to be direct and permanent. Given the assessment of potential effects on the landscape
character type 3A it is considered there will be no major detrimental impact caused by the proposed
aspects of Stage 1a or 1b on any of the ‘valued attributes’ outlined in the landscape character
assessment for this LCT.
8.361. During Stage 1a and 1b quarrying operations will run concurrently within the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry which will be worked down to 28m AOD. Given the quarry will have been operating for a
considerable period of time by this point and a recognised activity and presence within the
landscape, it is unlikely there would be any adverse cumulative impacts associated with this activity.
The potential cumulative effects of the quarry continuing is considered to be negligible.

Stage 2 Construction: (Year 13 and 16)
8.362. Stage 2 construction phase will occur over two sub Stages. Stage 2a will occur in year 13 and
comprise the removal of hedgebanks and their translocation to area to the north of the existing
Linhay Hill quarry on the existing tip site and a portion south of Alston Farm. The stripping of
overburden will occur within the field plots immediately east of the Stage 1a area, which would
remove a further portion of the former Alston Farm access towards Alston Cottage. The overburden
material will be transported via a haul route to the field plot situated immediately north of Caton and
to the west of Caton Lane where the Stage 1b bund will be extended.
8.363. Stage 2b construction will occur in year 16 and comprise a 4 month campaign to relocate all existing
hedgebanks within the Stage 2b zone to areas surrounding the former tip site to replicate the historic
field pattern. The construction phase will further include the stripping of overburden from the field plot
immediately south of the Stage 2a area and the movement of the overburden via the pre-existing
Stage 1 haul route to the east of the proposals site. The overburden materials will be assimilated with
the bunds previously commenced in Stage 2a situated north of Caton and the bund formed during
Stage 1b approximately 3 years earlier to the west of Caton. The Stage 2a bund will increase the
bunds in overall footprint and height from the existing ground level at approximately 140m AOD up to
around 150m AOD.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 2 Construction:
8.364. The construction activities during Stage 2a will include; the presence of machines and vehicles within
the field plots adjacent to Stage 1a area engaged in the removal of further pasture land cover and the
further removal and translocation of existing hedgebanks which bound the field plot. Further activities
would include the movement of vehicles between the Stage 2a area, along the haul route and the
operations to construct the bund north of Caton. As a result of these activities the effects on
landscape elements during Stage 2a are anticipated to be direct and occur over the short term
(4months), which is judged to be moderate to major adverse.
8.365. Likewise, Stage 2b will comprise the progressive removal of overburden a year after Stage 2a which
would extend the bunds north of Caton and assimilate with the Stage 1b bund. There would be the
further removal of the existing hedgebanks which surround the field plot and their translocation to the
former restored areas north of the existing quarry, resulting in moderate to major adverse effects.
However the activities are expected to be temporary as these will occur over a 4 month campaign
within 12months of the Stage 2a activities.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 2 Construction:
8.366. Construction activities during Stage 2a which are likely to cause effects on the local landscape
character will include; the partial removal of the existing agricultural landcover adjacent to the
existing quarry, the removal of existing mature characteristic hedgebanks which bound the fields and
the localised alteration of the land form through the creation of the bunds to the west and north of
Caton resulting in a direct disruption to the field pattern within a localised area, and the further
modification of the local landform through the formation of the bunds within the existing rolling rural
landscape. As a result the anticipated effect on the landscape character of the area is predicted to be
moderate to major adverse and temporary.
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8.367. The residual effect upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded
slopes as defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed
construction activities during Stage 2a and 2b are likely to be moderate to major adverse with these
effects considered to be temporary due to the short term nature of the construction activities. Given
the assessment of effects on the landscape character type 3A it is considered there will be no major
detrimental impact caused by the proposed aspects of Stage 2 on the ‘valued attributes’ outlined in
the landscape character assessment for this LCT.

Stage 2 Operation (Year 14 to 31):
8.368. The operation phase of Stage 2 will comprise the extraction of limestone mineral from the Stage 2a
and 2b areas, with extraction in area 2a commencing in year 14 following a 4 month construction
period and lasting until year 15. Stage 2b extraction will commence in year 14 and last until year 31.
During this time quarrying will continue within Linhay Hill quarry as a concurrent activity working
down from 28m AOD to 0m AOD.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 2 Operation:
8.369. The residual effects on landscape elements during the operation phase of Stage 2a and 2b will be
associated with the extension and progressive deepening of the quarry into the landscape to the east
of the Stage 1 area. Limestone mineral will be excavated from the Stage area over a 16 year period
whilst quarrying runs concurrently within Linhay Hill Quarry down to 0m AOD. During the operational
phase of Stage 2a the landscape effects will be associated with the progressive removal of mineral
over a 1 year period (year 14 to 15), as a result the effects on landscape elements are predicted to
be moderate adverse and permanent.
8.370. During Stage 2b the extraction area progresses into the area immediately south of Stage 2a, the
extraction phase will occur between year 16 and year 31, and therefore the effects on landscape
elements during Stage 2b Operation are predicted to be moderate adverse and permanent owing to
the extension of the active quarry area and its progressive deepening.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 2 Operation:
8.371. The activities during the operational phase of Stage 2 which will cause effects on landscape
character will include; the presence of mineral extraction vehicles within the agricultural landscape,
and whilst the extraction would occur between year 14 and 31 it is likely the quarrying vehicles would
not be as evident and therefore as detracting as deepening occurs. As a result the potential
landscape effects of the operational phase on the baseline landscape character are predicted to be
moderate adverse.
8.372. The effects upon the landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as defined
within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the extraction machinery and vehicle
activities within the Stage 2 areas are likely to be moderate adverse with these effects considered
to be direct and permanent. The potential effects on the landscape character type 3A are not judged
to have a major detrimental impact caused by the proposed aspects of Stage 1a or 1b on any of the
‘valued attributes’ outlined in the landscape character assessment for this LCT.
8.373. During Stage 2a and 2b quarrying operations will run concurrently within the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry which will be worked down from 28m to 0m AOD. The Stage 2 area in conjunction with the
Stage 1 area will create an apparent increase in operational area of the quarry, whilst given the
quarry will have been operating for a considerable period of time by this point and also a recognised
activity and presence within the landscape it is considered that there would be no significant adverse
impacts associated with this cumulative activity but a minor disruption to the surrounding landscape.
Therefore the potential effects of the existing quarry being extended, on the landscape is considered
to be moderate adverse.

Stage 3 Construction (Year 31 to 40):
8.374. The construction phase of Stage 3 will be carried out over a single 4 month campaign during year 31
and include the stripping and removal of overburden from the existing field plots to the east of Stage
2a and 2b and south of Alston Cottage, with all overburden backfilled into the base of the existing
Linhay Hill Quarry. The existing hedgebanks which line the field plots removed during this stage will
be translocated within the application site.
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Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 3 Construction:
8.375. The residual effects on the landscape elements during the construction phase of Stage 3, are likely
to be caused by the removal of existing pasture land cover and the progressive removal of
hedgebanks and the resultant effect on the historic field pattern of the local landscape within the site
and the alteration to the existing landform attributed to the removal of the overburden. The potential
effects of these activities on the landscape elements is judged to be moderate to major adverse
resulting in a permanent and direct impact on the landscape elements.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 3 Construction:
8.376. The residual effects on landscape character will include; the progressive, partial removal of the
existing agricultural land cover, the removal of existing mature characteristic hedgebanks which
bound the fields and the localised alteration of the land form through the excavation of the landscape
to remove the overburden. There will also be temporary disruption to the landscape character of the
local area attributed to the activities of construction machinery and vehicles during the stripping and
removal of the overburden. As a result the potential effects on the baseline landscape character
during the construction phase of Stage 3 are predicted to be temporary moderate to major adverse.
8.377. The residual effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded
slopes as defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed
construction activities during Stage 3 are likely to be moderate adverse with these effects
considered to be short term owing to the nature of the construction activities. The adverse effects on
the landscape character type 3A are considered to have no major detrimental harm on the ‘valued
attributes’ of the LCT 3A.

Stage 3 Operation (Year 31 to 40):
8.378. The operation phase of Stage 3 will be undertaken during a 9 year period between year 31 and year
40 with mineral extraction carried out within the land area previously stripped of overburden located
immediately south of Alston Cottage towards the southern boundary of the site near the Stage 1b
bund.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 3 Operation:
8.379. As per the previous Stage 2, the potential effects on landscape elements during the operation phase
will be associated with the extraction processes and progressive deepening of the quarry over the 9
year period. During this stage there will be no further loss of existing landscape elements such as
hedgerows, trees and land cover, whilst the main landscape impact would be associated with the
progressive removal of mineral and therefore affecting the existing topography of the landscape
further however by Stage 3 the bunds originally constructed in Stage 1 and 2 will be permanent
elements in the landscape and the planting implemented to the Stage 1a/b and Stage 2a bunds will
be semi-mature, given they will greater than 15 years in age thus could be considered a permanent
landscape element in keeping with the several woodland belts and copses within the local landscape,
and as a result the effects on landscape elements are predicted to be moderate adverse and
permanent.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 3 Operation:
8.380. The operational phase during Stage 3 will last approximately 9 years for start to finish. The activities
during this stage which are likely to cause adverse effects on the landscape character will include;
the progressive presence of the quarrying machinery within the agricultural landscape and the
progressive removal of the exposed limestone mineral, thus altering the localised landform further.
The effects of the mitigation woodland planting on the bunds noted above with the effects on
landscape elements will have a similar net effect on the landscape character of the local landscape.
As a result the potential effects on the baseline landscape character during the operational phase of
Stage 3 are predicted to be moderate adverse and permanent.
8.381. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 3 are predicted to be moderate adverse with these effects considered to be
permanent owing to the nature of the quarrying activities. With regards to the above potential effects
on the landscape character type 3A, it is considered there would be no major detrimental impact on
the ‘valued attributes’ as outlined for this LCT.
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8.382. During Stage 3 quarrying (extraction) operations within the existing Linhay Hill Quarry will have
ceased apart from the processing operations and the associated tracking of vehicles between the
extension area and the processing area. The Stage 3 area in conjunction with the Stage 1 and 2
extension areas will create an apparent increase in operational area of the quarry, it is considered
that there would be a disruption to the surrounding landscape. However given the quarry will have
been operating for a considerable period of time by this point and also a recognised activity and
presence within the landscape this will in all likelihood limit the severity of adverse effects. Therefore
the potential effects of the existing quarry continuing on the landscape is considered to be moderate
to major adverse.

Stage 4 Construction (Year 41 to 46):
8.383. During Stage 4 the quarry extends across the remainder of the extension area up to the retained
hedge line near the Stage 1b/2a bund. The overburden generated from the overburden stripping
activities will be back filled into the base of the existing Linhay Hill quarry, occurring across three 4
month campaigns during years; 40, 43 and 46. The generated overburden from the stripping
activities will also be utilised to infill Balland pond in the south west of Linhay Hill Quarry. During
Stage 4 the section of Alston lane previously installed during Stage 0 to the front of Alston Cottage,
will be realigned onto its final position around the southern edge of Alston Cottage’s garden.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 4 Construction:
8.384. The construction phase of Stage 4 will comprise the further removal of existing pasture land cover
and hedgebanks to the two field plots near the eastern extent of the extension area. The activities will
also see the alteration of the existing landform through the removal of the overburden for infilling into
the Linhay Hill Quarry. Whilst the plant machinery activities associated with the stripping of the land
cover and removal hedgebanks will be temporary, the resultant impacts on the local landscape within
the extension site will be permanent, however as with the preceding stages the hedgebanks removed
during this phase will be translocated to areas within the site to either reinstate former field hedge
lines or the creation of new field lines within the local area. As a result of the direct impact of the
removal of remaining agricultural landcover, hedgebanks and resultant alteration to the field pattern
within the extension site, the potential effects on the landscape elements during the Stage 4
construction phase are predicted to be moderate adverse.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 4 Construction:
8.385. The construction activities during Stage 4 predicted likely to cause impacts on landscape character
will include; the progressive partial removal of the existing agricultural land cover, the removal of
existing mature characteristic hedgebanks which bound the fields and the localised alteration of the
existing land form through the excavation of the over burden. It is anticipated that there will also be
disruption to the landscape character of the local area caused by the activities of construction
machinery and vehicles during the stripping and removal of the overburden. As a result the potential
effects on the baseline landscape character during the construction phase of Stage 4 are predicted to
be moderate adverse.
8.386. The effect upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed construction
activities during Stage 4 are predicted to be moderate adverse with these effects considered to be
permanent but short term owing to the nature of the construction activities. The potential effects on
the landscape character type 3A are considered to have no major detrimental impact on the ‘valued
attributes’ as outlined for this LCT.

Stage 4 Operation (Year 41 to 46):
8.387. The operational phase of Stage 4 will entail the continuation of extraction within the extension site
and will last 5 years (year 41 to 46), there will be no further increase in the footprint of the quarry
beyond the eastern edge of the Stage 4 area. By this Stage the bunds created in the previous stages
(Stage 1 to 3) would by this time be familiar elements within the landscape and the woodland
planting carried out to these bunds, particularly in the earliest Stages some 30 plus years prior will be
fully established, forming features within the landscape which are in keeping with the landscape
character of the local area, thus offsetting any potentially significant adverse landscape effects.
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Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 4 Operation:
8.388. The potential impacts on the landscape elements during the operational phase of Stage 4 will again
be associated with the activities of the quarry machinery and vehicles within the landscape. There
will be no further effects on the landscape elements disrupted during the construction phase other
than the alteration to the land form as the limestone mineral is progressively extracted within the
larger footprint of the previously extended quarry area. As a result the potential effects on landscape
elements of the operational phase are predicted to be moderate adverse owing to the short term
and progressive alteration of the existing landform.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 4 Operation:
8.389. The operational phase during Stage 4 will entail the progressive extraction of mineral lasting
approximately 5 years. The activities during this stage which are likely to cause effects on the
landscape character will include; the presence of the quarrying machinery within the wider setting of
the agricultural landscape and the progressive removal of the exposed limestone mineral within the
quarry extension and thus the alteration of the localised landform. As a result the potential effects on
the baseline landscape character during the operational phase of Stage 4 are judged to give rise to
moderate adverse effects over the long term given the duration of these activities.
8.390. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 3 are predicted to be moderate adverse with these effects considered to be
permanent owing to the nature of the activities within this landscape character type. With regards to
the above potential effects on the landscape character type 3A, it is considered there would be no
major detrimental impact on the ‘valued attributes’ as outlined for this LCT. The magnitude of effects
would be limited by the mitigation carried out during the preceding stages, particularly the woodland
planting to the bunds, which will have replaced the characteristic features of the regular field pattern
synonymous with this landscape character type of the Dartmoor National Park, the planted bunds
with native woodland will recreate woodland blocks and belts also a characteristic feature of this
landscape.
8.391. During Stage 4 quarrying (extraction) operations within the existing Linhay Hill Quarry will have
ceased apart from the processing operations and the associated tracking of vehicles between the
extension and the main processing area. The Stage 4 extraction area in conjunction with the
preceding extension areas and Linhay Hill Quarry site will create a noticeable increase in operational
area of the quarry, it is considered there would be a disruption to the surrounding landscape, but
within a localised and contained area. However given the quarry will have been operating for a
considerable period of time by this point and also a recognised activity and presence within the
landscape this will in all likelihood limit the severity of effects. Therefore the potential cumulative
effects of the existing quarry continuing on the landscape is considered to be moderate to major
adverse.

Stage 5 Operation (Year 47 to 60+):
8.392. During Stage 5 there will be no further increase in the overall footprint of the extension site as the
quarry is progressively deepened from 41m AOD until it is worked out to its full extent to 0m AOD.
The existing processing plant in the south west of the existing Linhay Hill quarry will be removed and
the limestone beneath this area extracted. Mobile processing plant will be located onto the area of
the capped Balland Pond. A bunded area will be created around the western edge of the processing
plant to screen it. The restoration of the upper benches will continue during this Stage in line with the
proposed restoration strategy, including revegetating the exposed slopes to scrub and/or exposed
scree or species rich grassland.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 5 Operation:
8.393. The landscape effects during the operational phase of Stage 5 will be primarily associated with the
activities of the quarrying machinery and vehicles within the quarry engaged in the extraction of
limestone mineral. As such there will be no further direct effects on the landscape elements (such as
hedgerows and filed pattern) other than the alteration to the localised land form as the limestone
mineral is progressively extracted and the quarry is worked out over the course of the 13+ years. As
a result of these operations the effects on landscape elements of the operational phase are judged to
be minor adverse and long term.
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Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 5 Operation:
8.394. The operational phase during Stage 5 will entail the progressive extraction of limestone mineral
lasting approximately 5 years. However during Stage 5 quarrying operations would be located at far
lower elevations than the earlier Stages within the extension site and there would be no direct
increase in the overall footprint or land take of the quarry. The activities during this stage which are
likely to cause effects on the landscape character include; the presence of quarrying machinery
within the local landscape and the progressive alteration of the localised landform within the
extension site associated with the removal of the limestone mineral, therefore the effects on the
baseline landscape character during the operational phase of Stage 5 are predicted to be minor
adverse and long term.
8.395. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 5 are predicted to be minor adverse with these effects considered to be direct
and permanent owing to the nature of the activities within the landscape. With regards to the effects
on the landscape character type 3A, it is considered there would be no major detrimental impact on
the ‘valued attributes’ as outlined for this LCT.
8.396. During Stage 5 quarrying (extraction) operations within the existing Linhay Hill Quarry will have
ceased apart from the use of the mobile processing plant and the associated tracking of vehicles
between the extension and the processing area. The extension site has also reached its full extent by
Stage 5. The extraction area in conjunction with the preceding extension areas and Linhay Hill
Quarry site will create a noticeable increase in operational area of the quarry but similar to the Stage
4 area, therefore, it is considered there would be a disruption to the surrounding landscape, but
within a localised and contained area as the quarry is progressively worked out. However given the
quarry will have been operating for a considerable period of time by this point (47-60+ years) and
therefore a recognised activity and presence within the landscape, this will in all likelihood limit the
severity of effects. Therefore the potential effects of the existing quarry continuing on the landscape
is considered to be slight/moderate adverse.

Stage 6 Restoration:
8.397. On completion of quarrying at Linhay Hill Quarry, the void will naturally fill with water up to the level of
the underlying water table to form a lake. The levels around the edge of the lake will be shallow
because the sides of the quarry are stepped, or ‘benched’ and will be developed to create a variety of
habitats for nature conservation, such as shallow water, ponds, and wetlands, depending on aspect
and space available.
8.398. All activities will cease and areas of the quarry and wider extension area would be made available for
public access, amenity and recreation. There would also be ongoing management of woodland
areas, hedgebanks and ongoing natural restoration of the upper benches, significantly improving the
quality, extent, composition and diversity of landscape elements and overall landscape character of
the local area.

Residual Effects on Landscape Elements during Stage 6:
8.399. Stage 6 will see the gradual restoration of the quarry into an open water body surrounded by areas of
extensive mature native broadleaved woodland, species rich meadow grassland and the long term
management of the previously installed translocated hedgebank and new hedgerow planting,
combined with the termination of operations and transformation of the quarry into an area of multiple
ecological and landscape features the effects on landscape elements of Stage 6 are judged to be
moderate to major beneficial and long term.

Residual Effects on Landscape Character during Stage 6:
8.400. During Stage 6 the worked out quarry will be gradually formed into the open water body with areas of
extensive native broadleaved woodland, species rich grassland and the long term management of
the previously installed sections of translocated hedgebank and new hedgerow planting. Despite the
worked out quarry being of an alternative character to the wider landscape, by this Stage it will be a
recognisable feature within the local landscape and therefore with the termination of quarrying
operations and transformation of the quarry into an area of multiple ecological and landscape
features it is anticipated there will be no further direct effects on landscape character. As a result of
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the effects on the local landscape character from Stage 6 are judged to be moderate to major
beneficial and long term.
8.401. The effects upon the Dartmoor landscape character type 3A Upper farmed and wooded slopes as
defined within the Dartmoor Landscape Character Assessment from the proposed operational
activities during Stage 5 are predicted to be moderate to major beneficial with these effects
considered to be permanent. With regards to the effects on the landscape character type 3A, it is
considered there would be no major detrimental impact on the ‘valued attributes’ as outlined for this
LCT.

Residual Visual Effects
8.402. The following section describes the residual effects on views and visual amenity within the
Construction, Operation and Restoration phases, noting the inclusion of the proposed mitigation
measures outlined in the previous section.

Stage 0 (Year 0-2): Construction/ Operation
Residual Visual Effects on receptors located north including Alston
8.403. Receptors located to the north of the proposals site include residents at Alston Cottage and Alston
Farm, both receptors have a high sensitivity to change. During Stage 0 both receptors will have direct
albeit partial views of the proposed realigned Alston access lane whilst it is under construction owing
to restricted views and orientation of the properties, facing south, slightly away from the construction
works and the intervening vegetation surrounding the gardens of both the Cottage and Farm. It is
possible the receptors would experience a minor loss of their visual amenity caused by the presence
of machinery and equipment engaged in site stripping and vegetation removal. During operation of
Stage 0 these receptors would see limited change to their current view following completion of the
Alston access lane and the revised alignment of the access to their properties.

Table 14. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views and Visual Amenity from the north
during Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Residents at Alston
Cottage

High

Residents at Alston
Farm

High

Construction
(Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston
access)

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Potential views of plant
machinery and equipment
engaged in the site
construction of Alston
access.
Minor adverse visual
effects.
No potential effects as a
result of Balland Lane and
Waye Lane works.

Potential limited view of the new
Alston Access route to the west
of Alston Cottage.
Minor adverse visual effects.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.404. Visual receptors located to the north east of the site comprise the scattered individual residential
properties including; Little Barton, Samastar, Ilex House, Five Oaks and Penpark, each of these
receptors are of high sensitivity to change given their current positions take in views of the
surrounding rolling rural landscape and they are located in the short and medium distance to the
proposals site. Due to their position in the landscape, users of Stormsdown Lane have also been
combined into this receptor group.
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8.405. During the construction phase of Stage 0 a limited number of these receptors will have partial views
of the works to construct Alston access, however due to their orientation and extent of visibility into
the surrounding landscape it is unlikely they will have views of the works to construct the new Waye
Lane roadway to the west of Alston Lane. It is possible that users of Stormsdown Lane may
experience glimpsed views of a short section of Alston access towards Alston Cottage, however
these views are restricted to a single gateway opening in a short gap in the hedgebanks which flanks
the lane.
8.406. The residual visual effects on this receptor group during Stage 0 are summarised below;

Table 15. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east at Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction
(Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston
access)

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Residents at Little
Barton

High

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.

Residents at Samastar High

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.
No change.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.
No change.

Residents at Ilex
House

High

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.
No change/ minor
adverse.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.
No change/ minor adverse.

Residents at Five
Oaks

High

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.
No change.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.
No change.

Residents at Penpark

High

Potential glimpsed views of
Alston access construction
works from rear of
property.
Minor adverse.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.
No change/ minor adverse.

Users of Stormsdown Low
Lane

Potential glimpsed views of
Alston access construction
works from gate opening(s)
No change.

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.407. Receptors to the east of the site include residents of Caton (west) and users of Caton Lane. Despite
the hamlet’s close proximity to the edge of the site it is relatively well enclosed by surrounding
hedgerow and garden vegetation. The number of properties which face and directly overlook the site
is also limited, however there is the potential for some views across the proposals site from the first
floor and upper storeys these few residential properties (estimated to be fewer than 5). Views from
Caton Lane are enclosed by the tall dense hedgebanks with occasional glimpsed views into a small
part of the site and landscape beyond from field gate openings and forward visibility along the lane
as it heads south from the elevated section between Little Barton and Hooks Cross.
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8.408. During the construction phase of Stage 0 the above receptor group are unlikely to observe the works
associated with the construction of either Alston access or Waye Lane, due to intervening hedgerows
in their foreground and also the properties orientation to the proposed works. Due to the unlikelihood
of effects occurring during construction, the same is predicted for the operation phase of Stage 0.
8.409. Beyond Caton, users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including footpath and cycle route users were
identified as having views of the site and the potentially the proposed scheme towards the land areas
beyond Caton and Alston Farm. Due to the localised nature of the proposed works to construct
Alston Lane these receptors are unlikely to experience views of the Stage 0 works.

Table 16. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the East during Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Users of Caton Lane at Caton
Farm

Medium

Users of Caton Lane at
Westdown Cottage, Caton

Medium

Caton (west) Residents

High

Users of the A38 at Goodstone Medium
Cross
(Including cyclists and
pedestrians)

Construction
(Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston
access)

Operation
(Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted during
construction of Alston
lane.
No change.
Balland Lane and Waye
Lane works are not in
view.

No discernible change
in view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.
Balland Lane and Waye
Lane are not in view.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South:
8.410. During the construction phase of Stage 0, a number of the receptors located to the south will have
views towards the works to construct the new Alston lane including hedgebank removal and the
movement of vehicles and excavators engaged in construction phase. These works will be relatively
localised and the degree and extent of the works visible will depend on the position and elevation of
the receptor in the surrounding landscape. The most direct views of the proposals will be obtained
from elevated areas such as at Parkers Farm Holiday Park which have a high sensitivity to change,
whilst partial views would be obtained from Lower Mead including the PROW users. Users of the A38
are unlikely to observe any substantial change to the view due to the transient nature of their view
when travelling on the A38, whilst cyclists and pedestrians will observe activities across the fields
towards the new Alston access.

Table 17. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Users of the A38
near Alston Cross
(travelling in east
and west bound
directions)

Low

Construction (Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston access)
No discernible change in view or
loss of visual amenity predicted
during construction of Alston
lane.
Balland Lane and Waye Lane
works are not in view. No
change.
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Table 17. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston access)

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Users (tourist
visitors) to Parkers
Farm Holiday Park

Medium

View of construction machinery at
Alston Lane. The works will be
temporary and viewed as a small
part of a wider panoramic view of
the landscape.
Minor adverse.
Balland Lane and Waye Lane
works are not in view.

Partial view of new Alston
lane, with no predicted
change to existing view.
No change.

Lane users near
Higher Mead at
Coombe Cross,

Medium

Partial and temporary view of
construction machinery at Alston
Lane.
Balland Lane and Waye Lane
works are not in view.
No change/ Minor Adverse.

Partial view of new Alston
lane, with no predicted
change to existing view.
No change.

Users (tourist
visitors) of Parkers
Farm Cottages and
Caravans,

Medium

Direct view of construction
machinery at Alston Lane owing
to elevated position, particularly
from upper tier of Holiday Park.
Works viewed as a small aspect
of a wider panoramic view of the
landscape. Balland Lane and
Waye Lane works are not in view.
Minor Adverse.

Partial view of new Alston
lane, with no predicted
change to existing view.
No change.

Residents of Lower
Mead barns and
cottages,

High

Limited view of construction
works to Alston access. Balland
Lane and Waye Lane works are
not in view.
Minor Adverse/ No Change.

Partial view of new Alston
lane, with no predicted
change to existing view.
No change.

Users of the PROW
west of Lower Mead

Medium

No change in view due to angle
of view, elevation and intervening
vegetation alongside the A38.
Minor Adverse/ No Change.

No distinct change in view
due to angle of view,
elevation and intervening
vegetation alongside the
A38. No change.

Users of Pitley Road Medium
near Creek Beacon

Potential glimpsed views of
Alston access construction works
from gate opening(s) along Pitley
Road near Creek Beacon.
Minor Adverse.

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South West:
8.411. The receptors located to the south west identified with the potential to be affected during Stage 0
include users of Balland Lane, such as vehicle travellers and cyclists. Further receptors included
within this group are residential properties situated along the elevated stretch of Terrace Walk and
users of the nearby PROW to the rear of Terrace Walk.
8.412. Users of Balland Lane, who presently travel along the narrow and enclosed setting of Balland lane
are unlikely to experience direct effects of the construction works to widen the lane as the lane would
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be closed to vehicles with local diversion routes put in place. They are therefore discounted from the
assessment of Stage 0 impacts.
8.413. The visual receptors located on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of Ashburton including parts of South Dartmoor College and adjacent sports pitches
with partial views of the vegetation line alongside Balland Lane. Parts of the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry including parts of the industrial style sheds and buildings are partially visible too. These
receptors will have partial views of construction activities (machines/ vehicles) however their views
are predominantly screened by intervening buildings and properties in-between. Similar visual
impacts are likely with users of the adjacent PROW to the west of the properties on Terrace Walk,
however views from the footpath are localised to a short section of the footpath and towards a small
portion of the Balland Lane works.
8.414. During the operational phase of Stage 0 there will be limited change to the existing views of the
majority of the receptors. The users of Balland Lane in the long term may observe a small change in
view as vegetation removed during construction and replaced to reinforce the boundary edge to
Linhay Quarry and views into the industrial buildings become progressively screened.
8.415. The residual visual effects on this receptor group during Stage 0 are summarised below;

Table 18. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south west during Stage 0
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Balland Lane/ Waye Lane)

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Users of
Balland Lane

Medium

(Balland Lane closed during
construction)
No change.

Potential short term loss of visual
amenity owing to removal of
vegetation alongside Balland Lane,
offset by the reinstatement of
hedge line and tree belt alongside
Balland Lane in the long term.
Minor adverse/ no change.

Residents of
Terrace Walk

High

Potential glimpsed view of
Balland Lane. Minor adverse.

No discernible change in view or
loss of visual amenity predicted.
No change.

Users of
PROW near
Terrace Walk

Medium

Potential glimpsed view of
construction activity on Balland
Lane.
Minor adverse and temporary.

No discernible change in view or
loss of visual amenity predicted.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the north west:
8.416. The visual effects on these receptors would be associated with the construction of the new Waye
Lane element of the proposals. Given the linear and continuous nature of the route the various
receptors will be affected to varying degrees along localised sections of the route, for example
receptors located at Waye (Farm, Court and House) will experience negative visual effects resulting
from the construction activity on Waye Lane directly south of their properties, however due to
localised topography and the intervening vegetation surrounding their properties they would be
unaffected by works to construct the lane between Balland Lane and Place House and similarly
unaffected by works associated with Alston Cottage and Farm access.
8.417. Users of Place House including the students and staff at South Dartmoor College, and users of the
adjacent PROW will experience direct visual effects during the construction of Waye Lane as
vegetation is stripped, removed and construction vehicles carry out material laying and road
construction. These effects will be limited by their orientation and intervening topography and
vegetation, particularly the bunding and existing quarry tip in the vicinity to the PROW.
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8.418. During the operation of Waye Lane, residents at Waye Farm may experience views of the vehicle
activity on the new lane due to a natural break in vegetation to the south of their property, whilst to
residents at Waye House and Waye Court the new lane will not be as apparent due to the existing
large block of mixed woodland to the south within the site. However these residents may experience
views of vehicle movements along short sections of the lane.
8.419. Residents at the bungalow property Momalda and Lower Waye Farm are unlikely to experience
visual effects resulting from the construction activities and operation of the new Waye Lane near their
properties due to the current screening surrounding their properties.
8.420. Further receptors located beyond short range areas include users of Tower Park Hill lane, and
residents at Lucas Lodge and nearby Brownswell. The lane users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to
experience views of either the construction/ operation of Waye Lane or Balland Lane owing to their
position and intervening topography as Waye Lane is located within dead ground created by the
landform in the foreground. Given the elevation and relative uninterrupted views across the proposals
site the residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell may potentially experience medium
distance views of the temporary construction works to Alston access and short/ intermittent sections
of Waye Lane, however Balland Lane is not noticeable from these views due to topography and
intervening vegetation.
8.421. The residual visual effects identified on this receptor group during Stage 0 (Construction and
operation) are summarised below;

Table 19. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage 0
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity Construction (Temporary)
of
(Waye Lane/ Alston Lane)
Receptor

Users of PROW Medium
near Waye
Lane/ Place
Lane

Residents of
Waye Farm

High

Residents of
Waye Court

High

Residents of
Waye House

High

Users of the
Lane at Waye
Junction

Medium

Residents of
Momalda/
Lower Waye
Farm

High

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Short term loss of visual
amenity owing to direct
views of construction activity
along route of new Waye
Lane.
Minor adverse

Long term visual effects owing to
views of vehicles using Waye Lane in
close proximity to receptors. Offset
by the long term presence of new
hedgebank planting alongside Waye
Lane.
Minor adverse.

Short term loss of visual
amenity owing to partial
views of construction activity
along route of new Waye
Lane.
The degree of effect
dependent upon orientation
of receptor and level of
intervening woodland
vegetation filtering views.
Minor/ moderate adverse.

Long term visual effects owing to
views of vehicles using Waye Lane in
close proximity to receptors.
Degree of effect depends upon
orientation of receptor and level of
intervening woodland vegetation
filtering views.
Minor adverse.

Limited views of Waye Lane
construction with potential
for glimpsed views of
temporary construction
activities along the New
Alston Lane access.
No Change/ Minor adverse.

Limited views of Waye Lane during
operation.
Improved visual amenity due to
closure of Alston Lane and diversion
of traffic onto Waye Lane.
No change/ Minor beneficial.
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Table 19. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage 0
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity Construction (Temporary)
of
(Waye Lane/ Alston Lane)
Receptor

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

Residents of
Lucas Lodge

High

Direct loss of visual amenity
owing to glimpsed views of
Alston access and Waye
Lane construction activities.
Minor adverse.

Users of Tower
Park Hill Lane

Medium

No discernible change in
No discernible change in view or loss
view or loss of visual
of visual amenity predicted.
amenity predicted due to
No Change/ Minor adverse.
limited views between field
openings along the lane.
No Change/ Minor adverse.

Limited change in visual amenity
upon completion of new roads,
possible views of vehicles using
Waye Lane.
No Change/ Minor adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.422. A number of locations in the wider surrounding landscape were identified with the potential to
experience adverse visual effects, these included areas within the open access areas of Dartmoor on
the higher open moorland areas popular with walkers and leisure visitors to the National Park.
8.423. Given the localised nature of the works undertaken in Stage 0 and the extended distance from the
proposals site, the receptors identified in areas to the West including; Lud Gate and Puper’s Hill/
Snowdon and Ryder’s Hill are unlikely to experience any change in their near panoramic views
experienced from these locations, be it negative or positive. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock
and Buckland Beacon will, despite being in the medium range will not experience views of the Stage
0 works and operation due to intervening topography placing the proposals site out of view within
dead ground. The residual visual effects on this receptor group during Stage 0 are summarised
below;

Table 20. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of
Dartmoor during Stage 0
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction
(Temporary)
(Waye Lane/ Alston
Lane)

Operation (Permanent)
(Lanes are in use)

No discernible change in
Users of the open access Medium
land at Welstor Rock and (Combined) view or loss of visual
amenity predicted. No
Buckland Beacon
change

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted. No change

Users of the open
ground and PROW at
Lud Gate

Medium

No discernible change in
view or loss of visual
amenity predicted. No
change

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted. No change

Users of the open
ground at; Pupers Hill,
Snowdon and Ryder’s
Hill

No discernible change in
Medium
(Combined) view or loss of visual
amenity predicted. No
change

No discernible change in view
or loss of visual amenity
predicted. No change
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Stage 1a (Year 2-10) & Stage 1b (Year 10-13): Construction & Operation
Residual Visual Effects on receptors located north:
8.424. These receptors are located a minimum 200m to the west of the Stage 1a/1b area and rated high
sensitivity to change owing to the position within close proximity of the extension site. The baseline
assessment has illustrated that they presently have views directly towards the south and east
overlooking the extension site, particularly from first floor windows in the instance of Alston Cottage,
and therefore views of the operations during both construction and operation during Stage 1b. The
receptors are likely to observe works during Stage 1a including construction machines hauling
overburden material from the fields to the bund sites including the machines engaged in the
formation of the bunds, however these effects will be short term.
8.425. During the operation phase of Stage 1a residents at Alston Cottage are unlikely to observe activities
to extract limestone due to their orientation from the Stage 1a area, however during Stage 1b as
extraction moves towards the south they will have direct views of the activities within this area, but
these works are likely to be partially screened by the retained hedgerows between the properties and
working area and the creation of a new native woodland planting block situated directly in front of the
properties on the northern edge of the extension site, however the planting will not provide sufficient
screening at this point in time due to its immaturity.

Table 21. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the north, during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b

High
Residents at
Alston Cottage
Residents at
Alston Farm

High

Localised visual
effects from
construction
activity tracking
between Stage
1a and bund
near the A38.
Minor Adverse.

Direct visual
effects from
construction
activity tracking
between Stage
1b and bund
near Caton.
Moderate
Adverse.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

1b

Limited views of
the Stage 1a area
due to orientation.
Intervening
hedgerows and
new woodland
planting to the
south of the
properties will help
provide limited
screening.
Minor adverse

Direct views
of the Stage
1b extraction
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.426. The receptors located to the north east of the proposals site have varying degrees of view towards
the site and the surrounding landscape owing to their orientation, intervening vegetation and
topography, particularly given that the current local landform rises to the north of the site and places
some of these receptors on elevated positions affording them long distance views to the wider
landscape.
8.427. The receptors situated on elevated ground surrounding the site include; Little Barton, Five Oaks, Ilex
House, and Penpark, the latter two properties are both Bed & Breakfast establishments and will
therefore have guests present at varying times of year. Given their elevated positions the receptors
afford views of the site as part of an overall wider view of the landscape including the broad vale and
partial views towards Ashburton. These receptors have varying degrees of view towards parts of the
existing active Linhay quarry, particularly Penpark and Ilex house. Residents at Five Oaks have a
partial view towards the eastern side of the extension site, these views are also limited by intervening
vegetation and framed by a natural fold in the landscape between the property and the site.
Receptors at the residential bungalow property at Samastar may experience views of the bund
construction during Stage 1b, however this is judged to occur from limited parts of the internal areas
of the property, which this study has not validated.
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8.428. Users of Stormsdown Lane will experience partial views of Stage 1, however it is enclosed by tall
hedgebanks, and limiting views through gate openings. The receptors from these areas are likely to
experience views of the construction activities associated with soil stripping and bund formation
during both construction phases, given their orientation they are also likely to experience views of the
early parts of the operational phase during both Stages 1a and 1b.

Table 22. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stage 1a
/ 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund building)
1a

1b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

1b

Residents at
Little Barton

High

Partial localised
view of
temporary
construction
activity during
the site stripping
and bund
formation.
Minor adverse.

Partial view of
construction
activity during the
site stripping and
bund formation.
Minor adverse.

Partial
glimpsed views
of extraction
activities.
Minor adverse.

Partial views
of extraction
activities with
some
screening
provided by
mitigation
planting
installed to
bund following
construction.
Minor
adverse.

Residents at
Samastar

High

No visual effects
predicted during
Stage 1a.
No change.

Partial view of
temporary
construction
activity during the
site stripping and
bund formation
from internal parts
of the property.
Minor adverse.

No direct views
of the Stage 1a
area thus no
visual effects
during
extraction.
No change.

No visual
effects
predicted
during
extraction
from Stage 1b
area
No change.

Residents at
Ilex House
(including
Bed &
Breakfast
guests)

High

Partial direct
view of
construction
activity during
the site stripping
and bund
formation near
the A38
occurring in a 4
month campaign.
Minor/ Moderate
adverse.

Partial direct view
of construction
activity during the
site stripping and
bund formation.
Minor/ Moderate
adverse.

Partial
glimpsed views
of extraction
activities.
Minor adverse.

Partial views
of extraction
activities with
some
screening
provided by
bund and
mitigation
planting.
Minor
adverse.

Residents at
Five Oaks

High

No discernible
change in view.

No discernible
change in view.

No discernible No discernible
change in view. change in
view.
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Table 22. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stage 1a
/ 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund building)
1a

1b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

High

Direct temporary
views of soil
stripping activity
and bund
formation along
southern
boundary,
adjacent to the
A38.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct temporary
views of soil
stripping activity
and bund
formation near
Caton.
Moderate
adverse.

Low
Users of
Stormsdown
Lane

No predicted
adverse change
in view.
No change.

Partial glimpsed
No predicted
view of
change in view.
construction
No change.
activity during the
site stripping and
bund formation.
No change/ Minor
adverse

Residents at
Penpark
(including
Bed &
Breakfast
guests)

Partial views of
long term
extraction
activities.
Moderate
adverse.

1b
Partial views
of long term
extraction
activities.
Moderate
adverse.

Partial
glimpsed view
of extraction
from a single
field gate
opening.
No change/
Minor
adverse

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.429. The receptor group located to the east are within close range of the proposals site, and will
experience varying degrees of change from the construction and operational phases of Stage 1a and
1b. However as described previously, despite their relative close range and proximity to the site the
receptors within Caton it is likely residents within the properties on the western side of Caton will
have views of the Stage 1b construction operations from a limited number of areas, potentially
restricted to internal first floor windows. As Stage 1b progresses into the operation phase the
receptors within Caton (west) would be screened from all works carried out within the extension site
by the bund and associated mitigation planting.
8.430. Users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including cyclists and footpath users will experience partial
views of the construction vehicles engaged in bund construction during Stage 1b due to the raised
height of the bunds and the potential for the upper parts of this machinery to be visible in background
beyond properties in Caton.

Table 23. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the east during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Users of Caton
Lane at Caton
Farm

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b
Medium

Partial glimpsed
views during
temporary

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

Partial views of No change in
temporary
view.
construction
No change.
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Table 23. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the east during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b

Users of Caton
Lane at
Westdown
Cottage, Caton

Medium

Caton (west)
Residents

High

Users of the
A38 at
Goodstone
Cross
(Including
cyclists and
pedestrians)

Medium

construction
phase in the
phase 1a area.
Minor adverse.

No change in
view due to
Stage 1a area
being out of view.
No change

activities of
Stage 1b bund
in close
proximity to the
western edge of
the hamlet.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

Extension site
screened by
bund and
associated
woodland
planting.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Partial view of No change in
machines
view.
constructing
No change.
upper sections
of bund.
Minor adverse.

1b

Extension site
screened by
bund and
associated
woodland
planting.
No change/
minor
adverse
No predicted
adverse
change in
view due to
screening
provided by
bund
including
mitigation
planting.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south:
8.431. During the construction phase of both Stage 1a and 1b, a number of the receptors will have views
towards the area of the new Alston access route and the works to construct the new lane including
glimpses of the hedgebank removal and tracking of vehicles and excavators engaged in soil stripping
activities and the formation of the bund alongside the A38. The degree and extent to which the
receptors views will be adversely affected is dependent on their position and elevation relative to the
proposals site. Receptors on the higher ground such as at Parkers Farm Holiday Park, users of Pitley
Road near Creek Beacon and lane users at Higher Mead will have direct views across to the Stage
1a and 1b areas, whilst partial views would be obtained from Lower Mead including the PROW
users. Users of the A38 are unlikely to observe any distinct change of view due to the transient
nature of their view when travelling on the A38, whilst cyclists and pedestrians immediately adjacent
to the site will observe activities to form the new bund during Stage 1a, however once the bund is
completed after the 4 month construction campaign there are unlikely to be any further views into the
extension site from this location, particularly once mitigation planting is introduced to the Stage 1a
bund following its construction.
8.432. The mitigation planting applied to the Stage 1a bund will also serve to filter views into the extension
site from the surrounding viewpoint locations, although the planting will not provide complete
screening in the short term the planting will as the stage progresses over the course of the 10 years
provide greater degree of screening benefit to these receptors. The planting will also act to conceal
the engineered profile of the bund as a new landform feature in the landscape.
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Table 24. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Low
Users of the
A38 near
Alston Cross
(travelling in
east and west
bound
directions)

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

1a

1b

1a

1b

Direct and
temporary views
of bund
construction
alongside the
A38.
Moderate
adverse.

No predicted
adverse
change in view.
Stage 1a bund
including
mitigation
planting
provides
screening of
extraction
works.
No change/
Minor
adverse.

No change in
view as Stage
1a bund and
planting
provides
screening of
works.
No change/
Minor adverse.

No predicted
adverse change
in view as Stage
1a bund provides
screening of
works.
No change/
Minor adverse.

Users (tourist
visitors) to
Parkers Farm
Holiday Park

Medium

Direct
temporary views
of bund
construction
alongside the
A38 and soil
stripping in 1a
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct
temporary
views of soil
stripping works
in 1b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct long term
views of
extraction
during Stage
1a.
No change/
Minor adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 1b with
screening
provided by
Stage 1a bund
and planting.
No change/
Minor adverse.

Lane users
near Higher
Mead at
Coombe
Cross,

Medium

Glimpsed views
of bund
construction
alongside A38
and soil
stripping in 1a
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
hauling works
in 1b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage 1a
– partially
screened by
bind and
planting.
Moderate
adverse.

Potential
glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage 1b
partially
screened by bind
and planting.
Moderate
adverse.

Users (tourist
visitors) of
Parkers Farm
Cottages and
Caravans,

Medium

Direct views of
bund
construction
alongside A38
and soil
stripping in 1a
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
hauling works
in 1b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
during Stage
1a, with
screening
provided by
bund and
planting.
Moderate/
minor adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 1a, with
screening
provided by bund
and planting.
Moderate/
minor adverse.
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Table 24. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
1a

1b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

1a

1b

Views of bund
construction
alongside A38
and partial
views of soil
stripping in 1a
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
overburden
hauling works
in 1b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
during Stage 1a
with screening
provided by
planting to
Stage 1a bund.
Minor adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 1b with
screening
provided by
planting to Stage
1a bund.
Minor adverse.

Medium
Users of the
PROW west of
Lower Mead

Views of bund
construction
alongside A38
and partial
views of soil
stripping in 1a
area.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
hauling works
in 1b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
during Stage 1a
with some
screening
provided by
bund and
associated
planting.
Minor adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 1b with
views filtered by
Stage 1a bund
and planting.
Minor adverse.

Users of Pitley Medium
Road near
Creek beacon

Glimpsed views
of bund
construction
alongside A38
and soil
stripping in1a
area limited to
occasional
gateways.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
hauling works
in 1b area
limited to
occasional
gateways.
Minor
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
machinery and
exposed
mineral during
Stage 1a filtered
by bund and
mitigation
planting.
Minor adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
machinery and
exposed mineral
during Stage 1b
screened by
bund and
planting to Stage
1a bund.
Minor adverse.

Residents of
Lower Mead
barns and
cottages,

High

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south west:
8.433. Users of Balland Lane do not have views of the extension site and are therefore discounted from the
assessment of potential effects from Stages 1 – 5.
8.434. Visual receptors located on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of the town including parts of South Dartmoor College and adjacent sports pitches
with a partial view of the current eastern face of the existing Linhay Quarry which will form part of the
Stage 1a area. These receptors will witness glimpsed views of the construction activities (machines/
vehicles) during Stage 1a construction however their views are predominantly screened by
intervening buildings and properties. Similar visual impacts are likely with users of the adjacent
PROW to the west of the properties on Terrace Walk, however their view of the area are localised to
a short section of the Stage 1a area, with intervening vegetation on the edge of the field surrounding
the footpath screening most of the site from view.
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Table 25. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south west during Stage
1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

1b

Users of Balland
Lane

Medium

Users enclosed
along Balland
Lane with no
view of works.
No change.

Users enclosed
along Balland
Lane with no
view of works.
No change.

Users
enclosed
along Balland
Lane with no
view of works.
No change.

Users
enclosed
along Balland
Lane with no
view of works.
No change.

Residents of
Terrace Walk

High

Localised view
between a break
in the tree line
near Balland
Lane/ site
boundary during
Stage 1a works.
Minor adverse.

Localised view
between a
break in the
tree line near
Balland Lane/
site boundary
during Stage 1a
works.
Minor adverse.

Localised
view between
a break in the
tree line near
Balland Lane/
site boundary
during Stage
1a works.
Minor
adverse.

Localised
view between
a break in the
tree line near
Balland Lane/
site boundary
during Stage
1a works.
Minor
adverse.

Users of PROW
near Terrace
Walk

Medium

Glimpsed view of
localised section
of Stage 1a
works. Site is
primarily
screened by
foreground
vegetation.
No change/
minor adverse.

Glimpsed view
of localised
section of
Stage 1a
works. Site is
primarily
screened by
foreground
vegetation.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Glimpsed
view of
localised
section of
Stage 1a
works. Site is
primarily
screened by
foreground
vegetation.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Glimpsed
view of
localised
section of
Stage 1a
works. Site is
primarily
screened by
foreground
vegetation.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the northwest:
8.435. The receptors situated at Waye (Waye Farm, Waye Court, Waye House and users of the lane at
Waye Junction) are unlikely to witness either construction or operation activities during Stage1a and
1b, primarily due to the intervening woodland vegetation to the south of these areas screening views
towards the extension site, as such there will be no change in views to the receptors. Users of Place
House and users of the adjacent PROW are also screened from views of the extension site due to
intervening topography, particularly the bunding and existing quarry tip in the vicinity to the PROW
and the large woodland planting block towards the south of Waye.
8.436. Residents at Momalda may experience partial disruption to their views during the construction
activities in Stage 1a near their property, however their views will be partially screened by the
hedgerow on the retained western side of Alston Lane. Lower Waye Farm may potentially experience
views the Stage 1a and 1b works from first floor windows. Receptors located in the northwest group
beyond short range include users of Tower Park Hill lane, and residents at Lucas Lodge and
Brownswell. The lane users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to experience views of either the
construction/ operation of Stage 1a and 1b owing to their position and glimpsed views between two
field openings along the lane towards Brownswell.
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8.437. Residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell situated on elevated ground overlooking the
existing Linhay Quarry to the south also afford long distance views across the proposals site to the
east and the south coast of Devon near Teignmouth. As a result these receptors will experience
direct views of the construction and operation phases of Stage 1a and 1b as the quarry is extended.

Table 26. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage
1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

1b

No predicted
change in view
as Stage 1a
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation.
No change.

No change in
view as Stage 1b
area is screened
by intervening
woodland
vegetation.
No change.

No predicted
change in view
as Stage 1a
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation.
No change.

No predicted
change in view
as Stage 1b
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation.
No change.

High

Localised views
of works to
remove Alston
Lane, soil
stripping in
fields and
hedgerow
removal.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

Localised views
of soil stripping
in fields and
hedgerow
removal.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

Direct visual
effects resulting
from extraction
operations in
Stage 1a area.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

Direct visual
effects resulting
from extraction
operations in
Stage 1b area.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

High

Localised views
of works to
remove Alston
Lane, soil
stripping in
fields and
hedgerow
removal.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

Localised views
of works to
remove Alston
Lane, soil
stripping in fields
and hedgerow
removal.
Minor/
Moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
extraction
works during
this phase with
limited
opportunity for
mitigation due
to elevated
position of
receptor.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
extraction
works during
this phase with
limited
opportunity for
mitigation due
to elevated
position of
receptor.
Moderate
adverse.

Users of
PROW near
Waye Lane/
Place Lane

Medium

Residents of
Waye Farm

High

Residents of
Waye Court

High

Residents of
Waye House

High

Users of the
Lane at Waye
Junction

Low

Residents of
Momalda/
Lower Waye
Farm

Residents of
Lucas Lodge/
Brownswell
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Table 26. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage
1a / 1b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Users of
Tower Park
Hill Lane

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
1a
1b
Medium

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane limited to
field openings.
No change/
minor adverse.

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field openings.
No change/
minor adverse.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
1a

1b

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field openings.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field openings.
No change/
minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.438. The receptors identified in the long distance areas to the West include; Lud Gate and Puper’s Hill/
Snowdon and Ryder’s Hill experience near panoramic views of the Dartmoor and wider rolling Devon
landscape as an intricate and expansive patchwork of fields and intermittent blocks of woodland.
These receptors have a partial view of the existing Linhay Quarry in the long distance with a short
section of the west facing worked out quarry face partially discernible in the view. As a result it is
possible (in clear weather conditions) that receptors in these areas will experience glimpsed views of
the Stage 1a and 1b operations, however these views are experienced as part of a panoramic view
across the wider landscape.
8.439. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock and Buckland Beacon presently have complete panoramic
views of the landscape, however despite being in the medium range of the site they will not
experience direct views of the majority of Stage 1 works due to intervening topography situated to the
south of their position, placing the proposals site within concealed ground. It is possible receptors
within these locations may experience partial views of machinery engaged in the construction of the
Stage 1a and subsequent 1b bund, however this would form a minor part of a much larger panoramic
view and therefore any change would be barely noticeable.

Table 27. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of
Dartmoor during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
1a

Users of the open
access land at
Welstor Rock and
Buckland Beacon

No change in
Medium
(Combined) visual amenity
or views.
No change.

Medium
Users of the open
ground and PROW at
Lud Gate

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

1b

1a

1b

No change in
visual amenity
or views.
No change.

No change in
visual amenity
or views.
No change.

No change in
visual amenity
or views.
No change.

Long distance Long distance Long distance Long distance
view of Stage view of Stage view of Stage view of Stage
1a
1b
1a operation, 1a operation,
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Table 27. Summary of Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of
Dartmoor during Stage 1a / 1b
Visual Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
1a

Users of the open
ground at; Pupers
Hill, Snowdon and
Ryder’s Hill

construction.
Medium
(Combined) Minor
adverse/
negligible.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

1b

1a

construction.
Minor
adverse/
negligible.

barely
perceivable
as part of a
panoramic
view.
Minor
adverse/
negligible.

1b
barely
perceivable
as part of a
panoramic
view.
Minor
adverse/
negligible.

Stage 2a (Year 14-15) & Stage 2b (Year 16-31): Construction & Operation
Residual Visual Effects on receptors located north:
8.440. These receptors are a minimum of 100m from the Stage 2a and 2b areas. The receptors are likely to
experience direct, and short range views of the construction activities including machinery hauling
overburden to construct the bunds situated west of Caton and the progressive removal of hedgerows
to translocation areas during both Stage 2a and 2b, however elements of these works would be
screened by the intervening vegetation surrounding Alston Farm the field boundaries in close
proximity to Alston Cottage and including the mitigation woodland planting block implemented
approximately 14 years previously during Stage 1. The adverse visual effects will be temporary, as
construction occurs over a 4 month campaign in both instances of Stage 2a and 2b.
8.441. During the operation phase of Stage 2a and 2b the residents at both Alston Cottage and Alston Farm
will experience a direct disruption to their views during limestone extraction from the areas close to
the existing natural ground surface, however the mitigation planting to the south of Alston Farm will
aid in screening parts of the extraction works this aspect of the works are likely to be noticeable
within their view, particularly for Alston Cottage.

Table 28. Residual Visual Effects on views from the north, during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
Receptor(s)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
2a
2b
Residents
at Alston
Cottage

High

Localised and
temporary visual
effects from
construction
activity tracking
between area

Localised and
temporary visual
effects from
construction
activity tracking
between area 2b
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Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b

Direct views
towards the Stage
2a extraction area
to the west of the
property.
Major adverse.

Direct views of
the Stage 2b
extraction area
to the south
and west.
Major adverse.
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Table 28. Residual Visual Effects on views from the north, during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
Receptor(s)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
2a
2b
Residents
at Alston
Farm

High

2a and the bund
formation north
of Caton and the
direct loss of
hedgebanks and
field pattern
which the
properties
overlook.
Moderate
adverse.

and the bund
formation north
of Caton and the
direct loss of
further
hedgebanks and
greater area of
field pattern
which the
properties
overlook.
Moderate/ Major
adverse.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b

Limited views of
the Stage 2a area
due to immediate
surrounding
vegetation
including
mitigation planting
south of Alston
Farm.
Moderate/ Major
adverse.

Partial view of
the Stage 2b
area including
views of quarry
vehicles and
change from
view
overlooking
pasture
towards the
active quarry
area.
Moderate/
Major adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the north east:
8.442. The residential receptors located to the north east of the proposals site have varying degrees of view
towards the site and the surrounding landscape owing to their orientation, intervening vegetation and
topography. These receptors also presently have partial view towards the existing Linhay quarry,
particularly Penpark and Ilex house which afford views of the upper benches and parts of the quarry
infrastructure.
8.443. The visual receptors located on elevated ground surrounding the site including; Little Barton, Five
Oaks, Ilex House (B&B), and Penpark (B&B), each has partial views of the Stage 2a and 2b sites as
part of an overall wider view of the landscape including the broad vale and views towards the sub
urban residential areas of Ashburton. Residents at Five Oaks have glimpsed views towards the
eastern edge of the extension site; however these views are also limited by intervening vegetation
and framed by a natural fold in the landscape between the property and the site. Receptors at the
residential bungalow property at Samastar may potentially experience views of the bund construction
near Caton during Stage 2a in year 13 and subsequently in stage 2b in year 16. Users of
Stormsdown Lane will potentially experience views of both Stages 2a and 2b, however this location
is enclosed by tall wide hedgebanks, limiting views to glimpses through occasional field gate
openings.

Table 29. Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund building)
2a

2b
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Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b
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Table 29. Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund building)

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

2a

2b

2a

2b

Residents at
Little Barton

High

Partial views of
temporary
construction
activity during the
site stripping in
and Stage 2a
bund formation
year 14.
Minor/moderate
adverse.

Partial view of
temporary
construction
activity during
the site stripping
and bund
formation.
Minor/moderate
adverse.

Partial/
glimpsed views
of extraction
activities,
primarily
screened by
topography
and
intervening
vegetation
Minor adverse

Partial views of
extraction
activities
located further
south and
within field of
view in year 14
to 31
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Residents at
Samastar

High

Partial and
temporary view of
bund formation
during Stage 2a
(year 13)
construction.
Minor/ moderate
adverse.

Partial view of
construction
activity during
the bund
formation,
screening
offered by Stage
2a bund and
planting.
Minor adverse

No visual
effects
predicted
during
extraction from
Stage 2a in
year 14 due to
screening
effect of bund
2a including
the woodland
planting to the
bund.
Negligible/
Minor
adverse.

No visual
effects
predicted
during
extraction from
Stage 2b area
due to
screening
effect of bund
2a
Negligible/
Minor
adverse.

High
Residents at
Ilex House
(including Bed
& Breakfast
guests)

Partial view of
construction
activity during the
site stripping and
bund formation.
Extent of view
dependent on
position at
property.
Minor/ moderate
adverse

Partial view of
construction
activity during
the site stripping
and bund
formation.
Extent of view
dependent on
position at
property.
Minor/
moderate
adverse

Partial views of
extraction
activities,
extent of
activities
visible
dependent
upon position
within property/
grounds.
Minor/
moderate
adverse

Direct views of
extraction
activities
located further
south and in
field of view.
Extent of
activities
visible
dependent
upon position
within property/
grounds.
Moderate
adverse

No discernible
change
predicted.
No change.

No discernible
change
predicted.
No change.

Residents at
Five Oaks

High

No discernible
No discernible
change predicted. change
predicted. No
No change.
change.
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Table 29. Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

High
Residents at
Penpark
(including Bed
& Breakfast
guests)

Users of
Stormsdown
Lane

Low

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund building)

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

2a

2b

2a

2b

Partial views of
soil stripping
activity and bund
formation near
Caton during
Stage 2a.
Moderate/ Major
adverse.

Partial views of
soil stripping
activity and bund
formation north
of Caton.
Moderate/
Major adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
activities
during Stage
2a. The 2a
bund and
associated
mitigation
planting will
provide a
limited degree
of screening at
this Stage.
Moderate/
Major
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction
activities
during Stage
2b. The 2a
bund and
associated
mitigation
planting will
provide a
limited degree
of screening at
this Stage.
Moderate/
Major
adverse.

No change in
view due to
limited extent of
view from field
opening.
No change.

Partial glimpsed
view of
construction
activity during
the site stripping
and bund
formation.
Minor adverse.

No predicted
change in
view.
No change.

Partial
glimpsed view
of extraction
from field gate
openings. The
2a bund and
associated
mitigation
planting will
provide a
limited degree
of screening at
this Stage.
Minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the east:
8.444. The receptor group located to the east of the proposals site will experience varying degrees of
change from the construction and operational phases of Stage 2a and 2b. It is likely residents within
the Caton (west) properties may experience adverse effects associated with the site stripping
activities, hedgerow removal and bund construction during Stage 2a in year 13 and 2b in year 16,
giving rise to disruption to views from a limited number of properties. Upon completion of the bunds
in both Stage 2a and 2b, and combined with the bund completed in Stage 1b, these new features will
provide direct screening of the extraction works within the quarry extension. However, upon their
immediate completion the bunds will appear as incongruous features within the local landscape,
particularly until the mitigation planting establishes. Users of the A38 at Goodstone Cross including
cyclists and footpath users may experience partial views of the construction vehicles engaged in
bund construction during Stage 2a and 2b due to the height of the bunds and the potential for the
upper parts of the machinery to be visible beyond properties in Caton. Upon completion of the bunds
it is considered these receptors will experience no further change in view.
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Table 30. Residual Visual Effects on views from the east during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Users of
Caton Lane
at Caton
Farm

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Medium

Medium
Users of
Caton Lane
at Westdown
Cottage,
Caton
Caton (west)
Residents

High

Users of the
A38 at
Goodstone
Cross
(Including
cyclists and
pedestrians)

Medium

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
2a

2b

Views of the
temporary
construction
phase during
construction of
the bunds to
the north of the
hamlet.
Moderate
adverse.

Views of the
temporary
construction
of Stage 2b
bund in close
proximity to
Caton.
Moderate/
Major
adverse.

No change in
view due to
area out of
view.
No change.

Partial
localised view
of machines
constructing
bund during
this stage.
Minor
adverse.

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

2a

2b

No change in
view as bunds
provide
screening of the
extraction area.
No change.

No change in view
as bunds provide
screening of the
extraction area.
No change.

Limited change
in view due to
screening
provided by
Stage 1b/2a and
2b bunds
combined with
mitigation
planting. Bunds
appear as
incongruous
features in short
term.
Minor adverse.

Limited change in
view due to
screening
provided by Stage
1b/2a and 2b
bunds combined
with mitigation
planting. Bunds
appear as
incongruous
features in short
term.
Minor adverse.

No predicted
adverse change
in view due to
screening
provided by
bunds and
mitigation
planting.
No change.

No change in view
due to screening
provided by
bunds.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south:
8.445. During the construction phase of both Stage 2a and 2b, a number of the receptors located towards
the south will have direct views of the progressive removal of hedgebanks and tracking of vehicles
and excavators engaged in soil stripping activities with these receptors exposed to a larger area of
disruption of the extension site. As outlined for Stages 1a and 1b the degree and extent to which the
receptors views would be affected will depend on their position and elevation relative to the
proposals site. By Stage 2a and 2b commences the Stage 1a bund and its associated woodland
mitigation planting would have been completed some 12 years earlier, thus the planting will be
relatively well established by this point and can be relied upon to provide robust screening and
filtering of views into the extension site. Receptors located on the higher ground such as at Parkers
Farm Holiday Park, users of Pitley Road near Creek Beacon and lane users at Higher Mead, whilst
partial views would be obtained from Lower Mead including the PROW users. Whilst users of the
A38 are unlikely to observe any substantial change of view due to the transient nature of their view
when travelling on the A38, whilst cyclists and pedestrians immediately adjacent to the site will be
screened by the bund constructed during Stage 1a and 1b.
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Table 31. Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
2a

2b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

2a

2b

Low
Users of the
A38 near Alston
Cross
(travelling in
east and west
bound
directions)

No direct change of view beyond
Stage1a/ 1b due to visual
screening provided by the bund
and planting installed approx. 12
years earlier in Stage 1a.
No change.

Users (tourist
visitors) to
Parkers Farm
Holiday Park

Direct views of
soil stripping and
construction
vehicles tracking
between fields
and Stage 2a
bund area.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views at lower
level.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
soil stripping
works and
hedgerow
removal/
degradation of
the agricultural
landscape in
2b area.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
extraction during
Stage 2a. Stage
1a bund and
planting provide
a degree of
screening.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
extraction
during Stage
2b Stage 1a
bund and
planting
provide a
degree of
screening.
Moderate
adverse.

Medium
Lane users
near Higher
Mead at
Coombe Cross,

Glimpsed views
of soil stripping
and hedgerow
removal in 2a
area. Stage 1a
bund and
planting provide
screening of
direct views.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping and
hauling works
in 2b area.
Stage 1a bund
and planting
provide
screening of
direct views.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage 2a.
Stage 1a bund
and planting
provide
screening of
direct views.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage
2b. Stage 1a
bund and
planting
provide
screening of
direct views.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Users (tourist
visitors) of
Parkers Farm
Cottages and
Caravans,

Direct views of
soil stripping and
hedgerow
removal in 2a
area. Stage 1a
bund planting
filters views at
lower level.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping,
hedgerow
removal and
hauling works
in 2b area.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views at lower
level.
Moderate
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 2a. Stage
1a bund planting
filters views at
lower level.
Moderate
adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage
2b.Stage 1a
bund planting
filters views at
lower level.
Moderate
adverse.

Medium

Medium
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No predicted change in view as
Stage 1a bund and woodland
planting provides screening of
works.
No change.
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Table 31. Residual Visual Effects on Views from the South during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)

2a

2b

2a

2b

Residents of
Lower Mead
barns and
cottages,

High

Potential direct
views soil
stripping and
hedgerow
removal in Stage
2a area. Stage
1a bund planting
filters views from
these positions.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping,
hedgerow
removal and
hauling works
in 2b area.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views from
these
positions.
Minor
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 2a.Stage
1a bund planting
filters views
from these
positions.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage
2b.Stage 1a
bund planting
filters views
from these
positions.
Minor
adverse.

Users of the
PROW west of
Lower Mead

Medium

Partial views of
soil stripping and
hedgerow
removal in Stage
2a area. Stage
1a bund planting
filters views from
these positions.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping,
hedgerow
removal and
hauling works
in 2b area.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views from
these
positions.
Minor
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 2a. Stage
1a bund planting
filters views
from these
positions.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage
2b. Stage 1a
bund planting
filters views
from these
positions.
Minor
adverse.

Users of Pitley
Road near
Creek beacon

Medium

Glimpsed views
of bund
construction
alongside A38
and soil stripping
in 1a area.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views from this
location.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed
views of soil
stripping,
hedgerow
removal and
hauling works
in 2b area –
through
localised
openings at
field gates.
Stage 1a bund
planting filters
views from this
location.
Minor
adverse.

Partial views of
extraction during
Stage 2a. Stage
1a bund planting
filters views
from this
location.
Minor adverse.

Glimpsed views
of extraction
during Stage
2b. Stage 1a
bund planting
filters views
from this
location.
Minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south west:
8.446. Users of Balland Lane do not have views of the extension site and are therefore discounted from the
assessment of visual effects during Stages 1 – 5.
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8.447. Visual receptors located on the eastern edge of Ashburton along Terrace Walk overlook the
suburban edge of Ashburton including parts of South Dartmoor College and adjacent sports pitches
with a narrow partial view of the current eastern face of the existing Linhay Quarry. These receptors
are likely to witness glimpsed views of the construction activities (machines/ vehicles) during Stage
2a in year 13 and 2b commencing in year 16 through a localised section formed by a break in the
boundary vegetation on the western edge of the current Linhay Hill Quarry site. Similar visual
impacts are likely for users of the adjacent PROW to the west of the properties on Terrace Walk,
however their views of the area are also localised to a small section of the Stage 2a area, due to
intervening vegetation on the edge of the field surrounding the footpath which serves to screen most
of this area from view. During the operational phase of Stage 2a and 2b there is potential for views
and disruption of the visual amenity of these receptors for a minor part of their wider view towards the
existing Linhay Hill Quarry, however this view forms part of a wider view across the eastern edge of
Ashburton and beyond.

Table 32. Residual Visual Effects on Views from the south west during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
2a
2b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b

Users of
Balland Lane

Medium

No change (users No change
enclosed along
(users
Balland Lane)
enclosed
along Balland
Lane)

No change
(users enclosed
along Balland
Lane)

No change
(users enclosed
along Balland
Lane)

Residents of
Terrace Walk

High

Localised view of
construction
works during
Stage 2a. View
seen in context
within the existing
quarry.
Minor adverse.

Limited visual
effects due to
Stage 2b area
being beyond
receptor view.
No change/
minor
adverse

Localised view
of construction
works during
Stage 2a. View
seen in context
within the
existing quarry.
Minor adverse.

Limited visual
effects due to
Stage 2b area
being beyond
receptor view.
No change/
minor adverse

Users of
PROW near
Terrace Walk

Medium

Glimpsed view of
construction
works in a
localised section
of Stage 2a area.
View seen in
context within the
existing quarry.
Minor adverse.

Limited visual
effects due to
Stage 2b area
being beyond
receptor view.
No change/
minor
adverse

Localised view
of construction
works during
Stage 2a. View
seen in context
within the
existing quarry.
Minor adverse.

Limited visual
effects due to
Stage 2b area
being beyond
receptor view.
No change/
minor adverse

Residual Visual Effects on Views from the north west:
8.448. The visual receptors situated to the north west region of the proposals site are unlikely to witness
either construction or operational activities during Stage 2a or 2b, primarily due to the intervening
block of woodland vegetation to the south of these areas screening views towards the extension site,
as such there are likely to be no change in views nor adverse impacts on these receptors. Users of
Place House and users of the adjacent PROW are also screened from views of the extension site
due to intervening topography, particularly the bunding and existing quarry tip in the vicinity to the
PROW and the woodland block towards the south of Waye.
8.449. Residents at the bungalow property Momalda may experience partial disruption to their views during
the construction activities in Stage 2a, however their views will be partially screened by the retained
hedgerow on the western side of Alston Lane. Lower Waye Farm may potentially experience views
the Stage 2a and 2b works from first floor windows however their current view is primarily focused
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towards the existing Linhay Hill quarry. Receptors located in the north west group beyond short
range include users of Tower Park Hill lane, and residents at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell. The lane
users at Tower Park Hill are unlikely to experience views of either the construction/ operation of
Stage 2a and 2b owing to their position and acute glimpsed views between two field openings along
the lane towards Brownswell.
8.450. Residents situated at Lucas Lodge and Brownswell area are situated on elevated ground overlooking
the existing Linhay Quarry to the south and they also afford long distance views across the proposals
site to the east and the south coast towards the Teign Estuary and Teignmouth beyond in the long
distance. There is limited opportunity to mitigate against the visual effects from these locations due to
their elevated position and as a result these receptors will experience direct medium range views of
the construction and operation phases of both Stage 2a and 2b as the quarry is progressively
extended to the east and further agricultural land cover is removed leading to a cumulative reduction
in the visual amenity obtained from these locations.

Table 33. Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
2a
2b

Users of
PROW near
Waye Lane/
Place Lane

Medium

Residents of
Waye Farm

High

Residents of
Waye Court

High

Residents of
Waye House

High

Users of the
Lane at Waye
Junction

Low

Residents of
Momalda/
Lower Waye
Farm

High

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b

No predicted
adverse change
in view as Stage
1a area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation and
topography.
No change.

No predicted
adverse
change in view
as Stage 1a
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation and
topography.
No change.

No predicted
adverse
change in view
as Stage 1a
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation and
topography.
No change.

No predicted
adverse
change in view
as Stage 1a
area is
screened by
intervening
woodland
vegetation and
topography.
No change.

Localised views
of works to
remove Alston
Lane, soil
stripping in fields
and hedgerow
removal from
internal areas
and external
patio.
Minor/ moderate
adverse.

Localised views
of soil stripping
in fields and
hedgerow
removal from
internal areas
and patio.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Direct views of
extraction
operations in
Stage 2a area
from internal
areas and
patio.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.

Direct visual
effects resulting
from extraction
operations in
Stage 2b area.
Minor/
moderate
adverse.
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Table 33. Residual Visual Effects on Views from the North West during Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
Construction (Temporary)
of
(Site stripping & bund building)
Receptor
2a
2b

Operation (Permanent)
(Extraction)
2a

2b

Residents of
Lucas Lodge/
Brownswell

High

Direct temporary
views of further
removal of
hedgerows and
degradation of
the field pattern
during
construction.
Moderate
adverse.

Direct
temporary
views of the
additional
removal of
hedgerows and
degradation of
the field pattern
during
construction.
Moderate/
Major adverse.

Long term loss
of view arising
in extraction
activities and
increase in
footprint of the
existing quarry.
Moderate/
Major adverse.

Long term loss
of view arising
in extraction
activities and
further increase
in footprint of
the existing
quarry into the
extension site.
Moderate/
Major adverse.

Users of
Tower Park
Hill Lane

Medium

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct views
limited to field are
openings which
partially take in
the existing
Linhay Quarry.
Minor adverse/
No change.

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field are
openings which
partially take in
the existing
Linhay Quarry.
Minor adverse/
No change.

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field are
openings which
partially take in
the existing
Linhay Quarry.
Minor
adverse/ No
change.

Limited visibility
from receptor
position within
lane. Direct
views limited to
field are
openings which
partially take in
the existing
Linhay Quarry.
Minor
adverse/ No
change.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor:
8.451. The receptors identified in the long distance areas to the West which includes; Lud Gate and Puper’s
Hill/ Snowdon and Ryder’s Hill experience near panoramic views of the Dartmoor and wider rolling
Devon landscape as an intricate and expansive patchwork of fields and intermittent blocks of
woodland. These receptors have a partial view of the existing Linhay Quarry in the long distance with
a small section of the west facing worked out quarry face partially discernible in the view. It is
possible (in clear weather conditions) that like Stage 1a and 1b effects, these receptors may
experience glimpsed views of the Stage 2a and 2b construction and extraction operations with limited
opportunity to mitigate against the views of the operations within the extension site from these
locations . However these views are part of a much wider panoramic view of the landscape with the
area of the extension site visible forming a minor and small part of the overall panorama.
8.452. Users of the open land at Whelstor Rock and Buckland Beacon presently have complete panoramic
views of the landscape including the wider moor areas and prominent Haytor to the north, however
despite being in the medium range of the site it is likely that they will not experience direct views of
the main Stage 2 works due to intervening topography and the position of these works within the site.

Table 34. Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor during
Stage 2a / 2b
Visual
Receptor(s)

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Construction (Temporary)
(Site stripping & bund
building)
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2a
Users of the
open access
land at Welstor
Rock and
Buckland
Beacon

No change in
Medium
(Combined) view as area is
screened by
intervening
topography.
No change.

Long distance
view of Stage
2a construction
area combined
with view of the
operational
Medium
Users of the
open ground at; (Combined) areas of Stage
1a/ 1b.
Pupers Hill,
Snowdon and
Minor adverse.
Ryder’s Hill.
Users of the
open ground
and PROW at
Lud Gate

Medium

2b

2a

2b

No change in
view as area is
screened by
intervening
topography.
No change.

No change in
view as area is
screened by
intervening
topography.
No change.

The area is
screened by
intervening
topography.
No change.

Potential limited
visual effects
owing to long
distance view
of Stage 2b
construction
area combined
with view of
Stage 1a/ 1b
areas.
Minor adverse.

Potential limited
visual effects
owing to long
distance view of
Stage 2a
operation.
Minor adverse.

Potential
limited visual
effects owing
to long
distance view
of Stage 2b
operation.
Minor
adverse.

Residual Visual Effects during; Stage 3 (Year 31-40), Stage 4 (Year 41-46)
and Stage 5 (Year 47-60+): Construction & Operation
8.453. This section considers and summarises the residual visual effects arising from the construction works
and operations undertaken during Stages 3 to 5. These stages are considered together as by the
end of Stage 2b in year 16 all bund construction operations have ceased, with any subsequent
generated overburden hauled between the construction areas into the existing Linhay Hill quarry.
During Stage 5 there are only extraction processes taking place with no overburden generated.

Stage 3 (Year 31 to 40) Construction & Operation:
8.454. The prediction of effects described that during the construction phase there will be adverse effects on
visual amenity of the area, particularly for those receptors located on elevated ground to the north
east, south and north west. Following Stage 2 there will also be a further increase in disturbance to
the existing landscape setting as construction machinery strips the field plots and the hedgebanks
are progressively removed and translocated away from the extension site to the receptor sites.
However most of the quarrying operations below the 95m AOD line in the previous Stage 1a and 1b
areas will not be as apparent to the majority of visual receptors within the local area, with only the
commencement of Stage 3 extraction on the upper levels visible above the 95m AOD level.
8.455. During the operational phase of Stage 3 the majority of close range receptors will be screened from
the extraction processes taking place by the bunds created during the previous Stages (1 and 2)
assisted by the mitigation planting undertaken during Stage 1 near Alston Farm/ Alston Cottage and
particularly receptors located within Caton (west).

Stage 4 (Year 41-46) Construction & Operation:
8.456. During Stage 4 the three 4 month long campaigns to remove overburden throughout Stage 4 are
likely to give rise to similar noticeable visual effects associated with the progressive removal of
agricultural land cover and the removal of hedgebanks. By this stage, which will be some 40 years
into the life of the quarry extension, the presence of construction machinery will not be unfamiliar to
receptors however the extent to which the quarry is active would have increased. As with Stage 3 it is
likely that the majority of close range receptors, particularly those to the north east, east and south
will be relatively well screened, with only a limited number of receptors located on elevated ground
such as at Lucas Lodge, Penpark and Ilex House experiencing varying degrees of visual impact
during the Stage 4 construction phase.
8.457. The operation phase of Stage 4 will last 5 years (year 41 to 46), as the extended quarry is deepened
to 41m with a bench located at around 95m AOD, however there will be no further increase in the
footprint of the quarry beyond the eastern edge of the Stage 4 area. Following each individual
construction campaign the operational phase will again involve the progressive continuation of
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extraction up to the eastern edge of the extension site and the bunds created in year 10 and year 16,
which will broadly be in line with Alston Farm.
8.458. As with Stage 3, short range receptors are likely to be screened from the extraction processes taking
place by the bunds along the eastern and southern edges of the extraction site and the mitigation
planting undertaken at the various stages, with the planting undertaken in Stage 1 and 2 being
approximately 25 years old and therefore performing as a mature woodland by Stage 4. Whilst a
limited number of receptors in the surrounding middle distance on elevated ground will continue to
experience a direct change in their visual amenity of the area, these receptors are likely to include;
Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell residents who will be most directly affected by the operations, whilst Little
Barton, Penpark and Ilex House will witness glimpsed views of the quarry extension they will not
observe the entire extension area. The receptors located to the south including Parkers Farm Holiday
Park and users of Pitley Road and Mead Cross, each experience varying degrees of impact during
the construction and operation phase depending on their position in the middle ground.

Stage 5 Operation (Year 47 to 60+):
8.459. Upon the commencement of the proposed Stage 5 in year 47, the quarry extension is progressively
deepened there are likely to be adverse visual effects to only a limited number of receptors within the
surrounding middle distance areas, including; Lucas lodge/ Brownswell properties and potentially
from Parkers Farm Holiday Park owing to their elevated positions. Those receptors highlighted at
potentially experiencing noticeable change in visual amenity as a result of the works during previous
Stages are unlikely to experience direct views of the Stage 5 extraction phase as the machinery
would by this point be operating at lower levels and judged to be below the line of intervisibility with
the quarry. During this Stage the mitigation planting originally undertaken to the Stage 1 and 2 bunds
will be in excess of 30 years old and thus more mature and performing a significant contribution to
the screening effect to the quarry.
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8.460. The following table outlines the residual visual effects arising as a result of the construction and operation phases during Stages 3 to 5. The receptors have
been compiled into a single table because from Stage 3 onwards there are no further sub-stages, all necessary bunds have been constructed and as a result
all construction and operation activities taking place within the envelope of the extension site during. The assessment includes the effects of mitigation on
offsetting and negating adverse effects.

Table 35. Residual Visual Effects on views during Stages 3 to 5 (Construction and Operation)
Visual
Receptor

Sensitivi
ty

Stage 3 (Year 31 to 40)
Construction
(Temporary)

Operation
(Permanent)

Stage 4 (Year 41 to 46)

Stage 5 (Year 47 to 60+)

Construction
(Temporary

Operation (Permanent)

Operation (Permanent)

Partial views of
construction activities
associated with
vegetation/ hedgebank
removal, soil stripping,
and overburden
haulage into the quarry
in close proximity (less
than 15m) to the south
and east of the Cottage,
resulting in further direct
and noticeable loss of
visual amenity and
interruption to resident’s
views. Hedgebanks
translocated alongside
the new Alston access
track along with the
block of woodland
planting in Stage 1 will
provide partial
screening.
Moderate/Major
adverse

Partial views of extraction
activities within the Stage
4 extension area to the
south and in close
proximity (less than 15m)
to the Cottage.
Direct views of the entire
Stage 4 area will be
partially screened by the
woodland block originally
planted in Stage 1 (year
2) some years earlier.
Views into the quarry
areas will be limited as
lower benches are
beyond the eye line of
receptors.
Moderate adverse –
Permanent

Partial views of extraction
activities within the extension
area to the south and west in
close proximity (less than 15m)
to the Cottage.
Views of the quarrying
operations within lower benches
will be limited as areas are
beyond the eye line of receptor.
Continued view of the overall
extension area combined with
existing Linhay Hill Quarry
resulting in large adverse effect
on visual amenity, however
progressive restoration of the
upper benches will provide
mitigation to this.
Moderate adverse Permanent

Residual Visual Effects on views from the north during Stages 3 to 5
Residents
at Alston
Cottage

High

Direct effects associated
with construction
operations (vegetation/
hedgebank removal, soil
stripping, and overburden
haulage into the quarry) in
close proximity (less than
25m) to the south west of
the Cottage, resulting in a
direct and noticeable loss
of visual amenity and
interruption to resident’s
views. Hedgebanks
translocated alongside the
new Alston access track in
Stage 1 provide a degree
of screening to operations.
Major adverse –
Temporary.

Partial views of
extraction activities
within this extension
area in close proximity
(less than 25m and up
to 400m) to the
Cottage.
Views into the lower
quarry areas will be
limited as lower
benches are beyond the
eye line of receptors.
Moderate/Major
adverse –
Permanent
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Residents
at Alston
Farm

High

As above, however direct
views will be screened by
vegetation, the tree line
surrounding the farmhouse
and orientation of the
house from the Stage 3
works thus limiting the
degree and extent to which
activities are evident within
the view, and reducing the
severity of visual effects.
Minor adverse Temporary

As above and as per
construction effects.
Views will be partially
screened by mitigation
vegetation and tree line
surrounding the
farmhouse thus limiting
the degree and extent
to which activities are
evident within the view,
and reducing the
severity of potential
effects.
Minor adverse Temporary
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Works will be in direct
proximity however
farmhouse will be
partially screened by
garden vegetation and
tree line thus limiting
the degree and extent
to which activities are
evident within the view.
Mitigation planting
installed during Stage 1
(30 years prior) will also
partially screen views of
construction activities
towards the eastern
edge of Stage 4 thus
reducing the severity of
effects.
Moderate adverse temporary.

Works will be in direct
proximity of property
however farmhouse will
be partially screened by
existing garden
vegetation and tree line
surrounding the
farmhouse combined with
mitigation woodland
planting installed during
Stage 1 (30 years prior)
will also partially screen
views activities towards
the eastern edge of
Stage 4 area thus
reducing the severity of
effects.
Moderate adverse temporary.

Partial views of extraction
activities within the extension
area to the south and west in
close proximity (less than 15m)
to the Cottage.
Views of the quarrying
operations within lower benches
will be limited as areas are
beyond the eye line of receptor.
Continued view of the overall
extension area combined with
existing Linhay Hill Quarry
resulting in large adverse effect
on visual amenity, however
progressive restoration of the
upper benches will provide
mitigation to this.
Moderate adverse Permanent
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Residual Visual Effects on views from the north east during Stages 3 to 5
Residents
at Little
Barton

High

Residents are elevated
position and external areas
overlook limited parts of
the Stage 3 extension site.
They will experience partial
views of construction
activity during the site
stripping and hedgebank
removal of Stage 3 and the
disruption to the existing
agricultural landscape.
However mitigation
planting on Stage 2a/2b
areas and intervening
garden vegetation filter
views of the majority of the
extension site.
Minor/Moderate adverse
– temporary.

As with construction
effects, the residents
will witness parts of the
ongoing activities
associated with
extraction during Stage
3, however due to
orientation and
intervening vegetation
direct views will be
screened.
Minor/Moderate
adverse – permanent.
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As per Stage 3,
however there will be
an increase in the area
of the quarrying and
thus the degree to
which the extension site
and therefore
operations are visible
from the property as the
area moves further west
and into the field of view
of Little Barton.
Moderate adverse –
temporary.

Partial views of extraction
activities including plant
movement/ machinery
during Stage 4.
However intervening
garden vegetation and
mitigation planting
installed during Stage 2b
will filter views of the
majority of the extension
site.
Moderate adverse –
permanent.

There will be a limited change in
visual amenity and views
resulting from extension
operations and activities during
Stage 5 as machinery will be
operating at levels below the
receptors field of view.
Minor adverse - permanent.
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Residents
at Ilex
House
(including
B&B
guests)

High

Residents occupy an
elevated position within a
vegetated garden setting.
They have long distance
views across the extension
site to Ashburton and
beyond. They will
experience partial views of
construction activity during
site stripping and
hedgebank removal.
Bunding and Stage
1b/2a/2b planting will afford
some screening of these
activities. The degree and
extent of view is dependent
upon position within
property as views from
within the property are
limited.
Moderate adverse temporary.

As with Stage 3
construction residents
and guests will
experience partial views
of the extraction works
during Stage 3 including
a slightly increased
extent of quarry area
visible. The planting
and landform to the
Stage 1b/2a/2b bunds
will afford a degree of
screening to the
residents combined with
intervening off site
vegetation and garden
vegetation.
Moderate adverse.
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As per Stage 3
construction however
Stage 4 sees the quarry
extend further east and
closer into the field of
view of the property,
particularly from garden
areas. The Stage
1b/2a/2b bunds and
planting will screen the
majority of the Stage 4
area, however the
remainder of the quarry
from the preceding
Stages will be partially
in view.
Minor/ moderate
adverse – temporary.

Residents will observe
parts of the Stage 4
extraction works including
machinery engaged in
extraction close to the
surface level, however as
extraction proceeds the
degree of visibility will
reduce
Stage 2a/2b bunds and
planting carried out in
year 13 and 16 will
provide screening to the
majority of the Stage 4
area.
Minor adverse permanent

No predicted change in view
resulting from extension
operations and activities as
quarrying progresses into lower
levels and machinery will be
operating at levels below the
receptors field of view.
Receptors will have views of the
upper benches which will be
progressively restored and
reverted to naturalised state
(grassland/ scree and scrub).
Minor adverse permanent.
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Residents
at Five
Oaks

High

During Stage 3 residents
will have very limited/
glimpsed views of
construction activities
within Stage 3 area as the
majority of the area is
outside the receptors field
of view and screened by
intervening vegetation
including garden trees and
field boundary vegetation
alongside existing
driveway.
Minor adverse –
temporary.

As per Stage 3
Construction.
Minor adverse –
permanent.
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During Stage 4
construction residents
will have very limited/
glimpsed views of
construction activities
as the majority of the
area is outside the
receptors field of view
and screened by
intervening vegetation
including garden trees
and field boundary
vegetation alongside
existing driveway.
Glimpsed views of
construction activities
within a narrow and
limited field of view from
the property. Likely to
give rise to localised
visual effects however
this will be dependent
on time of year/ season.
Minor adverse –
temporary.

As per Stage 4
Construction.
Minor adverse –
permanent.

As per preceding stages the
residents may experience
glimpsed views of the quarry
extension as per Stage 4.
However no significant change
in visual amenity or views are
expected resulting from
extension operations and
activities as machinery will be
operating at levels below the
receptors field of view.
Minor adverse/ no change –
permanent.
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Residents
at Penpark
(including
B&B
guests)

High

Low
Users of
Stormsdow
n Lane

The residents have
elevated views directly
down the vale over the
extension site and towards
Linhay Quarry. During
Stage 3 construction the
residents/ guests will
experience glimpsed views
of construction activities
within the northern part of
the area as the majority of
the central and southern
portion of Stage 3 will be
screened by the Stage 1b
and Stage 2a/b bunds and
planting carried out over 15
years prior to Stage 3
commencing. Parts of the
extension site beyond
which amalgamated with
the Linhay Quarry in Stage
1 will still be partially in
view.
Moderate adverse –
temporary.

As per Stage 3
Construction residents
will see glimpsed views
of the quarrying
machines however as
these processes
advance and work at
lower levels the
machinery will be out of
view from the receptor
with only the upper
benches and upper
sections of the
processing plant at the
existing Linhay Hill
quarry will continue to
be visible as current
day.
Moderate/ Minor
adverse – permanent.

The receptors field of view As per construction
is restricted to a single gate Stage.
opening along Stormsdown No change/ Negligible.
lane offering limited and
glimpsed views of the site,
however the Stage 1b and
2a/2b bunds including the
planting will provide direct
screening of the extension
site by Stage 3 resulting in
no change in view.
No change/ Negligible.
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As per Stage 3
construction, the
residents will have
glimpsed views of
construction activities to
remove hedgebanks
and site cover in the
northern area of Stage
4, whilst the southern
portion of Stage 4
works are screened by
the Stage 1b and 2a/b
bunds and the
associated woodland
planting carried out
approximately 25+
years prior to Stage 4.
Minor adverse –
temporary.

As per Stage 3
extraction, the Stage 4
area will be closer to the
receptor however the
majority of the works will
be screened by the Stage
1b and 2 bunds and
planting intervening
between the resident and
extension site.
The degree of exposure
to extraction activities will
depend on the level of
extraction within the
quarry with only the
upper benches and upper
sections of the
processing plant at the
existing Linhay Hill quarry
will continue to be visible
as current day.
Minor adverse –
temporary.

Stage 4 works will be
As per construction
screened by the Stage Stage.
1b and 2 bunds
No change/ Negligible.
including the associated
woodland planting
which by this stage will
be greater than 25
years old.
No change/ Negligible.

No predicted change in visual
amenity or adverse effects on
views resulting from extension
operations as quarrying
machinery will be operating at
levels below the receptors field
of view.
The original Stage 1 and 2
bunds to the east of the
extension site will provide a
substantial degree of screening
to the overall quarry into and
throughout Stage 5 as the
woodland planting will be
mature and fully established..
Minor adverse – permanent.

No change in visual amenity or
views resulting from extension
operations and activities are
expected as quarrying
machinery will be operating at
levels below the receptors field
of view.
The original Stage 1b and 2a/b
bunds to the east of the
extension site will provide a
substantial degree of screening
to the quarry extension.
No change/ Negligible.
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Residual Visual Effects on views from the east during Stages 3 to 5
Medium
Users of
Caton Lane
at Caton
Farm

No change in visual
As per construction
amenity or adverse effects Stage.
on views expected as the
No change/ Negligible.
Stage 1b and 2a/b bunds
including mitigation
planting located to the west
of Caton provide screening
to the Stage 3 extension
site.
No change/ Negligible.

As per construction
Stage 4 works will be
screened by the Stage Stage.
1b and 2 bunds
No change/ Negligible.
including the associated
woodland planting
which by this stage will
be greater than 25
years old.
No change/ Negligible.

No change in visual amenity or
views resulting from extension
operations and activities are
expected as quarrying
machinery will be operating at
levels below the receptors field
of view.
The original Stage 1b and 2a/b
bunds to the east of the
extension site will provide a
substantial degree of screening
to the quarry extension.
No change/ Negligible.

Medium
Users of
Caton Lane
at
Westdown
Cottage,
Caton

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

As Stage 3.

As Stage 3.

As Stage 4.

Caton
(west)
Residents

High

Users of the Medium
A38 at
Goodstone
Cross
(Including
cyclists and
pedestrians
)

Users of the footpath and
As Stage 3
cycle way presently have
Construction.
views towards Caton and
the rising ground to the
north of the extension site.
During Stage 3 onwards
the mitigation planting
located on the Stage 1a
and 2a/b bunds will appear
as a backdrop to the view
of Caton and screen any
views of the extension site.
No change.
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Residual Visual Effects on views from the south during Stages 3 to 5
Users of the Low
A38 near
Alston
Cross
(travelling
in east and
west bound
directions)

The views of users
travelling on the A38 near
Alston Cross have fleeting
views of the site. By Stage
3 the woodland planting
implemented in year 2 will
be nearing 30 years old
and fully established
providing a dense screen
to the quarry.
No change.

As per Stage 3
Construction. No
predicted change in
visual amenity or
adverse effects on
views during the
operation phase.
No change.
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By Stage 4 the planting
on the bunds situated
alongside the A38 will
be mature (40 years
since their installation in
Stage 1a) and
continuing to provide a
robust visual screen to
views into the quarry
and towards the Stage
4 area, resulting in no
change to their view.
No change.

As per Stage 4
Construction. No
predicted change in
visual amenity or adverse
effects on views.
No change.

By Stage 5 the planting on the
bunds alongside the A38 will be
over 45 years old and
continuing to provide a robust
visual screen to views into the
quarry and towards the quarry
and deepening works during
Stage 5.
No change.
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Users
(tourist
visitors) to
Parkers
Farm
Holiday
Park

Medium

These receptors are
seasonal visitors observing
the landscape for short
periods of time (a few
weeks at a time). For users
of static caravans and
camping plots located on
elevated ground (upper
tiers) they presently
observe near panoramic
views to the west and north
towards Dartmoor in the
middle and Long distance
and the rolling rural
landscape in the vale and
surrounding areas. From
these locations there are
likely to be partial views
towards the Stage 3
construction area, however
the planting to the Stage
1a bund combined with
intervening vegetation
alongside the A38 will
partially screen direct
views of the construction
activity. The receptors will
continue to observe
sections of the upper
benches on the northern
edge of the extension site
including the Stage 1 and 2
extraction area.
Moderate adverse temporary.

Impacts during the
operation phase of
Stage 3 will be similar
to those outlined during
Stage 3 construction,
however as the Stage
progresses the quarry
machinery will be
operating at lower
levels and out of view
from these positions.
The bunds and screen
planting alongside the
A38 will continue to
filter and screen views
with parts of the upper
benches visible on the
northern edge of the
quarry and to the front
of Alston Cottage/ Farm
area.
Moderate/minor
adverse – permanent.
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As per Stage 3
construction – as Stage
4 proceeds further east
the existing vegetation
alongside the A38
embankment provides a
degree of screening
combined with the
Stage1a bund and
planting installed 40
years prior. The
northern edge of the
extraction area may be
partially visible from
these locations.
Moderate/minor
adverse – temporary.

As per Stage 4
Construction stage and
Stage 3 operational
phase the quarry
machinery will be
operating at lower levels
as the Stage progresses
and therefore limiting the
degree to which the
quarrying activities are
visible.
Minor adverse permanent.

There are unlikely to be any
direct views of quarrying
operations during Stage 5 from
these locations as quarrying
activities will be operating at
lower levels and out of view.
The full extent of the extension
site will be present in the
receptors view however this will
be partial and observed as part
of a wider near panoramic view
of the surrounding landscape.
No change
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Lane users Medium
near Higher
Mead at
Coombe
Cross,

Receptors are located on
the lane situated partly on
elevated ground to the
south of the extension site,
there are likely to be
noticeable changes in their
visual amenity during the
construction Stage 3.
However these are fleeting
views along the lane
towards the extension site
in the background, as the
receptors travel north over
the crest of the lane before
descending into the tree
lined lane. Were these
receptors glance the
extension site the planting
installed to the bunds
during Stage1a will provide
a degree of screening to
direct views into the Stage
3 extension site.
Minor adverse temporary

As per the construction
phase, during the
operational phase the
quarry machinery will
be partially screened by
the intervening
vegetation on the Stage
1a bunds. As the stage
progresses the
quarrying machinery will
be out of site working at
lower levels thus no
visual impacts are
anticipated. The
receptors will glance
sections of the upper
benches towards the
northern edge of the
quarry.
Minor adverse
permanent.
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During Stage 4
construction the quarry
machinery will be
operating further to the
east which is further
beyond the receptors
direct line of sight and
machinery and the
exposed ground will be
screened by intervening
vegetation.
Minor adverse/no
change – temporary.

During Stage 4
operations the quarrying
machinery engaged in
extraction is unlikely to be
visible due to the
screening effects of the
planting alongside the
A38. Lane users may
glimpse the exposed rock
faces of the upper
benches to the north of
the quarry.
Minor adverse/no
change – temporary.

During Stage 5 the quarry has
already reached its full extent
and all machines will be working
at levels far below the line of
sight of these receptors. The
upper benches of the extension
site will be partially visible from
this location.
No change.
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Users
(tourist
visitors) of
Parkers
Farm
Cottages
and
Caravans,

Medium

The caravan site is used by
seasonal visitors observing
the landscape for short
periods of time (a few
weeks at a time). They are
situated at a similar
elevation to those located
on the middle tier of
Parkers Farm Holiday Park
and users of the Lower
Mead PROW. The
receptors are likely to have
direct views of soil stripping
and hedgebank removal
activities however the
planting installed to the
Stage 1a bund will provide
a degree of screening of
views.
Minor/ moderate adverse
- temporary.

During the extraction
phase of Stage 3 the
receptors will have
partial views of the area
combined with the
extension site
previously extracted.
However due to their
position within the
landscape they will be
partially screened by
the woodland planting
to the Stage 1a bund
limited views to the
upper benches and
edge of the quarry.
Minor adverse
permanent.
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During Stage 4
construction the
receptors will have
glimpsed views of
construction activities
including site stripping,
and progressive
removal of hedgebanks,
however the woodland
planting situated on the
Stage 1a bund installed
40 years earlier will
provide a good degree
of screening to direct
views towards the
Stage 4 area.
Minor adverse
temporary

During Stage 4
operational phase the
receptors may witness
glimpses of the machines
engaged in the early
phases of extraction
towards the northern
edge of the quarry,
however as the stage
progresses and machines
extract at lower levels
they will not be visible.
The receptors may
experience views of the
exposed rock faces to the
upper benches on the
northern edge of the
quarry.
Minor adverse
permanent.

Throughout Stage 5 the
quarrying machinery will be
operating at lower levels and
out of the line of sight to these
receptors however the upper
benches will be partially visible
across the tops of the woodland
screen planting alongside the
southern boundary edge.
No change.
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High
Residents
of Lower
Mead barns
and
cottages,

During Stage 3 the
residents will experience
glimpsed views of soil
stripping and hedgebank
removal activities towards
the northern part of the
Stage area, however the
planting to the Stage 1a
bund will provide a degree
of screening to the majority
these activities particularly
as the receptors are
situated at an elevation
similar to that of the
extension site and
therefore they have oblique
views towards the site.
Minor/moderate adverse temporary.

As per Stage 3
construction with the
potential for partial
views of extraction
operations during the
early parts of the
operational phase whilst
machines are extracting
close to the surface
level.
Minor adverse –
permanent.
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During Stage 4
construction the
receptors will have
glimpsed views of
construction activities
including site stripping,
and progressive
removal of hedgebanks
during Stage 4, with the
Stage 1a bund
providing a degree of
screening.
Minor adverse
temporary.

During the operational
phase of Stage 4 the
receptors will have
glimpsed views of
extraction works however
the Stage 1a woodland
belt will provide a degree
of screening to direct
views into the quarry.
Whilst the machines
engaged in extraction are
unlikely to be visible
during this Stage with
only the exposed rock
faces of the upper
benches to the north
partially visible.
Minor adverse –
permanent.

During Stage 5 there is unlikely
to be any change in visual
amenity or adverse effects on
views as quarry machinery will
be operating at lower levels and
out of view. However the upper
benches will be partially visible
from these locations – glimpsed
through the woodland belt on
the Stage 1a bund along the
sites southern boundary.
No change.
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Users of the Medium
PROW west
of Lower
Mead

These receptors are
situated on the PROW to
the west of Lower Mead
and will continue to have
glimpsed views of the
extension site throughout
Stage 3. Their views will
depend on the user’s
position along the PROW,
with views more evident
the further east they pass
in line with the site. They
are likely to glimpse views
of soil stripping and
hedgebank removal
activities during Stage 3
however the Stage 1a
bund will provide a degree
of screening to these
activities as they are
situated at a lower
elevation than other
receptors.
Minor/moderate adverse
temporary.

As per Stage 3
construction with the
potential for partial
views of extraction
processes close to the
surface during the early
part of the Stage. The
woodland planting to
the Stage 1a bund will
provide direct screening
to the majority of these
works.
Minor adverse
permanent.
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During Stage 4
construction as the
extension site extends
eastward the receptors
will continue to have
glimpsed views of the
site through the Stage
1a woodland planting
belt.
Minor adverse
temporary.

During Stage 4
operational phase the
effects are likely to be
similar to the construction
phase however as
extraction continues the
machinery will be working
at lower levels and out of
the line of sight to the
receptors with only the
exposed rock faces of the
upper benches to the
north visible.
Minor adverse
permanent.

By Stage 5 the quarry extension
has reached its full extent,
therefore quarry machines will
be engaged at levels below the
line of sight to the receptors
along the PROW. Therefore
there are no predicted changes
to visual amenity or adverse
effects on views.
No change.
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Medium
Users of
Pitley Road
near Creek
beacon

These receptors are
situated on the rising
ground to the south of the
site and travelling in a
parallel alignment with the
proposals site. As with
preceding stages they will
continue to have glimpsed
views of the extension site
through occasional field
openings of soil stripping
and hedgebank removal
activities however the
woodland planting along
the Stage 1a bund will
provide a degree of
screening and their extent
of view is limited by
glancing views between
the field openings.
Minor adverse
temporary.

As per Stage 3
construction with partial
glanced views of
extraction from limited
sections of the lane.
Minor adverse
permanent.

During Stage 4 the lane
users may again
experience views of the
construction activities
however the woodland
planting to the Stage 1a
bund will provide
screening to the
majority of this area and
the activities within it
thus reducing the
degree of exposure.
Minor adverse
temporary.

During the early phases
of Stage 4 extraction the
receptors may have
partial glanced views of
extraction from limited
sections of the lane.
Whilst machines engaged
in extraction at lower
levels within the quarry
will not be visible during
this Stage with only the
exposed rock faces of the
upper benches to the
north being partially
visible.
Minor adverse
permanent.

By Stage 5 the quarry extension
has reached its full extent.
Quarry machines will be
engaged at levels below the line
of sight to the receptors along
the Pitley Lane and the
mitigation planting to the Stage
1a bund alongside the A38 will
provide a large amount of
screening by this stage with
only glimpsed views of the
worked out upper benches.
No change.

No predicted change in
view as receptors are
unable to see the
extension site.
No change.

No predicted change in
view as receptors are
unable to see the
extension site.
No change.

No predicted change in view as
receptors are unable to see the
extension site.
No change.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the south west during Stages 3 to 5
Users of
Balland
Lane

Medium

No predicted change in
view as receptors are
unable to see the
extension site.
No change.

No predicted change in
view as receptors are
unable to see the
extension site.
No change.
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Residents
of Terrace
Walk

High

Medium
Users of
PROW near
Terrace
Walk

The residents situated near
Terrace Walk have partial
views towards the eastern
facing side of the quarry
across the suburban areas
of Ashburton. During Stage
3 construction they will see
glimpsed views of a small
part of the extension area
between the existing tree
line along the western
edge of the quarry,
however these will be
localised and within the
context of the existing
active quarry.
Minor adverse
temporary.

During Stage 3
operation the receptors
will have glimpsed
views of quarrying
machinery working on
lower benches.
Minor adverse
permanent.

During Stage 4
construction they will
continue to see
glimpsed views of a
small part of the
extension area between
the existing tree line
along the western edge
of the quarry, and within
the context of the
existing active quarry.
No change/ Minor
adverse temporary.

During Stage 4 operation
the receptors will have
glimpsed views of
quarrying machinery
working on lower
benches. However these
will be localised and
small owing to the
boundary vegetation on
the western edge of the
quarry.
Minor adverse
permanent.

The receptors will continue to
have partial views towards the
eastern facing side of the
existing quarry.
During Stage 5 the processing
plant which is presently part in
view from these locations will be
removed and replaced with
mobile plant in an alternative
area – resulting in a positive
impact on their view and visual
amenity.
Minor beneficial/ No change.

As above - whereby the
site is partially screened by
localised intervening
vegetation alongside the
fields bounding the
footpath, thus limiting
views towards the
extension site to the winter
months and when the
observer is focused on the
quarry walking in a north
easterly direction.
Minor adverse
temporary.

As with Stage 3
construction, the
receptors will have
glimpsed views of a
small part of the Stage
3 extraction activities
limited to winter
months.
Minor adverse
permanent.

As per Stage 3
construction activities,
likewise the operations
will be seen in context
of the active quarry and
therefore a familiar view
from this viewpoint.
No change/ Minor
adverse temporary.

As per the preceding
Stages with the potential
for localised views of the
extraction processes
glimpsed through a break
in the boundary treeline
to the quarry, however
the area is largely
screened by intervening
vegetation alongside the
fields bounding the
footpath.
No change/ Minor
adverse permanent.

During Stage 5 the quarry has
reached its full extent and
receptors will continue to have
partial views towards the
eastern facing side of the
quarry, however this is partially
screened by intervening
vegetation.
During Stage 5 the processing
plant which is presently part in
view from these locations will be
removed and replaced with
mobile plant in an alternative
area – resulting in a positive
impact on their view and visual
amenity.
Minor beneficial/ No change.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the North West during Stages 3 to 5
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Medium
Users of
PROW near
Waye Lane/
Place Lane

No change in view as
Stage 3 area is screened
by intervening woodland
vegetation surrounding the
properties and topography
to the south of Waye.
No change.

No change in view as
Stage 3 area is
screened by intervening
woodland vegetation
surrounding the
properties and
topography to the south
of Waye.
No change.

No change in view as
Stage 4 area is
screened by intervening
woodland vegetation
surrounding the
properties and
topography to the south
of Waye.
No change.

No change in view as
Stage 4 area is screened
by intervening woodland
vegetation surrounding
the properties and
topography to the south
of Waye.
No change.

Residents
of Waye
Farm

High

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

Residents
of Waye
Court

High

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

Residents
of Waye
House

High

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.

Users of the Low
Lane at
Waye
Junction

As above.

As above.

As above.

As above.
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The quarry extension during this
stage is screened by
intervening topography and
vegetation from these locations.
No predicted change in visual
amenity or adverse effects on
views resulting from extension
works.
No change.
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Residents
of
Momalda/
Lower
Waye Farm

High

During Stage 3 the
residents at Momalda and
Lower Waye Farm will be
screened by the mitigation
woodland planting installed
during Stage 1 which is
located immediately to the
east of their property along
the northern edge of the
extension area. They will
continue to have glimpsed
views of the upper benches
of the existing quarry and
parts of the extension site
previously extracted.
Minor adverse/ no
change temporary.

As per Stage
construction with
mitigation planting
installed originally
during Stage 1
providing substantial
screening function to
the Stage 3 area.
Minor adverse/ no
change permanent.
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As per preceding Stage.
The resident’s views
towards the extension
site will be screened by
the Stage 1 woodland
block planting, with only
glimpsed views of the
former quarry area and
extraction area nearest
the property barely
noticeable.
Minor adverse/ no
change temporary.

As per Stage 4
construction – Stage 1
woodland planting
provides a robust
screening function of
extension site.
Minor adverse/ no
change permanent.

During Stage 5 the quarry has
reached its full extent with only
extraction works taking place
within the lower levels of the
quarry and outside the line of
sight of these receptors.
During Stage 5 the processing
plant which is presently part in
view from Momalda and Lower
Waye Farm will be removed
and replaced with mobile plant
in an alternative area – resulting
in a positive impact on their
view and visual amenity.
Minor beneficial/ No change.
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High
Residents
of Lucas
Lodge/
Brownswell

During Stage 3 the
residents at Lucas Lodge
and properties within
Brownswell will observe
the construction activities
from the elevated ground
overlooking the extension
site.
Moderate adverse temporary.

During Stage 3 the
properties at Lucas
Lodge and Brownswell
will continue to observe
the extraction
processes within the
extension site.
Moderate/ Major
adverse - permanent.
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Throughout Stage 4
construction the
residents at Lucas
Lodge and Brownswell
will continue to view the
progressive removal of
land cover and final
sections of hedgebank.
The majority of the
overall quarry extension
site combined with the
existing Linhay Hill
Quarry would be visible
within their view across
the foreground and
middle distance areas.
The receptors would
also have glimpsed but
prolonged views of
quarry activities within
lower levels of the
quarry. Moderate
adverse permanent

As per Stage 4
construction –
Continued view of the
majority of the further
removal of the remaining
agricultural land cover
within the extension site,
overall quarry combined
with existing Linhay Hill
Quarry. With glimpsed
views of quarry activities
within lower levels of the
extension site.
Moderate adverse
Temporary.

During Stage 5 the receptors
will have a continued view of
the majority of the overall quarry
combined with the existing
Linhay Hill Quarry. There is
potential for glimpsed views of
the machinery activities within
the lower levels of the quarry
resulting in adverse effects on
views.
However the removal of the
large processing plant facility
and replacement with a mobile
processing plant into the south
western portion of the Linhay
Quarry will partially offset the
view of the receptors into the
quarry.
Moderate adverse permanent.
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Medium
Users of
Tower Park
Hill Lane

These receptors are
situated on the raised
ground to the north of the
site and travelling in a
parallel alignment with the
proposals site. As with
preceding stages they will
continue to have glimpsed
views of the existing quarry
through a limited number of
field openings however the
Stage 3 extension area is
largely out of sight due to
the obliqueness of the view
from the lane.
Minor adverse/ no
change temporary.

As per Stage 3
construction with limited
views of extraction from
gate openings in the
lane.
Minor adverse/ no
change permanent.

As per the preceding
Stage. The Stage 4area
is largely out of view
from these locations
and receptors are
unlikely to witness the
works. They will
continue to glance the
existing quarry directly
to the south/ south east
from the lane.
Minor adverse/ no
change temporary.

During the early phases
of Stage 4 the machines
engaged in extraction at
lower levels within the
quarry will not be visible
during this Stage with
only the exposed rock
faces of the upper
benches being partially
visible – however these
will be glanced views
from between the field
opening.
Minor adverse
permanent.

By Stage 5 the quarry extension
has reached its full extent.
Quarry machines will be
engaged at levels below the line
of sight to the receptors along
the Tower Park Hill Lane with
only glimpsed views of the
worked out upper benches.
During Stage 5 the processing
plant which is presently part in
view from the lane will be
removed and replaced with
mobile plant in an alternative
area – resulting in a positive
impact on their view and visual
amenity.
Moderate beneficial.

Residual Visual Effects on views from the open access areas of Dartmoor during Stages 3 to 5
Users of the Medium
open
(Combine
access land d)
at Welstor
Rock and
Buckland
Beacon

These receptors have near As per Stage 3
Construction.
panoramic views across
the surrounding open
No change.
ground to the north, and
long distance views across
the rolling landscape to the
South including glimpses of
the coast near Teignmouth.
The extension site itself is
screened by intervening
topography and vegetation
from these locations and
therefore no impacts will
occur. No change.
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During Stage 4 the
As per Stage 4
extension site remains Construction.
out of view as per Stage No change.
3 Construction.
No change.

During Stage 5 there will
continue to be no change in
visual amenity or adverse
effects on views resulting from
extension. However during
Stage 5 as the processing plant
which is presently partially
visible is replaced with a mobile
processing plant it will remove
the upper parts of the plant from
view from this location resulting
in a positive change in visual
amenity.
Minor beneficial - permanent
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Users of the Medium
open
ground and
PROW at
Lud Gate

The west facing side of the
quarry is visible as a very
minor element in the
panoramic views across
the surrounding landscape
from this location. During
Stage 3 construction
receptors using the PROW
at Lud Gate might glance
the quarry site which would
be seen as a glimpse of a
very small change to the
tone/ colour of the land
cover against the
surrounding patchwork of
fields and woodland,
however the operations
and activity by machines
will be barely perceivable.
No change/ Minor
Adverse temporary.

As per Stage 3
Construction, during the
extraction phase of
Stage 3 receptors will
continue to have
glimpsed views of the
quarry, albeit from long
distance and forming a
very minor element as
part of a larger view of
the surrounding
landscape.
No change/ Minor
Adverse temporary.
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As per Stage 3
Construction/
Operation.
No change / Minor
Adverse temporary.

As per Stage 3 and Stage
4 construction, there is
potential for very limited
views of the Stage 4
extraction area which
would be seen as a
glimpse of a change to
the surface tone/ colour
against the surrounding
landscape however the
operations of quarrying
machinery will be barely
perceivable, from a long
distance and from a
viewpoint which
experiences a larger view
of the surrounding
landscape.
No change / Minor
Adverse permanent.

During Stage 5 the extraction
operations are unlikely to be
visible from this location due to
position of the Stage 5
operations at a lower level
within the quarry, however the
overall extraction site will be
partially visible, but as a very
small part of the large view.
The removal of the processing
plant building may slightly alter
the view as a positive impact
however the building is barely
perceivable too from this
distance
No change / Minor Adverse
permanent.
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Users of the Medium
open
(Combine
ground at; d)
Pupers Hill,
Snowdon
and Ryder’s
Hill.

As above, although these
receptors are at a higher
elevation on the open
moorland providing these
receptors with complete
360’ panoramic views of
the surrounding landscape,
which the quarry makes up
a much smaller element of
the views available. During
Stage 3 construction only
limited parts of the
extension site are visible
and plant machinery will
not be perceivable from
this distance.
No change/ Minor
Adverse temporary.

As per Stage 3
Construction.
No change/ Minor
Adverse temporary.
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As per Stage 3
Construction/
Operation.
No change / Minor
Adverse temporary.

As per Stage 3 and Stage
4 construction, there is
potential for very limited
views of the Stage 4
extraction area which
would be seen as a minor
change to the tone/
colour against the
surrounding landscape.
The operations of
quarrying machinery will
be barely perceivable,
from a long distance and
from a viewpoint which
experiences a larger view
of the surrounding
landscape.
No change / Minor
Adverse permanent.

During Stage 5 the extraction
operations are unlikely to be
visible from this location due to
position of the Stage 5
operations at a lower level
within the quarry, however the
overall extraction site will be
partially visible, but as a very
small part of the large view.
The removal of the processing
plant building may slightly alter
the view as a positive impact
however the building is barely
perceivable too from this
distance
No change / Minor Adverse
permanent.
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Stage 6 Restoration:
8.461. On completion of quarrying at Linhay Hill Quarry, the void will naturally fill with water up to the level of
the underlying water table to form a lake. The levels around the edge of the lake will be shallow
because the sides of the quarry are stepped, or ‘benched’ and will be developed to create a variety of
habitats for nature conservation, such as shallow water, ponds, and wetlands, depending on aspect
and space available.
8.462. In consideration of the above proposals for the restoration Stage (Stage 6) it is predicted that there
will be moderate to major beneficial effects on the visual amenity and views of the identified visual
receptors within the surrounding landscape. Given the restoration practices proposed as part of the
overarching strategy it is likely that the restoration phase will give rise to beneficial effects on views
once quarrying operations have ceased and there are no longer any machine activities within the
quarry. These beneficial visual effects will occur for a few receptors within the surrounding areas
notably those on elevated areas, including; Lucas lodge/ Brownswell properties and Parkers Farm
Holiday Park.
8.463. It should be noted that a new receptor group comprising members of the public will be introduced
during the Restoration stage as all users would have previously been prohibited from the active
quarry and extension area. The visual effects on this new receptor group likely to be moderate to
major beneficial due to the improvement in visual amenity to the area through the progressive
introduction of the lake and public footpath and amenity areas in replace of an active quarry setting.

Significance of Residual Landscape &
Visual Effects
8.464.

For the purposes of this study, to create a judgement on the overall significance of landscape and
visual effects the magnitude of the effect is combined with the sensitivity of the landscape/ visual
receptors and a resultant category of significance is established, ranging from neutral to very
large (which can again be positive or negative) in accordance with the following table.

Table 36. Significance of effect criteria

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

High

Neutral

Slight

Slight/
Moderate

Moderate/
Large

Large/Very
large

Moderat
e/
Medium

Landsca
pe/
Visual Receptor
sensitivit
y

No change

Neutral

Neutral/
slight

Slight

Moderate

Moderate/
Large

Low

Magnitude of Effect (Adverse or Beneficial)

Neutral

Neutral/
slight

Neutral/
slight

Slight

Slight/
Moderate

8.465. For the purposes of this assessment to create a clear distinction between effects, where a residual
effect (landscape or visual) was judged to bridge two categories of magnitude, for example ‘minor/
moderate’ (adverse), resulting in the receptor sensitivity being Moderate significance, the resultant
significance of effect has been taken to be ‘Moderate’ .
8.466. Within the following tables, the residual effects on the landscape and visual receptors have been
extrapolated in turn and combined with the receptor sensitivity using the above criteria of
significance. The bold text shown within the below table is the resultant significance of effect
based on the sensitivity of receptor combined with the residual effect.
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Significance of Residual Landscape Resource Effects
Stages 0 to 6
Stage 0 Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Construction & Operation
8.467. The magnitude of effect on the landscape elements including vegetation and landcover of the
landscape resource during Stage 0 construction is considered to be; minor adverse for a landscape
that is judged to be of very good quality with a moderate sensitivity to change of the type proposed.
It is concluded therefore that the effect as a result of the Balland Lane and Waye Land proposals is
of Slight adverse Significance. The magnitude of effect on the landscape character element of the
landscape resource during Stage 0 construction is minor adverse for a landscape that is judged to
be of very good quality with a moderate sensitivity to change of the type proposed. It is concluded
therefore that the effect as a result of the Stage 0 construction activity is of temporary Slight adverse
Significance.
8.468. During operation phase of Stage 0 the magnitude of effect on the landscape elements are
considered to be negligible adverse for a landscape that is judged to be of very good quality and of
moderate sensitivity. It has been assessed that the effects as a result of the Stage 0 Operation is of
Neutral/ Slight adverse significance overall.
8.469. Throughout the operational phase of Stage 0 the magnitude of effect on the landscape character
element of the landscape is predicted to be minor adverse, on a landscape judged to be of very
good quality and moderate sensitivity to change. It is concluded that the significance of effects are
Neutral/ Slight adverse significance.

Stage 1 (1a and 1b) Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Construction & Operation
8.470. During Stage 1 including Stages 1a and 1b respectively, the magnitude of effect on the landscape
elements of the extension site including the agricultural land cover and existing hedgerows during
construction was considered to be moderate to major adverse on a landscape that is judged to be of
very good quality and landscape elements considered to be high sensitivity to change. It is
concluded that the significance of effects on landscape elements during Stage 1a construction are
considered to be; Large adverse significance and Moderate to large adverse significance during
Stage 1b.
8.471. The magnitude of effects on the landscape character aspects of the site during Stage 1 construction
associated with the activities to strip land cover and form the bunds were considered to be moderate
adverse on a landscape of high quality and moderate sensitivity to change, it was concluded that the
resultant significance of effect on landscape character during Stage 1a and 1b construction will be
Moderate adverse significance.
8.472. During the operational phase of Stage 1a and 1b the magnitude of effect on landscape elements of
the extraction works was judged to be moderate adverse on landscape elements judged to be high
sensitivity to the type of change proposed and very good quality, resulting in Moderate to large
adverse significance effects on landscape elements during Stage 1a and Moderate adverse
significance during Stage 1b.
8.473. The magnitude of effect on landscape character during Stage 1a and 1b operation was considered to
be moderate adverse, when combined with a landscape character judged to be moderate sensitivity
and very good quality the significance of effects on landscape character were concluded to be
Moderate to large adverse significance during Stage 1a and Moderate adverse significance
during Stage 1b.

Stage 2 (2a and 2b) Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Construction & Operation
8.474. During Stage 2 including Stages 2a and 2b respectively, whilst the remaining bund building activities
continue, the magnitude of effect on the landscape elements of the extension site including the
continued removal of agricultural land cover and translocation of the existing hedgerows during
construction was considered to be moderate to major adverse on a landscape that is judged to be of
very good quality and high sensitivity to change. It is concluded that the significance of effects on
landscape elements during Stage 2a and 2b construction are considered to be; Large adverse
significance.
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8.475. The magnitude of effect on landscape character during Stage 2 (2a and 2b) construction was
considered to be moderate to major adverse, when combined with a landscape character judged to
be moderate sensitivity and very good quality the significance of effects on landscape character were
concluded to be Moderate to large adverse significance.
8.476. During the operational phase of both Stages 2a and 2b the magnitude of effect on landscape
elements was considered to be of moderate adverse effect on elements considered to be of high
sensitivity to change and a landscape of very good quality, it was concluded the significance of effect
on landscape elements during Stage 2a will be Moderate to large adverse significance and
Moderate adverse significance during Stage 2b.
8.477. Whilst the effects on landscape character during the operational phase of Stage 2 were concluded to
be of moderate adverse magnitude on a landscape character judged to be moderate sensitivity to
change and very good landscape quality. The resultant significance of effect on landscape character
during operation is concluded to be Moderate adverse significance during operation.

Stage 3 Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Construction & Operation
8.478. In Stage 3 the bund building operations have ceased with all the generated overburden transported
into the base of the existing Linhay Quarry. The magnitude of effect on the landscape elements,
including land cover, hedgebanks/ hedgerows and topography on a landscape of high sensitivity to
change was concluded to be Large adverse significance during construction. Whilst during the
same construction phase of Stage 3 the magnitude of effect on landscape character of the site was
assessed as Moderate to Major adverse on a landscape judged to be of moderate sensitivity,
resulting in a Moderate to Large adverse significance during Stage 3 construction.
8.479. Throughout the operational phase of Stage 3, as the quarry is progressively deepened the magnitude
of effect on landscape elements was judged to be Moderate adverse, combined with a ranking of
high sensitivity and very high quality the significance of effects was concluded to be Moderate to
Large adverse on landscape elements aspects. Whilst the magnitude of effects on landscape
character during Stage 3 operation were judged to be moderate adverse, when combined with a
landscape character area considered to be of moderate sensitivity and very good quality, the
resultant significance of effect during operation was concluded to be Moderate adverse
significance.

Stage 4 Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Construction & Operation
8.480. During Stage 4 the quarry extension footprint has reached its full extent, with the remaining
hedgerows and landcover within the extension site removed. As a result the magnitude of effect on
the landscape elements of the extension site including the agricultural land cover and existing
hedgerows during construction was considered to be moderate adverse on a landscape that is
judged to be of very good quality and to be high sensitivity to change. It is concluded that the
significance of effects on landscape elements during Stage 4 construction are considered to be;
Moderate to large adverse significance.
8.481. The magnitude of effects on the landscape character aspects of the site during Stage 4 construction
associated with the activities to strip land cover and translocate the hedgerows were considered to
be moderate adverse on a landscape of very good quality and moderate sensitivity to change, it
was concluded that the resultant significance of effect on landscape character during Stage 4
construction will be Moderate adverse significance.
8.482. During the operational phase of Stage 4 as the quarry is progressively worked out the magnitude of
effect on landscape elements was judged to be moderate adverse on landscape elements judged to
be high sensitivity to the type of change proposed and very good quality, resulting in Moderate to
large adverse significance. Whilst the magnitude of effect on landscape character during the
operation phase of Stage 4 was considered to be moderate adverse, when combined with a
landscape character judged to be moderate sensitivity and very good quality the significance of
effects on landscape character were concluded to be Moderate adverse significance.

Stage 5 Significance of Landscape Resource Effects – Operation
8.483. By Stage 5 the quarry extension is progressively worked out, with no further hedgerows and
landcover within the extension site to be removed. As a result the magnitude of effect on the
landscape elements was considered to be minor adverse on a landscape that is judged to be of very
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good quality and to be high sensitivity to change. It is concluded that the significance of effects on
landscape elements during Stage 5 are considered to be; Slight adverse significance.
8.484. Whilst the magnitude of effect on landscape character during the operation phase of Stage 5 was
considered to be minor adverse, when combined with a landscape character judged to be moderate
sensitivity and very good quality the significance of effects on landscape character were concluded
to be Slight adverse significance.

Stage 6 Restoration - Significance of Landscape Resource Effects
8.485. On completion of quarrying at Linhay Hill Quarry, the void will naturally fill with water up to the level of
the underlying water table to form an open water body. The levels around the edge of the lake will be
shallow because the sides of the quarry are stepped, or ‘benched’ and will be developed to create a
variety of habitats for nature conservation, such as shallow water, ponds, and wetlands, depending
on aspect and space available. The area of the former Balland pond to the west of the quarry will be
transformed into a public amenity area with some small scale recreational facilities and activities
provided. The extensive areas of native broadleaved woodland and translocated hedgerows will
continue to undergo long term management.
8.486. As a result of the final restoration practices the magnitude of effect on the landscape elements was
considered to be moderate to major beneficial on a landscape that is judged to be of very good
quality and to be high sensitivity to change. It is concluded that the significance of effects on
landscape elements during Stage 6 are considered to be; Large to Very Large beneficial
significance. Whilst the magnitude of effect on landscape character was considered to be moderate
to major beneficial, when combined with a landscape character judged to be moderate sensitivity
and very good quality the significance of effects on landscape character were concluded to be
Moderate to Large beneficial significance.

Significance of Residual Visual Effects Stages 0 to 6
Stage 0 Significance of Visual Effects – Construction & Operation
8.487. During the construction phase of Stage 0, the main visual effects are associated with the works and
activities to widen Balland Lane and the resultant impact on vegetation alongside a short section of
the lane, and also works to construct the new Waye Lane between Balland Lane near South
Dartmoor College and along the northern edge of the existing quarry boundary until its connection
with Alston Lane. A new access track will also be formed serving Alston Farm and Alston Cottage.
8.488. The construction works will affect the views and visual amenity of a limited number of visual
receptors identified within close range and medium range locations, primarily individual residential
properties scattered surrounding the site. The majority of visual receptors identified will not be
adversely affected and have been judged to be predominantly neutral or neutral to slight adverse,
owing to intervening vegetation, topography, their orientation to the works or their position within the
landscape such as surrounding lanes and roads where views are considered to be fleeting and
glimpsed. Existing users of Balland Lane would not have views of the works due to traffic restrictions
and diversions in place, resulting in Neutral significance of effects.
8.489. Those receptors that will likely experience slight and moderate to large adverse temporary effects
during Stage 0 construction primarily include those located in close proximity with direct views of the
construction works with limited opportunity to incorporate effective mitigation at this stage.
8.490. During the operational phase of Stage 0, which would comprise the presence of the completed
widening to Balland Lane, the completion of Waye Lane and Alston Access, similar visual effects are
anticipated on the above visual receptors with slight to moderate adverse significance as the
lanes become permanent features within the landscape.

Stage 1 (1a and 1b) Significance of Visual Effects – Construction & Operation
8.491. The Stage 1a/1b construction operations will include the site stripping, hedgerow translocation within
the field plots immediately to the north east of the existing quarry, and the formation of the bunds
alongside the sites southern boundary and south eastern edge near Caton.
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8.492. During the construction phase of Stages 1a and 1b a limited number of the surrounding visual
receptors were assessed as likely to be adversely affected by these operations and change in view
and visual amenity. These primarily included the visual receptors either within close range or in
elevated locations with direct views across the site and towards the Stage 1a/1b construction areas
where there is limited intervening vegetation or topography to screen or filter views of the Stage 1
works, including;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate
adverse significance – primarily during Stage1b as operations move closer into view from
limited parts of the property,,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate adverse
significance,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park (Medium Sensitivity) resulting in moderate adverse
significance,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate
adverse significance,



Residents at Momalda and Lower Waye Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate
adverse significance,

8.493. A number of other receptors within proximity of the site were assessed as experiencing moderate
adverse significance effects during the construction phase of Stage 1a and 1b including residential
properties such as; Little Barton, Samastar and residents in Caton (west), users of Parkers Farm
Cottages and residents at Lower Mead Farm. These receptors were judged to be of moderate
adverse significance due to partial or reduced views of the Stage 1 areas which in some cases were
limited to views of the bund formation and not the extension site or vice versa.
8.494. The majority of other identified visual receptors will not be significantly affected and have been
judged to be predominantly neutral or neutral to slight adverse, owing to either intervening
vegetation, topography, their orientation to the construction works or their position within the
landscape such as surrounding lanes and roads where views are considered to be fleeting and
glimpsed.
8.495. During the operational phase of Stages 1a and 1b the effects resulting from the works were linked to
the views of the exposed extraction area and activities associated with the plant machinery and
vehicles working within the localised area. The visual receptors which were assessed as
experiencing moderate or moderate to large significant effects included the same receptors
identified during construction, as their views have largely remained unchanged during this stage with
mitigation planting to the bunds still to take direct affect. These receptors include;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate
adverse significance – primarily during Stage1b as extraction operations move closer into
view and orientation,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate adverse
significance



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extraction works,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extraction site,



Residents at Momalda and Lower Waye Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance,

8.496. As per the construction phase the majority of other identified visual receptors were judged to not be
significantly affected and have been judged to be predominantly neutral or neutral to slight or
slight adverse, owing to either intervening vegetation, topography, their orientation to the
construction works or their position within the landscape such as surrounding lanes and roads where
views are considered to be fleeting and glimpsed.
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Stage 2 (2a and 2b) Significance of Visual Effects – Construction & Operation
8.497. During Stage 2 construction, the extension area progresses eastwards into the next plot of fields
resulting in the further removal of hedgerows and agricultural land cover with further bund building
operations taking place along the eastern side and north eastern part of the site. As per Stage 1, the
visual receptor assessed as likely to experience moderate to large or even large adverse
significant effects include those located in close proximity and on elevated ground with direct views
of the extension site, These include;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High sensitivity) – Moderate/ Large and
Very Large adverse significance in Stage 2b,



Residents and guests at Ilex House – Moderate adverse significance as a result of direct
views of the bund formation works and partial views of the site stripping operations,



Residents and guests at Penpark – Moderate to large adverse significance as a result of
direct views of the bund formation works and partial views of the site stripping operations,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park – Moderate adverse significance as a result of their
elevated position providing direct views of the bund formation works and partial views of the
site stripping operations, planting to the Stage 1a bund does not provide sufficient
screening effect by this Stage,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the site,



Residents at Momalda and Lower Waye Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in Moderate
adverse significance,

8.498. All other identified visual receptors within the surrounding area have been judged to be
predominantly neutral or neutral to slight adverse, owing to either intervening vegetation,
topography, their orientation to the construction works or their position within the landscape such as
surrounding lanes and roads where views are considered to be fleeting and glimpsed. Similarly,
receptors in the wider landscape using the public accessible areas of Dartmoor such as at Ryder’s
Hill, Pupers Hill and Snowdon experience neutral slight adverse effects as a result of their distance
from the site and the works forming a very minor element of the panoramic views they experience.
8.499. During the operational phase of Stages 2a and 2b the adverse effects on visual receptors are
associated with the exposed extraction area and the plant machinery and vehicles working within the
extraction site. The visual receptors which were assessed as experiencing moderate or moderate to
large significant effects included the same receptors identified during construction, as their views
have largely remained unchanged during this stage with mitigation planting to the bunds and site
surroundings still to take direct affect. These receptors include;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in large/ very
large adverse significance – primarily during Stage 2b as extraction operations move
closer into view,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance - primarily during stage 2b,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extraction works and
mitigation planting to the bunds,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park, Parkers Farm Cottages & Caravans Site, resulting in
moderateadverse significance - primarily due to elevation and orientation,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the increased area and activities
within the extraction site,



Residents at Momalda and Lower Waye Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in Moderate
adverse significance,

8.500. The majority of other identified visual receptors were judged to not be significantly affected and have
been judged to be predominantly neutral or neutral to slight or slight adverse, owing to either
intervening vegetation, topography, and their orientation to the construction works such as
surrounding lanes and roads where views are considered to be fleeting and glimpsed or their
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position/ distance within the landscape including receptors in the wider landscape such as the open
access areas to the west at Ryders Hill, Snowdon and Pupers Hill.

Stage 3 Significance of Visual Effects – Construction & Operation
8.501. At the commencement of Stage 3, in year 31, all bund building operations have ceased with the
generated over burden transported into the base of the existing Linhay Quarry. At this point the
planting to the bunds completed in preceding stages (1a/b and 2a/b) is expected to have reached a
good level of maturity in the case of Stage 1 and fully established in terms of the Stage 2a/b planting.
8.502. Throughout the construction phase of Stage 3, as the field cover and overburden is stripped and
hedgerows translocated the visual receptors likely to be most significantly affected by the disruption
to view and resultant visual amenity by these activities will include;


Residents at Alston Cottage (High Sensitivity) resulting in large/ very large adverse
significance, (Alston Farm are largely screened by mitigation planting to the south,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/ large
adverse significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extraction works with
some screening afforded by mitigation planting to the Stage 2ab/2b bunds,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park, Parkers Farm Cottages & Caravans Site and residents
at Lower Mead Farm cottages, resulting in Moderate adverse significance - primarily due
to their elevation and orientation however mitigation planting on the original Stage 1a bunds
provides a degree of screening by this Stage,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the increased area and activities
within the extraction site, and limited opportunity to mitigate the effects,

8.503. During the operational phase of Stages 3 (year 31 to 40) the adverse effects on visual receptors will
be associated with views of the extraction area and the plant machinery and quarry vehicles working
within the extraction site. The visual receptors which were assessed as experiencing moderate or
moderate to large significant effects include the same receptors identified during construction, as
their views have largely remained unchanged during this stage and include;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in large/ very
large adverse significance – as extraction operations move closer into view,



Residents at Little Barton (High Sensitivity) resulting in Moderate adverse significance –
as extraction operations move closer into view,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large
adverse significance,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extraction works and
mitigation planting to the bunds,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park, Parkers Farm Cottages & Caravans Site, resulting in
Moderate adverse significance - primarily due to elevation and orientation,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the increased area and activities
within the extraction site,

8.504. All other identified visual receptors surrounding the site were judged to be predominantly neutral or
neutral to slight or slight adverse, owing to either intervening vegetation, topography, and their
orientation to the construction works such as surrounding lanes and roads where views are
considered to be fleeting and glimpsed or their position/ distance within the landscape including
receptors in the wider landscape such as the open access areas to the west at Ryders Hill, Snowdon
and Pupers Hill.
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Stage 4 Significance of Visual Effects – Construction & Operation
8.505. During Stage 4 construction in year 41, the footprint of the quarry extension has reached its full
extent, with the remaining hedgerows translocated to the surrounding areas and landcover within the
extension site removed exposing the underlying mineral. All overburden will be relocated into the
base of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry. As a result the visual receptors judged to be significantly
affected largely continue to include those identified during preceding Stages. These include;


Residents at Alston Cottage (High Sensitivity) resulting in Large adverse significance –
as construction activities occur to the south of the receptors however intervening mitigation
planting will provide a high degree of screening function by this stage, residents at Alston
Farm are completely screened from the construction operations in this area.



Residents at Little Barton (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large adverse
significance – as operations move closer and further west into view,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in Moderate adverse
significance, however planting to the Stage 2 bunds provides a large amount of screening
function by this Stage,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in slight/ moderate
adverse significance, mitigation planting to the bunds provides a large amount of
screening between the property and the extension site,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park (Medium Sensitivity) resulting in slight/moderate
adverse significance, however planting to the original Stage 1 bunds provides a
significant amount of screening function by this Stage,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the increased area and activities
within the extraction site.

8.506. All other identified visual receptors surrounding the site were judged to be predominantly neutral or
neutral to slight or slight adverse significance, owing to a combination of factors as outlined
previously including; intervening vegetation and topography, their orientation to the construction
works such as those situated within surrounding lanes and roads where views are considered to be
fleeting and glimpsed or their position/ distance within the landscape including receptors in the wider
landscape such as the open access areas to the west at Ryders Hill, Snowdon and Pupers Hill where
it was concluded that the extension site forms a very minor part of a much greater and wider
panoramic view of the surrounding landscape.
8.507. During the operational phase of Stage 4 as the overburden has been removed with all hedgerows
translocated and quarry is progressively extended to its full extent the visual effects on the identified
receptors diminish to a degree with a few remaining receptors likely to experience adverse visual
effects. These are judged to include;


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/ large
adverse significance – as extraction activities occur to the south of the receptors however
intervening mitigation planting installed in Stage 1 will be mature and provide a good
degree of screening function,



Residents at Little Barton (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/large adverse
significance – as operations move closer and further west into view,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in Moderate adverse
significance, however planting to the original Stage 2 bunds provides a large amount of
screening function by this Stage,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in slight/ moderate
adverse significance, mitigation planting to the bunds provides a large amount of
screening between the property and the extension site,



Users of Parkers Farm Holiday Park (Medium Sensitivity) resulting in slight/moderate
adverse significance, however planting to the original Stage 1 bunds provides a
significant amount of screening function by this Stage,
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Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in large adverse
significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the increased area and activities
within the extraction site and limited potential for mitigation throughout the Stages.

8.508. As per the Construction phase and as outlined in the preceding Stages the remaining visual
receptors surrounding the site were judged to experience predominantly neutral or neutral to slight
or slight adverse significance visual effects, owing to a combination of; intervening vegetation
and topography, their orientation to the extension site such as those situated within surrounding
lanes and roads where views are considered to be fleeting and glimpsed. Receptors positioned
within the wider landscape and at distance from the extension site such as users of the open access
areas to the west at Ryders Hill, Snowdon and Pupers Hill it was concluded that the extension site
forms a very minor and barely perceivable element in the view of a much greater and wider
panoramic view of the surrounding landscape resulting in neutral/ slight adverse significance visual
effects.

Stage 5 Significance of Visual Effects – Operation
8.509. At the commencement of Stage 5 (year 47) the quarry extension has reached its full extent and is
progressively worked out, with no further hedgerows and landcover within the extension site to be
removed. By this point the mitigation planting carried out to the bunds and other highlighted areas will
be fully established and part of a site wide woodland management regime ensuring the long term
establishment is maintained.


Residents at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/ large
adverse significance – as extraction activities occur to the south of the receptors however
intervening mitigation planting installed in Stage 1 will be mature and provide a good
degree of screening function, the receptors will observe direct views of the upper benches
(worked out by this stage) but are unlikely to observe activities within the lower benches,



Residents at Little Barton (High Sensitivity) resulting in slight/ moderate adverse
significance – as they observe partial glimpses of the quarry operations from this elevated
position,



Residents and B&B Guests at Ilex House (High Sensitivity) resulting in slight/moderate
adverse significance, however planting to the original Stage 2 bunds provides a large
amount of screening function by this Stage with only glimpsed views of the extension site
possible from this elevated position,



Residents and B&B guests at Penpark(High Sensitivity) resulting in slight/ moderate
adverse significance, however mitigation planting to the bunds some 30 years earlier will
provide a large amount of screening between the property and the extension site with only
partial or glimpsed views of the extension and small parts of the upper benches of the
original Linhay Hill Quarry visible,



Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas (High Sensitivity) resulting in moderate/ large
adverse significance, due to their elevated positions overlooking the extension site and
limited potential for mitigation throughout the Stages. These receptors are likely to be the
only receptors with direct views of the quarrying activities during Stage 5 due to the
orientation and elevation in relation to the site,

8.510. As outlined in the preceding stages, during Stage 5 the remaining visual receptors surrounding the
site were judged to experience predominantly neutral or neutral to slight adverse significance
visual effects, due to a combination of; intervening vegetation and topography, their orientation to
the extension site such as those situated within surrounding lanes and roads where views are
considered to be fleeting and glimpsed. For a number of receptors it was concluded that they would
likely experience slight/ moderate beneficial visual effects as a result of the removal of the
processing plant building within the existing Linhay Hill Quarry, effectively removing the building from
their view. These receptors would include Residents of Terrace Walk, including the adjacent PROW
and users of Tower Park Hill and users of the open access land at Buckland Beacon and Whelstor
Rock which have glimpsed views of the upper parts of the processing facility.
8.511. Whilst receptors positioned within the wider landscape and at distance from the extension site such
as users of the open access areas to the west at Ryders Hill, Snowdon and Pupers Hill it was
concluded that the extension site forms a very minor and barely perceivable element in the view of a
much greater and wider panoramic view of the surrounding landscape resulting in neutral/ slight
adverse significance visual effects.
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Stage 6 Significance of Visual Effects
8.512. On completion of quarrying at Linhay Hill Quarry, the void will naturally fill with water up to the level of
the underlying water table to form a lake. The levels around the edge of the lake will be stepped, or
‘benched’ and will be developed to create a variety of habitats for nature conservation, such as scree
and exposed rock face, shallow water, and wetlands, depending on aspect and space available. The
surrounding woodland blocks located on the original bunds will be maintained as mature woodland
as well as all translocated hedgerows.
8.513. It is judged that due to the cessation of quarrying activities and the creation of extensive areas of
habitat and new landscape assets the significance of effects on visual receptors described as being
adversely affected during the preceding Stages are considered to experience; Large beneficial
significance in the long term when the quarry is restored.

Cumulative Effects
8.514. Cumulative Effects are defined as ‘those that result from additive impacts caused by other past,
present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the plan, programme or project itself and
synergistic effects (aka in-combination), which arise from the reaction between impacts of a
development plan, programme or project on different aspects of the environment’.
8.515. In the case of the proposed extension to Linhay Hill Quarry, there are no development proposals in
adopted development plans or other public documents that are close enough to be considered to
result in cumulative impacts. Nor are there any other development proposals that are taking place in
the vicinity of the site as a result of recent planning permissions sufficient to be considered to
contribute effects to those arising from the proposed extension.
8.516. DNPA’s Scoping Opinion (January 2016) recognises the cumulative impact of the ongoing operation
of the existing quarry, stating that ‘the proposal is to extend an existing quarry and that is likely to
have a cumulative impact that will need to be considered in terms of the extended winning / working
area and potentially the extended lifetime of the quarry processing plant and machinery’ (Sec 3.4,
Para 2, Page 14).
8.517. Therefore, this report has considered the cumulative effects of the ongoing operations within the
existing quarry, in combination with the extension, for the additional duration that will result if the
extension is approved, or alternatively the impact should permission not be granted. In addition,
potential cumulative effects from the construction and operations at the proposed extension are
considered since for some years and at certain times of year these could occur simultaneously.
8.518. Without mitigation the potential cumulative impact of activities at the proposed extension and existing
Linhay Hill Quarry were predicted to have a ‘moderate adverse’ effect for a limited number of the
assessed visual receptors located within close proximity of the site, with a few receptor groups (fewer
than 5) experiencing ‘large adverse’ effects such as those in positions on elevated ground
overlooking the site from the north, including residents near Brownswell and those located to the
east, such as Penpark.
8.519. With mitigation in the form of the bunds and screening vegetation in place, the effects on views and
visual amenity of the visual receptors from the later construction activities when combined with other
ongoing long-term operational activities within the Linhay Hill Quarry, are considered to be
‘moderate to large adverse’ for a very short period, reducing to ‘slight to moderate adverse’ as
each stage develops.
8.520. There are no relevant development schemes within the vicinity of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry and
proposed extension area that are close enough to require consideration of the cumulative effects in
combination with both areas of the quarry.
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Areas of Uncertainty and Assumptions
8.521. Viewpoints used in the assessment from Lucas Lodge and Brownswell Cottages were obtained from
the driveway entrance of Lucas Lodge to provide a representative view of the extension site. This
practice is a recognised method of representing viewpoints of private property areas in landscape
and visual impact assessments. Unlike other receptors within the locality (Penpark, Ilex House et al)
private views were not obtained.
8.522. Given the prolonged nature of the proposed scheme (60+ years duration) the report does not take
into account potential future pressures on the landscape caused by climate change trends and
impacts notably the possible influence on vegetation composition, land cover which may have a
resultant effect on the landscape character of the area. Nor does the report take into account any
future influence of natural pathogens which may result in impacts on indigenous tree and plant
species potentially altering the appearance and composition of the landscape.
8.523. The report does not take into account future pressures on the landscape, through increased tourism,
and pressure to increase the extent of Ashburton to meet future housing and service needs which
might otherwise influence the setting and character of the site and surroundings.

Summary and Recommendations
Summary
8.524. The Landscape and Visual Assessment (LVIA) in the ES has been prepared in accordance with the
methodology in the ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Third Edition)’
published by the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment.
8.525. The LVIA has considered the landscape resource, character and visual amenity of the site and its
surroundings to estimate the anticipated landscape and visual impact due to the proposals, both
without and with mitigation. In addition to the advance planting which has already taken place
alongside the A38, a range of robust and achievable mitigation measures have been identified to
reduce the potential impact of quarry activities on potentially sensitive receptors. Many will be
implemented in the initial stage of the proposals to provide early establishment in advance of
operations occurring. Taking these mitigation measures into account, the assessment of impact has
been based on the worst-case scenario periods of the construction, operational and restoration
phases of the proposed extension. The cumulative effects have been considered in series through
the stages and in combination with the existing Linhay Hill Quarry.
8.526. The baseline was established via a Desk Study of relevant literature, most notably the National
Character Area profiles available through the Natural England website, and the Dartmoor National
Park Landscape Character Assessment (LUC 2010). Because the site is adjacent to the A38, which
at this point is the National Park boundary, reference was also made to the Teignbridge Landscape
Character Assessment (2009). Other map based sources were also examined, along with aerial
photographs.
8.527. The consideration of existing landscape character studies provides an independent view of the
defining characteristics of the area. This was then followed by on site survey work to further refine
the existing character area descriptions at the local Study Area level.
8.528. A Zone of Theoretical Visibility plan (ZTV) was prepared for the site in advance of a series of site
visits. This used topographical data of the surrounding land to identify where the site may, in theory,
be visible from. In addition several local property owners were contacted to agree access to their
property to take photographs and explain the outline scheme proposals. Several local residents
agreed for site photographs to be captured from internal rooms within their property. Whilst this
method is considered unusual in the recognised approach for a landscape and visual impact
assessment, it was deemed appropriate in the context of the proposed scheme and particularly the
sensitivity of the proposals.
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8.529. A series of baseline photographs were taken during the site visits to illustrate the visibility of the
Scheme from key viewpoints, using a fixed 35mm focal length as recommended by ‘Photography
and Photomontage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Landscape Institute Advice Note
01/11’. The use of a fixed focal length lens ensures that the image parameters of every photograph
are the same, simplifies the construction of panoramas, and ensures compatibility of photography for
all viewpoints.
8.530. Consultations were also undertaken with the DNPA Landscape Officer, Teignbridge Landscape
Officer and relevant statutory consultees. A public exhibition was held in Ashburton Town Hall on
23rd September 2015.
8.531. The baseline assessment was used to inform an assessment of the landscape character and
sensitivity or ‘robustness’. The assessment of landscape sensitivity starts with considering the
sensitivity of its character as a whole and the individual elements contributing to character including
such factors as their quality, value, contribution to landscape character and the degree to which a
particular element or characteristic can be replaced or substituted.
8.532. The sensitivity of the landscape is based on the capacity of a landscape to accommodate change of
the type proposed without harm to its character. The capacity of the landscape to accommodate
change, and therefore its sensitivity, is not directly linked to the value of the landscape. However, in
general terms nationally designated landscapes will have a greater sensitivity than those of a local
designation due to the importance of their special character and rarity and therefore limited ability to
accommodate change without harm.
8.533. A subjective assessment of visual amenity was also made based upon the aesthetic, perceptual and
experiential aspects of the landscape, such as complexity, diversity and tranquillity, as well as the
emotions derived from viewing the site.
8.534. Based on the findings of the baseline assessment process the overall quality of the landscape within
this character area would be rated as ‘very good’ on the basis that the very good quality criteria
profile includes areas with a strong landscape structure and a balanced combination of built
development, landform and land cover including woodlands, trees, hedgerows and shrubs.
8.535. The Study Area is considered to comprise elements which contribute to a high sensitivity,
particularly owing to the site’s location within the Dartmoor National Park. However it should be
noted that a criterion of high landscape sensitivity includes those landscapes which are categorised
as being unlikely to contain or be influenced by existing features and elements similar to those
associated with the proposed development. In this case, the site is located adjacent to the active A38
dual carriageway which does not generally have a rural feel, being a busy dual carriageway route
which has had extensive engineering improvements carried out, thereby increasing its visual and
audible impact on the surrounding landscape. The presence of the existing active quarry and other
features such as the caravan site on the opposite side of the A38 also has an influence on the
current landscape character.
8.536. Therefore the Study Area is considered to be primarily of ‘high’ sensitivity to the proposals. On the
same basis the proposed extension site is considered to be primarily of ‘moderate’ sensitivity to
the proposals.
8.537. As a result of the above appraisal it is concluded that the landscape may be able to largely
accommodate change of the type proposed without a significant effect on the character and
landscape resource.
8.538. The visual amenity of each of the areas surrounding the proposed extension site from which views of
the site were available were ranked according to their ‘visual amenity value’. This ranged from the
moderate visual amenity value of the parts of Ashburton immediately to the west of the existing
quarry which includes the existing quarry site, South Dartmoor College, Ashburton Business Park
and suburban housing areas, to the exceptional amenity value of the upper moorland areas of
Dartmoor such as at Ryder’s Hill, Snowdon and Pupers Hill from which the site is visible, but from a
great distance.
8.539. The next highest visual amenity viewpoints were judged to be the areas immediately to the north and
east of the proposed extension site considered to have ‘good’ visual amenity value due to the area’s
pleasing scenic value created by the presence of some characteristic features including; the
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woodland blocks, and rolling landform. The proposed extension site itself is judged as having a
‘good’ visual amenity value, primarily due to the presence of distinctive features such as the regular
field pattern bounded by wide hedgebanks. The urban fringe parts of Ashburton and area
immediately south of the proposed extension site is judged as having a ‘moderate’ visual amenity
value owing to the presence of detracting built features, including the Linhay Business Park, the
active A38 dual carriageway and the caravan site being combined with characteristic features such
as the hedgerows and field pattern on the valley side contribute to this moderate scenic value.
8.540. The potential landscape and visual effects of the construction and operation phases of each of the
various elements of the proposals were then assessed systematically through all the stages and
ranked taking account of the above baseline factors and the nature of the resulting change. The
assessment was based on the worst case scenarios for each stage by reference to the relevant
guidance criteria:
8.541. The resulting rankings were moderated by application of the following proposed landscape mitigation
measures:









Avoidance – the revised proposals having a smaller footprint than the original proposals,
The temporary nature of the construction phases, typically lasting 4 months, and their
graduated staged progression across the site,
Translocation of hedges and their placement to reinstate historic field patterns,
Constructing the outer sides of the bunds first to screen works to build the inner sides,
Retention of existing vegetation and extensive areas of new native woodland planting
Design of the new road elements to resemble traditional Devon lanes and hedgebanks
Introduction of surface water ditches and ponds,
Creating of new footpaths in the surrounding area.

8.542. The Restoration stage was judged separately.

Significance of Landscape Effects
8.543. The conclusions made about the significance of the resulting landscape impacts are set out in the
table below. In consideration of the proposals occurring within a localised area, on the edge of the
Dartmoor National Park, overall the proposals are considered to cause no major detrimental harm
to the valued attributes of the wider Dartmoor National Park.
8.544. The following table summarises the significance of residual landscape effects during Stages 0 to 6.

Table 37. Significance of Residual Landscape Effects Stages 0 to 6
Stage

0
(Year 1-2)

1a
(Year 2-10)
&
1b
(Year10-13)

Landscape
Receptor

Sensitivity

Construction
(Temporary)

Operation (Permanent)

Landscape
Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

Moderate

Minor adverse
= Slight Adverse
Significance

Negligible adverse
= Neutral/ Slight Adverse
Significance

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

Minor adverse
= Slight Adverse
Significance

Negligible adverse
= Neutral/ Slight Adverse
Significance

Landscape
Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

High

Stage 1a; Moderate to
Major adverse
Stage 1b; Moderate
adverse
= Large Adverse
Significance (Stage 1a)
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance
(Stage 1b)

Stage 1a; Moderate
adverse
Stage 1b; Moderate
adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance
(Stage 1a and 1b)
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Table 37. Significance of Residual Landscape Effects Stages 0 to 6
Stage

2a
(Year 14-15)
&
2b
(16-31)

3
(Year 31–
40)

Landscape
Receptor

Construction
(Temporary)

Operation (Permanent)

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

Stage 1a; Moderate
adverse
Stage 1b; Moderate
adverse
= Moderate Adverse
Significance

Stage 1a; Moderate
adverse
Stage 1b; Moderate
adverse
= Moderate Adverse
Significance

Landscape
Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

High

Stage 2a; Moderate to
Major adverse
Stage 2b; Moderate to
Major adverse
= Large Adverse
Significance (Stage 2a
and 2b)

Stage 2a; Moderate
adverse
Stage 2b; Moderate
adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance
(Stage 2a and 2b)

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

Stage 2a; Moderate to
Major adverse
Stage 2b; Moderate to
Major adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance
(Stage 2a and 2b)

Stage 2a; Moderate
adverse
Stage 2b; Moderate
adverse
= Moderate Adverse
Significance (Stage 2a
and 2b)

Landscape
Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

High

Moderate to Major adverse Moderate adverse
= Large Adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Significance
Adverse Significance

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

Moderate to Major adverse Moderate adverse
= Moderate/ Large
= Moderate Adverse
Adverse Significance
Significance

High

Moderate adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance

Moderate adverse
= Moderate/ Large
Adverse Significance

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

Moderate adverse
= Moderate Adverse
Significance

Moderate adverse
= Moderate Adverse
Significance

Landscape
Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

High

No construction during
Stage 5
= Neutral (Significance)

Minor adverse
= Slight Adverse
Significance

Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Moderate

No construction during
Stage 5.
= Neutral (Significance)

Minor adverse
= Slight Adverse
Significance

4
Landscape
(Year 41-46) Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)

5
(Year 4760+)

Sensitivity
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Table 37. Significance of Residual Landscape Effects Stages 0 to 6
Stage

Landscape
Receptor

6
Landscape
(Restoration) Elements
(Vegetation/ Land
Cover)
Landscape
Character
(LCT 3A)

Sensitivity

Construction
(Temporary)

Operation (Permanent)

High

No construction during
Stage 6 – quarry is
restored.
= Neutral (Significance)

Moderate/ Major beneficial
= Large/ Very Large
Beneficial Significance

Moderate

No construction phase
during Stage 6 – quarry is
restored.
= Neutral (Significance)

Moderate/ Major beneficial
= Moderate/ Large
Beneficial Significance

Significance of Visual Effects
8.545. In the assessment of visual effects the receptors in the surrounding area were sub divided into
groups depending on their distance from the site and the direction from it. The group that would be
most affected by the construction and then operational phases in each stage were identified as
follows.
8.546. In Stage 0, the main visual effects are associated with the works and activities to widen Balland
Lane, works to construct the new Waye Lane between Balland Lane and Alston Lane, and the new
access to Alston Farm and Alston Cottage. Operational effects are from the resulting lanes and traffic
on it, which is anticipated to be light. Only the receptors closest to these works and with direct views
of them were judged likely to be affected. The scale of effect during construction is anticipated to be
temporary slight and moderate to large adverse reducing to slight to moderate adverse
thereafter as the lanes become permanent features within the landscape.
8.547. During Stage 1a/1b Construction, the activities will include the site stripping, hedgerow translocation
within the field plots immediately to the north east of the existing quarry, and the formation of the
bunds alongside the sites southern boundary and south eastern edge near Caton Hamlet. It was
concluded that a limited number of visual receptors within close range and in elevated positions with
direct views of the site will experience temporary moderate to large adverse visual effects.
8.548. During the Stage 1 operational phase adverse visual effects were from views of the exposed quarry
faces in the extended quarry, the plant machinery and vehicles working within it. Visual receptors
which were assessed as experiencing moderate to large adverse effects were from higher ground
to the south (Parkers Farm) and North East (residents on Stormsdown Lane). The majority of other
visual receptors were judged to be predominantly neutral or slight adverse, owing to intervening
vegetation, topography or position within the landscape.
8.549. During the construction phase of Stage 2 as the extension area progresses eastwards the quarrying
activities were assessed to cause moderate to large adverse effects on the same receptors to the
south and north east. Effects on the other visual receptors in the surrounding area were judged to be
predominantly neutral to slight adverse.
8.550. Throughout the operational phase of Stage 2 the south and north east visual receptors were again
assessed to experience moderate to large adverse effects, as their views would largely remained
unchanged with mitigation planting still to take effect. The visual effect on Alston Cottage was judged
likely to be very large. All other identified visual receptors were judged to be predominantly neutral
or neutral to slight or slight adverse, owing to intervening vegetation, topography and their
orientation to the works.
8.551. At the commencement of Stage 3, when no more bund will take place as overburden is transported
into the base of the quarry, and the mitigation planting had reached maturity this would afford
screening to the majority of receptors in close proximity. During stripping of topsoil and overburden
and hedgerow translocation, Alston Cottage was still judged to be the most significantly affected
visual receptor with a very large adverse impact, with Little Barton. The effect on other receptors
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was judged to be between slight and large adverse effects depending on the elevation, orientation
and proximity within the surrounding landscape.
8.552. Similar effects were judged to occur during the Operational phase as the views of the operations
have largely remained unchanged and the effects are considered permanent. Visual receptors
surrounding the site including those located in the wider were judged to be predominantly neutral or
neutral to slight or slight adverse, owing to intervening vegetation, topography, orientation and
distance from the site.
8.553. During Construction in Stage 4 as the footprint of the quarry extension had reached its full extent, the
visual receptors judged to be adversely affected largely continue to include those identified during
preceding Stages. Overall a limited number of receptors in close proximity and in elevated positions
overlooking the site were judged to experience effects ranging between slight to moderate adverse
significance and very large adverse significance depending on their position in relation to the site
and exposure to the activities. During the Operational phase of Stage 4 the same receptors located
within close proximity of the site were judge likely to experience adverse visual effects ranging
between slight/ large adverse significance to large/ very large adverse significance, for a very
limited number of receptors situated on elevated ground overlooking the site from the north west
such as Residents at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas.
8.554. By Stage 5 (year 47) as the quarry extension is progressively deepened and mitigation planting had
fully established it was judged that the majority of receptors would observe the restored upper
benches but would not observe quarrying activities within the lower benches. As a result the visual
effects on the majority of identified receptors were anticipated to diminish and were concluded as
being slight/moderate adverse significance whilst the long term effects on Residents overlooking
the site from elevated ground in the north west at Lucas Lodge/ Brownswell areas were judged as
moderate/ large adverse significance.
8.555. All other remaining visual receptors surrounding the site and in the wider landscape were judged to
experience predominantly neutral or neutral to slight adverse significance visual effects. Whilst
for a number of receptors it was concluded that they would experience slight/ moderate beneficial
significance of visual effects as a result of the removal of the processing plant building within the
Linhay Hill Quarry.
8.556. By Stage 6 (Restoration), it was judged that due to the cessation of quarrying activities and the
creation of extensive areas of habitat and new landscape assets such as public access and amenity
recreation areas the significance of effects on visual receptors described as being adversely affected
during the preceding Stages were overall considered to experience; Large beneficial significance.

Recommendations
8.557. Further to the above summary conclusions the following recommendations are proposed to support
this assessment.
8.558. This assessment recommends that the proposed planting outlined as part of the mitigation measures
should be agreed as part of Planning Conditions, particularly details pertaining to the mixes, types,
sizes and composition of plant types to be included to form the new woodland and hedgerow
planting.
Also a, 5 year maintenance and management aftercare plan should be produced and followed for all
new planting on a rolling programme as and when each area of planting is completed, to ensure that
it thrives to maturity and is appropriately managed in the long term and planted areas reach their full
potential as characteristic features within the landscape.
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9. Economic and Social Effects
Introduction
9.1.

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) provides an assessment of the potential effects of the
Proposed Development (described at Chapter 3) on employment, the local economy and tourism during
both the construction and operational phases.

9.2.

This chapter describes the assessment methods and significance criteria used; current and future
baseline conditions; potential direct, indirect and induced effects throughout the lifecycle of the Proposed
Development; mitigation measures to maximise local employment opportunities arising; and the wider
socio-economic effects of the Proposed Development.

9.3.

This chapter is informed and supported by a more detailed study of the economic background and
potential economic impacts of the Proposed Development. This document is titled ‘Linhay Hill Extension:
The Economic Background and Impact’. It is produced by Milsted Langdon and is included at Appendix
9A, hereafter described as the ‘Milsted Langdon’ report.

Policy Context
9.4.

Relevant national and local economic policy is discussed below.

National
Environment Act 1995
9.5.

The 1995 Environment Act places a duty on National Park Authorities ‘to seek to foster the economic and
social well-being of communities within National Parks’ in pursuing the National Park purposes or
environmental protection and promoting understanding and enjoyment.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The NPPF3 was adopted in March 2012. It sets out the Government’s economic, environmental and
social planning policies for England. These policies outline the Government’s vision of sustainable
development that should be interpreted and applied locally to meet local and community aspirations. The
NPPF provides in paras 18 and 19 overarching guidance on the Government’s economic development
aims.

9.6.

“18. The Government is committed to securing economic growth in order to
create jobs and prosperity, building on the country’s inherent strengths, and
to meeting the twin challenges of global competition and of a low carbon
future.
19. The Government is committed to ensuring that the planning system does
everything it can to support sustainable economic growth. Planning should
operate to encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth.
Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to support
economic growth through the planning system.
20. To help achieve economic growth, local planning authorities should plan
proactively to meet the development needs of business and support an
economy fit for the 21st century.
9.7.

With respect to economic development, paras 20 and 21 describe the measures that local planning
authorities should adopt to help achieve economic growth:
Local planning authorities should plan proactively to meet the development needs of business and
support an economy fit for the 21st century.
..by ensuring that Local Plans..




3

“set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth;
set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the strategy and to
meet anticipated requirements over the plan period;
support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or contracting and,
where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their area; and

UK Government, National Planning Policy Framework, (2012)
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Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and to allow a
rapid response to changes in economic circumstances”.

Further advice about plan making is given in the NPPF at page 37 onwards, including the advice in para
160 that ‘
‘Local planning authorities should have a clear understanding of business
needs within the economic markets operating in and across their area.’
9.8.

In the section on ‘Supporting a prosperous rural economy’ para 28, the NPPF states:




“Planning policies should support economic growth in rural areas in order to create jobs and
prosperity by taking a positive approach to sustainable new development. To promote a strong rural
economy, local and neighbourhood plans should:
Support the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business and enterprise in rural areas,
both through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new buildings.
promote the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural businesses;

9.9.

With regard to the Major Development Test in para 116, economic considerations are an integral element
in the assessment of need, in particular the impact upon the local economy. Chapter 5: Need, provides
further information on policies and evidence base studies relevant to the Proposed Development.

9.10.

In relation to the supply of minerals the NPPF states the following (at paragraphs 142 and 144):
142. Minerals are essential to support sustainable economic growth and our quality of life. It is
therefore important that there is a sufficient supply of material to provide the infrastructure,
buildings, energy and goods that the country needs.
and
144 “When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should:


give great weight to the benefits of the mineral extraction, including to the economy”.

English National Parks and the Broads: UK Government Vision and Circular 2010
9.11.

The 2010 circular provides policy guidance for National Park Authorities on strategy and planning within
the National Parks.

9.12.

In relation to mineral extraction within the parks, the circular states that “The Parks are a vital source of
some of the minerals that society and the economy needs”, and “Quarry works may also provide
employment within the Park boundary. It is important therefore that the need for minerals and the
impacts of extraction and processing on people and the environment are managed in an integrated way”.

Local
Heart of the South LEP West Strategic Economic Plan (2014-2030)4
9.13.

The Heart of the South West LEP is a partnership between public, business and key education providers
in Somerset and Devon. The LEP has a remit to coordinate key business and economic interests and
promote economic growth in the LEP area. The LEP submitted a Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) to the
Government in March 2014. The SEP provides an economic evidence base and outlines the LEPs three
core aims for growth in the LEP area. All aims are relevant to the Proposed Development particularly the
first and second strategic aims: ‘Creating the conditions for growth’ and ‘Maximising productivity and
employment’.

9.14.

The plan notes proposals for improved transport infrastructure, including partial dualing of the A30/303
corridor, increased housebuilding, from a baseline of 5,800 homes per year to 10,000 homes each year
by 2020 and continuing on to 2030, investment in flood defences and the construction of Hinkley Point
Power Station. These are anticipated to have ‘big implications for the growth of the construction sector in
the Heart of the SW and beyond’ (page 26).

Devon County Council – A Strategy for Growth 2013 - 20205
9.15.

The Devon Strategy for Growth 2013 – 2020 outlines strategies and actions that will allow Devon’s
economy to remain strong, healthy and prosperous. It outlines a commitment to promote strong but
sustainable economic growth. A key issue identified is the relatively high youth unemployment and lack
of engagement by many young people in the local labour market (Critical Issue 2). Another key issue is

4

Heart of South West LEP, Strategic Economic Plan (2014): http://www.heartofswlep.co.uk/strategic-economic-plan
Devon County Council, Strategy for Growth 2013 – 2020 (2013): http://www.devon.gov.uk/strategy-for-growth-20132020.pdf
5
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the need to address local environmental resilience (Critical Issue 7). Flood risk and significant
dependency by businesses on road transportation presents a key challenge for the growth of sectors
such as those linked to the knowledge economy. This arguably increases the importance of having a
diverse local economy including more traditional sectors such as mineral extraction.

Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy
9.16.

The Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy adopted in 2008 sets out the vision, aims and strategic
policies for spatial development in the Dartmoor National Park up to 2026. It provides the framework for
the formulation of the more detailed generic development management and site specific policies. The
plan’s sustainability objectives are set out on page 11, and include
11 Economy
To promote sustainable economic growth,
particularly of key business sectors, and to
utilise employment land and premises
effectively and efficiently.

9.17.

12 Education and employment
To enable all residents to share in growing
prosperity by improving access to training,
education and job opportunities

Although National Park Authorities do not themselves have a duty to draw up Community Strategies, the
Core Strategy seeks to embody the land use components of the Community Strategies of the various
Local Authorities that overlap the National Park. The Core Strategy confirms that it shares the key
themes, which include
Business and employment:
 promoting business and employment opportunities;
 encouraging sustainable wealth creation;
 supporting existing businesses; and retaining expanding local businesses.
Homes for all:
 providing for the needs of young people and the elderly;
 improving the supply of affordable housing;
 building homes for the future.

9.18.

Core Policy COR1 sets out a list of considerations to be taken into account in ensuring that development
is undertaken in a sustainable manner. Included in this list are:-

the promotion of the health, safety, economic and social well-being and access to services opportunities of
the local population;
support for the socio-economic vitality of the National Park;
9.19.

The existence of Linhay Hill Quarry is acknowledged in the Spatial Portrait of Dartmoor (page 16)
including a reference to its supply of limestone aggregate. Elsewhere in the Spatial Portrait, Ashburton is
noted as one of only two towns within the Park having a population of over 3,000 people; the other is
Buckfastleigh. The Spatial Portrait also notes the relatively low household incomes in many of
Dartmoor’s wards.

9.20.

In the chapter where Issues, Problems and Challenges for the Core Strategy are set out, the importance
of employment opportunities is recognised as one of the principal social concerns in maintaining
balanced, rural communities in remote rural locations that the Core Strategy should seek to address.
Elsewhere in this chapter under the heading of ‘Sustainable economic growth’ the Core Strategy states:
One of the key issues is the encouragement of a sustainable and diverse economic base for
Dartmoor, which is sensitive to environmental needs, and the aspirations of local communities. The
scale of economic demands and capacity of settlements to absorb further development are important
considerations.

9.21.

The final section of this chapter concerning ‘Prudent use of resources’ makes reference to reducing new
mineral consumption and the promotion of the re-use of materials. It is important to understand that
these aims are achieved by controls on the way that new development is undertaken, rather than by
restrictions on the supply of minerals.

9.22.

The Core Strategy’s Strategic Aims are set out on page 23. Amongst them is:
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Employment
To assist in the provision of local employment and business opportunities,
particularly in the Local Centres, and in the diversification of the rural economy
in ways that are beneficial to the National Park and its community.

9.23.

Recognition of the role of the economy and acknowledgement that Dartmoor is a place where people live
and work as well as play are included in the Core Strategy’s Spatial Vision. The Vision acknowledges
that ‘A modest degree of expansion is desirable in the larger settlements, to accommodate new
employment and to provide housing for a thriving local population’, that ‘Both the working economy and
the National Park’s cultural identity are vested in the local people’ and the importance of achieving a
balance between stability and change.

9.24.

The spatial vision for Ashburton acknowledges the importance of tin mining in its historical prosperity,
and lists ‘sustaining the vibrant local service economy and enhancing opportunities for business and
commercial development’ amongst the measures that the vision looks to achieve through the Core
Strategy. The spatial vision for Ashburton is reiterated in the Development Management and Delivery
DPD adopted in 2013.

9.25.

Ashburton is designated as a Local Centre in the settlement hierarchy, and reference is made to its good
connections with public transport and highway networks, and other designated centres. Policy COR2
confirms that the priorities for spatial development approach in Ashburton, and other Local Centres in the
National Park include the following

‘provide scope for maintaining and improving employment opportunities and commercial activity consistent
with local business needs and environmental capacity;
ensure that a range of local services are maintained and where possible enhanced;’
9.26.

Policy COR2 also states
(iii)Outside the Local Centres and Rural Settlements of the National Park, development will be
acceptable in principle if it:
a) is necessary to meet the proven needs of farming, including farm diversification and forestry, and
other enterprises with an essential requirement to locate in the open countryside,

9.27.

On page 46 the Core Strategy notes that a ‘flourishing and diverse local economy is amongst the widely
supported characteristics of a sustainable community’.

9.28.

Paragraph 5.12.5 sets out how the National Park will work with other agencies in the discharge of ‘the
duty to seek to foster the economic and social wellbeing of local communities’ within the National Park.

9.29.

Policy COR18 is the key policy for employment development. Acknowledging in the supporting text that
‘In order to maintain the economic health of communities within Dartmoor in the most sustainable way,
employment development should generally take place within or adjoining the Local Centres or Rural
Settlements’, the policy provides for ‘the provision of new employment sites within and adjoining Local
Centres, where there is evidence that demand cannot be met by existing or permitted sites’.

9.30.

In chapter 5.14 on use of natural resources, Linhay Hill Quarry is noted as one of two large quarries in
Dartmoor that are important components in the local economies of their respective nearby towns and the
surrounding areas. The other is Meldon, which has since been mothballed.

9.31.

Policy COR22 sets out the approach to mineral development in the National Park, restating the major
development test of para 116 of the NPPF, albeit expressed slightly differently. This difference is
described further in the Planning Statement that accompanies this Environmental statement.

9.32.

The major development test in para 116 of the NPPF is:
"Planning permission should be refused for major developments in these designated areas except in
exceptional circumstances and where it can be demonstrated they are in the public interest.
Consideration of such applications should include an assessment of:


the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, and the
impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy;
the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated area, or meeting
the need for it in some other way; and
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any detrimental effect on the environment, including the landscape and recreational
opportunities, and the extent to which that could be moderated."

Dartmoor National Park Development Management and Delivery Development Plan
Document
9.33.

This development plan document (DPD), adopted in 2013, sets out two main areas of planning policy:
 subject related policies (eg. environment, social well-being, economy, transport and tourism) to
advise and manage development
 site specific policies to set the planning framework for particular areas and land use

9.34.

Together with the Core Strategy the policies of the Development Management and Delivery DPD form
the basis for decision making for development in the Dartmoor National Park for the period to 2026.

9.35.

Chapter 2.3 of the Development Management and Delivery DPD reiterates the NPPF major development
test in its supporting text, and sets out the corresponding policy as Policy DMD2
Policy DMD2: Major development in Dartmoor National Park Planning permission will not be granted
for major development unless after the most rigorous examination it can be demonstrated that there
is an overriding public interest in permitting the development which outweighs National Park
purposes and the development cannot reasonably be accommodated in any other way.

9.36.

The remainder of the subject related policies in the Development Management and Delivery DPD
concern the physical criteria to which different types of development are expected to meet. The policies
in the Economy and Transport chapter address Policy DMD34: Agricultural, forestry and rural business
related development, (Policy DMD34): Farm diversification (Policy DMD35): advertisements and signing
policy (Policy DMD36): and Advance signs (Policy DMD37): Advance signs. As such these policies are
not directly related to the proposal to extend Linhay Hill Quarry, however, the policies about signing
(DMD36 and 37) are supportive of the proposal to provide signs to Fine Turf on the Waye Lane
replacement for Alston Lane.

9.37.

In the site specific section of the DPD, Ashburton’s vision for future development looks to amongst other
objectives:

sustain the vibrant local service economy
enhance opportunities for business and commercial development.

Dartmoor National Park Minerals Local Plan
9.38.

The Dartmoor National Park Minerals Local Plan was part of the 2004 Local Plan. Part 4 relating to the
Minerals Local Plan remains in place until it is replaced by any new Minerals and Waste policies. These
policies pre-date the NPPF. The factors to be taken into account in the consideration of planning
applications for minerals development are set out in Policy M4 and include

the local, regional or national economic benefits of extracting the mineral;
the local, regional or national need for the particular mineral, and alternative ways of meeting that need;

Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2036
9.39.

The Teignbridge Local Plan is the Development Plan for Teignbridge. It was adopted in May 2014 and
sets out the Councils spatial planning policies. It includes three overarching objectives. The first objective
is achieving economic prosperity. Key relevant ways in which economic prosperity can be achieved
include; reducing out-commuting and providing significantly greater local job opportunities (paragraph
1.7), supporting existing businesses (paragraph 1.6) and helping to support job creation and sustainable
travel in towns and villages (paragraph 1.8).

Approach and Methodology
9.40.

The methodology used in this socio-economic assessment is based on that described at Chapter 7
above. It is primarily a desk based assessment.

Study Area
9.41.

6

The Site is within the part of the Dartmoor National Park which overlaps with Teignbridge District Council.
Other district councils within the Park area are West Devon and South Hams District Councils. E&JW

Teignbridge District Council, Local Plan 2013 – 2033 (2014): https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/localplan
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Glendinning also have depots in Plymouth (Plymouth City Council) and Exeter (Exeter City Council).
These depots are supplied with materials direct from Linhay Hill Quarry. The study area for the purposes
of the socio-economic assessment therefore consists of local authorities in South Devon. South Devon is
defined as including the following:
Teignbridge District Council;
South Hams District Council;
West Devon District Council;
Plymouth City Council;
Exeter City Council, and;
Torbay Council.
Collectively these local authority areas can be termed ‘South Devon study area’ for the purposes of this
assessment. Where available data and baseline information from the DNPA is also used.

Methodology
9.42.

The impact assessment considers socio-economic effects of the Proposed Development during the
construction and operation phases. The nature of the Proposed Development is described in detail at
Chapter 3: Project Description and Chapter 5: Need

9.43.

The impact assessment focuses on the number of jobs expected to be created or safeguarded – directly,
indirectly and induced. The impact assessment is undertaken with consideration to the socio-economic
context of the study area in terms of its baseline conditions and future baseline7.

9.44.

Jobs are estimated based on information provided by Linhay Hill Quarry operator; E&JW Glendinning.
The assessment considers the net additionality of employment impacts based on the guidance issued by
the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) (Employment Densities Guide Second Edition 2010 and
Additionality Guide Fourth Edition 2014).

Significance Criteria
9.45.

There is no definitive guidance on socio-economic significance criteria for assessment of proposed
developments. The impact assessment is based on reasoned argument, previous experience and
professional judgment. It accords with the broad magnitude and significance definitions summarised in
Chapter 7.

9.46.

The scale of significance is described below, which together with expert judgement has been used to
assess the potential and residual effects of the Proposed Development against the baseline and future
baseline conditions. The assessment process aims to be objective and quantifies effects as far as
possible. However, some effects can only be evaluated on a qualitative basis. In line with the criteria set
out in Chapter 7: Approach to Consideration of impacts and Effects, effects are thus classified as either:




Beneficial - indicating an advantageous or beneficial effect to an environmental resource or receptor,
which may be minor, moderate or major in effect;
Negligible - indicating imperceptible effects on an environmental resource or receptor; and
Adverse - indicating disadvantageous or adverse effects on an environmental resource or receptor,
which may be minor, moderate or major in significance.

9.47.

In making judgments on significance, consideration is given to the national, regional and local baseline
and future baseline situation. The scale of the effect is determined in proportion to the area of impact
relevant to each receptor. Permanent effects are those that extend beyond the life of the Development.
Local effects are those affecting neighbouring receptors.

9.48.

In summary a ‘moderate’ or ‘major’ effect has been deemed to be ‘significant’ in relation to EIA
regulations.

Existing and Future Situation
9.49.

7

This section describes the existing and future baseline conditions relevant to the Site and Study Area. It
covers population, skills and education, economic and employment characteristics of the study area and
tourism.

Also known as the ‘Reference Case’ or ‘Deadweight’ see HCA Additionality Guidance (2014).
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Existing Local Businesses
9.50.

The Proposed Development is located in a predominantly rural area next to the strategic transport route
the A38. About 150m south of Linhay Hill Quarry is the Linhay Business Park. The Business Park
contains a range of relatively modern small to medium industrial/warehousing and office units. Opposite
this is the Ashburton Cookery School and other employment uses, including a small open storage and
warehousing site (Westcountry Storage Solutions). A Nursery (Riseley Nursery) is to the east, south of
the A38.

9.51.

The Extension to Linhay Hill Quarry would occur on land currently being used for livestock farming and
turf growing. Alston Farm is operated by a single tenant farmer. The Proposed Development would
reduce the size of Alston Farm but would not take up the entire land area. The extension will remove 7ha
of land used for turf growing. The operators, Fine Turf Devon Ltd are tenants of E&JW Glendinning and
the site is one of several that the company operates in Devon.

9.52.

There is a Caravan Park (Parkers Farm) approximately 325m south of the Proposed Development.
There are also two Bed and Breakfasts (B&B) (Ilex House B&B and Penpark B&B) approximately 400m
to 500m to the North east of the Proposed Development site boundary.

Population
9.53.

Table 9-1 presents population change between 2004 and 20148 in the study area compared to Devon,
the South West and England. In 2004 the population of the study area was estimated to be 691,800,
rising to 730,300 over a ten year period to 2014. This rate of change indicates that population growth in
the study area has occurred at a slower rate than the average for Devon which saw a 6.5% increase
from 718,800 to 765,300 over the same period. Moreover the table demonstrates that the study area’s
average population growth between 2004 and 2014 (5.6%) was slower than the South West average
(7.6%) and the national average (8.2%).
Table 9-1: Population Change 2004 – 2014
Study Area

Devon

South West
England

England

2004

691,800

718,800

5,038,300

50,194,600

2014

730,300

765,300

5,423,300

54,316,600

5.6%

6.5%

7.6%

8.2%

% Change 04 – 14

Source: ONS 2014 Mid-year Population Estimates

9.54.

ONS’ population projections9 suggest that the study area’s population will increase to 791,000 by 2037,
and Devon to 855,000. This continued population growth adds to the importance of continuing
employment creation in the coming years.

9.55.

The study area’s resident population of working age (16-64) is 62.3%, compared with 59.4%% in Devon
61.4% in the South West and 63.5% in England. This is shown in Figure 9-1 below. Reflecting its
characteristics of being known as a popular location for retiring people, Devon has an older than average
national population profile, with 24.3% of residents aged 65 and over in 2014. In comparison the study
area, which contains the urban areas of Exeter and Plymouth have a slightly lower percentage of
residents aged over 65 (21%), whilst this figure is in line with the South West average it is higher than the
England average (17.6%). In 2014 only 16.6% of the study area’s residents were aged 0-15 compared to
the England average 18.9%.

8
9

ONS 2014 Mid-year Population Estimates
ONS 2012-based Subnational Population Projections
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Figure 9-1 - ONS Mid Year Population projections 2014

Source: ONS 2012-based Subnational Population Projections

Skills and Education
9.56.

In 2013, the workforce of the study area had skills levels broadly comparable to Devon, the South West
and England10. The percentage of the workforce qualified to National Vocational Qualification (NVQ)
Level 3 and above in the study area (56.9%) is lower than the Devon average (59.4%) and those
qualified to NVQ level 4 and above (30.9% in the study area) is lower than the regional (34.1) and
national (34.9%) averages. The proportion of the study area’s workforce with no qualifications (6.3%) is
in line with the regional average (6.6%) but below the average for England (9.2%). Details are presented
in Table 9-2 and Figure 9-2 below.
Table 9-2 Workforce qualifications 2014
Qualifications

Study Area

Devon

South West
England

England

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

NVQ4+

138,800

32%

161,000

36%

1,197,000

37%

12,144,600

36%

NVQ3+

258,400

59%

266,300

60%

1,934,400

59%

19,215,000

56%

NVQ2+

337,400

77%

340,900

77%

2,502,600

77%

24,904,200

73%

NVQ1+

395,100

90%

400,000

90%

2,926,000

89%

28,972,100

85%

Other Qualifications

25,300

6%

20,000

5%

160,100

5%

2,123,300

6%

No Qualifications

19,600

4%

22,100

5%

184,100

6%

2,933,000

9%

Source: Nomis (2014), Annual Population Survey 2013

10

Nomis 2013, Annual Population Survey
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Figure 9-2 Workforce Qualifications 2014

Source: Nomis (2014)

Economy and Employment
9.57.

Table 9-3 below presents the economic activity rate of the study area’s working age population. The
table demonstrates that the study area, Devon and South West England have an economic activity rate
slightly higher than the England average11.
Table 9-3: Economic Activity 2015
Study Area (%)

Devon (%)

SW England (%)

England (%)

All persons aged 16-64

445,400

450,800

3,281,300

34,182,600

Economic Activity - aged 16-64

352,300

360,100

2,654,100

26,557,500

79.1%

79.9%

80.9%

77.7%

% Economic Activity - aged 16-64

Source: ONS 2015, Nomis Labour Market Statistics, Annual Population Survey 2015

9.58.

As shown in Table 9.3 above, as of 2015 the working age population (classified as people aged 16-64) of
the study area who were economically active stood at approximately 352,300, (79.1%). This is slightly
lower than in both Devon (79.9%) and the South West (80.9%) but higher than the England average
(77.7%).
Table 9-4 Economic activity (2010-2015)
Year
2010

Study Area
No.
%
344,100
77.3

Devon
No.
353,400

%
78.7

South West
No.
%
2,561,400
78.5

England
No.
25,762,600

%
76.5

2011

339,400

76.3

342,400

76.2

2,567,600

78.4

25,843,600

76.2

2012

346,500

78.0

354,000

79.6

2,576,900

78,7

26,043,400

76.6

2013

348,900

79.1

353,000

79.5

2,585,700

79,1

26,307,400

77.3

2014

348,500

78.9

351,000

79.7

2,603,100

79,5

26,385,400

77.4

2015

352,300

79.1

360,100

79.9

2,654,100

80.9

26,557,500

77.7

Source: ONS 2015, Nomis Labour Market Statistics, Annual Population Survey 2015

11

ONS 2015 – Nomis Labour Market Statistics, Annual Population Survey
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9.59.

Between 2010 and 2015, economic activity has risen slightly in the study area, Devon, the South West
and England. This reflects the recovery from the recent economic downturn. Increases in the study area
have been slightly better at 1.8% than Devon and England at 1.2% between 2010 and 2015. The South
West saw a rise in economic activity of 2.4% over the same time period.

Occupational Profile
9.60.

The percentage of employees in the Mining, Quarrying and Utilities sector within the study area (1.2%) is
in line with the regional and national average. According to the Business Register and Employment
Survey (2014) the mining, quarrying and utilities sector employs 3,810 in the study area12.

9.61.

The largest sector by number of employees in the study area is the Public Services sector which
employs 126,380 people, this constitutes 38.9% of the total workforce, providing a larger share of jobs
than the regional (32.6%) and national (31%) average for this sector.

9.62.

Both the study area and Devon have fewer employers in the Business Services sector, performing
relatively worse compared to the regional (22.8%) and national (27.1%) average.
Table 9-5 Employees by occupational sector (2014)
Study Area
number
%

Devon
number

%

South West
number
%

England
number

%

1. Agriculture,
Forestry and Fishing

401

0.1%

654

0.2%

24,668

1.0%

153,354

0.6%

2. Mining, Quarrying
and Utilities

3,810

1.2%

4,412

1.4%

28,734

1.2%

262,613

1.1%

3. Manufacturing

25,830

8.0%

25,248

8.1%

213,464

9.1%

2,020,401

8.3%

4. Construction

14,151

4.4%

17,449

5.6%

112,261

4.8%

1,052,904

4.3%

5. Sales

52,646

16.2%

55,731

17.9%

385,244

16.4%

3,876,132

16.0%

6. Transport and
Storage

10,576

3.3%

11,015

3.5%

81,767

3.5%

1,109,380

4.6%

7. Accommodations
and Food

29,123

9.0%

31,021

10.0%

202,870

8.6%

1,710,747

7.0%

8. Business
Services

61,527

19.0%

58,240

18.7%

536,401

22.8%

6,583,448

27.1%

9. Public Services

126,316

38.9%

107,069

34.4%

768,093

32.6%

7,530,930

31.0%

Total

324,380

100.0%

310,839

100.0%

2,353,502

100.0%

24,299,909

100%

Source: Nomis (2014), Business Register and Employment Survey 2014

Employment Projections
9.63.

The Devonomics Baseline Economic Projections report13 produced in 2011 appears to be the latest
published employment forecast relevant to the study area. It projects a 3.2% annual decline in
employment in Devon’s Mining and Quarrying sector between 2015 and 2020. Extending the same
percentage rate of employment decline to 2035 would equate to an overall 49% decline in employment in
the study area’s Mining and Quarrying sector. It would reduce from 3,810 jobs in 2014 to 1,924 jobs by
2035. This is a projected loss of 1,886 jobs. It should be noted that caution should be employed in using
these figures as they are based on an employment forecast made in 2011 which is now out of date and
was also produced in the height of the recent economic downturn. However, because they are based on
the latest available employment forecasts they do have some value in identifying the underlying
economic drivers to the sector.

9.64.

The Devonomics Baseline Economic Projections report projects a total employment growth in Devon of
1.0% per annum over a five year period between 2015 and 2020. Extending this rate of employment
growth to 2035 would constitute a 19% increase in total employment from 324,380 jobs in 2014 to
399,763 jobs in 2035. This is a projected increase of 75,383 jobs across Devon.

12
13

Nomis 2014, Business Register and Employment Survey
Assembling the evidence base for the Devon Local Economic Assessment (2011)
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Local and National Minerals Sector
9.65.

The Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus (2015) provides information about the
economy of Dartmoor and Exmoor National Parks. It identifies that the Dartmoor National Park is a
‘socio-economic entity’ and acknowledges that although conservation of the natural scenery is a key
priority of the area, providing local livelihoods through the economy is also important. In the foreword of
the Economic Prospectus it states the following:
‘For thousands of years Dartmoor and Exmoor have been landscapes where people have used and
worked with the environment to make a living.’ 14

9.66.

The Prospectus states that the national parks produce an annual turnover of around £770million and
includes around 3,145 firms. Average annual turnover per company therefore equals £244,833. Another
report; ‘Valuing England’s National Parks’ published in 2013 by National Parks England provides
Dartmoor specific information15. This report suggests that business turnover in Dartmoor in 2012 was
£606m. On this basis E&JW Glendinning, who have a turnover of £35m and a local supply chain of 360
firms represents around 5.8% of the Dartmoor economy and is one of the most significant firms operating
in the National Park.

9.67.

The Prospectus identifies that mineral extraction is part of the sustainable construction sector. It is an
important part of the Dartmoor National Park local rural economy. It contributes a significant element of
employment and turnover to the National Park’s economy. It is also key to promoting conservation of
local buildings and helping to build local housing, business and tourism infrastructure. The Prospectus
states that the national park economic assets are ‘.important to wider regional growth through the visitor
economy, quality of life, health and recreational offer as well as providing valuable carbon and water
catchment’16

Tourism
9.68.

According to the Domestic Tourism Overview 201417 in 2014 British residents took 41 million holiday trips
in England. British tourists spent £10 billion on domestic tourism in 2014. Overseas visitors added
£19.1bn to England’s tourist economy and made 29.8 million trips18.

9.69.

The number of UK visitors to Devon in 2014 fell 15.7% from the previous year to 442,807 in 2014. Total
expenditure by tourists in the county was £191.64m, a 25% decline on the previous year19. This perhaps
reflects the upturn of the UK economy after several years of economic downturn and respective increase
in attractiveness of foreign holidays to UK residents who have been cutting back on their holiday
spending in the intervening years.

9.70.

Devon’s tourist sector benefits from the pull of the Dartmoor National Park and the county’s coastal
location, the majority of the county’s tourist industry is focused on these two areas. The coast is located
approximately 15km from the proposed extension site.

9.71.

According to the Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus (2015), Dartmoor National
Park and Exmoor National Park contribute £237m to the economy and tourism is a large contributor20.
Dartmoor National Park offers tourists a range of outdoor activities including walking, climbing, riding,
cycling and orienteering. In recent years this has been a growing sector of the tourism industry. The
National Park’s heritage assets are also a draw for tourists interested in historic landscapes.

9.72.

The area’s popularity with tourists is capitalised upon by local businesses. The most proximate business
to the Quarry’s proposed extension area is the Ilex House Bed and Breakfast, approximately 150m north
east. Three other tourist economy businesses operate within the surrounding area, Penpark Bed and
Breakfast, Parkers Farm Caravan Park and Lemonford Caravan Park. These are all situated within
approximately 3km of the Quarry and proposed extension site. The town of Ashburton which lies to the
south west of the Quarry has a range of bed and breakfasts and small hotels.

9.73.

Notable tourist attractions in the vicinity include The River Dart Country Park, Dart Valley Railway and
Pennywell Farm. There are a number of activity centres including Dart Rock Climbing Centre and
Heatree Activity Centre.

14

Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus (2015)
National Parks England, Valuing England’s National Parks (2013), Appendix 1 Table A1.19
16
Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus (2015)
17 Visit England, Domestic Tourism Overview (2014) https://www.visitengland.com/biz/resources/
18 Visit England, The Value of Tourism in England, 2014 https://www.visitengland.com/biz/tourism-england/valuetourism-england
19 Visit Britain, Nation, region and County data – Devon (2014) https://www.visitbritain.org/
20
Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus (2015)
15
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Baseline Conclusions
9.74.

The analysis of baseline socio-economic conditions indicates that the study area at present has a high
rate of economic activity among the working age population. The workforce in the study area is relatively
less qualified than the regional and national average.

9.75.

The mining and quarrying industry makes up 1.2% of the total employment, this is in line with the
regional and national average; however projections suggest that whilst Devon’s economy will grow slowly
over the coming years the mining and quarrying industry will see a sustained decline in employment of
3.8% per annum. This would constitute a 49% decline in the sector.

9.76.

The Dartmoor and Exmoor Economic Prospectus (2015) highlights the importance of economic drivers in
the National Park. Valuing England’s National Parks’ published in 2013 by National Parks England
demonstrates that E&JW Glendinning operations at Linhay Hill Quarry are a significant element of the
DNPA local economy, constituting 5.8% of the turnover of Dartmoor’s economy.

Predicted Potential Impacts
9.77.

The following considers the impacts of the proposed development on the wider economy. Impacts on the
businesses at Alston Farm and Fine Turf are considered in chapter 15, Impact on Agricultural Land. In
brief no adverse impacts are anticipated.

Construction Phase - Direct Employment
9.78.

The Proposed Development would create an additional 10 FTE jobs per annum for approximately 10
years during the construction phase.

Construction Phase – Net Employment Effects
9.79.

In assessing the effects of the Proposed Development, it is important to take into account those
economic benefits that will be retained at a local or regional level, and which will be brought about over
and above what would take place in absence of the Proposed Development. The analysis below
estimates the additional employment benefits that would be generated by the Proposed Development.
To do so, the analysis follows the HCA’s additionality guidance (as set out in the Additionality Guide
Fourth Edition, 2014) to estimate the net additional benefits at a local and regional level.

9.80.

The key components of employment additionality relevant to this Proposed Development are as follows:








9.81.

21

Reference case or deadweight (the number or proportion of outputs that would be produced if the
Proposed Development did not go ahead). This is represented by the ‘Do nothing’ case as described
in Figure 9-3 below. In terms of the construction phase it demonstrates that no additional
construction jobs would occur in the absence of the Proposed Development.
Leakage effects (the number or proportion of outputs that benefit those outside of the intervention’s
target area). The HCA Additionality Ready Reckoner is used to estimate the likely leakage effects.
The HCA ready reckoner ‘low level leakage’ which is 10% is considered appropriate as the study
area is large and mainly rural and the majority of workers and suppliers live within the Study Area.
For example, according to the Milsted Langdon study21 £6m out of £20m total annual procurement
spend, including 360 firms, was in Devon.
Displacement (the number or proportion of outputs accounted for by reduced outputs elsewhere in
the target area). Due to the fact that Linhay Hill Quarry is effectively not expanding its output but
merely sustaining its current levels over a longer period of time, there is not considered to be any
direct local displacement of jobs at competing firms as a result of the Proposed Development. There
is also not considered to be any jobs lost at local firms due to the Proposed Extension. There may be
some minor inconveniences but all of the firms identified in ‘existing local business’ section above
are likely to continue trading if the Proposed Development went ahead.
Economic multiplier effects which include indirect and induced effects. This is further economic
activity associated with additional local income, local supplier purchases and longer term
development effects. For the purposes of this assessment the same economic multiplier is used as
that in the ‘Milsted Langdon’ Report (Appendix 9A). This is 1.75, or 75% indirect jobs as total of
direct jobs.

The additionality assumptions are applied to the 10 gross direct construction phase jobs identified in the
section above. This demonstrates that approximately 8 indirect FTE jobs and 18 jobs in total would be
created by the Proposed Development by 2035. Two of these jobs are likely to occur outside the study
area. These estimates are shown in Table 9-6 below:

Milsted Langdon, Linhay Hill Extension Economic Background and Impact Study (2015) para 1.20
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Table 9-6 Total Net Construction Phase Employment Related to the Proposed Development
FTE jobs in South
Devon Study Area

FTE jobs outside
Study Area
(Leakage)

Total Net FTE jobs

Gross direct employment

9

1

10

Displacement

0

0

0

Net direct employment

9

1

10

Indirect & induced employment

7

1

8

Total net employment

16

2

18

Source: Atkins (2015)

9.82.

The Construction Phase of the Proposed Development would lead to an impact of 16 jobs in the study
area by 2035 and 18 in total. These are sustainable long term jobs guaranteed for approximately ten
years from the start date of construction. The sensitivity of receptors, which in this case would be local
workers, is high as jobs are critical to their livelihoods, travel distances to work are relatively further and
jobs opportunities relatively fewer than in urban areas. There are around 14,000 construction workers in
the total Study Area (See Table 9-5).

9.83.

On balance the construction phase employment impact is considered to have a moderate beneficial
long term effect. This is a significant effect. While 16 jobs is a relatively small number in the context of
the total study area, the fact that the jobs are guaranteed for 10 years is significant.

Operation Phase - Direct Employment
9.84.

The current number of jobs based at the quarry is 116 and at the related office there are 20 employees
making 136 jobs employed directly in Ashburton. The company as a whole employs 240 people across
all their sites and all these jobs are dependent on the continued operation of Linhay Hill Quarry.

9.85.

If the Proposed Development is not approved, E&JW Glendinning Ltd would only be able to operate at
current employment levels for a further ten years (240 jobs until 2025). It would then wind down company
operations between 2025 and 2035 and would cease operating completely in 2035 (0 jobs by 2035). This
is termed the ‘Do nothing’ scenario. This is also termed the ‘reference case or deadweight’ in the HCA
additionality guidance.

9.86.

In total the operational phase of the Linhay Hill Quarry extension would safeguard 240 FTE jobs for at
least another 50 years. These jobs cover a wide range of professions and skill levels. The jobs range
from construction, production staff, distribution workers, drivers, engineers, technicians, office workers
and management.

9.87.

The employment profile of the combined construction and operational phases of the Proposed
Development scenario and the ‘Do nothing’22 scenario is shown in Figure 9-3 below:

22
The ‘do thing’ scenario is termed the Reference Case in the HCA Additionality Guidance (2014). It is also considered
to represent the Deadweight i.e. what would happen without the intervention.
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Figure 9-3 Linhay Hill Quarry Extension Employment Profile – Baseline, Proposed Development
and Do Nothing Scenarios (including construction and operation phase jobs)

Until approx. 2065

Source: Milsted Langdon (2015)
9.88.

As shown in Figure 9-3 above, in total the Proposed Development would create 10 additional jobs for 10
years safeguard 240 FTE direct jobs for a further 40 years. In the absence of the Proposed Development
these 240 jobs would start to taper off from 2025 and disappear by 2035. Therefore the gross direct
impact is 240 FTE jobs.

Operation Phase - Net Employment Effects
9.89.

The same additionality assumptions are applied to the 240 gross direct jobs identified in the section
above. The deadweight or reference case is represented by the ‘do nothing scenario’ as shown in Figure
9-3 above.

9.90.

This demonstrates that in addition approximately 180 indirect FTE jobs and 420 jobs in total would be
safeguarded by the Proposed Development by 2035. 42 of these jobs are likely to occur outside the
study area. These estimates are shown in Table 9-7 below:
Table 9-7 Total Net Operation Phase Employment Related to the Proposed Development 2035
FTE jobs in South
Devon Study Area
Gross direct employment

FTE jobs outside
Study Area
(Leakage)

Total Net FTE jobs

216

24

240

0

0

0

Net direct employment

216

24

240

Indirect & induced employment

162

18

180

Total net employment

378

42

420

Displacement

Source: Atkins (2015)

9.91.

The Proposed Development would lead to an impact of 378 jobs safeguarded in the study area by 2035
and 420 in total. These are sustainable long term permanent jobs. The sensitivity of receptors, which in
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this case would be local workers, is high as jobs are critical to their livelihoods, travel distances to work
are relatively further and jobs opportunities relatively fewer than in urban areas. In the context of the local
rural economy 378 jobs represents a significant number of jobs.
9.92.

On balance the employment impact is considered to create a moderate beneficial long term effect. This
is considered to be a significant effect.

Local Economic Resilience Effects
9.93.

The Proposed Development is critical to the future operations of Linhay Hill Quarry. Without it the quarry
would close by 2035 with the net loss of 420 jobs, including 378 within the Study Area. The projected
total employment in the Mining, Quarrying and Utilities sector within the Study Area by 2035 is 1,924
jobs. Therefore 378 safeguarded jobs is very significant proportion of the sector at almost 20%.

9.94.

At page 14 the Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus identifies how sustainable
construction and therefore the minerals sector is important to the rural economy of Dartmoor National
Park. The sector is critical as it helps to provide sustainable construction materials. This supports road
and flood infrastructure, house-building, business, tourism, agricultural and export sectors. Using local
construction materials helps to reduce road miles and in the case of maintaining and improving flood
defences and repairing flood damaged roads is critical for local resilience.

9.95.

The Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park Economic Prospectus suggests that total turnover in the
Dartmoor and Exmoor National Parks is £770m, with an average turnover per company of around
£250,000. Another report; ‘Valuing England’s National Parks’ published in 2013 by National Parks
England provides Dartmoor specific information23. This report suggests that total business turnover in
Dartmoor in 2012 was £606m. On this basis E&JW Glendinning, who have a turnover of £35m and a
local supply chain of 360 firms represents around 5.8% of the Dartmoor economy and is one of the most
significant firms operating in the National Park.

9.96.

This demonstrates how significant it is as a local company operating within the Dartmoor National Park
and how important it is to the local economy.

9.97.

On balance the Proposed Development is considered to create a moderate beneficial long term effect
on local economic resilience. This is considered to be a significant effect.

Tourism
9.98.

The Linhay Hill Quarry is currently operating as a quarry. It is located within but on the edge of the
DNPA. It is adjacent to the dual carriageway A38 and is screened by large trees. It has been operating
as a quarry for many years and so the current levels of tourism in the area acknowledge its existence.
The Proposed Development would see the quarry extended but the fundamental nature and scale would
remain essentially the same. In this regard it is not considered to have an impact on people wanting to
visit and stay in the local area and to walk in and around Dartmoor National Park.

9.99.

There may be some localised inconvenience for nearby Caravan Parks and B&Bs but this is not likely to
threaten their existence. Therefore on balance the Proposed Development is considered to have
negligible long term effect on local tourism.

Mitigation
9.100. There are no adverse effects so mitigation is not identified. Despite this, E&JW Glendinning have been
involved in consulting their tenants and local residents throughout the evolution of the proposals. This
has resulted, inter alia, in the proposals to upgrade Waye Lane. They will also consult and communicate
with any other nearby businesses who have any questions about the Proposed Development.

Residual Effects
9.101. This Chapter has analysed the socio-economic impact of the Proposed Development compared to
baseline conditions. Table 9-7 below summarises the overall residual effects of this socio-economic
impact assessment.

23

National Parks England, Valuing England’s National Parks (2013), Appendix 1 Table A1.19
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Table 9-7 Residual Effects
Impact

Mitigation

Residual Effect
& Significance

Duration

Explanation

Employment
Construction
Phase

N/A

Moderate
Beneficial
Significant

Long
term

16 FTE construction jobs guaranteed for
ten years is a significant element of the
local economy and construction sector

Employment
Operation
Phase

N/A

Moderate
Beneficial
Significant

Long
term

378 safeguarded FTE jobs in the study
area (420 in total) is a significant element
of the local economy

Local Economic
Resilience

N/A

Moderate
Beneficial
Significant

N/A

Negligible
Not
Significant

Tourism

Long
term

Long
term

The Proposed Development represents
20% of Study Area Quarrying sector and
maintains a critical local supply chain
Tourism locally will not differ from
current situation where Linhay Hill
Quarry operates. No evidence of
adverse effects on local tourism as a
result of the Proposed Development

Source: Atkins (2015)

Summary of Effects and Conclusions
9.102. In conclusion, the Proposals will generate moderate beneficial effects for the local economy and will
safeguard 378 jobs locally and 420 in total. In addition, 16 new jobs in the study area will be guaranteed
during the construction phase for ten years. Linhay Hill Quarry is an important element of the local rural
economy through its employment, supply chain linkages and supply of sustainable construction
materials. The company provides substantial revenues to the Treasury and Local Authorities. Preserving
its future will be important in maintaining local economic resilience and distinctiveness.
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10. Ecology
Introduction
Background
10.1.

This Chapter assesses the effects of the Proposed Development on Biodiversity during the
construction, operational and restoration phases of the project. The assessment has been
undertaken following guidance within the British Standard 42020: Biodiversity — Code of practice for
planning and development (2013).

10.2.

The chapter sets out the assessment methodology, provides a review of the baseline conditions of
the site and surrounding area, and determines the value of the identified ecological resources. The
chapter goes on to determine the potential impacts arising from construction, operation and
progressive restoration of the Proposed Development on each important ecological feature identified.
Appropriate mitigation, compensation and enhancement measures, that will be undertaken prior to,
or during construction, operation or progressive restoration in order to minimise the impacts of the
Proposed Development are then presented. Taking into account these measures, the ecological
significance of the residual impacts of the Project on each important ecological feature is finally
determined. This assessment is set within the relevant planning and legislative context applicable to
ecological and nature conservation resources.

10.3.

This chapter has been produced by Woodfield Ecology in conjunction with Atkins Ltd.

Supporting Information
10.4.

The following summarises the baseline ecological conditions recorded within the site, gathered
through extensive ecological field surveys and desk studies carried out during 2014-2016. Full
details of the methods, results and findings of these baseline studies are presented within
accompanying Technical Appendices as follows:
Appendix 10.1 Baseline Survey Reports
Extension Area:
10.1a Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey
10.1b Badgers (Confidential)
10.1c Bats
10.1d Breeding Birds
10.1e Dormouse
10.1f Great Crested Newt
10.1g Reptiles
10.1h Invertebrates
Waye Lane:
10.1i Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey
10.1j Bats
10.1k Dormice
Further supporting information is provided within the following Technical Appendices which should be
read in conjunction with this chapter:
Appendix 10.2 Ecological Consultation Responses
Appendix 10.3 Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy (EMES)
Appendix 10.4 ES Ecological Chapter References

10.5.

Other supporting documents which should also be read in conjunction with this chapter are:
Linhay Hill Quarry Outline Restoration Strategy
Linhay Hill Quarry Outline Land Management Plan
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Scheme Proposals
10.6.

Chapters 2 and 3 of the Environmental Statement provide a description of current operations, land
uses and environmental conditions at Linhay Hill Quarry, together with a detailed description of the
project proposals. The location of the existing quarry, proposed quarry extension, screening bunds
and road works are shown in Figure 3-1.The proposed sequencing of the Stages and the associated
time line are summarised in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 contained within Chapter 3.

10.7.

In summary, the proposals involve various elements, regarded as the construction, operational and
restoration phases as listed below:
Construction Phase: includes the provision of the replacement Waye Lane, Alston Farm Access and
Lower Waye Access; widening of Balland Lane; diversion of Ashburton Footpath 16; hedgerow
removal and translocation; and other associated preliminary works. In addition there is the
staged topsoil and overburden stripping and associated construction of the overburden
screening bunds alongside the A38 and at Caton in years 2 and 10 (Stage 1) and years 13 & 16
(Stage 2); and backfilling into the main quarry in year 31 (Stage 3) and in years 40, 43 and 46
(Stage 4).
Operational Phase: the subsequent extraction of minerals from within the extension area and
continued extraction at the existing quarry, broken down into stages as the extraction
progresses.
Restoration Phase: the proposed restoration of the site will predominantly enable future nature
conservation, amenity and informal recreation uses, with some employment use.

Legislation, Policy and Guidance
10.8.

The following section sets out further details of relevant legislation, policy and guidance referenced
during the EcIA, as summarised in Table 10.1 below:

Table 10-1

Legislative and Policy Context - Ecology

Level

Act

LEGISLATION
International

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended)

National

Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended)
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000
The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC) 2006
The Protection of Badgers Act, 1992
The Hedgerow Regulations, 1997

PLANNING POLICY

Document

Key Policies / References

National

National Planning Policy
Framework 2012

NPPF Core Principle 11: Conserving and
Enhancing the Natural Environment

Circular 06/05: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and
the Impact within the Planning System
Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystem services (Defra
2011)
UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework (July 2012)
Planning For a Healthy Environment – Good Practice Guidance for Green
Infrastructure and Biodiversity (TCPA and Wildlife Trusts 2012)
Local: Dartmoor
National Park
Authority

Minerals Local Plan

M4: Planning Application Considerations

Core Strategy
Development Plan Document
(DPD)

COR1: Sustainable Development
COR3: Characteristic Landscapes & Features
COR7: Biodiversity & Geodiversity
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Level

Act
COR22 Minerals Development

Local: Teignbridge
District Council

DNP Development Management
and Delivery Development Plan
Document (DMD)

DMD6: Development affecting moor, heath and
woodland
DMD14: Natural environment, biodiversity and
geodiversity

DNPA Management Plan
2014 - 2019

Dartmoor’s Special Qualities

Local Plan 2013 - 2033

EN8: Biodiversity Protection and Enhancement
EN9: Important Habitats and Features
EN10: European Wildlife Sites
EN11: Legally Protected and Priority Species
EN12: Woodlands, Trees and Hedgerows

Legislative Framework
10.9.

The applicable legislative framework is summarised as follows:
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended)

10.10. The European Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds (the 'Birds Directive')
provides a framework for the conservation and management of, and human interactions with, wild
birds in Europe. The main aim of Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural
Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora (EC Habitats Directive) is to promote the maintenance of
biodiversity by requiring Member States to take measures to maintain or restore natural habitats and
wild species at a favourable conservation status, introducing robust protection for those habitats and
species of European importance. In the UK both directives are transposed into national laws by
means of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations (2010) commonly known as the
'Habitats Regulations'. In the case of certain elements of the Birds Directive transposition is also
provided in part through the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended; see below).
10.11. The EC Habitats Directive provides protection for European Protected Species (EPS) which are
listed in Schedule 2 of the UK Habitats Regulations. The list includes all species of bat occurring in
the UK, dormouse and great crested newts amongst others. European protected animal species and
their breeding sites or resting places are also protected. It is an offence for anyone to deliberately
capture, disturb, injure or kill any Schedule 2 animal. It is also an offence to damage or destroy a
breeding or resting place of a Schedule 2 animal.
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (WCA 1981; as amended)
10.12. The WCA provides protection for all species of bird. The WCA makes it an offence (with exception to
species listed in Schedule 2 of the Act) to intentionally:
kill, injure, or take any wild bird,
take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is in use or being built (also [take,
damage or destroy the nest of a wild bird included in Schedule ZA1] under the Natural
Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC Act) 2006 or
take or destroy an egg of any wild bird.
10.13. Special penalties are available for offences related to birds listed on Schedule 1 of the WCA, for
which there are additional offences of disturbing these birds at their nests, or their dependent young.
Examples of Schedule 1-listed bird species mentioned within this chapter include barn owl Tyto alba
and peregrine Falco peregrinus.
10.14. The WCA also provides special protection for non-avian fauna that are listed on its Schedule 5. The
WCA makes it an offence (subject to exceptions) to intentionally kill, injure or take any wild animal
listed on Schedule 5, and prohibits interference with places used for shelter or protection, or
intentionally disturbing animals occupying such places. Those species of relevance in the context of
this chapter that are listed under Schedule 5 include all British bat species, dormouse Muscardinus
avellanarius and great crested newt Triturus cristatus.
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The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW Act 2000)
10.15. The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW) strengthened the protection given to SSSIs
and certain species under the WCA 1981 (as amended) making it an offence to “…recklessly
disturb…” the sheltering places of wild animals designated under Schedule 5 of the WCA 1981 (as
amended).
The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (NERC Act 2006)
10.16. The NERC Act places a ‘Biodiversity Duty’ on Government (including local authorities) to have
regard for biodiversity in the execution of their functions and on the Secretary of State to further
promote the conservation of these habitats and species. It also provides the legal basis for listings of
Species and Habitats of Principal Importance for the Conservation of Biodiversity in England. These
listings and the actions relevant to them were elaborated in the (now superseded) UK Biodiversity
Action Plan. The background information and habitat and species action plans elaborated for the
BAP are still useful tools in the assessment of progress towards the Aichi Targets.
10.17. The Priority Species and Habitats (S.41) listing for England now has:



945 species and
56 habitats

10.18. Priority Species and Habitats and other species of note of potential relevance to the site are
addressed in the main chapter.
The Protection of Badgers Act, 1992
10.19. This act makes it an offence to wilfully kill, injure, take, possess or cruelly ill-treat a badger Meles
meles, or to attempt to do so; or to intentionally or recklessly interfere with a sett. Sett interference
includes disturbing badgers whilst they are occupying a sett, as well as damaging or destroying a
sett or obstructing access to it. A licence can be granted by Natural England to permit works that
would otherwise result in an offence (e.g. to allow sett closure where activities close by may
otherwise result in disturbance or damage to the sett). This legislation was introduced for welfare,
rather than conservation, reasons.
The Hedgerow Regulations, 1997
10.20. This legislation protects hedgerows defined as "important" in accordance with the criteria given in the
Regulations 1997 (see Appendix 10.1a for a full description of the wildlife & landscape criteria given
in the Regulations).

Planning Policy Framework
10.21. Planning policy and guidance at the national, county and local level and its relevance to
environmental design and assessment is discussed in Chapter 4. Relevant national and local
policies in relation to biodiversity and nature conservation are detailed further below.
NPPF
10.22. Planning policies on protection of biodiversity and geological conservation through the planning
system are now included in the National Planning Policy Framework 2012 (NPPF). The NPPF (2012)
stipulates that:






All developments should consider climate change and biodiversity.
If significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through locating on an
alternative site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort,
compensated for, then planning permission should be refused.
Development proposals where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity
should be permitted.
Opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be encouraged.
Planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats, including Ancient Woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found
outside Ancient Woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location
clearly outweigh the loss.
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10.23. The guidance which accompanies the NPPF emphasises the following:







The pursuit of sustainable development includes moving from a net loss of biodiversity to
achieving net gains for nature, and that a core principle for planning is that it should contribute
to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and reducing pollution.
That developments should focus in terms of net biodiversity gain on the achievement of goals
set out in Biodiversity 2020.
That planning authorities should consider the opportunities that individual development
proposals may provide to enhance biodiversity and contribute to wildlife and habitat connectivity
in the wider area.
That local ecological networks and local sites (for nature conservation) should be taken carefully
into account in any development schemes.
That ecosystem services should be considered in planning.
That the importance of green infrastructure in a development is above and beyond the need for
mitigation and compensation of adverse effects on biodiversity.

NPPF Core Principle 11: Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment
10.24. The key text relating to ecology and biodiversity is reproduced below (emphases added):
‘109. The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by:
Protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils;
Recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services;
Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where
possible, contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline
in biodiversity, including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are
more resilient to current and future pressures.’
10.25. The NPPF states that local planning authorities should set criteria based policies which recognise
the hierarchy of designated sites which range from internationally important habitat, to sites of
importance at a local level and ensuring that protection is:
'commensurate with their status and gives appropriate weight to their importance and the
contribution that they make to wider ecological networks’; as well as setting out ‘…a
strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection,
enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure’.
10.26. Further to this, a list of principles which local planning authorities should follow when determining
planning applications is included in the NPPF as set out below:
‘If significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided…adequately
mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be
refused;
Proposed Development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest,
likely to have an adverse effect on the SSSI should not normally be permitted;
Development proposals where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance
biodiversity should be permitted;
Opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be
encouraged;
Planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland…unless the need for,
and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss…; and
Confirmation as to the protection afforded to a range of wildlife sites.
10.27. Additional guidance is provided on the effects of pollution on human health and the natural
environment relating to waste materials, noise pollution, air pollution and light pollution.
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10.28. NPPF guidance is supplemented by Planning Practice Guidance which is aimed at explaining key
issues in implementing the above policy.
Circular 06/05: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and the
Impact within the Planning System
10.29. Under the NPPF, Government Circular: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation – Statutory
Obligations and their Impact within the Planning System (ODPM & DEFRA, 2005) still applies. This
states that:
‘The potential effects of a development, on habitats or species listed as priorities in the
UK BAP, and by Local Biodiversity Partnerships, together with policies in the England
Biodiversity Strategy, are capable of being a material consideration in … the making of
planning decisions'.
10.30. Further:
'The presence of a protected species is a material consideration when a planning
authority is considering a development proposal that, if carried out, would be likely to
result in harm to the species or its habitat.’
10.31. With respect to the Priority Species and Habitats, the NERC S.41 list should now be used for
planning purposes rather than the UK BAP list, although the two lists are very similar.
Post 2020 framework
10.32. The ‘UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework’ (July 2012) succeeded the UK BAP 1994 and
‘Conserving Biodiversity – the UK Approach’ 2007 after Nagoya and the Aichi targets. The
framework demonstrates how the work of the UK and each of its component countries contributes to
achieving the ‘Aichi targets’. It also identifies the activities required to complement the country
biodiversity strategies in achieving the targets.
10.33. The new Biodiversity Action Reporting System is a new tool for measuring the progress towards
meeting the goals of this framework.
Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystem services (Defra 2011)
10.34. This strategy puts an emphasis on large scale connectivity of conservation initiatives and, in terms of
priorities and key actions, provides a summary as four themes.





Theme1. A more integrated large-scale approach to conservation on land and at sea.
Theme 2. Putting people at the heart of biodiversity policy.
Theme 3. Reducing environmental pressures.
Theme 4. Improving knowledge.

Planning For a Healthy Environment – Good Practice Guidance for Green Infrastructure and
Biodiversity (TCPA and Wildlife Trusts 2012)
10.35. The guidance document, ‘Planning for a Healthy Environment – Good Practice Guidance for Green
Infrastructure and Biodiversity’ (July 2012) supplements the NPPF. It places a strong emphasis on
seeking net ecological gain and recognises the importance of the planning system in delivering
sustainable development, protecting and enhancing biodiversity, and delivering well-planned
multifunctional green infrastructure (GI).
10.36. The guide sets out a list of 10 key principles for GI delivery, including Principle 6 which states that:
‘GI needs to be central to the development’s design and must reflect and enhance the
area’s locally distinctive character.’
10.37. The key principles also acknowledge the variety of social, health and well-being benefits that are
derived by local people.
Dartmoor National Park Authority: Minerals Local Plan
10.38. Under Policy M4 within the Dartmoor National Park Minerals Plan, applications for new minerals
workings; extension of existing workings; mineral waste tipping, recycling or re-use; and ancillary
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development, will be rigorously examined and determined having regard to a number of factors
which includes
‘the effects on land with recognised conservation interest, including sites of nature
conservation importance.’
Dartmoor National Park Authority: Local Plan
10.39. The Dartmoor National Park Authority’s 'Local Plan' is comprised of two documents:



Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy Development Plan Document (DPD); and
Dartmoor National Park Development Management and Delivery Development Plan Document
(DMD)

10.40. Taken together, nature conservation policies set out in these documents require that development
within the National Park will:
'be sustainable, and take into account the conservation of natural resources including
water, air, soils, geo-diversity and biodiversity;
conserve and enhance the characteristic landscapes and features that contribute to
Dartmoor's special environmental qualities, including (amongst others) watercourses,
wetlands, river corridors, moor and heath, woodlands, trees and orchards, wildlife
habitats and field boundaries;
protect, maintain or enhance the biodiversity interests, and seek opportunities to restore
or recreates habitats or linkages between them;
provide Special Areas of Conservation with the highest level of protection and
enhancement;
further the conservation and enhancement of nationally protected species or habitats
conserve, enhance or restore priority habitats and species;
protect and where appropriate enhance other defined sites, features, habitats, species,
networks or natural processes of ecological importance;
ensure that effective avoidance or mitigation measures are implemented (which may
include off-site compensation); and
result in no net loss of biodiversity.'
Teignbridge District Council: Local Plan
10.41. The Teignbridge Local Plan was adopted in May 2014 and contains the following policies of
particular relevance to the wider biodiversity context:






EN8 Biodiversity Protection and Enhancement
EN9 Important Habitats and Features
EN10 European Wildlife Sites
EN11 Legally Protected and Priority Species
EN12 Woodlands, Trees and Hedgerows

Local Biodiversity Action Plans
10.42. Originally published in 1998, The Nature of Devon – A Biodiversity and Geodiversity Action Plan
(Devon BAP) identifies local priorities, targets and plans of action for Devon’s wildlife and geology.
Habitat Action Plans (HAPs) and Species Action Plans (SAPs) considered relevant to this chapter
are:





Alder / willow wet woodland
Caves, karst & limestone habitats
Flower-rich meadows & pastures
Pits quarries and cuttings
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Dormouse
Greater horseshoe bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum
Primrose Primula veris

10.43. In addition, conservation priorities and actions for Dartmoor’s key habitats and species are defined
within Living Dartmoor: A strategy to deliver benefits for Dartmoor’s Wildlife, which was produced by
the Dartmoor Biodiversity Partnership in 2013 and progresses the work previously carried out
through the Dartmoor Biodiversity Action Plan 2001-2011. In addition to the Key Wildlife Areas, the
value of ‘wider countryside habitats’ is highlighted within the strategy and includes features described
further within this chapter:




Rivers and other waterbodies
Hedgerow, stone walls and road verges
Rocky outcrops, quarries and caves

10.44. Key species for conservation that have been identified within the Living Dartmoor strategy of
relevance to this chapter include:



Greater horseshoe bat
Deptford pink Dianthus armeria

10.45. Teignbridge BAP was also referred to for contextual purposes given the proximity of the site to the
district boundary. Relevant action plans include:





Bats
Deptford pink
Limestone Rock and Grassland
Quarries and Cuttings

Ecological Guidance
South Hams SAC – Greater Horseshoe Bat Consultation Zone Planning Guidance
10.46. This guidance was produced by Devon County Council and Natural England to inform planning
applications with regard to potential impacts on greater horseshoe bats within the South Hams
Special Area of Conservation (SAC). The guidance identified priority greater horseshoe bat habitat
zones across South Devon that are likely to support the key roost sites within the South Hams SAC.
These are defined as follows (emphases added):
“strategic feeding habitat, a sustenance area has been identified of 4km radius circle
centred on each of the component roosts of the SAC…Most urban areas within the
sustenance zone are not likely to provide suitable conditions or opportunities for foraging
greater horseshoe bats….strategic flyways are a key network of flight path zones
connecting the component roosts of the South Hams SAC.’
10.47. It contains guidance on the level of bat survey required and details development activities which may
result in impacts on the identified greater horseshoe bat habitat zones.

Biodiversity South West - South West Nature Map – A Planners Guide
10.48. The principal purpose of South West Nature Map and its accompanying guidance is to assist forward
planners:



To identify areas and sites at the local level that can contribute towards regional targets for
the restoration and creation of priority habitats; and
To inform the formulation and use of appropriate policies at a local level.
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Assessment Methodology
10.49. The assessment within this chapter follows the recently revised Guidelines for Ecological Impact
Assessment in the UK and Ireland: Terrestrial, Freshwater and Coastal, 2nd edition, prepared by the
Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM, 2016). The objective of the
Guidelines is to promote a scientifically rigorous and transparent approach to Ecological Impact
Assessment (EcIA) as a key component of EIA. The Guidelines comprise advise on best practice in
three key areas of EcIA:
(a)

Identifying and evaluating important ecological features;

(b)

Quantifying and characterising impacts and assessing their significance; and

(c)

Minimising adverse impacts and maximising benefits through the scheme design process.

Study Area
10.50. For the purposes of this chapter, the term ‘site’ refers to all land within the red line boundary as
shown on Figure 10.1. Within the site, three main sub-areas are defined for ease of reference within
this chapter:




Extension Area: this encompasses land at Alston Farm to the north-east of the existing quarry
where extraction and overburden bunding is proposed. The proposed new access route to
Alston Farm and Cottage run along the northern boundary of this area;
Waye Lane Replacement Route: the proposed replacement route for Alston Lane,
encompassing widening of Balland Lane and bus turning circle and the proposed recreational
access along Place Lane and disused walled garden at Place House;
Existing Quarry: the active quarry at Linhay Hill, encompassing all quarry workings, processing
and ancillary facilities and progressively restored spoil tip to the north.

10.51. The term study area refers to the areas covered by the ecological surveys and desk based studies
which varied as appropriate for the ecological feature being considered due to the size of their home
range etc. as well as the nature of the predicted impacts. The individual study areas used for each
survey / desk study search are defined for each feature in Table 10.3 below.

Consultation
10.52. This EcIA has been completed with particular consideration of the DNPA’s requirements regarding
ecology, as presented in their Scoping Opinions (March 2015 and January 2016).
10.53. Table 10.2 below provides a summary of the additional consultation activities undertaken in support
of the preparation of this Chapter (refer also to Appendix 10.2)
Table 10.2: Ecological Consultations undertaken
Consultee

Nature of consultations
and dates

Summary of discussion points and outcomes

Dartmoor
National Park
Authority
Ecologist –
Naomi Barker

Email / telephone
consultation: May 2015 –
May 2016
Site Meeting: August 2015
Meeting: April 2016

Confirmed agreement with the scope of surveys
undertaken.
Agreed approach to use of the DEFRA Biodiversity
offsetting metric, as requested within Scoping Opinion.
Discussed sites to consider within cumulative impact
assessment.
Agreed general approach to mitigate potential impacts in
relation to greater horseshoe bats.
Confirmed agreement with bat survey analysis,
evaluation and interpretation.
Requested consideration of potential for enhancement
measures within ownership areas outside of the site.
Confirmed agreement over the age of survey data being
adequate for the assessment, subject to update surveys
/ monitoring post-planning.
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Consultee

Nature of consultations
and dates

Summary of discussion points and outcomes
Discussed mitigation and enhancement proposals
including hedgerow translocation strategy and habitat
creation including Deptford pink.
Agreed outline Restoration Strategy – broad concepts
and content for submission.
Discussed broad content of Ecology Chapter of the
Environmental Statement.
Discussed DNPA involvement within a future Steering
Group to oversee long term management and
restoration.
Discussed frequency and timing of monitoring and
update surveys

Natural
England –
Julien Sclater

Discretionary Advice
Service (DAS) covering bat
surveys and mitigation and
enhancement design.
(note that DAS was
requested for all protected
species surveys, but was
not available due to NE
resourcing constraints.)
Emails – November 2015 –
May 2016
Meeting: 05 May 2016

Confirmed agreement over the age of survey data being
adequate for the assessment.
Confirmed that bat surveys followed relevant applicable
guidance and to a high standard.
Considered the approach to biodiversity mitigation and
enhancement to be exemplary.
Advised that the mitigation and enhancement measures
proposed adequately deal with any potential residual
impacts on the limited greater horseshoe bat numbers
associated with the site.
Confirmed the proposals would not result in likely
significant effects upon greater horseshoe bats
associated with the South Hams SAC.

Method of baseline data collection
Desk Study
10.54. An ecological desk study was completed to collate current baseline data held by statutory and nonstatutory consultees in line with standard guidelines (IEA, 1995) and current best practice (CIEEM,
2013).
10.55. The following baseline data were gathered:






Records of statutory sites designated for nature conservation value including European Sites
(comprising Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and
Ramsar Sites) and UK sites such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and National
Nature Reserves (NNRs);
Records of non-statutory sites designated for nature conservation;
Habitats of importance for nature conservation including ancient woodland and Habitats of
Principal Importance (HPIs) under the NERC Act (2006); and
Records of legally protected species and notable species (including BAP species and Species
of Principal Importance (SPIs) under the NERC Act (2006)).

10.56. Information was primarily requested from Devon Biological Records Centre (DBRC) in May 2014,
with bat records also supplied by Devon Bat Group in August 2014. On the basis of advice received
from DBRC regarding the availability of new information, an update data search with respect to bat
records only was completed in March 2016.
10.57. With regards the Extension Area, information was collated from within a 2km study area, extended to
5km for bats and 10km for European Sites. In relation to the Waye Lane Replacement Route,
information was collated from within a 1km study area, extended to 4km for bats and 10km for
European Sites.
10.58. On-line resources, including data available through the Multi Agency Geographic Information for the
Countryside website (www.magic.gov.uk) was used to supplement the information obtained from
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DBRC and special interest groups, and was reviewed in order to obtain an overview of habitat
classifications, landscape character and relevant statutory and non-statutory designations.
Field surveys
10.59. A suite of ecological surveys were undertaken across the site between 2014 and 2015, with
confirmatory update surveys undertaken in early spring 2016 as required. Surveys were focussed on
the Extension Area and Waye Lane Replacement Route where impacts arising from the proposals
would occur from the point of project commencement. Whilst the existing quarry was also subject to
a Phase 1 Habitat Survey in order to establish ecological context, further ecological surveys were not
considered necessary in this part of the site given that no ecologically relevant impacts (over and
above permitted quarrying activities) will occur here until Stage 2 (14 years from project
commencement). A number of small areas within the wider area, where mitigation or enhancement
measures (including for ecological, landscape and community benefits) are proposed, away from the
main part of the Site were subject to Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey only on the basis of the small
scale or nature of impacts in those locations to confirm their suitability and identify any ecological
considerations necessary.
10.60. A requirement to update baseline ecological surveys and undertake routine monitoring over the
entire lifespan of the project is set out within the Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy
(see Appendix 10.3).
10.61. Baseline reports for the Extension Area and Waye Lane Replacement Route provide detailed
methodologies (refer to Appendices 10.1a-10.1k); a summary for each survey task is presented in
Table 10.3 below. Where surveys were scoped out (in relation to Waye Lane Replacement Route),
an explanation is also provided.
Table 10-3: Summary of Survey Methods, Timings & Study Areas
Survey / Task

Extended
Phase 1
Habitat
Survey

Summary Methodology

Extended Phase 1 Habitat
Survey, using standard
methods (JNCC, 2010) to map
habitats and including an
assessment of the potential
presence of protected / notable
species.

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Extension
Area +100m

April 2014
(main survey)

Waye Lane
Replacement
Route
centreline +
50m either
side

January
2015 (main
survey)

March 2016
(update
walkover
survey)

April & June
2015
(confirmatory
checks)
May 2016
(Place Lane
& walled
garden)

Hedgerow
Regulations
Assessment

All hedgerows within the study
areas were subject to
assessment to identify whether
any qualified as ‘important’
under wildlife and landscape
criteria listed within the
Hedgerow Regulations 1997
(refer to Appendix 10.1a for full
details of criteria).

Extension
Area &
connecting
hedges

April 2014
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Survey / Task

Summary Methodology

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Great crested
newt: Habitat
Suitability
Index Survey

All ponds within the study area
(excluding those found to be
dry or separated from it by
significant barriers including
the A38 and slip road) were
subject to Habitat Suitability
Index (HSI) assessment
developed by Oldham et al.
(2000).

Extension
Area + 500m

April 2014

Not surveyed
- no
additional
suitable
ponds
identified
within 500m

N/A

Great Crested
Newt:
Presence /
absence
surveys

Presence / absence surveys
for great crested newts were
carried out in accordance with
current best practice (English
Nature, 2001) and comprised
four survey visits. On each
occasion, three out of the
following four survey methods
were used: bottle-trapping,
netting, and egg-searching and
torching.

All ponds
within
Extension
Area +500m
(excluding
those
scoped out
by HSI
survey).

April – May
2014

Not
surveyed:
(see above)

N/A

Reptile Survey

Presence/absence surveys
were carried out in areas of
suitable habitat in accordance
with best practice guidelines
(HGBI, 1998 and Froglife,
1999). A total of 74 artificial
refugia were deployed within
suitable habitat across the site
and checked on at least 7
survey visits during suitable
weather conditions over the
survey period. Any reptile
sightings made by direct visual
observation of habitats and
natural refugia were also
recorded.

Extension
Area &
surrounding
habitats

May –
September
2014

Not surveyed
due to minor
impacts to
suitable
habitats

N/A

Bat Roosts

All bat roost surveys were
undertaken in accordance with
best practice guidance at the
time (Hundt, 2012) and
included:
 Ground level inspections of
trees to assess their
potential to provide roosting
opportunities.

Extension
Area &
adjacent offsite
buildings at
Alston Farm
& Alston
Cottage

Building
Inspections:
May / June
2014
Tree
Inspections:
April 2014
Dusk
emergence /
Dawn Reentry Surveys:
May –
September
2014

Waye Lane
Replacement
Route
centreline
+50 either
side &
nearby (offsite)
buildings at
Lower Waye

Building
Inspections:
May 2015
Tree
Inspections:
January
2015
Dusk
emergence /
Dawn Reentry
Surveys:
May –
September
2015

 Detailed inspections of the
interior and exterior of all
buildings within the study
areas (where accessible) to
search for evidence of
roosting bats as well as any
potential roosting sites.
 Dusk emergence and dawn
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Survey / Task

Summary Methodology

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Extension
Area &
surrounding
habitats

May –Oct
2014 & April
2015

Waye Lane
Replacement
Route
centreline
+50 either
side

April –
October
2015

re-entry surveys at
buildings as follows:
-

Alston Farm: 3x
surveys by a team of 4
surveyors

-

Alston Cottage: 2x
surveys by a team of 2
surveyors

-

Lower Waye: 3x
surveys by a team of 4
surveyors

 Automated surveys – static
detectors were placed
inside buildings to
supplement the above
survey information.
 Dusk emergence and dawn
re-entry surveys of all trees
with ‘medium’ or above
potential to support roosting
bats which could be
impacted by the proposals.
Bat Activity

Extension Area:
Due to the presence of a
strategic flyway for greater
horseshoe bats along the
southern boundary of the
Extension Area and the close
proximity to a sustenance
zone, survey guidance
contained within the South
Hams SAC – Greater
Horseshoe bat consultation
zone planning guidance
(Natural England, 2010) was
followed and comprised:
 Manual Surveys: 10 No.
evening transects (at least
one per month between
April - October). Surveys
commenced at sunset and
continued for 3 hours after.
Two separate transect
routes were walked by
experienced bat surveyors
on each occasion;
 Automated Surveys: 5
static detectors were
deployed and rotated once
per month to cover 10
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Survey / Task

Summary Methodology

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Extension
Area &
surrounding
habitats

May 2014 –
December
2014

Waye Lane
Replacement
Route
centreline
+50 either
side

May 2015 –
October
2015

sampling locations, with
data from >50 recording
nights obtained from each
location.
Waye Lane Replacement
Route:
As the proposed route does
not fall within / immediately
adjacent to a strategic flyway
or sustenance zone for greater
horseshoe bats, standard best
practice guidelines at the time
(Hundt, 2012) were followed,
comprising:
 Manual Surveys: A transect
survey was completed each
month between April –
October. Surveys started at
sunset and continued for 23 hours after, carried out by
a team of 2 surveyors.
 Automated Surveys: Static
detectors were deployed to
cover 4 sampling locations
along the proposed route.
Each location was sampled
for a minimum of 5
consecutive recording
nights between April –
October.
Dormouse

Surveys to establish the likely
presence / absence of dormice
were undertaken in
accordance with the Dormouse
Conservation Handbook
(Bright et. al., 2006) and
comprised:
 Nest tube surveys – nest
tubes were deployed at c.
20m intervals within
hedgerows and woodlands
within the study areas;
 Nut searches within
woodland - systematic
searches were carried out
by searching 10m x 10m
areas under heavily fruiting
stands of hazel Corylus
avellana for 20 minutes for
signs of characteristic
gnawing by dormice.
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Survey / Task

Summary Methodology

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Badgers

Surveys to determine if the
study areas are used by
badgers were carried out to
map the location of any setts
or other signs of activity using
standard methods (Harris et.
al., 1989).

Extension
Area &
surrounding
habitats

November
2014

Waye Lane
Replacement
Route
centreline
+50 either
side

January
2015 (with
subsequent
visits
throughout
2015).

Birds
(Breeding)

Surveys to establish whether
protected / notable species
were breeding on site were
undertaken using territory
mapping techniques
(Marchant, 1983). A total of
four field visits took place
between April and June, with
three of the surveys carried out
in the morning (commencing
within an hour of dawn in order
to capture the period of main
territorial activity) and one in
the evening.
As part of the detailed building
inspections undertaken in
relation to bats, a search for
evidence of barn owl roosting /
nesting activity was also
undertaken and any potential
roost / nest features recorded.
Nocturnal survey visits were
also used to evaluate the
importance of the site as
foraging habitat for this
species.

Extension
Area &
surrounding
habitats

Late April –
June 2014

Not surveyed
due to minor
impacts to
suitable
habitats

N/A
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Survey / Task

Invertebrates

Summary Methodology

Surveys to evaluate the
conservation importance of the
invertebrate assemblage
present within the site were
undertaken by a specialist
entomologist in accordance
with Good Planning Practice
for Invertebrates (Buglife,
2014) and Organising Surveys
to Determine Site Quality for
Invertebrates, (English Nature,
2005) and comprised the
following elements:
 Water traps (8-14No.) were
left in situ in various parts
of the site, targeting key
habitats. The trapping
periods varied between two
to six days, coinciding with
warm and dry conditions in
order to maximise their
effectiveness.

Extension Area

Waye Lane Replacement
Route

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Defined
Study
Area(s)

Timings

Extension
Area &
Surrounding
Habitats

June –
September
2014

Not surveyed
due to small
scale
impacts and
nature of
habitats
present.

N/A

 Pitfall traps (4No.) were
also left in situ during July
and August, in order to
more effectively sample
ground-dwelling
invertebrates.
 Additional techniques
employed included
observation/netting of flying
insects and sweep-netting
of ground vegetation during
three daytime recording
visits made in June, July
and August.
Ecological Valuation
10.62. Establishing the value of a site’s ecological resources is critical as it influences:





Whether features or resources potentially affected by the proposals are considered sufficiently
valuable that there could be a significant effect at a particular geographical scale;
The mitigation, compensation and or enhancement that is appropriate with respect to potential
negative effects arising from the proposals;
The legal and policy implications of any proposals; and
The species/habitats that are most appropriate to target with respect to provision of newly
created and properly integrated habitat.

10.63. The CIEEM Guidelines for EcIA (CIEEM, 2016) recognises that evaluation is a complex process and
that a range of different factors need to be considered in attributing value to ecological features.
There are various characteristics that can be used to identify ecological features that are likely to be
important in terms of biodiversity, and these include:
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Naturalness;
Rare or uncommon species in the local; national or international context;
Endemic or locally distinct sub-populations of a species;
Species on the edge of their range, particularly where their distribution is changing as a result of
global trends and climate change;
Notably large populations of animals or concentrations of animals considered uncommon or
threatened in a wider context;
Species-rich assemblages of plants or animals;
Ecosystems and their component parts, which provide the habitats required by the above
species, populations and / or assemblages;
Plant communities (and their associated animals) considered typical of valued natural / seminatural vegetation types; and
Habitat diversity, connectivity and / or synergistic associations.

10.64. Following CIEEM Guidelines for EcIA (CIEEM, 2016), the importance of an ecological feature was
considered within a defined geographical frame of reference as set out below:






International and European;
National;
Regional (i.e. South West England);
County (Devon); and
Local (with further sub-levels used as appropriate).

10.65. The above steps allow the identification of ‘Important Ecological Features’ which, in the context of
this assessment were deemed to be any feature considered to have value within a ‘Local’ or above
geographic context. All Important Ecological Features were carried forward for detailed impact
assessment within this chapter, whilst all other identified features (i.e. those assessed as being of
‘Below Local’ or negligible value) were excluded from further assessment given that impacts on such
features are considered insignificant regardless of the nature or magnitude of the potential impact.
This approach accords with the requirement of the EIA Regulations, which require consideration of
likely significant impacts and do not require consideration in detail of potential impacts on every
species or habitat that may be present.
Impact Assessment
10.66. Once Important Ecological Features have been identified, any resulting impacts from the proposals
can be fully determined. This process involves:






Identifying and characterising impacts;
Incorporating measures to avoid and mitigate (reduce) these impacts;
Assessing the significance of any residual effects after mitigation;
Identifying appropriate compensation measures to offset significant residual effects; and
Identifying opportunities for ecological enhancement.

10.67. The process of predicting ecological impacts and effects should take account of relevant aspects of
ecosystem structure and function. In accordance with CIEEM (2016), impacts that are either unlikely
to occur, or if they did occur, are unlikely to be significant, were scoped out, with justification where
required.
10.68. Potential impacts may be direct or indirect and could occur in one or more of the project phases
(construction, operation and / or restoration). The nature of each ecological impact is described with
reference to the following characteristics:







Positive or negative;
Extent (i.e. the spatial / geographic area over which the impact / effect may occur measured in
hectares / linear metres etc.);
Magnitude (i.e. the size / amount / intensity / volume of an impact quantified where possible);
Duration (in a defined time period or related to species life-cycles as appropriate) – refer to
Table 10.4 below;
Frequency and Timing (i.e. the number of times an activity occurs, related to breeding seasons
etc.); and
Reversibility (i.e. whether there is a reasonable chance of recovery following the impact).
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10.69. With regards to the duration of an ecological impact, for the purposes of the assessment within this
chapter, these have been defined within Table 10.4 below:
Table 10-4: Definition of terms used to describe duration
Term

Definition within this
assessment

Short-term

1-5 years

Medium Term

6-15 years

Long Term

16-60 years

Very long term

>60 yrs

10.70. Following characterisation of each impact, an assessment is made with regards to whether or not the
effect on the Important Ecological Feature is deemed to be ‘significant’ or not in ecological terms.
This is determined in relation to the integrity of the defined site or ecosystem(s) and / or the
conservation status of habitats or species with reference to a given geographical area. It should be
noted that if an impact is found not to be significant at the highest geographical level at which the
Important Ecological Feature has been valued, it may still be significant at a lower geographical
level. The evaluation of significant effects should be based on the best available scientific evidence
at the time and adopting a precautionary approach, with any inherent uncertainties clearly stated.
10.71. Where an Important Ecological Feature is likely to experience a significant impact, a sequential
process has been adopted to avoid, mitigate and compensate ecological impacts (often referred to
as the ‘mitigation hierarchy’), applied at the scale relevant to the level at which it was valued. It
should be noted that consideration to avoiding and / or minimising ecological impacts was given from
the outset of the project, with the resulting effect that many of the measures have been incorporated
into the proposals as ‘embedded mitigation’. In addition, some habitat creation proposals required
primarily for other functions (e.g. landscape screening / hydrological attenuation) have been
designed to maximise their biodiversity potential.
10.72. Measures to avoid, mitigate or compensate the predicted ecological impacts are clearly described in
turn for each of the Important Ecological Features, together with details of relevant ecological
enhancement measures. Finally, assessment of residual impacts to determine the significance of
their effects on ecological features is described. Any residual impacts that will result in effects that
are significant, and any proposed compensatory measures, will be the factors considered against
ecological objectives (i.e. legislation and policy) in determining the outcome of the application.
Comparison of Significance Criteria
10.73. As detailed above, the CIEEM EcIA Guidelines (CIEEM, 2016) encourage the expression of
significance of ecological impacts with reference to a geographic frame of reference as the industry
‘standard’. However, other chapters within this ES use criteria based on an expression of severity of
significance to describe the significance of other environmental impacts. Whilst this chapter uses the
geographic frame of reference, Table 10.5 below illustrates a means of relating the two different
approaches and is provided in order to allow the ecological impact assessment to be integrated into
the wider EIA, without compromising on the CIEEM best practice approach.

Table 10.5 Comparison of Significance Criteria
Significance
Category

Descriptors of Impact

Equivalent CIEEM Criteria

Very Large

Only adverse impacts are normally
assigned this level of significance.
They represent key factors in the
decision-making process. These

Ecological impacts assessed as
being significant at regional or higher
geographical scales and that have
triggered a response in development
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Significance
Category

Descriptors of Impact

Equivalent CIEEM Criteria

impacts are generally, but not
exclusively, associated with sites or
features of international, national or
regional importance that are likely to
suffer a most damaging impact and
loss of resource integrity. However, a
major change in a site or feature of
local importance may also enter this
category.

control terms will be considered to
represent impacts that overall within
the ES are of ‘Very Large’
significance.

Large

These beneficial or adverse impacts
are considered to be very important
considerations and are likely to be
material in the decision-making
process.

Ecological impacts assessed as
being significant at the County scale
and that have triggered a response in
development control terms will be
considered to represent impacts that
are of ‘Large’ significance.

Moderate

These beneficial or adverse impacts
may be important, but are not likely to
be key decision-making factors. The
cumulative impacts of such factors
may influence decision-making if they
lead to an increase in the overall
adverse impact on a particular
resource or receptor.

Ecological impacts assessed as
being significant at the Local (District)
scale and that have triggered a
response in development control
terms will be considered to represent
impacts that overall within the ES are
of ‘Moderate’ significance.

Slight

These beneficial or adverse impacts
may be raised as local factors. They
are unlikely to be critical in the
decision-making process, but are
important in enhancing the
subsequent design of the project.

Ecological impacts that have been
assessed as being significant at the
Local scale are unlikely to trigger a
response in development control
terms will be considered to represent
impacts that overall within the ES are
of ‘Slight’ significance.

Neutral

These beneficial or adverse impacts
may be raised as local factors. They
are unlikely to be critical in the
decision-making process, but are
important in enhancing the
subsequent design of the project.

Residual ecological impacts that have
been assessed as being significant at
a ‘Below Local’ level are unlikely to
trigger a response in development
control terms will be considered to
represent impacts that overall within
the ES are of no significance.

Cumulative Effects
10.74. The consideration of cumulative effects (as detailed further within Chapter 17 of this ES) has
included the ongoing operations within the existing quarry in combination with the extension, for the
additional duration that will result if the extension is approved, or alternatively the impact should
permission not be granted. In addition, potential cumulative effects from the construction and
operations at the proposed extension were considered since for some years and at certain times of
year these could occur simultaneously. Finally the potential cumulative impact of both Linhay Hill
Quarry areas in combination with other relevant development schemes in the vicinity was
considered.

Biodiversity Offsetting Metric
10.75. Dartmoor National Park Authority requested that the habitat impacts and mitigation / compensation
of the Proposed Development be appraised using the DEFRA Offsetting metric (DERA, 2012) and
following the methods set out in the draft interim South Devon Biodiversity Offsetting Guidance,
(Devon Local Nature Partnership, 2014).
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10.76. The offsetting metric was developed as a way to give a numerical value (in ‘biodiversity units’) to
habitats lost to development and to habitats that could be created to offset this loss. This provides a
basis for comparison between losses and gains to different habitat types.
10.77. The number of biodiversity units given to a habitat is based on the habitat type, size and condition.
The offsetting metric assigns a distinctiveness value to each habitat type, which is then multiplied by
a condition score and the total area of that habitat type. For habitat losses, these offset units are
added together for all habitats lost to give an overall number of biodiversity units being lost; the
‘required units’.
10.78. For habitat creation proposals (the ‘offset’), the number of ‘tradeable units’ must be calculated based
on the difference between the biodiversity units of the habitat type currently present in the location
where habitat creation would occur, and the biodiversity units of the habitat type that would be
created. The difference between these two values is the number of ‘tradable units’ provided by the
proposed habitat creation. These values are further modified for factors such as technical difficulty of
creation, spatial risk (distance from the impact) and temporal risk (to reflect the differing lengths of
time different habitat types take to create and mature).
10.79. In order to balance the adverse impacts of habitat losses against the gains from habitat creation, the
‘tradeable value’ must exceed the ‘required units’.
10.80. While no ‘offsetting’ (in the form of purchasing tradeable biodiversity credits from third party providers
to offset impacts associated with the proposals) is being undertaken, the metric was considered to
provide a useful methodology for producing a ‘biodiversity budget’ for each stage of the proposals
which allows a quantitative comparison of impacts with mitigation and enhancement delivered for
each stage.
10.81. This process was used as a design tool to continually assess at what stages mitigation and
enhancement measures should be delivered in order to ensure that any ‘lag’ between impacts and
mitigation was avoided or minimised.

Baseline Conditions and Valuation of Features
10.82. The following section sets out the ecological baseline for the site established following desk study
and field survey work undertaken between 2014 and 2016. It presents a summary of the findings as
a basis for evaluating the identified ecological resources, in order to determine their ecological value
which is expressed with reference to the geographic scale set out in the previous section. A full
description of the ecological baseline conditions is included in Appendices (10.1a-10.1k) which
accompany this chapter, including detailed figures showing locations of all findings. The key findings
of the baseline surveys are summarised on Figure 10.1 which accompanies this section.

Site Description
10.83. As previously described, the site is comprised of three main areas: the existing quarry, the proposed
Extension Area to the east, and the narrow linear corridor of the Waye Lane Replacement route to
the west. These areas are described in broad terms below. In addition to these main areas, the red
line includes a number of linear elements where proposed mitigation or enhancement measures
(including for ecological, landscape and community benefits) are proposed: within these survey was
limited to walk over and / or Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey to confirm their suitability and identify
any ecological considerations necessary during minor works in these areas.

Existing Quarry
10.84. The existing Linhay Hill Quarry is a major limestone quarry located to the north-east of Ashburton.
The quarry is immediately adjacent to the A38 Devon Expressway, which runs along its southeastern boundary.
10.85. The quarry comprises a large void, with primary and secondary processing plant located within it,
and further associated workshops, plant and storage areas located on its western and northern side.
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A tip for overburden and quarry spoil is also located to the north of the void which is being
progressively restored to agricultural use. The quarry is surrounded by vegetated bunds, high tree
screens or fences on all sides. The upper benches of the quarry have naturally re-colonised and
vegetation cover grades from mature scrub with self-seeded trees (as well as some plantation
woodland along the A38 boundary) on the highest benches, through to transitional and ephemeral
plant communities (scattered scrub and open mosaic habitats), down to bare rock on the mid to
lower benches where the quarry is still being actively worked. A large waterbody (known as ‘Balland
Pit’) is found at the south-western end of the quarry which acts as a settlement / attenuation lagoon
with water levels regulated through pumping.
10.86. The north-eastern boundary of the quarry is Alston Lane, a single track lane leading from a junction
with the A38, and beyond this lies the Extension Area.
Extension Area
10.87. The Extension Area (incorporating the extent of the proposed quarry extension, spoil bunds and a
replacement access road for Alston Farm) occupies an area between approximately 180m to 110m
above sea level. The vast majority of the Extension Area shares its underlying geology with the
neighbouring working quarry to the west at Linhay Hill and lies above the Chercombe Bridge
limestone formation. This bedrock has given rise to freely draining slightly acid but base-rich soils of
high fertility24,25.The site is currently farmland and is used for a mixture of cattle and sheep grazing,
with several fields in the south-western corner used for turf production. All fields are surrounded by a
network of mature, intact and regularly managed Devon hedges.
10.88. The A38 Devon Expressway forms the south-eastern boundary to the Extension Area and to a large
extent isolates it from habitats to the south and south-east which includes mixed farmland with small
scattered copses, together with scattered farms and a holiday park.
10.89. To the east lies the small hamlet of Caton which is surrounded by mixed farmland with large fields
bounded by mature hedges and large mature woodlands (semi-natural and mature plantations)
further beyond on higher ground at Penpark Plantation and Goodstone Woods.
10.90. To the north and north-west, where the land rises steeply, woodland is the dominant land cover and
includes broadleaved semi-natural woodland such as Alston Wood as well as mature plantations
including Waye and Ashburton Down Plantations. These woodlands are interspersed with areas of
permanent sheep and cattle-grazed pasture.
Waye Lane Replacement Route
10.91. The Replacement Route for Alston Lane lies to the north of the existing quarry and largely follows
the route of a track known locally as ‘Waye Lane’ and public footpath which run south-west to northeast between Alston Lane and Balland Lane. Whilst the proposed route follows an unsurfaced track
for most of its length, the final c. 430m at the north-eastern end crosses an open field (adjacent to
the restored quarry tip) before joining Alston Lane.
10.92. To the north-west of the Waye Lane Replacement Route, the land rises steeply and is criss-crossed
with a dense network of hedgebanks indicative of ancient field boundaries, with fields used for cattle
and sheep grazing and hay meadows. A number of small pockets of woodland are scattered across
this hillside, including Place Wood, and several small streams (which cross the route) emerge from
springs located on these slopes.
10.93. At the south-western end of the proposed route is the Linhay Business Park and South Dartmoor
Community College including sports pitches, car-parking and college buildings (which includes Place
House), and the outskirts of Ashburton further beyond.

Designated sites
Internationally Designated Sites
10.94. A total of three sites designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) were identified within the
10km search area. These are set out in Table 10.6 below.

24
25

Land Information System (http://www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes)
British Geological Survey (http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain)
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Table 10.6: Internationally Designated Sites within 10km
Site Name /
Designation

Description and Qualifying Interest Features

South Dartmoor
Woods Special
Area of
Conservation
(SAC)

Annex I habitats that are a primary reason for
selection of this site:

South Hams
SAC

Annex I habitats that are a primary reason for
selection of this site:

Distance from main
site (closest point to
construction /
operation activities)
2.5km

 Old Sessile Oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in
the British Isles
Annex I habitats present as a qualifying feature, but
not a primary reason for selection of this site:
 European dry heaths
4.4km

 European dry heaths
 Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies
on calcareous substrates
 Annex I habitats present as a qualifying feature,
but not a primary reason for selection of this site:
 Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic
Coasts
 Caves not open to the public
 Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines
Annex II species that are a primary reason for
selection of this site:
 Greater horseshoe bat
Dartmoor SAC

Annex I habitats that are a primary reason for
selection of this site:

7.4km

 Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica tetralix
 European dry heaths
 Blanket bogs
 Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in
the British Isles
Annex II species that are a primary reason for
selection of this site
 Southern Damselfly Coenagrion mercuriale

Annex II species present as a qualifying feature, but
not a primary reason for site selection:
 Atlantic Salmon Salmo salar
 Otter Lutra lutra

10.95. Data received from DBRC identifies the south-eastern boundary of the site along the A38 corridor as
overlapping with a greater horseshoe bat Strategic Flyway (refer to Figure 10.1) as defined by
guidance in relation to the South Hams SAC, and the greater horseshoe bat qualifying interest
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feature (Natural England, 2010). The same guidance also identifies key foraging areas –
‘Sustenance Zones’ for greater horseshoe bats, two of which are located in some proximity to the
site, with the closest some 300m to the north.
10.96. South Dartmoor Woods, South Hams and Dartmoor Special Areas of Conservation are all features of
European Level value.
Nationally Designated Sites
10.97. The site itself lies within the south-eastern edge of the Dartmoor National Park (refer to Figure 10.1),
a designation covering an area of 954,000 hectares. National Parks are designated under the
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 for the purpose of preserving and enhancing
their natural beauty and promoting their enjoyment by the public. Subsequent amendments revised
the statutory purpose to include the requirement to ‘conserve and enhance the wildlife of the National
Parks’. Therefore whilst the designation places an emphasis on conserving and enhancing wildlife,
the designation was not made on the basis of the presence or otherwise of specific species or
habitats requiring statutory protection. Large areas of Dartmoor are however designated at the
European (see above), National and County Level for wildlife, although other component areas will
be of substantially lower ecological importance e.g. towns and intensively farmed landscapes. For
the purposes of this assessment, the value of the park area is assessed as being of National value
due to the level at which it is designated.
10.98. No other statutory sites specifically designated for the purpose of nature conservation were found
either within the site or within 2km of the Extension Area or 1km of the Waye Lane Replacement
Route respectively during the desk study.
Locally Designated Sites
10.99. Nineteen non-statutory wildlife sites were identified by DBRC within the wider study area, comprising
two County Wildlife Sites (CWS), ten Unconfirmed Wildlife Sites (UWS) and seven Other Sites of
Wildlife Interest (OSWI).
10.100. The site boundary partially overlaps with Little Barton Fields UWS which lies immediately adjacent to
and north of the Extension Area. This site is described as ‘unimproved grassland on limestone’ and
also includes a substantial part of Alston Wood. Further information was sought from DBRC
regarding this designation; however none was available at the time of writing and it is understood
that the designation has been based on desk study only. A Phase 1 habitat survey carried out within
the western part of this designated site (which falls within the client ownership area) recorded seminatural broadleaved woodland, areas of bracken and a steep bank comprising unimproved neutral
grassland with scattered scrub. No calcareous grassland habitat was recorded.
10.101. The next closest non-statutory wildlife site is Mead Cross UWS, a small area of broadleaved
woodland which lies approximately 65m to the south of the Extension Area (separated from it by the
A38 carriageway).
10.102. The remaining 17 non-statutory wildlife sites are all located a minimum of 450m from the main site
and include areas of unimproved and semi-improved neutral grassland, grassland on limestone,
scrub, broadleaved woodland, an orchard as well as rush pasture and wet short-herb vegetation.
10.103. On the basis of their designation, all County Wildlife Sites (and on a precautionary basis including
Unconfirmed Wildlife Sites) are considered to have ecological value at the County level.
10.104. Other sites of Wildlife Interest (OSWI) are identified as supporting species or habitats that are of
conservation significance in Devon, but not at a level that merits the CWS designation. Accordingly,
these are assessed to have ecological value at the Local level.

Habitats and Flora
Habitats
10.105. The following section describes the intrinsic nature conservation value of habitats recorded within the
site, based on their size, frequency and quality (with regards structure and species composition). It
should be noted that this does not take into account any increase in value that may arise as a result
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of confirmation of the presence of protected and / or notable species, as identified through further
ecological surveys, the value for which is reported separately under the relevant headings below.
10.106. Full descriptions of all habitats identified within the Extension Area and immediate surrounds as well
as along the Waye Lane Replacement Route are provided in Appendix 10.1a and 10.1i respectively.
A summary of habitats present across the site as a whole is provided below.
Table 10.7

Main habitat types and areas recorded within the site

Habitat
Type
(JNCC,
2010)

Description

Total
area /
length
within
site

Valuation

Broadleaved
SemiNatural
Woodland

Small fragments of self-seeded semi-natural
woodland (predominantly wet woodland
comprising alder Alnus glutinosa and grey willow
Salix cinerea) occur along the Waye Lane
Replacement Route and around the margins of
the existing quarry. No semi-natural woodland
was recorded within the Extension Area, although
the site boundary does extend into the margins of
Alston Wood (where minor drainage maintenance
works are proposed only).

1.19ha

Local Level value
– this habitat type
occurs within the
site as small,
fragments only, but
is much more
widespread within
the immediate
surrounds,
particularly to the
north-west.

Mixed
Plantation
Woodland

Narrow, linear plantations line the Waye Lane
Replacement Route for much of its length, and
were planted as screening bunds on spoil from
the existing quarry c. 20-30 years ago. Similar age
plantations also occur along the A38 boundary to
the existing quarry and along a short length of
Alston Lane. These typically have a closed, dense
canopy with poorly developed shrub and ground
layers. The main canopy-forming species are
scot’s pine Pinus sylvestris, oak Quercus spp.,
ash Fraxinus excelsior, alder, silver birch Betula
pendula and beech Fagus sylvatica.

4.07ha

Local Level value
– these plantations
have very limited
structural and
species diversity,
but nonetheless
provide linear semimature woodland
cover and have the
potential to be
enhanced through
management.

Dense
Scrub

Small and sparsely distributed areas of dense
bramble Rubus fruticosus agg. occur within field
margins / corners particularly along the Waye
Lane Replacement Route. Mature scrub also
covers the upper benches of the north side of the
existing quarry which have naturally re-colonised.

4.46ha

Below Local Level
value – this habitat
type is sparsely
distributed within
the site with limited
botanical diversity.

‘Good’
Semiimproved
Neutral
Grassland

This habitat primarily occurs to the north-west of
the Waye Lane Replacement Route and
comprises a mixture of hay meadows and cattlegrazed pasture. These grasslands show a loose
affinity to MG5 grassland under the National
Vegetation Classification (NVC) system and
include grasses such as sweet vernal grass
Anthoxanthum odoratum, red fescue Festuca
rubra, creeping bent Agrostis stolonifera, soft
brome Bromus hordeaceus, cock’s-foot Dactylis
glomerata, crested dog’s-tail Cynosurus cristatus,
with marsh foxtail Alopecurus geniculatus locally
frequent. Herbs are abundant where left un-cut /
un-grazed and include yarrow Achillea millefolium,
ribwort plantain Plantago lanceolata, cut-leaved
crane’s-bill Geranium dissectum, red clover
Trifolium pratense, cuckoo flower Cardamine
pratensis, meadow buttercup Ranunculus acris,

1.39ha

Local Level value
– whilst these
grasslands support
a good diversity of
herbs, they lack the
characteristics of
traditional
unimproved
meadows, and
were not
considered to meet
the definitions of
equivalent
Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP) habitat
types.
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Habitat
Type
(JNCC,
2010)

Description

Total
area /
length
within
site

Valuation

common sorrel Rumex acetosa, lesser stitchwort
Stellaria graminea, black knapweed Centaurea
nigra and agrimony Agrimonia eupatoria along the
margins.
A further narrow strip of good semi-improved
grassland is found alongside Alston Lane and is
dominated by red fescue and includes herbs such
as wild carrot Daucus carota, ox-eye daisy
Leucanthemum vulgare, and heath bedstraw
Galium saxatile.
‘Poor’ SemiImproved
Grassland

This habitat type occurs within the Extension Area
in fields used for sheep / cattle grazing and hay
crops, and was assessed as ‘poor’ on the basis of
the low species diversity. Along the Waye Lane
Replacement Route, poor semi-improved
grassland is found predominantly at the northeastern end in the form of cattle-grazed pasture
created on the restored quarry tip.

19.90ha

Below Local Level
value - a low
species diversity
was recorded in
these fields which
are subject to
regular inputs of
organic fertilizer.

Improved
Grassland

Fertile grassland was recorded across the
Extension Area (managed for cattle and sheepgrazing and cut for hay / silage). These
grasslands are subject to routine improvement
with organic fertiliser and are dominated by
perennial rye-grass Lolium perenne with a limited
number of herbs.

19.08ha

Below Local
Level– a low
species diversity
was recorded
within these fertile
grasslands.

Marshy
Grassland

A small area of marshy grassland is present within
poorly-drained pasture to the north-west of the
Extension Area and comprises rushes such as
soft rush Juncus effuses, sharp-flowered rush
Juncus acutifolius and hard rush Juncus inflexus
and a herbs including occasional devil’s-bit
scabious Succisa pratensis, greater bird’s-foot
trefoil Lotus pedunculatus and water mint Mentha
aquatica.

0.67ha

Local Level value
– whilst relatively
small and
fragmented, (and
not considered to
meet the definitions
of equivalent BAP /
notable habitat
types), marshy
grassland is fairly
untypical of the
immediate
surrounds which is
dominated by
freely-drained soils.

2.13ha

Local Level value
– Alston Ponds
only). Waterbodies
appear to be
relatively scarce in
the surrounding
area.

Marshy grassland also occurs on the slopes of the
restored quarry tip adjacent to the Waye Lane
Replacement Route and includes abundant hard
rush, hemlock water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata,
Yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus, common fleabane
Pulicaria dysenterica, greater bird’s-foot trefoil
with frequent carnation sedge Carex nigra,
creeping bent Agrostis stolonifera, creeping
cinquefoil Potentilla reptans and locally frequent
marsh foxtail, yellow flag Iris pseudacorus and
hairy sedge Carex hirta.
Open Water

Two small man-made attenuation ponds
(collectively referred to as the ‘Alston Ponds’) are
present within cattle-grazed pasture to the northwest of the Extension Area. These ponds are
heavily cattle-poached around the margins
(resulting in low water quality), but support stands
of bulrush Typha latifolia and grey willow scrub on
small islands.
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Habitat
Type
(JNCC,
2010)

Description

Total
area /
length
within
site

Valuation

1050m

Local Level value
– the minor
streams which
cross Waye Lane
Replacement
Route provide a
local habitat
resource but do not
meet the HPI
definition for
‘Rivers’ and are of
lower value than
those described
within LBAPs.

At the south-western end of the main quarry, lies
a large lagoon (Balland Pit). This lacks any
aquatic or marginal plants (on account of its
depth, steep margins and the water level being
artificially controlled) and is considered to be of
low intrinsic ecological value.
Running
Water

Several seasonal streams (including Balland
Stream) originate from springs on the hillside to
the north-west and cross the Waye Lane
Replacement Route. These streams are narrow,
shallow and fast-flowing over gravel / stony
substrate and were devoid of any aquatic or
emergent vegetation. Balland Stream is culverted
beneath the existing track, and is channelised
around the perimeter of the existing quarry.
Within the Extension Area and immediate
surrounds, no natural watercourses were
identified although a number of narrow and
seasonally dry field drains are present which
support occasional marginal species such as
brooklime Veronica beccabunga and water figwort
Scrophularia aquatica.

Quarry

The existing active quarry (where not yet recolonised by vegetation and subject to on-going
disturbance), includes areas of bare limestone
rock and scree as well as haul routes and a
processing plant.

25.83ha

Negligible value –
the active quarry
does not currently
support any
vegetation and is
considered to be of
negligible value
currently on
account of on-going
habitat disturbance.

Ephemeral /
Short
Perennial
(including
Scattered
Scrub)

Scattered bramble, butterfly-bush Buddleja davidii
and elder Sambucus nigra scrub occurs on the
sparsely vegetated upper quarry benches,
surrounding Balland Pit and the un-restored parts
of the existing tip.

9.27ha

Negligible value –
due to sparse
vegetation cover
and limited
structural / species
diversity.

Arable

Four fields used for turf production are found in
the south of the Extension Area and are
intensively cultivated, with high herbicide and
fertilizer inputs and only very narrow margins left
uncultivated.

6.90ha

Negligible value
on account of
intensive
management and
low species
diversity.

Amenity
Grassland

Regularly mown amenity grassland was recorded
at the southern end of the Waye Lane
Replacement Route within the grounds of the
South Dartmoor Sixth Form College.

0.34ha

Negligible value –
this habitat type is
common and
widespread with
low species
diversity.

Hedgerows

An extensive network of mostly mature intact
hedgerows (Devon hedges on earth banks)
occurs within the Extension Area and lining /

9015m

Local (District)
value - extensive
network of intact
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Habitat
Type
(JNCC,
2010)

Description

Total
area /
length
within
site

and species-rich
hedges were
recorded, all of
which meet the
criteria under UK
and local BAPs.
The majority of
hedges were also
assessed as
‘Important’ under
the Hedgerow
Regulations. Whilst
hedges are
common place in
the local
landscape, the
length and quality
of hedges recorded
is considered to be
of up to District
value.

adjacent to the Waye Lane Replacement Route,
all of which meet the definitions of UK BAP
Priority Habitat types and are considered Habitats
of Principal Importance (HPIs) under the NERC
Act (2006). Management of the hedges within the
site appears to vary, with the most intensively
managed hedges (subject to annual cutting)
present within the Extension Area. Virtually all
hedges are intact, mature and species-rich
(containing five or more woody species within a
30m sampled length). Shrub species include
frequent blackthorn Prunus spinosa, hawthorn
Crataegus monogyna, hazel, ash, and dogwood
Cornus sanguinea with occasional English elm
Ulmus procera, holly Ilex aquifolium, beech and
spindle Euonymus europaea. Mature standards
typically include ash or pedunculate oak Quercus
robur and are most frequent along hedges
adjacent to the Waye Lane Replacement Route.
Approximately 70% of the hedgerow network (by
length) was also assessed as ‘Important’ under
the wildlife & landscape criteria under the
Hedgerow Regulations, 1997.
Other
habitats

Other habitats within the site include built-up
areas such as farm buildings at Lower Waye,
workshop buildings and hard-surfaced areas
within the existing quarry and existing roads and
farm access tracks. Buildings at Alston Farm and
Alston Cottage fall outside but adjacent and north
of the Extension Area.

Valuation

1.69ha

Negligible value –
these man-made
habitats have no
intrinsic ecological
value but their
functional value to
notable fauna
(including bats) is
assessed
separately below.

Protected / Notable Flora
10.107. Detailed records of plant species were made during the surveys, and found only primrose Primula
veris, a Priority Species within the Devon BAP, to be the only notable plant species present within
the Extension Area and Waye Lane Replacement Route survey areas. This species is however not
included within the Devon BAP on the grounds of being of conservation concern given its abundance
throughout the county, rather its inclusion is intended to raise public awareness of the need to value
and conserve characteristic and commonplace elements of Devon’s environment, in order to aid the
conservation of the many habitats in which it is found (woodlands, hedges, coastlands, churchyards,
roadside verges and railway banks). On the basis of the above, this feature is considered to be of
negligible value.
10.108. The legally-controlled plant species Japanese knotweed Fallopia japonica (listed under Schedule 9
of the Wildlife & Countryside Act (1981) was identified from a single location within and immediately
surrounding a disused walled garden to the rear of Place House. No other controlled plant species
were identified elsewhere within the surveyed areas.

Protected / Notable Fauna
Badger
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10.109. Records of badger Meles meles were identified within the study area, with the majority of records
alongside the A38 (presumed to be road casualties), including several records immediately adjacent
to the site.
10.110. The badger survey recorded the presence of badger activity within and surrounding the Extension
Area, but no evidence was identified along the Waye Lane Replacement Route (although suitable
habitats including for sett-building) line the route. The sensitive information on this protected species
has been supplied separately to E&JW Glendinning Ltd.
10.111. Badgers and their setts are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992, which makes it
illegal to kill, injure or take badgers or to interfere with a badger sett. In spite of the legal protection
afforded to badgers (which is primarily for welfare reasons), badgers are a common and widespread
species in south-west England. The latest national sett survey was undertaken between November
2011 and March 2013 estimated that there were 71,600 social groups across England and Wales,
with 64,000 of these in England. This represents a 103% increase in the number of social groups in
England since the 1980s (Judge et al., 2013). Given that the number of badgers per social group is
highly variable, it has not yet been possible to estimate the total number of badgers in England
although further assessment is ongoing.
10.112. Notwithstanding the above, badgers remain an important part of our wildlife. Given the badger
activity recorded within / immediately adjacent to the site, this feature is therefore assessed as being
of importance at a Local level.
Dormice
10.113. During the desk study, dormouse records were identified scattered across woodlands to the north of
the site on Ashburton Down and Ramshorn Down, with the closest record 1.3km from the site.
10.114. The results of the nest tube survey and nut searches carried out within the site have confirmed the
presence of dormice across the hedgerow network within and surrounding the site, within the
screening plantation woodlands which line the Waye Lane Replacement Route as well as within
Alston Wood. Given the widespread distribution of field records (refer to Figure 10.1) from a broad
range of habitats and the high degree of habitat connectivity, for the purposes of this assessment
(and licensing requirements) their presence within all areas of suitable habitats (hedges, woodland
(all types) and dense scrub has been assumed.
10.115. Densities of dormice are naturally thought to be quite low in England, compared with other small
mammals. In early summer there are typically only 3 to 5 (but sometimes up to 10) adults per ha in
deciduous and coniferous habitats with an mean spring density of 1.3 adults per ha in hedgerows (or
approximately 1 adult every 300m) (Bright et. al., 2006). Using the higher of the range of typical
densities presented in Bright et. al., 2006 and based on the habitat areas available as set out in
Table 10.7, it can therefore be extrapolated that the site as a whole could potentially support in the
region of 76 adult dormice.
10.116. Dormice are naturally scarce due to low population densities and recruitment, and specialist habitat
requirements (Morris, 2004). For these reasons they are particularly vulnerable to habitat loss and
fragmentation resulting from agricultural change and other developments. They are now extinct (as
naturally occurring populations) in seven counties of England and their distribution has declined by
more than a half during the twentieth century (Bright et al., 1996).
10.117. Devon is a major stronghold of the species. However, whilst no detailed quantification of population
change has been possible (due to lack of comparable data over time), indirect evidence from the
losses of hedgerow length and declines in quality of hedgerows and woodlands that have occurred in
the county over the past few decades, indicate that dormice have probably also declined in Devon
(Devon BAP, 2009). Overall, the site is therefore considered to be of County level value for dormice.
Bats
Desk Study Records
10.118. The desk study indicated that at least 12 different species of bat have been recorded within 5km of
the site, as listed below:


Barbastelle Barbastella barbastellus;
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Brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus;
Common pipistrelle Pipistrellus pipistrellus;
Daubenton’s Myotis daubentonii;
Greater horseshoe bat;
Lesser horseshoe bat Rhinolophus hipposideros;
Whiskered / Brandt’s bat Myotis mystacinus / brandtii;
Nathusius’s pipistrelle Pipistrellus nathusii;
Natterer’s bat Myotis nattereri;
Noctule Nyctalus noctula;
Serotine Eptesicus serotinus; and
Soprano pipistrelle Pipistrellus pygmaeus.

10.119. Records dating from 2014 of a probable lesser horseshoe maternity roost (based on numbers of bats
recorded and anecdotal information provided) and brown long-eared bat and greater horseshoe bat
roosts (no details provided) were obtained during the desk study which relate to buildings at Lower
Waye Farm adjacent to the site (see below). No other bat records were provided from within the site
or immediate surrounds, although records of common pipistrelle and whiskered bat were identified in
close proximity (<0.5km) to the site.

Roosting
10.120. The combined results of the roost surveys carried out within / immediately adjacent to the Extension
Area and along the Waye Lane Replacement Route during 2014 and 2015 respectively confirmed
roosting activity for six different species of bat (refer to Figure 10.1) as follows:
Brown Long‐eared bat: small maternity colonies were identified at Lower Waye and Alston
Farmhouse. In addition, roosts of individual / low numbers were also recorded within Alston Cottage
and adjacent barn and an outbuilding at Lower Waye;
Common pipistrelle: roosts of small groups / individual (non-breeding) were recorded in buildings
and a nearby tree at Lower Waye and at Alston Farm and the nearby Alston Cottage;
Soprano pipistrelle: low numbers / individual bats were recorded roosting at Lower Waye;
Pipistrelle sp.: three tree roosts were identified along the Waye Lane Replacement Route for low
numbers / individual pipistrelle bats (unidentified to species level by call analysis);
Myotis sp. (probable Natterer’s): evidence of a small roost for individual / low numbers were
recorded from barns within both Lower Waye and at Alston Farm;
Lesser horseshoe bat: the presence of a small maternity colony was confirmed at Lower Waye
within a store room. Evidence of day and night roosts for low numbers (<5 bats) was also identified
within outbuildings at both Lower Waye and Alston Farm; and
Greater horseshoe bat: evidence of day and night roosts for low numbers (<5 bats) was identified
within barns at Alston Farm. Whilst no evidence of any roosting activity was detected at Lower Waye,
the desk study record together with incidental records of greater horseshoe bats in / around the
farmyard, suggests the probable presence of further occasional day / night roosts for low numbers
here also.
10.121. The results of the roost surveys confirmed the presence of maternity colonies for the rare lesser
horseshoe bat as well as more common and widespread brown long-eared bat (BCT, 2014). Other
non‐breeding roosts for small numbers / individual bats were also identified for a very rare bat
(greater horseshoe bat), rare bats (lesser horseshoe bat) as well as more common / widespread
species (brown long‐eared bat, common pipistrelle and natterer’s bat) (BCT, 2014). Overall, the
roosts recorded within the site and immediate surrounds are therefore considered to be of up to high
conservation significance in accordance with the Bat Mitigation Guidelines (English Nature, 2004).
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10.122. Interpretation of the results of the activity surveys also suggested the likely presence of nearby
roosts outside the site for greater and lesser horseshoe, common and soprano pipistrelle, Myotis sp.,
noctule, serotine and barbastelle.
Bat Activity
10.123. The combined results of activity surveys carried out across the Extension Area and along the Waye
Lane Replacement Route confirmed that at least 10 different bat species / species groups use the
site and immediate surrounds for commuting and / or foraging activity including species considered
to be rare (barbastelle & lesser horseshoe bat) and very rare (greater horseshoe bat) in a UK
context. A summary for each is provided below:
Common pipistrelle - very frequent and widespread within the site.




Extension Area: common pipistrelle accounted for the vast majority of bat records (63% of
overall activity recorded during both the transect and automated surveys). Focussed foraging
activity was recorded along hedges in the north of the Extension Area and off-site further
north along the edge of Alston Wood and around Alston Farm & Alston Cottage.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: very frequent and widespread, but with higher levels of
activity at the north-eastern end.

Noctule - frequent and widespread within the site:



Extension Area: foraging records concentrated in the south-west corner over turf fields /
hedges and hedgerow network due east of Alston Farm.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent but unevenly distributed within the survey area.
Transect surveys recorded very few passes, but static surveys identified that the southwestern end (closest to Ashburton) is well-used used by this species.

Myotis bats - frequent and widespread within the site. Based on analysis of call characteristics / field
identification (wherever possible), it is considered likely that the Myotis bat assemblage using the site
includes (as a minimum) natterer's, whiskered and Daubenton’s bat.



Extension Area: foraging activity was concentrated in the east, particularly along hedges
surrounding cattle-grazed pasture close to Alston Farm.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: activity was concentrated along the central part of the
survey area, where foraging activity was observed along the existing track and the southwestern end, along Balland Lane.

Barbastelle - frequent, with records widely distributed with increased activity recorded in September
from both survey areas.



Extension Area: concentrated activity recorded along hedge / access track to the west of
Alston Cottage and in fields to the north-east (off-site);
Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent and recorded across the survey area, but with
concentrated activity at the north-eastern end, with 75% of barbastelle activity (equivalent to
0.89 b/hr) recorded from the static positioned close to the proposed junction with Alston Lane
during the automated survey. .

Soprano pipistrelle – frequent and widespread across the site.



Extension Area: widely distributed with concentrations of records from the network of hedges
to the east of Alston Farm.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent and present across the survey area with the
highest levels of activity recorded at the north-eastern end, however, unidentified common /
soprano pipistrelle records formed a substantial proportion of the static data from the central
and south-western end.

Long-eared bat (assumed to be brown long-eared based on species distribution) – regular
within the site but likely under-recorded due to quiet echolocation.


Extension Area: infrequent and scattered records from across the site;
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Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent and unevenly distributed with vast majority of
activity recorded in the north-eastern end of the survey area and most likely associated with
the recorded maternity roost at Lower Waye.

Serotine - infrequent and sparsely distributed across the site,



Extension Area: low-level foraging activity along the edge of Alston wood and along hedges
in the north-west.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: regular with sparsely distributed records across the survey
area, with highest levels of activity at the north-east end;

Nathusius' pipistrelle – very infrequent and sparsely distributed.



Extension Area: occasional and sparsely distributed records only, with main activity during
September - October.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: very infrequent and sparsely distributed across the whole
survey area.

Greater horseshoe – frequent but unevenly distributed activity (refer also to Figure 10.2 which
summarises greater horseshoe bat activity recorded from static detectors deployed across the site).




Extension Area: greater horseshoe bat passes were recorded across the survey area to
varying degrees, however activity was concentrated in the northern half, especially along
field boundaries to the north-east (off-site) which recorded 32% of the overall activity by this
species during the automated survey (an overall mean of 1.37 b/hr compared to the lowest
mean of 0.13 b/hr which was recorded from a hedgerow alongside Alston Lane). Results and
observations suggest that foraging activity across the site is limited, with the exception of
field boundaries to the north-east (off-site). Whilst greater horseshoe bats were found to use
the survey area throughout the active period, a significant peak in activity was recorded
during May. This seasonal pattern further indicates that the Extension Area is not likely to be
a key foraging area for this species given that one of their most important prey items (the
dung beetle Aphodius rufipes) is typically most abundant during mid / late summer and when
young greater horseshoe bats begin their first feeding flights (English Nature, 2000).
Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent and recorded throughout the survey area, with
significantly lower levels of activity at the south-western end (along Balland Lane, where the
overall mean no of passes recorded was 0.107 b/hr) compared to central and north-eastern
sections of the proposed route (with the highest overall mean of 0.714 b/hr recorded close to
the proposed junction with Alston Lane). The existing Waye Lane (track) was found to be
used as a flight route by low numbers of greater horseshoe bats however, based on static
detector records being typically single or short sequences of passes, together with
observations made during the transect surveys, foraging activity was considered to be
occasional and limited. Recorded across the survey period, with peak activity between May
to August.

Lesser horseshoe – frequent but unevenly distributed activity.




Extension Area: regular but unevenly distributed and showing a similar pattern to greater
horseshoe bat activity with concentrated activity in the northern half of the survey area,
especially along field boundaries to the north-east (off-site) which accounted for 55% of the
overall activity recorded by this species during the automated survey (an overall mean of
1.47 b/hr) and included foraging activity. Present throughout the active period, with a slight
peak in activity during June.
Waye Lane Replacement Route: frequent but unevenly distributed with the vast majority
(91% of all lesser horseshoe activity (mean of 1.45 b/hr) recorded during the automated
survey) recorded from the static detector at the north-eastern end of the survey area, close to
the proposed junction with Alston Lane, as may be expected due to the presence of a
maternity roost at Lower Waye. Present throughout the active period, with a slight peak in
activity during June.

10.124. Taking into account the combined results for all bat species, in particular for greater and lesser
horseshoe bats and barbastelle, key habitats for commuting and foraging bats are shown on Figure
10.1 and include:
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Corridor of hedges along the northern boundary and green-lane connecting Alston Lane to
Alston Wood / Alston Farm;
Edge of Alston Wood and contiguous hedges to the north-east of the Extension Area (offsite);
Hedges surrounding cattle-grazed pasture / meadows to the east of Alston Farm, including
the green lane connecting to Caton Lane;
Existing Alston Farm access track;
The north-eastern end of the Waye Lane Replacement Route (which included activity
associated with roosting bats at Lower Waye);
Central sections of the Waye Lane Replacement Route where two small tree-lined stream
valleys converge from the north; and
The A38 boundary at the south-eastern edge of the site, near Caton.

Overall Evaluation of Bat Species Assemblage
10.125. An evaluation of the importance of the site to the individual bat species found to be roosting, foraging
and / or commuting within the site is provided in Table 10.8 below. The relative frequency of each
species based on roost survey results and the bat call data obtained during activity surveys is
considered in the context of the UK status as well as UK and local population estimates (where data
exist).
Table 10.8: Evaluation of Bat Species Assemblage

26
27

Species /
Group

UK
Status26

Estimated UK
Population27

Local
Records
(from 5km
study area)

Relative
Frequency
within the
Site (Activity
Surveys)

Evidence
of
Roosting
within /
adjacent to
Site

Value

Common
pipistrelle

Common

2,430,000

80 records –
very frequent
and
widespread
with numerous
records of
roosts

Very frequent
& widespread.

Small
roosts for
individual /
low
numbers.

Local

Soprano
pipistrelle

Common

1,300,000

17 recordswidespread.

Frequent and
widespread.

Small
roosts for
individual /
low
numbers.

Local

Nathusius’
pipistrelle

Uncommon
(may be
under
recorded)

16,000

2 records –
including a
transitional
roost site
(individual
bat).

Very
infrequent &
sparsely
distributed.

None
found.

Local

Myotis spp.

Uncommon
to Common
(based on
likely
species
present)

148,000
(Natterer’s)
560,000
(Daubenton’s)
64,000/30,000
(Whiskered
/Brandts)

6 records –
mostly nonroosting bats
although
several
hibernation
roost records.

Frequent &
widespread.

Small
roosts for
individual /
low
numbers of
Natterer’s.

Local

UK Status is based on BCT, 2014
Estimated UK Population based on Battersby (2005) or Harris et. al. (1995).
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Species /
Group

UK
Status26

Estimated UK
Population27

Local
Records
(from 5km
study area)

Relative
Frequency
within the
Site (Activity
Surveys)

Evidence
of
Roosting
within /
adjacent to
Site

Value

Noctule

Uncommon

50,000

13 records –
one of which
was for a
distant roost
site.

Frequent &
widespread.

None
found.

Local

Serotine

Uncommon

15,000

6 records
including
several roost
sites (low
numbers).

Infrequent /
sparsely
distributed.

None
found.

Local

Barbastelle

Rare

5,000

7 records –
sparsely but
widely
distributed.
Roost records
are hibernation
sites near
Buckfastleigh /
along the
River Dart
corridor.

Frequent,
activity
concentrated
at northeastern end of
Waye Lane
Replacement
Route / north
of Extension
Area.

None
found.

County

Brown
long-eared
bat

Common

245,000

78 records –
very frequent
and
widespread
with numerous
roost sites.

Regular (but
probably
underrecorded due
to quiet
echolocation)
& widely
distributed
(concentrated
activity close
to Lower
Waye).

Two small
maternity
roosts and
roosts for
individual /
low
numbers.

Local

Greater
horseshoe

Very rare

>6,600

82 records –
frequent,
concentrated
in sustenance
zones and
strategic
flyways, and
where
broadleaved
woodland
cover present.
Roosts mostly
recorded in /
around
Buckfastleigh /
along the
River Dart.

Frequent with
uneven
distribution
(predominantly
to north of
Extension
Area and at
north-eastern
end of Waye
Lane
Replacement
Route).
Records
considered to
be
predominantly
commuting
bats with
limited
foraging
activity
recorded.

Day and
night roosts
for low
numbers
(>5bats)

County
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Species /
Group

UK
Status26

Estimated UK
Population27

Local
Records
(from 5km
study area)

Relative
Frequency
within the
Site (Activity
Surveys)

Evidence
of
Roosting
within /
adjacent to
Site

Value

Lesser
horseshoe

Rare

18,000

107 records very frequent
with similar
distribution to
greater
horseshoe
bats. Records
include
breeding &
hibernation
sites as well
as small day /
night roosts.

Frequent with
uneven
distribution
(predominantly
to north of
Extension
Area and at
north-eastern
end of Waye
Lane
Replacement
Route).

Small
maternity
roost at
Lower
Waye. Day
and night
roosts for
low
numbers
(>5bats) in
farm
buildings.

County

10.126. Following the valuation of each species in Table 10.8, taking into account their relative frequency
and usage of the site, in the context of their UK and local status, the bat assemblage present at the
site is assessed as being important up to a County level.
Other Mammals
10.127. The site was assessed for its suitability for other notable terrestrial mammals relevant to the lowland
farmland context including UK BAP species and SPIs under the NERC Act (2006), including brown
hare Lepus europaeus, harvest mouse Micromys minutus and hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus.
10.128. Brown hare and harvest mouse typically favour mixed farmland areas which support a mosaic of
habitats including areas with abundant cover such as tall grassland and scrub within wide field
margins. The desk study did not identify local records for either of these species. The Extension Area
was considered to be sub-optimal for both of these species due to the intensive use of fields (up to
the base of hedges) for livestock grazing, turf production and hay crops. Less intensively managed
farmland to the north-west of the Waye Lane Replacement Route was however considered to offer
suitable habitat, although suitable habitat within the route corridor itself was considered limited. No
additional surveys were considered necessary for brown hare or harvest mouse due to the absence
of desk study records and limited suitable habitat available and the site was assessed as being of
negligible value for these species.
10.129. Hedgehogs are most abundant in a mosaic of woodland, grasslands and scrub, and especially
woodland edge habitats whilst arable land or grasslands where there is little ground-level cover are
typically considered sub-optimal. The intensively managed fields within the Extension Area were
therefore considered to be of limited value for this species, although adjacent habitats to the north (in
/ around Alston Farm and the margins of Alston Wood) and plantation woodlands lining the Waye
Lane Replacement Route do offer suitable habitat. Desk study data indicates that hedgehogs have
been recorded within the wider area (in Ashburton).
10.130. Whilst the site was considered to have potential to support individual / low populations of hedgehogs
within the suitable habitat available, no specific further surveys were considered necessary given the
intensity of nocturnal visits (which including those areas highlighted as providing suitable habitat) as
part of other faunal surveys. Given that these surveys (which involved regularly walking transects by
torchlight) did not yield any incidental records of hedgehogs, it can be assumed that this species is
either absent from the site or occurs only in very low numbers and is therefore assessed as being of
Below Local level value for this species.

Birds
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10.131. No statutory nature conservation sites designated specifically for their bird interest (Special
Protection Areas (SPAs) - classified under the EU Directive 2009/147/EC on the Conservation of
Wild Birds (the Birds Directive)) were identified within a 10km radius surrounding the site. In addition,
no statutory or non-statutory sites which included bird species (or assemblages) as part of the listed
reasons for designation were found within the 2km study area.
10.132. Records of 13 different notable bird species within the 2km study area were returned by DBRC, as
listed below:














Barn owl (Sch. 1 WCA, 1981, Devon BAP species)
Cuckoo Cuculus canorus (SPI, UK BAP specie, Red list)
House martin Delichon urbicum (Amber list)
House sparrow Passer domesticus (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Lapwing Vanellus vanellus (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Mallard Ansa platyrhynchos (Amber List)
Redwing Turdus ilacus (Sch. 1 of WCA, 1981, Red List)
Skylark Alauda arvensis (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Snipe Gallinago gallinago (Amber List)
Spotted flycatcher Muscicapa striata (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Starling Sturnus vulgaris (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Wood warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)
Yellow wagtail Motacilla flava (SPI, UK BAP, Red List)

10.133. In addition, anecdotal evidence was also provided (Adam Somerscales, E&JW Glendinning Ltd.
pers. comm) of a regularly used nest site for peregrine (Sch. 1 WCA 1981) within the existing quarry,
the precise location of which is omitted from this report although further consideration of this species
is given within the impact assessment.
10.134. A total of 35 bird species were recorded within or adjacent to the Extension Area during the CBC
survey, and of these, 27 were either confirmed or considered likely to be breeding. A total of nine
species of conservation concern were recorded as listed in Table 10.9 below, with five of these
species found breeding within or adjacent to the Extension Area.

Table 10.9: Bird species of conservation concern recorded during the surveys (bold text
indicates proved breeding).
Bird Species

Protection / Conservation Status (refer to key)
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Vernacular
Name

Scientific Name

International

Bullfinch

Pyrrhula pyrrhula

A, B, S

Dunnock

Prunella modularis

A, B, S

Hobby

Falco subbuteo

1

House martin

Delichon urbicum

A

House sparrow

Passer domesticus

R, B, S

Kestrel

Falco tinnunculus

A

Mistle thrush

Turdus viscivorus

A

Peregrine

Falco peregrinus

Song thrush

Turdus philomelos

1

National

County

1
R, B, S

Key:
International 1 = EC Birds Directive Annex 1
National R = Red listed species (Eaton et al., 2015)
National A = Amber listed species (Eaton et al., 2015)
National B = UKBAP Priority Species (Anon, 1995)
National S = Species of Principal Importance (SPI) under Section 41 of NERC Act (2006)
National 1 = Legally protected under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981, as amended)
County B = Devon Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Species (The Nature of Devon: a Biodiversity and
Geodiversity Action Plan (2009))

10.135. With regards activity of Schedule 1-listed bird species, the following observations / incidental
sightings were made during the surveys:




a hobby was seen hunting close to Alston Wood during May 2014. This summer-visitor to the
UK nests in a variety of open wooded countryside, primarily in southern England, where it
uses old crow nests in open countryside, often on the edge of woodland. Whilst suitable
nesting habitat is therefore present along woodland to the north of the Extension Area, no
evidence of breeding was noted during the surveys;
a peregrine was observed flying north-east over the Extension Area during a survey visit in
July 2014 and alarm calling, strongly indicating the possible presence of a breeding pair
nearby and corroborating anecdotal information provided by the client team.

10.136. No evidence indicating the presence of a barn owl nest or any roosting sites was found during the
building inspections; neither were any incidental sightings of this species made over the course of
other ecological survey visits, either in / around the Extension Area or elsewhere within the site.
10.137. The overall assemblage of bird species present during the breeding season was considered typical
of woodland, farmland and hedgerow communities in this part of Devon and reflects the presence of
mature woodland (off-site), semi-improved fields, farm buildings, a well-managed network of
hedgerows, and a high degree of habitat connectivity.
10.138. The occurrence of two red-listed bird species (house sparrow and song thrush) which were
confirmed to be breeding on site is of particular interest. Both species have undergone significant
population declines and are of national conservation concern. House sparrows are thought to have
suffered declines of 71% between 1977 and 2008. Latest research suggests that this is as a result of
pollution levels, insect abundance, nest site availability and the presence of predators (Shaw et al.,
2011). Long-term monitoring carried out by the British Trust for Ornithology shows that the song
thrush population in England declined by more than 50% between 1970 and 1995. This decline was
most pronounced on farmland, where the population decreased by about 70% and has probably
been caused by the loss and degradation of preferred feeding and nesting habitats.
10.139. The breeding bird assemblage on site was evaluated with reference to methods described by Fuller
(1980) and (CIEEM, 2016) (as detailed further within Appendix 10.1d) and is assessed as being of
Local (District) Level value overall.
Reptiles
10.140. During the desk study, no records of reptile species were found within the study area, although this
was not considered a reliable indication of absence given that all four widespread native British
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reptile species (namely adder Vipera berus, common lizard Zootoca vivipara, grass snake Natrix
natrix and slow-worm Anagallis fragilis) are known to occur throughout Devon.
10.141. The Extension Area was assessed as being sub-optimal for reptiles given its intensive use and
management for turf production, livestock grazing and / or hay, with hedgebanks considered too
heavily shaded by dense, woody shrubs to support reptiles. However, suitable habitat was recorded
in the immediate vicinity, including scrub-fringed grassland in / around Alston Farm and to the northeast. Further surveys undertaken within these habitats confirmed the presence of a ‘low’ population
of slow-worm within a paddock immediately to the north (to the west of Alston Farm), but concluded
a likely absence of other reptile species. Given the fact that only a single adult slow-worm was
recorded across the survey visits and no evidence of breeding was found, this is considered to be a
remnant / unstable population.
10.142. For the most-part, the Waye Lane Replacement Route was found to be either densely shaded by
woodland / tree / shrub cover or unshaded but subject to regular disturbance from grazing or cutting
and was therefore assessed as unsuitable for reptiles. Suitable habitat for reptiles along the route
was limited to occasional / fragmented narrow ‘verges’ alongside the existing track (where present)
as well as the margins of fields on either side.
10.143. Due to the recorded presence of a ‘low’ population of slow-worm immediately to the north of the
Extension Area and limited areas of suitable habitat recorded along the Waye Lane Replacement
Route, the site is considered to have the potential to support individual / very low numbers of
common and widespread species of reptiles and is assessed as being of Local level value for this
feature.
Amphibians
10.144. During the desk study, records of the following amphibian species were retrieved:




Common Frog Rana temporaria ‐ a 2002 record from Waterleat (2km to the west) and a 2001
record from Ashburton (2km to the south‐west);
Common Toad Bufo bufo ‐ a 2002 record from Ashburton (2km south‐west);
Smooth or Palmate Newt Lissotriton sp. ‐ a 2006 record from a garden pond in Ashburton
(>1.5km south‐west).

10.145. No records of great crested newts were retrieved from the study area and DBRC confirmed that the
site does not fall within a great crested newt consultation zone.
10.146. Two man made attenuation ponds within cattle-grazed pasture north-west of the Extension Area
(within the application site) were assessed as offering ‘average’ habitat suitability for great crested
newts based on Habitat Suitability Index scoring. All other waterbodies identified within the site or a
500m radius surrounding were scoped out of any further surveys for great crested newts due to
being either permanently or seasonally dry (including the silted up pond alongside the Waye Lane
Replacement Route and ponds on the edge of Alston Wood), separated from the site by a physical
barrier (A38 carriageway and slip-road) or due to fluctuating water levels and lack of any aquatic /
marginal or bankside vegetation (Balland Pit).
10.147. Further presence / absence surveys carried out of the two attenuation ponds concluded a likely
absence of great crested newts, and hence, a likely absence of this species from the site itself is
inferred. Given these findings, the site is concluded to be of negligible value to great crested newts.
10.148. During reptile surveys carried out within pasture immediately to the north of the Extension Area,
incidental records were made for low numbers of common toad, which is listed as a Species of
Principal Importance (SPI) under Section 41 of the NERC Act 2006 and low populations of Palmate
Newts, a relatively common and widespread species which is not considered to be of conservation
concern. On the basis of these incidental records, the site is therefore assessed as being of Below
Local level value for amphibians.
Invertebrates
10.149. A total of 22 notable invertebrate species were recorded within the study area during the desk study
which included species listed on the UK, Devon and Dartmoor BAPs, SPIs under the NERC Act
(2006) and Nationally Scarce (based on IUCN criteria) and / or in decline at a local (County) level.
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10.150. The majority of notable records were butterflies and included species such as brown argus Aricia
agestis, brown hairstreak Thecla betulae, dark green fritillary Argynnis aglaja, dingy skipper Erynnis
tages, grayling Hipparchia semele, green hairstreak Callophyrys rubi, grizzled skipper Pyrgus
malvae, pearl-bordered fritillary Boloria euphrosyne, purple hairstreak Quercusia quercus, small
heath Coenonympha pamphilus, small pearl-bordered fritillary Boloria selene, wall Lasiommata
megera and white admiral Limenitis camilla.
10.151. Notable species of moth recorded within the study area included buff ermine Spilosoma luteum,
cloaked carpet Euphyia biangulata, dot moth Melanchra persicariae, knotgrass Acronicta rumicis,
oak hook-tip Watsonalla binaria and white ermine Spilosoma lubricipeda.
10.152. Other notable invertebrate species recorded within the study area included British cave shrimp
Niphargellus glenniei, keeled skimmer Orthetrum coerulescens (a Nationally Important Key
Dragonfly Species) and great green bush cricket Tettigonia viridissima, a Devon BAP species which
has been recorded in close proximity to the site, on the outskirts of Ashburton.
10.153. Within the Extension Area and immediate surrounds, a number of habitats of potential value to
invertebrates including hay meadows, hedgerows, cattle-grazed pasture and occasional mature
trees containing some deadwood were identified. Previously disturbed and unmanaged habitats
surrounding Alston farmyard immediately to the north were also assessed as offering optimal habitat
for invertebrates given the mosaic of habitats recorded in this location (including bare or sparsely
vegetated slopes) together with its sheltered micro-climate given the protection from surrounding
trees and buildings.
10.154. Field surveys carried out within the Extension Area and immediate surrounds identified a total of 219
invertebrate species which included two species of national conservation concern as follows:



Sphecodes niger – a species of solitary bee which is listed as Red Data Book (RDB)3 (Rare)
which was recorded close to Alston Farm buildings; and
Cinnabar Tyria jacobaeae – a species of moth which is listed as a Biodiversity Action Plan
species (research only) and as a Species of Principle Importance under Section 41 of the
NERC Act (2006) which was recorded in the south-west of the Extension Area.

10.155. Habitats surrounding the Waye Lane Replacement Route were considered to offer suitable habitat
for a range of invertebrates, including hay meadows and hedgerows (particularly the more mature,
diverse hedges surrounding fields to the north-west of the existing track), cattle-grazed pasture and
occasional mature trees and narrow streams. However, habitats within the footprint of the proposed
route were generally considered to be of lower value, given the narrow margins / ‘verges’ and limited
species diversity recorded within the recently planted, single-species hedges which line the mixed
plantation woodlands.
10.156. Give the abundance and diversity of species recorded within surveys of the Extension Area and
immediate surrounds (including the presence of two species of national conservation concern) and
structural and habitat diversity recorded across the site as a whole, overall the invertebrate
population is assessed as being of Local (District) Level value.

Evaluation Summary
10.157. The evaluation of the ecological features identified during the baseline survey work is summarised in
Table 10.10 below. For the purposes of this chapter, all features assigned Local level or higher value
and / or are afforded legislative protection were deemed to be Important Ecological Features and
hence have been taken forward into the assessment of potential impacts as set out in the following
section.
Table 10.10

Summary of Important Ecological Features

Ecological Feature

Value

South Dartmoor Woods Special Area of
Conservation (SAC)

European

South Hams SAC

European

Dartmoor SAC

European
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Ecological Feature

Value

Dartmoor National Park

National

Little Barton Fields Unconfirmed Wildlife Site
(UWS)

County (unconfirmed)

Mead Cross UWS

County (unconfirmed)

Broadleaved semi-natural woodland

Local

Mixed Plantation Woodland

Local

‘Good’ Semi-improved Grassland

Local

Marshy Grassland

Local

Open Water

Local

Running Water

Local

Hedgerows

Local (District)

Badger

Local

Dormice

County

Bat assemblage

County

Breeding bird assemblage

Local (District)

Reptiles

Local

Invertebrates

Local (District)
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Assessment of Impacts and Mitigation
Potentially Relevant Biophysical Changes
10.158. A detailed description of the development proposals is provided within Chapter 3 of this ES. The
main biophysical changes associated with the proposed development that have potential to affect
ecological resources positively or negatively (in the absence of any mitigation) in the site and its
relevant surroundings are related to:
Construction:






Degradation/disturbance to designated sites and other valued habitats resulting from light,
noise, visual disturbance, air quality (dust) and changes to surface water run-off;
Changes to extents (loss and creation) of habitats (see below);
Changes to wildlife populations and assemblages resulting from opportunities presented by
habitat creation;
Loss of species (individual mortality) and disturbance due to habitat loss / severance /
fragmentation / degradation (resulting from light, noise, vibration, visual disturbance, air
quality changes and changes to surface water run off) affecting local wildlife populations; and
Changes to hydrology in terms of water flow rates and quality.

Operation & Progressive Restoration





Disturbance to wildlife from changes to the location of quarrying activity including vehicles,
blasting, light spill and glare;
Disturbance to wildlife from changes to the road network including introduction of new traffic
flows along Waye Lane;
Degradation/disturbance to habitats resulting from changes to air quality (dust);
Changes to hydrology in terms of water flow rates and quality.

Final Restoration



Changes to extents (creation) of habitats; and
Changes to wildlife populations and assemblages resulting from opportunities presented by
habitat creation;

Overview of Habitat Losses
10.159. The impacts to habitats identified as Important Ecological Features during the valuation process are
shown on Figure 10.3. An overview of all habitat losses associated with the various elements of the
proposals is described below.
Waye Lane Replacement Route, Alston Farm access road, Balland Lane Widening and
drainage infrastructure works
10.160. For most of its length, the Waye Lane Replacement Route follows the course of an existing unmetalled road between Balland Lane and Brownswell stream. At this point the proposed route diverts
from the existing track to cross an area of poor semi-improved grassland on the restored spoil tip of
the existing quarry. Drainage infrastructure works includes the creation of two detention basins along
the central section of the route where small streams are culverted under the existing track, and desilting and extending the capacity of the overgrown and silted up pond near to the proposed junction
with Alston Lane (Waye Pond). Temporary impacts to grassland habitats will also occur under the up
to 5m wide construction working area for the road works. Drainage works, track re-alignment and
profiling (cutting and embankments) will require the translocation of c.560m hedgerow primarily from
the central section of the replacement route.
10.161. The proposed widening works to Balland Lane will impact a c.200m length of the existing hedgerow
which lines the northern side of the lane, which due to ground level changes across the hedge, will
be lost rather than translocated (with an adjacent tree-line retained and strengthened inside the
quarry boundary).
10.162. The proposed new Alston Farm Access road (c.3.25m wide) passes through improved and poor
semi-improved grasslands, and would result in hedgerow losses at the new junction with Alston
Lane, at new hedge breaks (c.4.5m wide) along its length and where it re-connects to the existing
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access road at its eastern end. Similar to the Waye Lane Replacement Route, temporary impacts to
grassland habitats would also occur under the construction working corridor (up to 5m width).
10.163. Over the course of the c. 1-2 year construction period, these works would result in losses of c.0.16ha
of broad-leaved woodland (within the silted-up Waye Pond), c.0.16ha of dense scrub, c.0.08ha of
mixed plantation, c.0.4ha of improved grassland, c.0.25ha of marshy grassland, c1.41ha of poor
semi-improved grassland and c.0.37ha of good semi-improved neutral grassland.
Quarry Extension
10.164. The quarry extension and its associated screening bunds total some 32ha in size and are primarily
located on arable (6.89ha), improved grassland (14.97ha) and poor semi-improved grassland
(8.71ha) habitats, all of which would be lost under the footprint. The majority of hedgerows under the
footprint of the proposed extension would also be removed and translocated to nearby receptor sites,
totalling c.4,200m. Smaller areas of other habitat types will also be lost, including ephemeral / short
perennial vegetation (c.0.89ha), mixed plantation (c.0.24ha), good semi-improved neutral grassland
(c.0.29ha) and tall ruderal vegetation (c.0.01ha). These losses would occur during the first 4 stages
of the proposed quarry extension, i.e. over a c. 44 year period.

Overview of Ecological Mitigation Strategy
Key principles
10.165. A number of key principles have been followed in the development of the Ecological Mitigation and
Enhancement Strategy (Refer to Figure 10.4), which are:







Where possible, avoid or minimise adverse impacts through a process of iterative design and
assessment;
Make the best use of the opportunities presented by a proposed development spilt into
several stages spread over many decades to, as far as possible, create habitats in advance
of impacts allowing habitats to mature over the course of the quarry operation;
Minimise potential adverse effects of habitat fragmentation and severance of movement
corridors through creation of strong green corridors;
Translocate all impacted hedgerows to ecologically meaningful locations;
Create habitats in as large as possible units to increase their value to habitat specialists, and
allow practical and appropriate management; and
Create habitats in locations that increase the size and connectivity of existing retained
habitats.

10.166. The habitat creation and enhancement proposal includes:








Species-rich grassland creation (0.67ha)
Grassland enhancement (c. 10ha)
Broad-leaved woodland creation (14.40ha)
Woodland enhancement (9.27ha)
Hedgerow creation (2.2km)
Stream corridor (Running Water) enhancement 700m
Progressive restoration mosaic: calcareous grassland (4.34ha), bare rock and sparsely
vegetated scree (1.45ha) and woodland / scrub (1.45ha)

10.167. Further details of the proposed ecological mitigation and enhancement strategy are set out in
Appendix 10.3: Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy
10.168. All retained, created, or translocated habitats within the site would be covered by a Long-term Land
Management Plan to ensure their continued maturation and provision of intended ecological
functions. Refer to the Outline Land Management Strategy.
10.169. Ecological monitoring would be undertaken at intervals throughout the operational life of the
proposed extension to determine the success of mitigation and enhancement, to inform management
actions and fine-tune mitigation and enhancement delivery in later stages. Appendix 10.3 sets out
the proposed ecological monitoring scope and programme.
Final Restoration Strategy
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10.170. The Outline Restoration Strategy sets out proposals for the final restoration of the worked quarry:
following cessation of quarrying (Stage 6), the void would be allowed to fill with water creating a large
open water body (35ha) with fringing marginal / reed-beds and wet-woodland habitats totalling some
3.4ha. Final restoration would also create further c.1.8ha mosaic of calcareous grassland,
broadleaved woodland / scrub and bare rock / scree habitats.
10.171. The majority of the restored quarry would be intended to have a wildlife conservation function, with a
network of footpaths to allow recreational access. Other functions and uses could include carefully
zoned areas for informal public access and commercial uses.
10.172. For clarity, and in recognition of the length of time before Stage 6 would be undertaken, the potential
beneficial impacts of habitat creation as a part of the final restoration have been assessed separately
from mitigation and enhancement measures proposed in relation to Stages 0-5 (including
progressive restoration).
Biodiversity Offsetting Metric
10.173. The full calculations undertaken are provided in Appendix 10.3, and are summarised below for each
stage. A positive value indicates that the adverse impact of habitat loss as measured in biodiversity
units is less than the beneficial impact of habitat creation and enhancement, and a negative value
indicates that the adverse impact is greater than the beneficial impact.
10.174. For habitats, whilst the biodiversity units balance may be negative within each individual stage, the
cumulative biodiversity units remains positive through all stages, as a result of large positive
balances in previous stages. This illustrates how the proposals have been designed and staged in
such a way that habitats of greater value (as measured in offset units) are created or enhanced in
advance of losses. It should be noted that (with the exception of hedgerows) the offsetting metric
makes allowance for habitat creation not being like for like with habitat loss in terms of habitat type,
area and quality.
10.175. For hedgerows, the balance of biodiversity units is always positive (and large) as a result of the scale
of the translocation and hedgerow creation proposals.
Table 10.11 Summary of Biodiversity Budget Calculations: Habitats (not including hedgerows)
Stage

Biodiversity Units Balance
(‘required units’ minus
‘tradeable value’)

Cumulative Biodiversity
Units

Advance Works

1.93

0.93

Stage 0

7.84

9.77

Stage 1a

3.54

13.31

Stage 1b

-8.75

4.56

Stage 2a

40.50

45.06

Stage 2b

-0.03

45.03

Stage 3

12.80

57.83

Stage 4

17.66

75.50

Stage 5

7.93

83.43

Stage 6

200.97

284.40

Table 10.12 Summary of Biodiversity Budget Calculations: Hedgerows
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Stage:

Hedgerow
Impacts
(m)

Offset units from
Translocation
(including delivery
risk factor of 1.2)*

Offset units
from Creation
(including
temporal risk
factor of 1.2)

Biodiversity
Units
Balance

Cumulative
Biodiversity
Units

Stage 0

761

468**

1149

656

656

Stage 1a

742

618

0

-124

532

Stage 1b

850

708

303

162

694

Stage 2a

604

503

0

-101

593

Stage 2b

1046

872

275

101

694

Stage 3

423

353

67

-4

690

Stage 4

570

475

0

-95

595

Stage 5

0

0

0

0

595

Stage 6

0

0

0

0

595

* note that the offsetting metric makes no specific provision for hedgerow translocation. On a precautionary
basis, a delivery risk factor (to represent risks associated with translocation) has been applied
**Balland Lane Widening would result in c.200m of hedge loss, which due to the nature of the hedge, is
not suitable for translocation.

Overview of Relevant Other Control Measures
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
10.176. An industry best practice Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would be produced
and implemented to mitigate potential negative construction effects prior to the commencement of
any construction activity. The CEMP would include detailed measures, procedures and timetables to
avoid minimise or reduce the risk of occurrence or potential negative environmental effects. Further
details of relevant control measures for the protection of ecological features, noise, light pollution,
water pollution and dust are set out in Appendix 10.3: Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement
Strategy.
Control of Operational Effects
10.177. The current quarrying operations are required to work within permitted limits and conducted under a
number of operation control measures to reduce potential environmental effects. These include:




Limits to operational working hours
Limits to permitted noise and vibration levels
Dust suppression

10.178. Further details of relevant operational control measures are set out in Appendix 10.3: Ecological
Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy, as well as Chapter 11: Traffic and Access, Chapter 12: Flood
Risk and Effect on Water Resources and Chapter 13: Noise and Vibration.

Detailed Assessment of Impacts on Important Ecological
Features
Internationally Designated Sites
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.179. No direct or indirect impacts to the qualifying habitat features within South Dartmoor Woods Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) are predicted given the distance from the closest component part of this
site.
10.180. No direct or indirect impacts on the qualifying habitats of Dartmoor SAC are anticipated due to the
distance of their closest components from the site. With regards to the mobile qualifying interest
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features (namely otter and Atlantic salmon), a potential impact pathway has been identified via
Balland Stream (a tributary of the River Ashburn which itself is a tributary of the River Dart part of
which falls within Dartmoor SAC). Whilst no direct impacts are considered likely on either of these
species (due to lack of suitable habitat within the site / immediate surrounds), any water pollution
incidents during construction and in particular works in proximity to Balland Stream in relation to the
Waye Lane Replacement Route, have the potential to adversely impact upon downstream habitats
used by both these species, including potentially individuals from within the SAC populations.
10.181. No direct impacts on the South Hams SAC are anticipated given the distance to the nearest
component sites at Haytor & Smallacombe Iron Mines (the closest of which is 4.4km away).
However, due to the mobile nature of the relevant key interest feature (greater horseshoe bat), and
the presence of a Strategic Flyway along the A38 which partly covers the southern part of the
Extension Area (ref to Figure 10.1) there is potential for indirect effects arising from damage to
greater horseshoe bat flight routes used by individuals from within the SAC population. The South
Hams SAC – Greater horseshoe bat consultation zone planning guidance identifies a number of
landscape changes that greater horseshoe bats are particularly sensitive to. These are:





Removal of linear features used for navigation
Illumination
Physical injury by wind turbines
Change in habitat structure and composition

10.182. Taking each in turn:





The proposals will result in removal of linear features (hedgerows), however not within areas
where the greatest levels of greater horseshoe bat activity were detected.
No night-time construction working will take place and therefore no construction lighting will
be necessary.
No wind turbines are proposed.
Changes in habitat structure and composition will occur as a result of construction activities.

Mitigation & Enhancement
10.183. With regards to the highlighted potential hydrological impact pathway on the Dartmoor SAC
qualifying interest features (otters and Atlantic salmon); the water pollution control measures to be
adopted during construction (which will be detailed in full within the CEMP) are considered adequate
to effectively manage the risk of any significant impacts occurring on this designation. Refer also to
the potential beneficial impacts to water quality detailed in the assessment of effects on ‘running
water’ below, through stock fencing along Balland Stream, which could lead to indirect benefits on
watercourses downstream as well, including those used by Dartmoor SAC qualifying interest
features.
10.184. The design of the footprint of quarrying stages was an iterative process which sought to continually
minimise the potential for effects on foraging and commuting bats, and in particular on greater
horseshoe bats. Key responses within the design of the quarrying operation to the findings of the bat
surveys included:



Design of each stage to minimise hedgerow network fragmentation by using the existing
hedgerows as boundaries to the stage footprint wherever possible.
Reduction of the overburden bund footprints, avoiding direct impacts to fields to the northeast of the Extension Area (where highest levels of greater horseshoe bat activity were
detected) by rearranging quarry operation to permit more overburden to be backfilled within
the existing quarry void.

10.185. Habitat creation and enhancement within the Strategic Flyway is proposed (and has commenced in
some areas as advance planting) to extend and strengthen the existing woodland belt along the A38.
Woodland planting and hedgerow translocation to create green lanes is proposed to create stronger
connectivity from the A38 corridor Strategic Flyway to woodlands and the hedgerow network to the
north of the Extension Area. The creation of these new and strengthened habitat linkages would be
in advance of quarrying stages that reduce the hedgerow or are in the immediate proximity of the
Strategic Flyway.
Residual Effects
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10.186. No significant effects are predicted on either the Dartmoor SAC or the South Hams SAC, and
consultation with Natural England (Refer to Appendix 10.2) confirmed their agreement with this
assessment (in relation to South Hams SAC). Refer also to the Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA) which accompanies the application.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.187. By design, all surface water collected within the quarry and quarry extension is retained within
settling basins prior to any controlled discharge to the drainage network. Accordingly, no adverse
hydrological impacts on Balland Stream or downstream watercourses (including those used by
Dartmoor SAC qualifying interest features) are anticipated.
10.188. The plant within the existing quarry is currently equipped with down-angled spotlights which are
turned on during dim daylight hours in winter, and during late evening / night time on the occasions
when the asphalt plant is in operation during the night to meet periods of high demand. No increase
to operational illumination within the quarry is proposed.
10.189. The introduction of increased night-time lighting from vehicle headlights along the Waye Lane
Replacement Route has the potential to cause degradation of a greater horseshoe bat commuting
route. The Traffic Assessment (Chapter 11) has estimated that night time vehicle flows along the
Waye Lane Replacement Route (between 8pm and 6am) would be c. 5.8% of the total average daily
traffic, which equates to c 8 vehicles per night time period. Existing night-time use of the Waye Lane
track is (based on incidental observation during bat surveys) virtually zero and limited to very
occasional farm traffic only.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.190. A minimum of 4 No. artificial ‘bat caves’ will be created in the re-profiled quarry benches as a part of
the progressive restoration. These caves would be designed to provide suitable roost sites for bats
during active and hibernation stages. Given the location, there is good probability that such roost
sites could become used by a range of bat species, potentially including greater horseshoe bats.
Residual Effects
10.191. Given the surface water control and treatment prior to discharge to Balland Stream, no significant
effects on downstream watercourses (including those used by Dartmoor SAC qualifying interest
features) is anticipated.
10.192. Given the very low level of predicted night-time vehicular use (less than 1 vehicle per hour) of the
Waye Lane Replacement Route, in combination with the hedge-banks that would line both sides of
the new road and the adjacent and parallel proposed public footpath, screening adjacent areas from
vehicle headlights, no significant effects are predicted on the identified greater horseshoe bat flight
route.
10.193. The creation of artificial bat caves and strengthened habitat connectivity along the strategic flyway
(as well as to east-west links to the north of the extension area and quarry appearing to be more
regularly used by greater horseshoe bats) are considered to be an indirect beneficial effect on the
South Hams SAC, however this is not considered likely to be significant at the scale of the
designated site, and therefore no significant effect is predicted.
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Nationally Designated Sites
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.194. Habitat loss and the consequent effects this may have on notable and priority species has the
potential to result in adverse impacts on habitats and species considered to be part of the special
character of the Dartmoor National Park.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.195. The proposals include the creation of a range of ecologically important habitats within the Dartmoor
National Park, including species-rich calcareous grassland, broad-leaved woodland and hedgerows
(refer to Tables 10.15 & 10.16 respectively below), as well as the enhancement of woodland and
grassland habitats.
10.196. The proposed habitat creation and enhancement and the networks strengthened by these proposals
are considered to be in-line with a number of the Dartmoor National Park Management Plan (DNPA
2013) five-year priorities for habitats and wildlife. Specifically:




Encourage sustainable management of existing woodlands and opportunities for new
woodlands;
Build coherent and resilient ecological networks;
Support stable or increasing populations of priority species.

Residual Effects
10.197. While the proposals would contribute to wider actions to meet the stated priorities for habitats and
wildlife, it is considered that given the size of the National Park as a whole, in isolation the proposals
are not likely to result in measureable beneficial changes at the scale of the National Park.
Accordingly no significant effects are predicted.
Operation
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.198. No operational impacts to nationally designated sites are anticipated.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.199. The habitat creation proposed as a part of the progressive restoration works is considered to be in
line with a number of the Dartmoor National Park Management Plan (DNPA 2013) five-year priorities
for habitats and wildlife as stated above.
Residual Effects
10.200. While the proposals would contribute to wider actions to meet the stated priorities, it is considered
that given the size of the National Park as a whole, in isolation the proposals are not likely to result in
measureable changes at the scale of the National Park. Accordingly no significant effects are
predicted.

Locally Designated Sites
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.201. Small scale drainage management works are proposed to the north of Alston Farm, which includes a
section of ditch which passes through woodland within the Little Barton Fields UWS. The drainage
management measures are low key and will entail clearance and if necessary increasing the
capacity of existing ditches and blocking flow routes through hedges. No other direct impacts to
locally designated sites are anticipated.
10.202. Potential indirect impacts to locally designated sites are limited to the potential for dust deposition
generated by construction activities. High levels of dust deposition can result in a reduction in plant
health through screening sunlight, blocking of stomata and affecting soil chemistry and fertility. Due
to varying sensitivities between different plants, this can lead to changes in vegetation composition
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over time. Of the locally designated sites identified within the wider study area, only Little Barton
Fields UWS and Mead Cross UWS are considered to be in close enough proximity to be potentially
affected by dust. The closest construction operations to these two sites that might generate dust are:



Mead Cross UWS: Stage 1a Overburden bund formation (65m)
Little Barton Fields UWS: Stage 1b Overburden bund formation (290m) and Stage 2
Overburden bund formation (170m).

10.203. The assessment made in Chapter 14 has identified that based on distance and wind direction,
without mitigation, the risk of dust impacts to these sites is classified as ‘low’.
10.204. Excavation, and dewatering have the potential to result in changes to ground water levels, which in
turn could indirectly affect vegetation communities in affected areas. Both Little Barton Fields UWS
and Mead Cross UWS occur on sloping and free-draining soils. In the case of Little Barton Fields, a
number of springs are present which are recharged from higher ground to the north and west. No
flow change would be anticipated to these due to the presence of impermeable strata between them
and the proposed Extension Area. Accordingly, it is considered unlikely that any potential localised
lowering of the ground water table would result in measureable changes to their vegetation
compositions.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.205. The CEMP would include a specific Method Statement to cover the minor drainage management
works within Little Barton Fields UWS. This would set out the methods of working and measures that
would be taken to avoid any accidental damage to surrounding vegetation within this designated site.
10.206. Dust control measures which would be included with the CEMP, (and are described in further detail
in Chapter 14) would be applied at all stages of construction, including the overburden bund
formation.
10.207. Native broadleaved woodland planting (0.35ha) is proposed on an area of poor semi-improved
grassland within the Little Barton Fields Unconfirmed Wildlife Site (UWS) during Stage 1b. This
woodland planting is intended to expand the size and increase the connectivity of existing adjacent
woodland areas within Little Barton Fields UWS.
Residual Effects
10.208. While additional broadleaved woodland planting adjacent to the Little Barton Fields UWS would have
beneficial effects, and support wildlife that utilise the UWS, it is considered unlikely that it would be
significant in terms of the designated site as a whole.
10.209. Assuming the successful implementation of CEMP dust control measures, no significant effects are
predicted on any locally designated sites during construction.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.210. No direct operational impacts to locally designated sites are anticipated.
10.211. Potential indirect impacts would be limited to the potential for dust deposition generated by
operational and progressive restoration activities, as described previously.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.212. Operational dust suppression methods would be applied, as specified within Chapter 14. These
measures have been demonstrated by monitoring to be highly effective and dust monitoring studies
of the existing quarrying operation undertaken in 2015 identified very low levels of dust deposition
(between c. 2.5 to 15% of guideline values) to adjacent areas.

Residual Effects
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10.213. Assuming the continued successful implementation of operational dust control, no significant effects
to locally designated sites are anticipated.

Species-rich Grasslands
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.214. Small areas (totalling 0.66 ha) of ‘good’ semi-improved neutral grassland, and marshy grassland
(0.33ha) would be lost under the footprint of the proposed development (refer to Table 10.13 below
and Figure 10.3 for locations).
10.215. Indirect impacts to retained species-rich grasslands would be limited to the potential for dust
deposition generated by construction activities along the Waye Lane Replacement Route, as
previously describe in relation to other ecological features.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.216. The proposals include the creation of an area of 0.67ha of species-rich grassland within the Stage 0
works as a single habitat unit on ground immediately to the north of the Stage 1 quarry activity. The
proposed grassland creation area has a southerly aspect, and would be top-soil stripped prior to
sowing with a species-rich grassland seed mix (top-soil stripping would ensure a low-nutrient
substrate, the most appropriate species mix would be determined following soil chemistry analysis).
Investigations would be made into utilising seed harvested from a regionally / locally appropriate
donor site but if this is not feasible, an appropriate specialist native seed mix would be used instead.
Over time and with appropriate management (refer to Outline Land Management Strategy), this area
might reasonably be expected to meet the criteria for selection as a County Wildlife Site (DBRC,
2009) on the basis of size (>0.5ha) and species diversity (>20 species per m²).
10.217. Dust control measures would be included with the CEMP as outlined above and within Chapter 14.
Residual Effects
10.218. The habitat creation proposed would result in a net increase in both habitat area and quality of
species rich grasslands. The delivery of the species-rich grasslands in Stage 0 provides timely
mitigation for impacts which occur during this stage, and is in advance of the further losses occurring
in Stage 1.
10.219. The implementation of an industry best practice CEMP would control the levels of dust as far as
reasonably possible. While there would remain potential for localised dust deposition to species-rich
grasslands (where directly adjacent to the Waye Lane Replacement Route) these effects would be
temporary and short-term and therefore considered unlikely to result in long-term measureable
changes to the vegetation composition or soil chemistry.
10.220. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted to result in a significant beneficial, permanent
effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating to an effect of slight
positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.221. No direct impacts to species-rich grasslands are anticipated during quarry operation.
10.222. Potential indirect impacts would be limited to the potential for dust deposition on newly created
species-rich grassland generated during routine operational activities, the effects of which have been
previously described.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.223. Operation methods of dust suppression would be applied, as detailed in Chapter 14.
10.224. Long-term grassland enhancement would also be undertaken within fields (totalling c. 10ha) on the
spoil tip for the existing quarry (to the north of the existing quarry). The grasslands created on the
spoil tip to date have been established through seeding with agricultural grass seed mixes which are
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predominantly of only limited ecological interest. Approaches to increase the sward diversity and
encourage a more herb-rich grassland include measures such as the following (the exact method
chosen would depend on soil chemistry analysis and grazing requirements) :






Nutrient stripping through cutting and removal of arisings
Turf scarification / slot seeding
Seeding following creation of bare soil by herbicide application
Inversion ploughing and reseeding
Use of species-rich seed mixes on newly tipped areas

10.225. Given the lifespan of the quarry operation and the progressive restoration, it is intended that a variety
of approaches would be employed on a trial scale and monitored in order to inform later
enhancement work over larger areas of the tip. Refer to the Outline Land Management Strategy.
10.226. The progressive restoration of the quarry benches will create areas of species-rich calcareous
grassland, commencing during Stage 1 and continuing until Stage 5 with a combined area totalling c.
4.3ha. Calcareous grassland created through a combination of seeding and natural regeneration
would be a component part (c. 60%) of a mosaic of species-rich grassland, sparsely vegetated
scree, bare rock, pockets of scrub and broad-leaved copses.
Residual Effects
10.227. Assuming the continued successful implementation of operational dust control, no significant effects
are anticipated.
10.228. The enhancement of c.10ha of currently poor-semi-improved grassland on the existing spoil tip
would create a sizable area of species-rich neutral grassland, although due to inherent uncertainties
regarding how the existing vegetation communities will respond to the enhancement measures
proposed, any beneficial effects have been assumed not to be significant on a precautionary basis.
10.229. The creation of c 4.3ha of largely contiguous species-rich calcareous grassland through progressive
restoration, which over time might reasonably be expected to meet the criteria for selection as a
County Wildlife Site (DBRC, 2009) on the basis of size (>0.5ha) and species diversity (>20 species
per m²) is predicted to result in a significant permanent, direct, beneficial effect on a feature of
ecological importance at the County scale in the medium to long term, equating to an effect of large
positive significance.
Table 10.13: Losses and gains to species rich grasslands over the course of the quarrying stages
Stage

Loss (ha)

Habitat
Creation
during
Construction:
(ha)
Species-rich
Grassland
Creation: 0.67

Habitat Creation
during Operation
(progressive
restoration): (ha)

Net
change
(ha)

0

‘Good’ Semi-Improved
Grassland: 0.37
Marshy grassland: 0.25

none

+0.05

1a

‘Good’ Semi-Improved
Grassland: 0.23

None

Grassland
Enhancement: 1.00*

1b

‘Good’ Semi-Improved
Grassland: 0.06
Marshy grassland: 0.08

none

2a

None

none

2b

None

none

3

None

none

Grassland
Enhancement: 1.00*
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 0.37
Grassland
Enhancement: 2.00*
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 0.52
Grassland
Enhancement (existing
tip): 2.00*
Grassland

-0.23
(+1.00
enhanced)
+0.23
(+1.00
enhanced)
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Stage

Loss (ha)

Habitat
Creation
during
Construction:
(ha)

4

None

none

5

None

none

Sub-total
6 (Final
Restoration)
Overall
Total

-0.99
None

+0.67
none

-0.99

+0.67

Habitat Creation
during Operation
(progressive
restoration): (ha)

Net
change
(ha)

Enhancement: 2.00*
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 0.64
Grassland
Enhancement: 2.00*
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 2.1
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 0.71
+4.34
Calcareous Grassland
Creation: 1.06
+5.40
(+10.00 enhanced)

(+2.00
enhanced)
+2.10
(+2.00
enhanced)
+0.71
+4.02
+1.06

+5.08
(+10.00
enhanced)
* Note that the while grassland enhancement will be undertaken progressively over the total c.10ha
of the existing spoil tip, the areas to be enhanced in any one stage listed above are illustrative only.
The actual areas delivered in each stage may be greater or smaller depending on the practicalities
of working within existing (or new) field boundaries and on the success of techniques applied (refer
to text above).

Woodlands
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.230. Small areas of broad-leaved semi-natural woodland (comprising 0.16ha of wet woodland within the
portion of Waye Pond to be de-silted) and young mixed plantation (0.32ha – under the Waye Lane
replacement route connecting spur road for Waye Farm, and adjacent to the existing A38-Alston
Lane junction) would be lost under the footprint of the proposed development (refer to Table 10.14
below). These areas of woodland loss are in the form of small portions of larger, contiguous
woodland areas.
10.231. Potential indirect impacts to woodland habitats are limited to the potential for dust deposition arising
from construction activities, the effects of which have been described previously. Woodland,
hedgerows and scrub will tend to reduce the effect distance compared to open habitats by trapping
particulate matter and slowing air speeds.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.232. Substantial areas of new broad-leaved woodland planting are proposed to cover the majority of the
spoil mounds and screening bunds. Additional broad-leaved woodland planting is proposed along
the sides of the new farm access road, and the Waye Lane replacement route. The locations of
proposed planting have been carefully considered to connect to and expand existing areas of
woodland rather than create isolated clumps.
10.233. The composition of these new woodlands would reflect plant communities that are characteristic of
the site and local area, and include canopy, understory and shrub layer species. The approach to
woodland creation would include a combination of block planting as well as natural regeneration and
succession around planted clumps. This approach is proposed in order to promote the establishment
of structurally diverse habitats with a more semi-natural character than block planting would achieve
on its own.
10.234. New woodland planting would commence during Stage 0, and continue to be progressively
expanded through each stage of the construction. In total, 14.4ha of new broadleaved woodland is
proposed.
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10.235. In addition, woodland habitat enhancement would also be undertaken within mixed plantation
woodland along the length of the Waye Lane replacement route and also within the wider land
ownership, covering an area of 9.3 ha. Woodland enhancement measures would include:




Selective thinning and removal of conifers to open the canopy and encourage the
establishment of a diverse shrub layer;
Creation of glades and rides; and
Targeted supplementary planting of native broad-leaved trees and shrubs.

10.236. Created and existing woodlands would be brought under sensitive management through the
implementation of a long-term Operational Land Management Plan (refer to the Outline Land
Management Strategy). This would ensure the continued ecological value and function of created
and retained woodlands.
10.237. Dust control measures would be included with the CEMP as described previously and within Chapter
14.
Residual Effects
10.238. Assuming the successful implementation of CEMP dust control measures during construction, any
effects of dust are considered to be qualitatively (in the absence of any published critical loads) very
minor and unlikely to result in measureable changes to woodland habitat composition.
10.239. The adverse effects of the relatively minor woodland losses are more than outweighed by the
substantial areas of woodland creation and woodland enhancement proposed. Together with the
implementation of long term management of these areas, it is considered that the overall effects on
this Important Ecological Feature will be significant and beneficial in the long-term.
10.240. The Proposed Development is therefore overall predicted to result in a significant permanent, direct,
beneficial effect on this feature at the Local (district) scale, equating to an effect of moderate
positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.241. No direct impacts to broad-leaved semi-natural woodlands are anticipated during operation.
10.242. Potential indirect impacts to woodlands are limited to the potential for dust deposition arising from
operation activities as outlined in relation to other ecological features previously.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.243. Operational dust suppression methods would be adopted, as stated within Chapter 14.
10.244. Broadleaved woodland creation is proposed as a part of the restoration habitat mosaic, which would
include dry woodland as pockets and copses on the restored quarry benches. Broadleaved
woodland would form c.1.4ha of the total c.7.2ha progressive restoration habitat mosaic.
Residual Effects
10.245. Assuming the continued successful implementation of operational dust control, no significant effects
are anticipated from dust deposition.
10.246. Overall, the areas of woodland proposed during progressive restoration is considered to represent a
beneficial effect of significance at the Local level. As a part of a diverse mosaic of habitats within the
restoration area, they are also considered to contribute to an ecological feature that over time could
readily develop significance at a higher geographic scale, and meet Devon County Wildlife Site
selection criteria (DBRC, 2009) on the basis of both the habitat mosaic, and becoming ‘a good
example of active succession from bare ground towards wildlife rich grassland, heathland or
woodland communities’.
10.247. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the long term to result in a significant beneficial,
permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating to an
effect of slight positive significance.
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Table 10.14: Losses and gains to Woodland over the course of the quarrying stages
Stage

Loss (ha)

Habitat Creation
during Construction:
(ha)

Habitat Creation
during Operation
(progressive
restoration): (ha)
none

0

Broad-leaved
Semi-natural
Woodland: 0.16
Mixed
Plantation: 0.08

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
3.20
Woodland
enhancement: 3.54*

1a

Mixed
Plantation: 0.16

none

+2.46
1.13
enhanced

1b

Mixed
Plantation: 0.08

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
2.62
Woodland
Enhancement: 1.13
Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.35

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.12

+0.39

2a

None

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.17

+4.25
4.62
enhanced

2b

None

none

+2.48

3

None

None

5

None

None

Sub-total

-0.48

6 (Final
Restoration)

None

+14.36
(+9.27 enhanced)
None

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.21
Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.70
Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.24
+1.44

+1.84

4

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
4.08
Woodland
Enhancement: 4.62
Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
2.48
Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
1.63
None

Broad-leaved
Woodland Planting:
0.35
Wet woodland
creation: 0.5
+1.79

Net change
(ha)

+2.96
3.54
enhanced

+0.70

+0.24

+15.32
+0.85

Overall
-0.48
+14.36
+16.17
Total
(+9.27 enhanced)
* Note that woodland enhancement will be an ongoing and cyclical process which will commence in
the stage indicated and continue through long-term management actions.

Hedgerows
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.248. The proposals will result in the removal of 4.96km of hedgerow, the majority of which (70%) was
identified as ‘important’. Direct hedgerow impacts would occur during Stages 0 to 4, with the
maximum impacted during any one year being 1.1km. The vast majority of hedgerow impacts will
occur within the Extension Area, with c.760m of hedge impacted by the Waye Lane Replacement
Route and widening of Balland Lane. The length of hedgerow impacted during each Stage is detailed
within Table 10.15 below.
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10.249. Retained hedgerows, particularly those in close proximity to construction activity may also be
affected by dust deposition (the effects of which have been described elsewhere within the chapter).
Other indirect impacts could also arise through root damage from excavations / overburden bunding /
vehicle movements in close proximity to retained hedges.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.250. All hedgerows under the footprint of the proposals will be translocated to suitable locations, with the
exception of c.200m of hedge lost under the Balland Lane widening works, which is unsuitable for
translocation. Receptor sites for translocated hedgerows have been selected to:





Strengthen and connect to the retained hedgerow network;
Create green lanes;
Re-create historic field patterns both within the Redline and within the wider landownership;
Be in locations where hedgerow management can be maintained.

10.251. The strategy and methodology for hedgerow translocation are set out in the Ecological Mitigation and
Enhancement Strategy (refer to Appendix 10.3).
10.252. In addition to hedgerow translocation, a total of 2.2km of new hedge would be planted to create new
field boundaries, line the Waye Lane Replacement Route and farm access track and to re-create
historic field boundaries. The majority of new hedgerow creation would be in the form of ‘Devon
hedges’ comprising an earth bank with planted native hedgerow shrubs on top (species mix to be
based on the existing hedgerow network).
10.253. Newly created, translocated and retained hedges would be brought under sensitive management
through the implementation of a long-term Operational Land Management Plan (refer to the Outline
Land Management Strategy).
10.254. Dust control measures and habitat protection measures (including fencing) would be included with
the CEMP.
Residual Effects
10.255. Through adopting sensitive methods and appropriate aftercare, the hedgerow translocation strategy
will ensure there is no net loss of hedgerows within the local area. The net increase in the length of
hedgerows (2.2km newly planted hedge) is considered likely to result in beneficial impacts in the
medium – long term overall, although given the lower habitat quality of new compared to old hedges,
on a precautionary basis, this is not considered to be significant.
10.256. Assuming the successful implementation of CEMP dust control measures during construction, any
effects of dust are considered to be unlikely to result in measureable changes to habitat composition,
and no significant effects are anticipated.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.257. No direct impacts to hedgerows are anticipated during operation.
10.258. Potential indirect impacts to hedgerows are limited to the potential for dust deposition arising from
operational activities, as described previously.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.259. Operational dust suppression methods would be applied.
Residual Effects
10.260. Assuming the continued successful implementation of operational dust control, no significant effects
from dust are anticipated.
Table 10.15: Impacts to Hedgerows over the course of the quarrying stages.
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Stage

Hedgerow length impacted
and translocated (m)

New Hedgerow Creation (m)

0

761 (of which c.200m lost)

1379

1a

742

0

1b

850

364

2a

604

0

2b

1046

330

3

423

80

4

570

0

5

0

0

6

0

0

Total

4996

2153

Open Water
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.261. Re-profiling works to the two attenuation ponds (Alston Ponds) are proposed in order to increase
their attenuation storage capacity. These works will result in temporary damage to the open water
and marginal habitats.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.262. The newly re-profiled ponds will retain a permanent water body, the edges designed to allow
marginal plants to colonise naturally (no planting is proposed to allow a more natural waterbody to
develop and avoid any risk of introducing invasive non-native plant aquatic plants). The new ponds
will be stock fenced while retaining a stock watering point to reduce the current high levels of cattle
poaching which prevent the establishment of dense marginal and emergent vegetation.
10.263. The silted-up Waye Pond will be de-silted and extended for water attenuation reasons and to restore
an area of open water and will also be graded to allow early natural colonisation of marginal /
emergent vegetation.
Residual Effects
10.264. There will be a temporary adverse effect on open water habitats until the new open water and
marginal habitats mature. This is considered to result in a short term adverse effect of significance at
the Local scale.
10.265. As habitats mature and marginal and emergent vegetation becomes established the effects are
anticipated to be beneficial, resulting in a medium to long term beneficial effects of significance at the
Local scale.
10.266. Overall, while there would be temporary negative effects during construction, the Proposed
Development is predicted in the medium to long term to result in a significant beneficial, permanent,
direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating to an effect of slight
positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.267. No operational impacts to open water are anticipated.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.268. None required.
Residual Effects
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10.269. No significant effects are predicted.

Running Water
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.270. Along the Waye Lane Replacement Route, culverts and drainage infrastructure under the existing
track will be upgraded to meet the requirements of the new road and associated drainage systems.
This will result in localised direct impacts to the streams in the vicinity of these works where reprofiling works are necessary.
10.271. Construction activities in the vicinity of the small water courses alongside / culverted beneath the
Waye Lane Replacement Route have potential to result in adverse impacts resulting from pollution
incidents (such as oil or fuel spillages) or sediment laden run-off entering the water courses. Such
events could lead to mortality of aquatic organisms locally and further downstream.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.272. Pollution prevention measures for works within / near water would be detailed in full within the
CEMP.
10.273. Stock fencing is proposed to be installed along the Brownswell stream in order to control access to
the stream by cattle and enhance the ecological value of the stream corridor. The current unrestricted access results in high levels of poaching and suppression of riparian vegetation. The
poached, bare substrates are likely to be generating a significant sediment burden with adverse
consequences for water quality and invertebrate
Residual Effects
10.274. Assuming that pollution prevention measures are fully followed, the risk of a construction related
incident occurring is considered very low, and hence not likely to result in significant ecological
effects.
10.275. Culvert and drainage works will result in localised short-term adverse effects of significance at the
Local scale, however the proposed enhancement works to the Brownswell stream corridor has
potential to result in a significant improvement to water quality and aquatic and riparian habitats over
a longer length of water course, and for a longer duration. Accordingly, overall impacts are
considered positive.
10.276. Overall, the Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the short term to result in a significant
beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating
to an effect of slight positive significance.

Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.277. By design, all surface water collected within the quarry and quarry extension is retained within
settling basins prior to any controlled discharge to the drainage network. Accordingly, no significant
adverse impacts are anticipated on downstream watercourses.
10.278. De-watering required during operation is not predicted to result in any changes to water flows within
the streams to the north-west of Waye Lane, as these are re-charged from springs located on higher
ground to the north and west.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.279. No additional mitigation is proposed.
Residual Effects
10.280. No significant effects are predicted.
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Flora
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.281. No notable / scarce plant species were found during the surveys which could be impacted by the
proposals. No adverse impacts to important flora are therefore predicted.
10.282. Due to the recorded presence of Japanese knotweed within the disused walled garden to the rear of
Place House where community benefit measures are being proposed, there is the risk that works to
clear the garden and prepare it for informal recreational access could result in the further spread of
this legally controlled species.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.283. Areas of Japanese Knotweed, found within the walled garden and immediate surrounds would be
permanently removed through an eradication programme to be carried out by specialist contractors
prior to any works to create informal recreational access to this area.
Residual effects
10.284. No significant effects are anticipated.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Impacts
10.285. No operational impact on important flora are predicted.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.286. The progressive restoration of the quarry (refer to Outline Restoration Strategy for further details) will
deliver a 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types including calcareous grasslands, bare rock and scree, scrub,
woodland, wet woodland, reed-bed, marginal vegetation and open water. This mosaic has potential
to become colonised by important plants not currently present on the site, with particular
opportunities for species of low nutrient, calcareous grasslands and rocky habitats.
10.287. As a part of the progressive restoration, areas of south-facing re-profiled quarry benches would be
specially prepared to provide suitable habitat for Deptford Pink Dianthus Armeria. This would be
established by seeding using material collected from an appropriate local site (subject to necessary
approval and licencing).
Residual effects
10.288. Deptford Pink is listed under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act, as well as being
included as a Species of Principle Importance under Section 41 of the NERC Act. Devon is a
particular national stronghold for the species with 15 of the national total of 51 known sites, and it is a
Key Species for Conservation within the Dartmoor National Park strategy ‘Living Dartmoor’.
Successful establishment of a new colony would contribute to the Dartmoor National Park Delivery
Plan and be a significant gain for this species.
10.289. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted to result in a significant beneficial, permanent,
direct, effect on a feature of ecological importance at the County scale in the long-term, equating to
an effect of large positive significance.

Badger
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.290. Potential impacts to badgers arising from construction activities are loss of grassland and hedgerow
foraging habitat, and potential disturbance to a main sett adjacent to the site, and an outlier sett
within the site, near to proposed construction activities.
10.291. It is likely that over the lifespan of the proposed quarry extension badgers may establish new setts in
different locations. Should new setts become established within the footprint of the proposed quarry
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or overburden bunds, there is potential for direct impacts should they need to be removed to allow
the works to proceed, which if unmitigated could result in killing or injury as well as disturbance, or
damage to the setts.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.292. Update surveys for changes of use of the site by badger, and to confirm continued activity at
currently identified setts would be undertaken at appropriate intervals through the construction of the
proposed development, as described in Appendix 10.3. Should active sett disturbance be
unavoidable, exclusion following provision of alternative artificial setts would be undertaken under
licence.
10.293. Habitat creation of c. 14.4ha of broadleaved woodland would provide suitable habitat for badgers,
which is considered to more than mitigate for the loss of grassland habitats considered to only be
occasionally used by foraging or dispersing animals, and not currently forming an integral part of a
badger territory. The wooded corridors and hedgerow network that would be created are considered
to strengthen existing habitat connectivity for badgers surrounding the Extension Area.
Residual effects
10.294. The increase habitat provision is predicted to result in a significant beneficial, permanent, direct,
effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating to an effect of slight
positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.295. The introduction of a new road has potential to result in additional road mortality to badgers in the
area. This risk (arising mainly from the Waye Lane Replacement Route) is considered to be very low
however given that the levels of vehicular use of this new single-lane road during night-time hours
(8pm to 6am) are predicted to be on average c. 8 vehicle movements in any night-time period.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.296. The proposed mosaic of calcareous grassland, bare rock and scree, scrub and woodland copses
that would be delivered through the progressive restoration of the proposed quarry extension would
provide an additional c.7.2ha of suitable badger foraging habitat and potentially opportunities for new
sett creation within relatively undisturbed habitat.

Residual effects
10.297. The low predicted levels of vehicles along the Waye Lane Replacement Route are considered
unlikely to result in significant changes to badger mortality within the local area and therefore no
significant effects are predicted from road mortality.
10.298. The increase habitat provision is predicted to result in a significant beneficial, permanent, direct,
effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating to an effect of slight
positive significance.

Dormouse
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.299. Potential impacts to dormice arising from construction activities are:




Killing or injury during vegetation clearance works within suitable habitat
Habitat fragmentation leading to population decline
Habitat loss leading to population decline
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10.300. Total impacts to dormouse habitat (occurring between Stage 0 and Stage 4) would be loss of 4.96km
of hedgerow, c.0.47ha of woodland (semi-natural broad-leaved woodland and mixed plantation) and
c.0.16 ha of dense scrub.
10.301. In any one year, the maximum area of woodland & scrub loss would be 0.4 ha, and the maximum
total length of hedgerow would be 1050m. Based on the higher typical average dormouse densities
set out in Bright et al., 2006, in any one season this would represent a maximum of c. 2 dormice
affected by woodland loss, and c. 3-4 dormice within hedgerows. Refer to Table 10.14 above for
Stage by stage impacts and gains for woodlands, and Table 10.15 for stage by stage impacts to
hedgerows.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.302. A key principle of the proposals is the translocation of all impacted hedgerows to appropriate
locations surrounding the Extension Area and within the wider land ownership area. In selecting
receptor site locations for hedgerows, consideration has been given to strengthening the retained
hedgerow network and increasing connections between woodland habitats (existing and newly
created). Refer to Appendix 10.3 for full details of the hedgerow translocation strategy.
10.303. Detailed mitigation proposals for dormice would be produced and measures would be subject to a
Natural England European Protected Species licence which would ensure that any adverse effect on
the conservation status of the local dormouse population is avoided. The approach to dormouse
mitigation would be the phased displacement of dormice prior to the start of each Stage following the
broad strategy of:





Habitat creation (woodland and hedgerow planting) and enhancement within connected
habitats in advance of hedgerow impacts to increase the habitat availability and carrying
capacity in the wider landscape;
Impacted hedges would be cut to stump level in mid-August to September (immediately prior
to and in preparation for the hedgerow translocation in autumn/winter when dormice are
active and able to respond);
A maximum length of 50m of hedge would be cut per day (combined with hand searching for
nests), moving progressively towards areas of suitable retained vegetation.
Impacted woodland and scrub would be cleared using a two-stage approach - trees / shrubs
would be cut to stump-level in winter and left undisturbed in situ until dormice have emerged
from hibernation the following spring.

10.304. As mitigation for the temporary loss of hedgerows (i.e. during translocation works) and loss of small
areas of woodland, substantial areas of habitat creation and enhancement are proposed. Those
measures which will specifically benefit dormice include:







Advance planting of 0.4ha of broadleaved woodland (completed early 2016);
Creation of 14.4ha of new broad-leaved woodland, with new woodlands located to connect to
or expand existing woodland areas;
2.2km of new hedgerow creation (which includes hedgerows located to increase connectivity
within the wider landscape);
Management of created woodlands, retained, translocated and new hedgerows for dormice;
Implementation of woodland enhancement measures within c 9ha of mixed plantation; and
Installation of 80 No. dormouse boxes within retained / enhanced woodlands.

10.305. The proposed sequence of hedgerow removals has been designed to ensure that no hedgerow
fragments are created by previous Stages, and that the remaining hedgerow network is always
sufficiently intact to permit movement of dormice to connecting habitat.
10.306. The sequence of new woodland planting and hedgerow translocation has been planned such that
areas of woodland planting have had time to develop into functional habitats in advance of impacts
to dormouse habitat.
10.307. The routes of temporary construction haul roads have been selected to minimise the creation of new
hedgebreaks by using existing field gateways. Where new breaks need to be created, or existing
gateways widened, temporary connectivity would be maintained by use of high, small-mesh netting
on Heras fencing or ‘dead hedge’ gates to close gaps overnight between April to October.
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Residual effects
10.308. The mitigation has been designed such that before dormice are displaced out of the hedgerow
network within each progressive stage, a larger area of new suitable habitat or enhanced existing
habitat is available for them to be displaced into. It is likely that in the short term (i.e. during the year
of displacement) there may be a slight adverse effect while a small number (5-6) individuals are
being displaced and locating the replacement habitat. The habitat creation and enhancement has
been designed such that during all stages the scale of accrued habitat creation and enhancement is
always greater than the loss, and therefore any localised short-term adverse effects are not
considered likely to adversely affect the conservation status of the local population as a whole.
10.309. Taken together, the mitigation and enhancement measures proposed are considered to represent a
significant increase in habitat quantity and quality for dormice, with potential to lead to a substantial
increase in the local population size. Using the lower typical average dormouse densities set out in
Bright et al., 2006, the habitat creation measures could support an additional 50 dormice,
representing a 40% increase in population size within the site. In addition, through the
implementation of a long-term Operational Land Management Plan (refer to the Outline Land
Management Strategy) the value of these created and enhanced habitats to dormice will be secured
for the very long term.
10.310. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the long term to result in a significant beneficial,
permanent, direct, effect on a feature of ecological importance at the County scale, equating to an
effect of large positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.311. No adverse operational impacts to dormice are predicted.
Mitigation & Enhancement
10.312. Areas of scrub and woodland totalling some 1.4ha would be created as a part of the restoration
habitat mosaic will provide additional suitable dormice habitat.
Residual Effects
10.313. The additional habitat creation through restoration is considered to result in a significant beneficial
effect to dormice, but given the scale, this is considered to be significant at no more than the Local
level.
10.314. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the very long term to result in a significant
beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local scale, equating
to an effect of slight positive significance.

Roosting Bats
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.315. Works associated with the Waye Lane Replacement Route (Stage 0) have the potential to indirectly
impact known bat tree roosts (used by low numbers of pipistrelle bats) via disturbance from
construction activities including noise and vibration. Construction activity at its closest point would be
within c.5m of the tree roost on Waye Lane, and c.25m of the tree roost on Alston Lane. No known
tree bat roosts would be directly affected by later construction stages (although update surveys
would be required to confirm this).
10.316. Of the bat roosts identified in buildings within / immediately adjacent to the site, all will be retained
and no direct impacts relating to the Proposed Development are anticipated. The following potential
indirect impacts could however arise:


Construction work associated with the Waye Lane Replacement Route and new farm access
road, as well as hedgerow removals in later stages have potential to result in damage /
severance to flight routes used by roosting bats within Lower Waye, Alston Farm and Alston
Cottage;
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Construction of the new farm access road has potential to result in low-level disturbance to
bat roosts (low numbers of common pipistrelle and brown long-eared bat) at Alston Cottage
and adjoining barn.

10.317. Given the staged nature of the construction activities over a 46 year period (up to the end of Stage 4
after which the footprint of the Extension Area and overburden bund would cease to expand), it is
possible that new roosts could become established during this period.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.318. The alignments of the Waye Lane Replacement Route and the farm access track have been
designed to avoid the direct loss of tree roosts.
10.319. Excessive construction noise / vibration will be controlled through adopting standard working
practices (to be detailed within CEMP).Notwithstanding this, for the closest recorded tree roost to the
Waye Lane Replacement Route and the roosts at Alston Cottage, the proximity of construction
activities (c. 5m and 12m respectively) is considered to have potential to result in disturbance to
roosting bats should they be present at the time of works. Accordingly, update surveys would be
undertaken prior to works in these locations, which would need to proceed under licence if bats were
detected with mitigation likely to include a range of measures such as sensitive work timings and use
of temporary acoustic barriers etc.
10.320. Key hedgerow connections from known building roosts would be retained or recreated within the
design, and hedgerow receptor site locations and woodland planting proposals have been proposed
to strengthen existing flight routes leading to / from the known roosts. The widths of unavoidable new
hedgerow breaks has been minimised, and road junction layouts (for the connection of Alston Lane
to the Waye Lane Replacement Route and Farm Access track) have been through several iterations
to minimise impacts to hedge / tree lines and maintain good flight route connectivity.
10.321. A total of 30 No. artificial bat boxes of varying design would be installed within woodland or on
scattered mature trees along the Waye Lane Replacement Route to provide additional roosting
opportunities.
10.322. Update surveys of trees with bat roost potential within the Extension Area would be undertaken at
appropriate times in advance of impacts occurring (refer to Appendix 10.3 for further details).

Residual effects
10.323. The avoidance of direct impacts to existing bat roosts within trees and buildings, together with the
proposed measures to minimise and mitigate for the indirect impacts associated with severance /
damage to flight routes leading to / from these roosts, means that all existing bat roosts will be
retained in situ, and new roosting opportunities will be created in the form of bat boxes.
10.324. The construction activities associated with the Proposed Development are therefore predicted to
result in beneficial effects to roosting bats, but these are considered unlikely to be significant.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.325. The operation of the Waye Lane replacement route would result in changes to the night time lighting
arising from vehicular use of the new road, which could potentially result in discouraging bats from
using roost sites in close proximity to the new road. The Traffic Assessment (Chapter 11) has
estimated that night time vehicle flows along the Waye Lane Replacement Route (between 8pm and
6am) would be c. 5.8% of the total average daily traffic, which equates to c 8 vehicles per night time
period. Existing night-time use of the Waye Lane track is (based on incidental observation during bat
surveys) virtually zero.
Mitigation
10.326. A minimum of 4 artificial ‘bat caves’ designed to provide suitable roost sites for bats during active
and hibernation stages will be created in the re-profiled quarry benches as a part of the progressive
restoration work. These caves would be created by arranging very large boulders to create a network
of larger voids and smaller crevices to imitate a cave system of at least 5 m depth, then piling smaller
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rocks and finer material over these to seal the top and sides while retaining a small number of
access points. Given the location, there is a good probability that such roost sites could become
used by a range of bat species during their active season or as a hibernation roost.
Residual effects
10.327. Given the very low level of predicted night-time vehicular use (less than 1 vehicle per hour) of the
Waye Lane Replacement Route, no significant adverse effects are predicted to occur.
10.328. The artificial roost site creation proposals would result in a net increase in number and diversity of
potential roost sites, which could reasonably be expected in the medium to long term attract
nationally important species of bat to roost during active and hibernation periods.
10.329. The Proposed Development is predicted in the very long term to result in a significant beneficial,
permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance up to the County scale, equating to an
effect of large positive significance.

Foraging/commuting bats
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.330. During Stage 0, adverse impacts to foraging and commuting bats could arise from damage to
foraging and commuting routes along Waye Lane, Balland Lane and in locations where the proposed
new farm access track intersects the existing hedgerow and green lane network.
10.331. In the subsequent stages 1 to 4, as quarrying and overburden bunding progress across the
extension area, the removal of hedgerows, pasture and turf fields will result in severance of
commuting routes and loss of foraging habitat, used predominantly by bat species considered to be
common and widespread in the UK (BCT, 2014).
10.332. A number of key habitats for foraging and commuting bats were identified, based on the levels of
activity, use by rarer species (notably greater and lesser horseshoe bat and barbastelle), and
diversity of species, and impact to these are considered specifically in Table 10.16 below.

Table 10.16: Potential Impacts to Key Habitats used by foraging and commuting bats
Key Habitat

Potential Impacts

Corridor of hedges along the northern boundary
and green-lane connecting Alston Lane to
Alston Wood / Alston Farm;

The existing green lane would be crossed
in two locations by the proposed new farm
access track, resulting in (small scale)
hedgerow loss and creation of gaps in the
green lane during Stage 0.

Edge of Alston Wood and contiguous hedges to
the north-east of the Extension Area (off-site);

No direct impacts.

Hedges surrounding cattle-grazed pasture /
meadows to the east of Alston Farm, including
the green lane connecting to Caton Lane;

Loss of pasture and hedgerows under spoil
bunds within a small portion of this area.

Existing Alston Farm access track;

Staged removal during stages 1, 2 & 3.

The north-eastern end of the Waye Lane
Replacement Route (which included activity
associated with roosting bats at Lower Waye)

Severance of hedgerows on Alston Lane
under footprint of new junction with Waye
Lane Replacement Route during Stage 0.

Central sections of the Waye Lane
Replacement Route where two small tree-lined
stream valleys converge from the north.

Minor loss of hedgerows, trees and scrubby
vegetation under footprint of Waye Lane
Replacement Route (Stage 0).

10.333. During periods of overburden bund creation, temporary haul routes between the extraction areas and
the overburden bunds have potential to create new or widened hedgerow breaks, severing
commuting routes.
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10.334. No additional adverse impacts are anticipated during Stage 5, by which point the quarry extension
footprint ceases to expand.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.335. The new farm access road has been proposed as a single track road with passing places, and would
be narrowed in the locations where it crosses the green lane to the minimum functional width. In
Stage 0, woodland planting would be undertaken along the new farm access track, and a section of
new hedge bank would be created along the boundary of the quarry extension, providing an
additional connection from the green lane in the east to the retained hedges on Alston Lane,
opposite Lower Waye. In Stage 1a, translocated hedges would be used to line the majority of the
new farm access road (with the exception being where the alignment of the new road would be
sufficiently close to retained hedges for this not to be appropriate) which would strengthen the east
west connectivity.
10.336. The junction of the proposed Waye Lane Replacement Route with Alston Lane has been designed to
minimise its footprint, and avoid creating significant canopy gaps. Woodland planting and
translocated hedges would be used to strengthen habitat connectivity around the new junction.
10.337. Along the Waye Lane Replacement Route, where lengths of hedgerows, stands of trees and small
areas of scrubby vegetation would be lost, new hedgerow creation and scrub block planting are
proposed to maintain habitat connectivity on either side of the new road.
10.338. Where hedgerow loss affects fields to the east of Alston farm, new hedgerow connections (through
translocations) and woodland planting would be made in advance of any impacts to hedgerows or
pasture.
10.339. The haul routes have been designed to re-use existing gateways as far as is possible. Where new
breaks need to be created, or existing gateways widened, temporary connectivity would be
maintained by use of high, small-mesh netting on Heras fencing or ‘dead hedge’ gates to close gaps
overnight between April to October.
10.340. The design of the footprint of quarrying stages was an iterative process which sought to continually
minimise the potential for effects on foraging and commuting bats. Key responses within the design
of the quarrying operation to the findings of the bat surveys included:



Design of each stage to minimise hedgerow network fragmentation by using the existing
hedgerows as boundaries to the stage footprint wherever possible.
Reduction of the overburden tip footprints, avoiding direct impacts to fields to the north-east
of the Extension Area and to the green lane connecting to Caton Lane, and minimising
impacts to fields to the east of Alston Farm (considering key areas of bat activity).

10.341. All impacted hedgerows will be translocated to appropriate locations surrounding the extension area
and overburden bunds, along the alignments of new roads or to recreate historic hedgerow patterns
within the wider land ownership. Hedge receptor site locations have been selected to strengthen
retained hedgerow flight routes and seek to create stronger habitat links in advance of impacts
occurring. In addition 2.2km of new hedgerow creation is proposed, increasing the total resource
within the site and wider area.
10.342. The proposed large-scale habitat creation and woodland enhancement measures have been
designed to increase alternative foraging habitat and further reinforce flight routes around the
extension area. New woodlands will be created with features of particular value to bat species
associated with both woodland edge and woodlands, including sinuous networks of rides and glades,
complex edges with ecotones from high woodland through scrub to species-rich grassland with
scattered scrub.
Residual effects
10.343. Because of the staged approach and long duration of the proposed quarry extension, new foraging
habitats and strengthened flight corridors within retained areas can be created in advance of losses.
The construction work and associated habitat impacts occur intermittently over the course of the
quarry lifespan, with typically between 3 and 10 years between periods of construction and habitat
loss. These intervals give foraging and commuting bats at least several seasons of activity to locate
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and utilise the strengthened flight corridors and foraging habitats provided away from the foot print of
the next stage.
10.344. Foraging activity by bats within the Extension Area was noted to be highly concentrated to the field
margins, hedgerows, green lanes and woodland edges. Much of the improved grassland and arable
(turf production) habitats were only infrequently used by a restricted number of species. The habitats
being proposed as mitigation for this loss are designed to be of greater foraging value for bats than
those being lost. Therefore, while the total area of foraging habitats provided as mitigation is lower
than that being lost, there would be an increase in habitat suitability with a net increase in the length
of hedgerow, green lane and woodland edge habitats.
10.345. Based on the above, impacts to foraging and commuting bats are considered to result in no
significant effects.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.346. The introduction of increased night-time lighting from vehicle headlights along the Waye Lane
Replacement Route has the potential to cause degradation to bat foraging areas and damage to
commuting routes. Road traffic also has the potential to result in injury or mortality from bat collisions
with vehicles. The Traffic Assessment (Chapter 11) has estimated that night time vehicle flows along
the Waye Lane Replacement Route (between 8pm and 6am) would be c. 5.8% of the total average
daily traffic, which equates to c 8 vehicles per night time period. Existing night-time use of the Waye
Lane track is (based on incidental observation during bat surveys) virtually zero.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.347. The progressive restoration proposals will result in the creation of c. 7.2ha of suitable bat foraging
habitat on the re-profiled quarry benches. The habitats created by the restoration will be well linked
to surrounding habitats via green lanes and hedgerow connections made to the woodland habitat
creation on screening bunds, and to the known roost sites at Alston Farm, Alston Cottage and Lower
Waye.
Residual effects
10.348. Given the very low level of predicted night-time vehicular use (less than 1 vehicle per hour) of the
Waye Lane Replacement Route, in combination with the hedge-banks that would line both sides of
the new road, screening adjacent areas for vehicle headlights and reduced lighting within the quarry
itself, no significant adverse effects are predicted.
10.349. The habitats created by the progressive restoration will build on the overall amount of high quality bat
foraging habitat provided as mitigation and enhancement during construction. The Proposed
Development is therefore predicted in the medium to long term to result in a significant beneficial,
permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the County scale, equating to an
effect of large positive significance.

Breeding birds
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.350. Potential impacts to breeding birds arising from construction activities are:




Damage or destruction of active birds’ nests during vegetation clearance works;
Habitat loss leading to population decline or displacement; and
Disturbance (noise and visual disturbance) from construction activities to adjacent habitats.

10.351. There would be a substantial reduction in the area of open farmland habitat, which would be lost
under the proposed quarry extension.
10.352. Construction activities have potential to result in noise and visual disturbance at levels that result in
displacement of birds from otherwise suitable nesting habitat, or abandonment of active nests. Noise
and visual disturbance from construction will be limited by the periods of construction activity for
each Stage. The longest duration of construction would be for Stage 0, which is anticipated to take
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place over the course of between 1 and 2 years. Particularly noisy construction activity would not
occur over the entire length of the Stage 0 construction area simultaneously, but would progress
along the course of the new roads.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.353. Hedgerow translocations (including preparatory trimming and dormouse displacement works) and
other woody vegetation clearance would be undertaken outside of the bird breeding season (March –
August inclusive), and therefore no direct impacts to active nests would be anticipated.
10.354. All impacted hedgerows will be translocated, and 2.2km of new hedgerow would be created. A total
of 14.4ha of broad-leaved woodland would be created, and enhancement works carried out to
increase habitat quality of c. 9ha retained plantation woodlands, both within the site and the wider
area. These measures would result in a substantial net increase in nesting and foraging habitats for
woodland, woodland edge & hedgerow bird species.
10.355. Measures to minimise noise levels during construction would be applied and detailed within a CEMP
(refer to Chapter 13).
Residual effects
10.356. Woodland, woodland edge and hedgerow bird species would be likely on balance to benefit from the
scheme as a whole. Species of particular conservation note identified during surveys of the
Extension Area were largely generalists or species of hedgerow, scrub and woodland edge (refer to
Table 10.17 below), which would be expected to benefit most from the proposals, or those
associated with dwellings which would not be adversely affected.

Table 10.17: Habitat Preferences of Species of Conservation Concern Recorded from the
Extension Area
Species

Status

Broad Habitat preference
28

Bullfinch

Amber List
Species of Principle
Importance29

Woodland edges & Hedgerows

Dunnock

Amber List
Species of Principle Importance

Woodlands, scrub & hedgerows

Hobby

Schedule 130

Woodland edges & heathland

House Martin

Amber List

Nests on buildings, forages over mixed
agriculture, near water and around
woodland.

House
Sparrow

Red List
Species of Principle Importance

Nests on buildings.
Habitat generalist.

Kestrel

Amber List

Habitat generalist.

Mistle Thrush

Amber List

Habitat generalist.

Peregrine

Schedule 1

Nests on cliffs, quarries and buildings.
Habitat generalist (hunting).

Song Thrush

Red List
Species of Principle Importance

Woodland, scrub, hedgerows, garden
habitats

28

Eaton et al., 2015
Listed under Section 41 of the NERC Act 2006
30
Listed on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981, as amended)
29
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10.357. Overall, whilst there would be potential for localised short-term adverse effects on breeding birds
arising from habitat loss within the footprint of each stage and associated construction disturbance,
the habitat creation and enhancement has been designed such that during all stages the scale of
accrued valued habitat creation and enhancement is always greater than the loss.
10.358. Therefore, overall the Proposed Development is predicted in the long term to result in a significant
beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the Local (District)
scale, equating to an effect of moderate positive significance.
Operation & Progressive Restoration
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.359. Noise and vibration from quarry operation would arise from movements of machinery, operation of
processing plant and drilling and blasting activities and may have an indirect effect on surrounding
habitat quality for breeding birds.
10.360. Noise and vibration from blasting is likely to have the greatest impact on breeding birds, as typically
birds are less able to become habituated to sudden, irregular noise events compared to constant
noise. Bird responses to sudden noise events may include startling and displacement from nest sites
and foraging areas. Blasting is currently limited by existing permissions to between 9.30am to
5.30pm Mon - Sat). The frequency of blasting would be similar to that at the existing quarry, which is
variable according to need, with a mean frequency of twice per month (based on 13 months of blast
monitoring data).
10.361. The quarry extension is being proposed to extend the life of the quarrying operation rather than to
increase its annual output. This therefore would result in changes to the location of noise and
vibration sources (as operations and blasting move into new areas) rather than to change the volume
or intensity of noise and vibration generated.
10.362. Noise from quarry operation also needs to be considered against the background noise levels
generated by traffic on the A38. Noise monitoring described and assessed within Chapter 13
identifies that: ‘…operations at the existing quarry during the evening and night-time periods do not
appear to influence the recorded [background] noise levels at any of the longer-term noise
monitoring positions’ and goes on further to make the assessment that the A38 is the principle noise
source in the vicinity.
10.363. The new traffic along the Waye Lane Replacement route will introduce increased noise levels and
visual disturbance from vehicles. Road noise and visual disturbance can result in a reduction in
habitat quality for breeding birds.
10.364. During the life of the proposed extension, works will be carried out on a number of occasions within
the existing quarry in proximity to the peregrine nest site. This includes the relatively minor creation
of additional bunding to the Balland Pit to increase its storage volume during Stage 2, followed by the
capping of the pit during Stage 4. In the final part of Stage 5 (>47yrs from commencement), quarry
operations would be re-focused to areas within the existing quarry in proximity to the peregrine nest
site. While none of these activities would directly impact the nest site itself, it is possible that the
increased noise and disturbance in this location could result in peregrines being discouraged from
using the nest site.
10.365. It is possible that cliff-nesting birds could establish nest sites prior to re-profiling works taking place
as a part of progressive restoration. Re-profiling work could therefore result in damage, destruction
or disturbance of any such nest sites.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.366. Operational noise from the proposed extension would be tightly controlled through limits set through
the planning permission (if granted). Noise mitigation measures are set out in full in Chapter 13, but
in summary would include:




Landscape acoustic barriers including the creation of hedgebanks & screening bunds
Use of temporary bunds and moveable acoustic barriers to reduce noise from drilling
Application of good working practice methods to reduce noise from machinery and plant.
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10.367. The Waye Lane Replacement route has been designed to be lined on both sides by Devon
hedgebanks for the vast majority of its length. During operation these will tend to reduce the effects
of visual disturbance and to a lesser extent noise, to adjacent habitat from vehicles using the new
road.
10.368. The progressive restoration of the quarry (refer to the Outline Restoration Strategy for further details)
will deliver a mosaic of habitat types including calcareous grasslands, bare rock and scree, scrub &
woodland, totalling some 7.2 ha.
10.369. Update surveys would be undertaken prior to progressive restoration re-profiling to determine
whether cliff-nesting birds were present, and the restoration work would be modified appropriately to
avoid adverse impacts through measures such as timing or retention of features used by nesting
birds.
10.370. If update surveys indicate a continued presence of peregrine within the existing quarry, works to
Balland Pit during Stages 2 and 4 would be undertaken outside of the nesting season.
10.371. Specific provision would be made in the re-profiling of the quarry benches during restoration to
create rock outcrops and ledges suitable for nesting raptors, in particular for peregrine falcon.
Residual effects
10.372. In terms of disturbance from vehicles along the new Waye Lane Replacement route, the mitigation
together with the very low predicted usage of the new road are predicted to result in no significant
changes to breeding bird populations.
10.373. By timing works to Balland Pit to be outside of the breeding season, the potential impact to the
existing peregrine nest site would not occur until the final part of Stage 5, some 47+ years in the
future. While peregrines do show a high level of nest site fidelity, it is impossible to predict whether
this site would still be in use that far in the future, and given the lifespan of the peregrine, it is
extremely unlikely that the existing pair would still be present. A number of new suitable nest site
locations would be created as a part of the phased restoration (see below) within areas of the quarry
that would at that time have ceased active operation in advance of any potential impact to the
existing nest site.
10.374. The proposals will not result in an overall increase in noise and vibration as the intensity of quarrying
operations will not increase. Therefore, while there may be localised adverse effects in the medium
term as quarry progresses across the extension area, there would be balanced by localised
beneficial effects as quarrying activities cease in other areas. The very infrequent noise from
blasting is considered extremely unlikely to result in measureable changes to bird populations.
10.375. Overall, no significant adverse effects on breeding birds from operation are anticipated.
10.376. The habitat types to be created through progressive restoration have potential to attract and support
a more diverse assemblage of birds that currently is present, which may include additional species of
conservation concern.
10.377. The Proposed Development is therefore predicted (from the medium to long term) to result in a
significant beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at up to the
Local (district) scale, equating to an effect of moderate positive significance.

Reptiles
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.378. Impacts to the more common species of reptile could occur include direct killing or injury under the
footprint of the development and habitat loss. Within the footprint of construction activities in the
Extension Area the potential for direct fatalities to occur is extremely limited as habitats were
assessed to be of negligible importance to reptiles.
10.379. Along the Waye Lane Replacement Route, small areas of habitat considered to have potential to
support individual / low numbers of common and widespread species would be lost and there is
therefore a low risk of mortality / injury occurring here.
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Mitigation and Enhancement
10.380. All construction activity within suitable reptile habitat would be undertaken at appropriate times of
year (i.e. during the active reptile season, April to October), and following habitat manipulation to
displace reptiles into adjacent suitable retained habitat, under an ecological watching brief. A
detailed method statement would be prepared and would be based on the measures outlined within
Appendix 10.3.
10.381. The wide range and scale of habitat creation proposed will create a substantial increase in the
availability and diversity of suitable reptile habitat, in particular; woodland edge, woodland rides and
glades, scattered scrub & species-rich grassland.
Residual effects
10.382. While there may be some localised temporary adverse effects during the displacement of reptiles,
the scale of suitable habitat creation is considered to greatly outweigh this, and has potential to
support larger populations of a more diverse assemblage of the more common reptile species.
10.383. Overall, the Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the medium term to result in a
significant beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at up to the
Local scale, equating to an effect of slight positive significance.
Operation
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.384. No operational impacts to reptiles are anticipated.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.385. The progressive restoration of the quarry (refer to the Outline Restoration Strategy for further details)
will deliver a 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types of potential value to the more common species of reptile,
including calcareous grasslands, bare rock and scree, scrub and woodland edge, much of which will
have a south-facing aspect. The nature of the restoration re-profiling will create large areas where
levels are modified using rocky fill material, and stony soils and subsoils. These areas will provide
numerous opportunities for reptile to take shelter below ground during the active season as well as
for hibernation sites.
Residual effects
10.386. The habitats created as a part of the progressive restoration have good potential to support larger
populations of a more diverse assemblage of the more common species of reptile.
10.387. Overall, the Proposed Development is therefore predicted in the very long term to result in a
significant beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at up to the
Local scale, equating to an effect of slight positive significance.

Invertebrates
Construction
Potential Adverse Impacts
10.388. Construction activities would result in the direct loss of hedgerow and grassland habitats used by
important invertebrate assemblages. No impacts would occur to the key area for invertebrates
highlighted during the surveys (in / around the farmyard at Alston).
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.389. All hedgerows impacted would be translocated, and 2.2km of new hedgerow is proposed.Habitat
creation and enhancement proposals for broadleaved woodlands and grasslands have been
designed to include a number of features of particular value to invertebrates, including complex
edges to woodlands to create varied micro-climates and wind shelter, sinuous rides and glades
within woodland, eco-tones along woodland edges grading from high woodland through scrub to
species rich grassland with scattered scrub. The proposed stock fencing along Brownswell Stream,
and around the two Alston ponds is proposed in order to allow the establishment of a better quality
riparian / marginal habitat zone, which in turn will provide enhanced habitat for associated
invertebrates.
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Residual effects
10.390. While there would be some localised temporary adverse effects as a result of habitat losses under
construction activities, these would be outweighed by the positive effects of habitat creation and
enhancement. Accordingly, overall the Proposed Development is predicted in the medium term to
result in a significant beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at up
to the Local (district) scale, equating to an effect of moderate positive significance.
Operation
Potential Impacts
10.391. No operational impacts on invertebrates are anticipated.
Mitigation and Enhancement
10.392. The progressive restoration of the quarry (refer to the Outline Restoration Strategy for further details)
will deliver a mosaic of habitat types including calcareous grasslands, bare rock and scree, scrub
and woodland totalling c. 7.2ha. These created habitats will incorporate numerous features of
particular value to invertebrates, including, southern aspect slopes, varied bare substrates from
scree to finer particles and complex habitat mosaics of trees, scrub and flower-rich calcareous
grassland.
Residual effects
10.393. The scale and diversity of habitats created, together with the features of particular value to
invertebrates is considered to have good potential to attract and develop an invertebrate assemblage
of at least equivalent ecological importance to that existing within the Extension Area. The
restoration proposals are therefore predicted in the long to very long term to result in a significant
beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at up to the Local (District)
scale, equating to an effect of moderate positive significance.

Final Restoration (Stage 6)
Introduction
10.394. The final restoration (refer to Linhay Hill Quarry Outline Restoration Strategy) includes:





Flooding of the quarried void to create a c. 35ha open water body;
Creation of 1.8ha mosaic of calcareous grassland, bare rock and scree, scrub and woodland,
(extending the area of this mosaic created during progressive restoration);
Creation of marginal, reed-bed (c. 2.9ha) and wet woodland (c. 0.5ha) habitats surrounding
the wetland
c. 1 ha of public amenity space (including amenity grassland, car parking and interpretation
signage) on the capped Balland pit

10.395. It is proposed that a final detailed restoration strategy be prepared closer to the time (within 10 years
of the completion of Stage 5) in order that the final restoration proposals can be appropriately
detailed to meet needs and priorities (including nature conservation, landscape, recreation,
hydrology/water resources and commercial needs) relevant at that time.
10.396. Given the length of time until the final restoration would be undertaken, update survey and
monitoring results would be used to update the assessment of adverse impacts.

Potential Impacts and Effects
Designated Sites
10.397. The proposed final restoration of the worked out quarry will create a wide variety of wildlife-rich
habitats surrounding a central large water body, with footpaths providing a circular path and links to
the footpath network outside of the site, creating opportunities for improved access and recreation in
the countryside. These measures are considered in line with Dartmoor National Park Management
Plan priorities for ‘improved, sustainable recreation opportunities for all’, and ‘connect people with
nature’. It is possible that this could also result in a reduction in visitor pressure to more ecologically
sensitive sites elsewhere within the National Park.
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10.398. Therefore, while the proposals would contribute to wider actions to meet the current stated priorities,
it is considered that given the size of the National Park as a whole, in isolation the proposals are
perhaps not likely to result in measureable changes at the scale of the National Park. Accordingly no
significant effects are predicted.
Habitats
10.399. The final restoration proposals will create substantial areas of habitat types not current found in the
local area, in particular, open water (35ha) with fringing marginal / reed-bed and wet woodlands (in
total 3.4ha).
10.400. Following an assessment of the likely final water level, the quarry bench levels were re-designed
such that a bench of between c.10 and 20m width would be created at 1m below the final predicted
water level. This will allow the final restoration re-profiling to create a shallow sloping margin to the
waterbody by application of suitable marginal soil substrate to allow the establishment of the widest
possible marginal and emergent zone.
10.401. In a number of locations, surface water drainage networks constructed to control water during
quarrying will be diverted to flow over the restored quarry edges creating new (likely seasonal)
running water and waterfall features.
10.402. The creation of the substantial water body, with its associated marginal and emergent habitats has
good potential to meet the selection criteria for a County Wildlife Site on the basis of the size of
reedbed and marginal communities (>0.5ha) (DBRC, 2009).
Species:
Flora
10.403. The greater range of habitat types would provide opportunities for a diverse wetland flora to
establish, and together with proposed features such as waterfalls and the limestone geology, over
time there is good potential for this to include species of note at least at the Local scale.
Fauna
10.404. The additional area of calcareous grassland, bare rock and scree, woodland and scrub together with
the new wetland and marginal habitats would provide benefits to a range of important species, which
are considered likely to be significant for:









Badger: more varied seasonal foraging resources than those currently available
Foraging / commuting bats: the open water and marginal vegetation habitats have good
potential to increase the habitat quality for foraging / commuting bats and are likely to result
in increases in local populations for species particularly associated with wetlands such as
Daubenton’s and Nathusius’s pipistrelle.
Breeding Birds: large-scale wetland habitat types are currently absent from the site and the
local area, and therefore have potential to attract and support a more diverse assemblage of
birds than currently is present through the provision of suitable habitat for waders, waterfowl
and wetland specialists, with good potential for this more diverse assemblage to include
additional species of conservation concern.
Reptiles: the additional areas and diversity of habitats would provide further suitable habitat
for reptiles.
Amphibians: the wetland creation would provide substantial areas of habitat suitable for the
more commonly occurring species of amphibians, including common toad – a Species of
Principle Importance - with potential for notable populations of these to be supported.
Invertebrates: the wetland creation would provide new opportunities for aquatic, marginal and
fully terrestrial invertebrates on a scale that gives good potential for this to include species of
conservation note.

Overall Effects
10.405. The size and diversity of the wetland proposed is considered to have good potential to provide
habitats of significance at the County scale. Assemblages of foraging bats that might be attracted to
the fully restored quarry also have good potential to be of significance at the County scale, and gains
would also be expected for invertebrates and breeding birds at the Local (District) scale, and at the
Local level for badger, amphibians and reptiles.
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10.406. Accordingly, in the very long term, overall the Proposed Development is predicted to result in a
significant beneficial, permanent, direct effect on a feature of ecological importance at the County
scale, equating to an effect of large positive significance.

Ecosystem Services
10.407. Qualitative consideration of ecosystem service provision is limited here to comparing the baseline to
the operational and restoration phases.
The baseline ecosystem services provided by the site include:







Supporting services:
Pollinators: although the majority of habitats within the Extension Area and along the Waye Lane
Replacement Route are not notably flower-rich, it is currently farmed in an organic manner (albeit not
with formal organic certification) and the small area of semi-improved grassland and hedgerow
margins will be providing a nectar source for pollinating insects.
Regulating Services:
Water management: the existing quarry forms part of the catchment for the Balland Stream which
flows into the River Ashburn. Water captured by the quarry is stored within the quarry void and
discharged by pumping to the Balland Stream, providing an attenuation of water flows. Habitats
within the extension area also provide attenuation and filtration of rainwater.
Cultural Services:
Recreational opportunities: limited to the footpath / bridleway network along Waye Lane and through
Alston Farm. The majority of the site (existing Quarry and Extension Area) has no public or
permissive rights of way.
Impacts on ecosystem services arising from the proposed development would include:







Supporting services:
Pollinators: during construction and operation, the proposals will result in a net increase in species
rich grasslands through creation and enhancement works. The additional species-rich grasslands
and marginal habitats created through restoration would increase this resource and service provision
further.
Regulating Services:
Water Management: during construction and operation the quarry void will continue to catch and
attenuate flows to the Balland Stream and Ashburn River. The substantial increase in woodland
cover will also attenuate rainwater to a greater extent that the grasslands it replaces.
Cultural services:
Recreational opportunities: construction and operation of the proposals will result in the creation of
additional public rights of way and permissive footpaths designed to be suitable for a range of users.
This will include new permissive routes around and though screening bunds and woodlands, and
provision of public open space within the walled garden behind Place House. Alternative routes for
existing footpaths are proposed to improve user experience, such as alternatives to the existing
footpath along the A38. After final restoration, further increased permissive routes are proposed
around the entire restored quarry.

10.408. Overall, the provision of ecosystem services is considered to be enhanced by habitat creation, water
management and recreational opportunities provided during construction, operation and final
restoration.
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Summary of Effects and Conclusions
Construction
10.409. The proposals are predicted to result in no significant adverse effects to designated sites.
10.410. Construction activities will result in direct permanent impacts to habitats under the footprints of the
new roads, quarry extraction and overburden bund footprints. Along the new roads and tracks, these
impacts are relatively small scale and predominantly are in the form of minor reductions in size of
larger habitat areas rather than loss of complete habitat units. Within the Extension Area, habitats
lost are predominantly of low ecological importance, with the exception of the hedgerow network,
and relatively small areas of plantation woodland and ‘good’ semi-improved grassland.
10.411. Translocation of all impacted hedgerows, together with substantial new hedgerow creation is
considered to result in no residual significant effect on this habitat type. The extensive habitat
creation proposals overall are considered to provide net gains as habitats of greater ecological
importance are provided to replace those lost.
10.412. Mitigation through avoidance has been employed throughout the development of the proposals;
however some localised, short-term and temporary adverse effects arising from construction are
inevitable. The proposals seek to minimise the likelihood and significance of these through careful
control of construction activities through an industry best practice CEMP. In addition, a staged
approach to habitat creation is integral to the proposals, with the aim of, as far as possible, providing
mitigation and enhancement habitats in advance of adverse construction effects occurring. Overall,
no significant adverse effects to important habitats are predicted. Significant beneficial effects at the
Local (District) scale are predicted for woodlands, and at the Local scale for species-rich grasslands
running water and open water.
10.413. The scale and nature of mitigation provided is predicted to result in no overall significant adverse
effects to important species. Significant benefits at the County scale are predicted for dormice, on
account of the area and connectivity of woodland and hedgerow habitat creation proposed. Effects
on reptiles are predicted to be beneficial at the Local scale. In the case of the bird and invertebrate
assemblages there will likely be changes to the assemblage composition resulting from a reduction
in area of open grassland habitats and increase in woodland / woodland edge habitats; however
effects to these groups are still considered beneficial at the Local (District) scale overall. No
significant effects (adverse or beneficial) are predicted to roosting or foraging / commuting bats.

Operation & Progressive Restoration
10.414. No significant operational effects are predicted to arise from the new roads (Waye Lane
Replacement route and Alston Farm access), principally due to the very low levels of anticipated
vehicle movements, particularly at night-time.
10.415. No significant operational effects are predicted to arise from noise or dust from quarrying activities
due to the suppression and control measures that would be applied.
10.416. The mosaic of habitats that would be delivered as a part of the final restoration of the quarry have
potential to deliver significant ecological benefits for a range of important species, including those
already present within the site and immediate surrounds and also to others that might be attracted to
the new habitats provided.
10.417. In terms of habitats, significant gains are predicted for broadleaved woodlands, species-rich
grassland and open-sward scree communities. The combined scale and diversity of these habitats is
considered to be significant at the County scale.
10.418. Gains for fauna are also significant: the habitats and habitat features of the progressive restoration
proposals are considered to have good potential to support populations and assemblages of bats
(foraging and roosting) and flora of County importance, breeding birds and invertebrates of Local
(District) importance, and be of Local importance for badger, dormice and reptiles.
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Final Restoration
10.419. In terms of habitats, significant gains are predicted for open water and associated marginal and reedbed habitats. The combined scale and diversity of these habitats is considered to have good
potential to be significant at the County scale.
10.420. Gains for species are also considered significant: the habitats and habitat features of the final
restoration proposals are considered to have good potential to support populations and assemblages
of bats (foraging / commuting) and breeding birds of County importance, invertebrates of Local
(District) importance, and be of Local importance for badger and amphibians.
10.421. Table 10.18 summarises the ecological impact assessment for the three phases (construction,
operation and restoration) for each Important Ecological Feature considered.
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Table 10.18: Summary of Ecological Impact Assessment.
Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Internationally
Designated Sites:
Dartmoor SAC
(International)

Water quality
impacts on
Balland Stream
resulting in
indirect impacts
on downstream
habitats used by
mobile interest
features (otters
and Atlantic
salmon).

Control of pollution within
CEMP.
Fencing of Brownswell Stream.

Not
significant

Refer to
construction
impact
pathway.

Routine operational
water quality control
measures.

Not
significant.

None

None

Internationally
Designated Sites:
South Hams SAC
(International)

Loss / damage of
flight routes used
by low numbers of
greater horseshoe
bats including a
Strategic Flyway.

Avoidance of impacts on key
areas used by greater
horseshoe bat.
Creation of strong woodland
edge and hedgerow / greenlane links around the quarry &
surrounding area.
Strengthening of Strategic
Flyway.

Not
significant

Lighting from
vehicle
headlights
along the Waye
Lane
Replacement
Route.

No specific mitigation
required due to
predicted low vehicle
use, and dark corridor
created along realigned footpath
(parallel to the lane).
Creation of artificial bat
caves within restored
quarry faces.
Strengthening of
flyways through
greening of quarry
faces.

Potential to
act as
supporting
habitat to
SAC bat
populations,
but unknown
certainty – not
significant.

None

None

Nationally
Designated Sites:
Dartmoor National
Park
(National)

Dartmoor National
Park: Habitat loss
and the
consequent
effects this may
have on notable
and priority
species.

Creation of a range of
ecologically important habitats
within the Dartmoor National
Park, in line with its
Management Plan Priorities.

Not
significant

None

Creation of a range of
ecologically important
habitats within the
Dartmoor National Park,
in line with its
Management Plan
Priorities.

Not significant

Creation of a range
of accessible
ecologically important
habitats within the
Dartmoor National
Park, in line with its
Management Plan
Priorities.

Not
significant
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction
Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Locally
Designated Sites:
County Wildlife
Sites:
Little Barton
Fields UWS
Mead Cross UWS
(County unconfirmed)

Localised direct
impacts to Little
Barton Fields
UWS from
drainage works.

Sensitive working methods
used during drainage works, to
be detailed in CEMP.

Not
significant

Dust deposition
to woodland
(Little Barton
Fields UWS &
Mead Cross
UWS) and
grassland
(Little Barton
Fields UWS)

Operational dust
suppression.

Not
significant.

None

Not
significant

Broad-leaved
Woodland &
Mixed Plantation
(Local)

Direct loss of
0.16ha of
broadleaved
woodland, and
0.32ha of mixed
plantation.
Dust from
construction
activities.

Creation of 14.4ha of new
broadleaved woodland.
Enhancement of c. 9.3ha of
existing mixed plantation.
CEMP control of dust.
Long-term management.

Significant
beneficial:
Local
(District)
scale.

Dust from
operational
activities.

Operational dust
suppression.
Creation of additional
broadleaved woodland
as part of the
restoration mosaic
totalling c. 1.45ha.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.

Creation of
broadleaved
(c.0.4ha) and wet
woodland (c. 0.5ha)
as part of the final
restoration mosaic.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.

Species-rich
grassland
(Local)

Direct loss of
0.66ha ‘good’
semi-improved
grassland, and
0.33ha marshy
grassland.
Dust deposition.

Creation of 0.67ha of speciesrich grassland.
CEMP control of dust.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.

Dust from
operation
activities

Operational dust
suppression.
Creation of c. 4.3 ha of
species-rich calcareous
grassland.
Grassland
enhancement (10ha)

Significant
beneficial:
County scale.

Creation of c. 1.1 ha
of species-rich
calcareous
grassland.

Significant
beneficial:
County
scale.

Dust deposition to
woodland (Little
Barton Fields
UWS & Mead
Cross UWS) and
grassland (Little
Barton Fields
UWS).

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Control of construction dust
through CEMP.
Woodland planting on speciespoor grassland within Little
Barton Fields UWS during
Stage 1b to connect existing
woodland areas (0.35ha).
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Hedgerows
(Local: District)

Direct loss of
4.96km under
footprint.
Dust deposition.
Root damage to
retained
hedgerows.

Translocation of affected
hedgerows.
2.2km of hedge creation.
CEMP control of dust.
Protection fencing and
exclusion zones for retained
hedgerows.
Long term management.

Not
significant.

Dust from
operation
activities

Operational dust
suppression.

Not significant

None

Not
significant

Open Water
(Local)

Temporary
damage to ponds
during re-profiling.

De-silting water bodies and
livestock fencing to reduce
impact from cattle poaching.
Pollution prevention guidelines
to be adhered to during reprofiling, in accordance with
the CEMP.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale

None.

None.

Not significant

Creation of c. 35ha of
open water.

Significant
beneficial:
County
scale.

Running Water
(Local)

Upgrades to
existing stream
culverts on Waye
Lane, and
creation of
detention basins
has potential to
cause indirect
temporary
pollution impacts

Control of pollution within
CEMP.
Fencing of Brownswell Stream.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale

None

None

Not significant

Creation of seasonal
or permanent running
water / waterfall
features over
restored quarry
edges.

Not
significant
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Notable Flora
(Negligible
included here due
to potential gains)

None (as no rare /
scarce flora
species recorded).
Risk of works to
create informal
recreation area
within walled
garden leading to
spread of
Japanese
Knotweed.

A Japanese Knotweed
eradication programme would
be implemented prior to any
works within the walled garden.

Not
significant

None

Establishment of new
Deptford Pink colonies.
Opportunities for other
rare/notable flora within
low-nutrient calcareous
grassland / rocky
habitats.

Significant
beneficial: up
to County
scale.

Opportunities for
other rare/notable
flora within aquatic
and marginal /
reedbed and wet
woodland habitats.

Significant
beneficial:
up to Local
(District)
scale.

Roosting Bats
(County)

Disturbance to
individual / low
numbers of
common
pipistrelle & brown
long-eared bat.
Damage /
severance of key
flight routes used
by roosting bats in
nearby buildings

Design altered to avoid known
tree roosts where possible.
Provision of alternative roost
sites through the provision of
30 bat boxes.
Update surveys carried out to
determine licensing / specific
mitigation requirements re:
disturbance on nearest tree
roost & Alston Cottage.
Key hedgerow connections
linking to known building roosts
retained / re-created & width of
new breaks minimised.

Not
significant

Disturbance
from vehicle
lights along
new road.

None (in relation to
vehicles due to low
numbers of movements
at night).
Creation of artificial ‘bat
caves’ within restored
quarry faces.

Significant
Beneficial:
County scale.

None

Not
significant
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Foraging/
commuting bats
(Up to County)

Loss of foraging
habitat.
Loss and damage
to commuting
routes.

Redesign of quarry tips to
avoid areas of highest bat
activity.
Large scale habitat creation
and woodland enhancement
designed to increase
alternative habitat in advance
of impacts.
Stages designed to minimise
fragmentation of hedgerows.
Hedgerows translocated /
planted to improve connectivity
of wider landscape.
Construction haul routes
designed to re-use existing
gateways and hedge-breaks,
with netting or ‘dead-hedge’
gates to close gaps overnight
(April – Oct).
No lighting required for
construction.

Not
significant

Disturbance
from vehicle
lights along
new road.

None in relation to
vehicles due to low
numbers of movements
at night and creation of
adjacent dark corridor
along footpath.
Creation of c. 7.2ha
mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub,
woodland,

Significant
beneficial:
County scale.

Creation of 5.2ha
mosaic of calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub,
woodland wet
woodland, reed-bed,
marginal vegetation
and 35ha of open
water with will
provide enhanced
foraging habitat.

Significant
beneficial:
County
scale.

Badger
(Local)

Loss of
occasionally used
foraging habitat.
Damage/
destruction of
setts (if new setts
are established in
working areas)
Disturbance to
identified main
sett.

Update surveys.
Habitat creation of woodland
and species-rich grasslands.
Strong green corridors will
allow badgers to commute
around the site.
Works resulting in sett closure
or disturbance to be subject to
licencing requirements
(including sensitive timings).

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale

Increased road
mortality from
Waye Lane
traffic.

None in relation to
potential road mortality
due to low traffic
volumes.
Habitat creation within
progressive restoration
area includes new
suitable foraging habitat
(woodlands, woodland
edge and grassland)

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.

Habitat creation
within restoration
area includes new
suitable foraging
habitat (marginal and
wetland edge) as well
as low disturbance
areas suitable for
setts.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Dormouse
(County)

Killing or injury
during vegetation
clearance works
within suitable
habitat.
Habitat loss /
fragmentation
leading to
population
decline.

Phased displacement of
dormice under license prior to
impacts at the start of each
Stage.
Translocation of all hedgerows
to increase habitat connectivity
in surrounding landscape.
Winter clearance for all areas
of woodland and dense scrub
lost under footprint.
Temporary netting or ‘deadhedge’ gates used to maintain
connectivity over haul-roads at
night.
2.2km of new hedgerow
creation.
14.4ha of broadleaved
woodland creation.
Enhancement of 9.3ha of
mixed plantation.
Installation of 80 Dormouse
boxes within retained /
enhanced woodlands.
Long term management.

Significant
beneficial:
County
scale.

None

Creation of additional
broadleaved woodland
and scrub as part of the
progressive restoration
mosaic totalling c.
1.45ha.

Significant
beneficial:
likely not
more than
Local scale.

Creation of additional
broadleaved
woodland, scrub and
wet woodland as part
of the final restoration
mosaic totalling c.
0.85ha.

Significant
beneficial:
likely not
more than
Local scale.
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Breeding Birds
(Local: District)

Damage or
destruction of
active birds’ nests
during vegetation
clearance works.
Habitat loss
leading to
population decline
or displacement.
Disturbance from
construction
activities to
adjacent habitats.

Timing of works to woody
vegetation (removal and
reduction as part of
translocation) to be undertaken
outside of bird breeding
season.
Translocation of impacted
hedgerows.
Creation of 2.2km of new
hedgerow
Creation of 14.4ha of
broadleaved woodland.
Enhancement of 9.3ha of
mixed plantation.

Significant
beneficial:
Local
(District)
scale.

Disturbance
arising from
operational
quarry noise.
Disturbance to
nesting
Peregrines
during bunding
& infilling of
Balland Pit
(Stage 2 & 4)
and rock
extraction
(Stage 5)

Noise levels tightly
controlled by quarrying
permits.
Provision of new
peregrine nest sites on
restored quarry
benches & sensitive
timings (as informed by
update surveys)
Creation of 7.2ha
mosaic of habitat types
through progressive
restoration, including
calcareous grasslands,
bare rock and scree,
scrub & woodland.
Sensitive timing of
progressive restoration
re-profiling where
update surveys dictate.

Significant
beneficial:
Local (District)
scale

Creation of mosaic of
habitat types through
progressive
restoration, including
calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub &
woodland wet
woodland, reed-bed,
marginal vegetation
(totalling 5.2ha) and
35ha of open water.

Significant
beneficial:
Local
(District)
scale

Reptiles
(Local)

Killing or injury
during
construction
works (in relation
to Waye Lane
Replacement
Route).

Timing of works to suitable
habitat.
Ecological supervision of works
to suitable habitat following
displacement through habitat
manipulation.
Creation of suitable habitats
with woodland glades, rides /
edges and new hedgebanks.

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale.

None predicted

Creation of 7.2ha
mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub and
woodland.
Re-grading of quarry
benches will create
suitable
refugia/hibernation
sites.

Significant
beneficial:
Local

Creation of mosaic of
habitat types through
progressive
restoration, including
calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub &
woodland wet
woodland, reed-bed,
marginal vegetation
(totalling 5.2ha).

Significant
beneficial:
Local scale
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Important
Ecological
Feature

Construction

Operation and Progressive Restoration

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation / Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Potential
Impacts

Mitigation /
Enhancement

Residual
Effect

Enhancement

Significant
Effects

Invertebrates
(Local: District)

Habitat loss –
grasslands and
hedgerows (with
limited structural
diversity)

Hedgerow translocation.
Habitat creation – in particular
woodland edge habitats and
glades.
Habitat enhancement –
woodland glades and rides

Significant
beneficial:
Local
(District)
scale.

None predicted

Creation of 7.2ha
mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub and
woodland.
Overall substantial
increase in quality and
diversity of habitat types
for invertebrates.

Significant
beneficial:
Local (District)

Creation of mosaic of
habitat types through
progressive
restoration, including
calcareous
grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub &
woodland wet
woodland, reed-bed,
marginal vegetation
(totalling 5.2ha) and
35ha open water.
Overall substantial
increase in quality
and diversity of
habitat types for
invertebrates.

Significant
beneficial:
Local
(District)
scale
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Cumulative effects
Extension Area Construction and Operation Activities Combined
10.422. At certain times of the year construction and operation activities could occur simultaneously at the
proposed extension. Given the mitigation and enhancement measures being proposed, and
relatively minor nature of adverse operational effects, the combination of these is not considered to
result in significant changes to the assessment when considered in combination.
Extension Area and Existing Linhay Hill Quarry - Continued Operations
10.423. The quarry extension will not in itself result in an increase in the annual output of the quarry; the
current arrangements for processing extracted materials in the existing Linhay Hill Quarry will
continue during Stages 1 to 4, and for the majority of Stage 5. Accordingly, the continued operations
will not give rise to any additional ecological effects, but will extend the duration of the effects by
some 60 years.
10.424. The extended duration of effects of operation on wildlife are considered to be more than balanced by
the mitigation proposals for the extension, and no changes to the geographical scale of significance
of effects would be predicted when considering this in combination.
Extension Area & Existing Linhay Hill Quarry – Do Nothing
10.425. In the event of planning permission for the proposed extension not being granted, then operations at
the existing Linhay Hill Quarry are anticipated to cease within 10-15 years. Ecological benefits
arising from the cessation of operations would be largely related to the triggered requirement for a
restoration scheme to be prepared and implemented, which would have potential to deliver
significant ecological gains at an earlier date, but on a smaller scale than would be delivered by the
restoration of the existing quarry together with the proposed extension.
In Combination With Other Relevant Development Schemes
10.426. Separate to the Proposed Development, as a part of E&JW Glendinning’s routine upkeep and
maintenance of their buildings, repairs works are being proposed to safeguard a number of the listed
barns at Alston Farm, several of which are currently in a poor state of repair (including some with
collapsed roofs). These repair works are not part of the current application (and would be subject to
separate Listed building consent and European Protected Species licencing procedures). The repair
works intend to take the opportunity to not only safeguard the recorded day and night roosts for low
numbers of greater horseshoe bats, common pipistrelle and natterer’s but also provide enhanced
roosting opportunities within them, including features such as ‘hot-boxes’ to provide sheltered and
warm roosting areas at the apex.
10.427. The proposed barn repairs are considered to complement the ecological enhancement measures
within the Quarry Extension proposals: enhanced roosting opportunities may enable larger
assemblages of bats to establish and make more use of the enhanced foraging opportunities
provided by the proposed Quarry Extension. Given that no adverse effects are predicted to roosting
bats as a result of the Quarry Extension proposals, and that the proposed building repair works
would seek to safeguard and enhance the roosting opportunities within the barns, no cumulative
effects would be anticipated.
10.428. There are no other relevant development schemes within the vicinity of the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry and proposed extension area that are close enough distance to require consideration of the
cumulative effects in combination with both areas of the quarry. As such the cumulative impact with
other relevant development schemes is not considered further.
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Construction Impacts
10.429. The construction impacts of the scheme will be limited to the works for construction of Waye Lane link
and widening of Balland Lane and alterations to the school bus turning circle.as the extension of the
quarry represents both the operational and construction phases of the development. Approximately 10
additional members of staff will be located at the quarry during the highway construction period, which is
expected to take place over a period of about 1 year, with a further ten individuals required for the
hedgerow relocation and overburden stripping.
10.430. It is envisaged that in the majority of cases construction vehicles will be stored on-site and so will
generate only one arrival and one departure. Construction vehicles will be required to use appropriate
routes to access the site as do existing quarry vehicles, which will include a requirement that all A38
traffic use the grade separated Ashburton junction in the vicinity of the quarry.
10.431. The impact of construction traffic associated with the Waye Lane highway works will be limited as the site
compound will be located within the quarry site. Significant elements of the construction activities will
take place offline and so will have no impact on existing highway users. In addition much of the
construction activities will be directly accessible from the site compound without the need to use the
public highway. At some locations it is likely that Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders will be required
that may introduce short-term closures and diversions for widening of Balland Lane, which will take place
during school holidays.

Conclusion
10.432. The assessments undertaken demonstrate that the development proposal will not have any significant
adverse environmental impacts in highway terms and should be considered acceptable in terms of
highway planning policy.
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Figures
Figure 10.1 - Important Ecological Features within /immediately
surrounding the Site
Figure 10.2 - Greater horseshoe bat activity (from static detector
monitoring)
Figure 10.3 - Impacts on Important Ecological Features (Habitats)
within each Stage
Figure 10.4 – Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Strategy
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